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Pref~cet The structure of the Thesis

This thesis follows the standard structure of a psychological
dissertation. The first chapter introduces 'imaginal response',
offering an outline of this enquiry, its aims and procedures.
The second chapter reviews the literature relevant to this subject,
and offers a theoretical/conceptual basis for this enquiry. The third
chapter describes the methodology of the practical application of
~imaginal response', and the fourth chapter offers a collation and
analysis of the 'results' of this 'application'. Finally, in the
fifth chapter, these results are discussed and some conclusions offered.

x



Cha;gter One

INTROIlJCTION



1. INTRODUCTION

This enquiry is concerned with a specific use of the imagination as a
mode of responding to textual images. Called 'imaginal response', it
adapts Jung's technique of 'active imagination' and offers a method of
responding to archetypal images in a literary text. At the centre of'
this enquiry is the practical application of 'imaginal response' with
a number of experimentees, and a collation of their 'responses' to
specific textual images from Hamlet. From an analysis of this material
the enquiry attempts to develop some understanding of the response
process from both a Reader-Response and a Jungian perspective. It
also explores a theoretical premise for 'imaginal response', in order
to examine what foundation it has in both reader-response theory and
Jungian archetypal theory.

As an application of archetypal theory to literary, response, this
enquiry attempts to bridge two fields, to form an interdisciplinary
connection. As a result, 'imaginal response' cannot be fully
appreciated from either a solely literary or a solely' psychological
perspective. Thus, although the enquiry is directed towards readers
wi th a basic understanding of Jungian archetypal theory, its perimeters

,
also embrace the field of literary appreciation, in particular the
recently developed area of 'reader-'response'.
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1.1. 'Imaginal Response's A 'Reader-Response' Perspective

'Imaginal Response' aims to develop an awareness of an imaginative mode
of textual response. It is a mode of response which may enable the

1 .
'reader' to become more consciously aware of a normally subliminal
reading process, in that it focusses the 'reader's' attention on the
images and associated feelings, emotions or sensations that may be

evoked by the text. 'Imaginal response' differs from other more
analytic modes of literary response in that it allows a textual image
to be experienced without any conscious attempt at verbal interpretation
or analysis of the text. Indeed it concentrates upon an imaginative
rather than intellectual experience of a textual image.

Central to 'imaginal response' is the theory that a textual image
conveys a meaning and evokes a response in an imaginative mode that is
not dependent upon conscious verbal interpretation. It is argued that
an image best conveys its 'meaning' in imagistic fom, and therefore
any mode of response that primarily involves a translation into a
non-imagistic, i.e. verbal mode, deprives that image of a fundamental
quality, thereby limiting the depth and intensity of response.

Thus the argument for 'imaginal response' is that by concentrating on
the imaginative affect of the textual image, it is thereby possible
to achieve a greater conscious awareness of what that image has the
potential to communicate. It is conscious awareness because an
imaginative response is normally present but only at the threshold
of consciousness, and is often repressed into the unconscious in favour
of a verbal, analytic approach.

2



The aim of 'imaginal response' is to offer a modeof response

particularly appropriate for the appreciation of' textual images, and

then to relate the 'results' of its application to the 'normal reading

process'. Thus the experimentees' 'imaginal response-work' provides

a phenomenologicalbasis from which to discuss the imaginative dynamics

of the 'normal' reading process. This discussion can be related to

the different perspectives on the reading process offered by the

present reader-response debate.

However,in presenting an analysis of the imaginal reading process~

this enquiry also intends to explore an al.temative to the primarily

intellectual and analytic orientation that appears to dominate

contemporaryliterary theory. 'Imaginal response' offers a

non-analytic approach, valuing a 'reader's' imaginative, sensory

and feeling responses to a textual. image. Hopefully, 'imaginal

response' maythus facilitate and indeed encourage the participation

of these primarily non-verbal faculties in the process of literary

studies.

Furthermore, 'imaginal res ponse' aims to movefrom a. theoretical

towards an experiential emphasis in literary studies. 'Imaginal

response' is primarily a techniq~e f'or using the imagination to

experience a textual image. Rather than a theory, it offers a

methodologyof response, in which the 'reader's' imaginative experience

of a textual image is of central importance. 'Imaginal response'

thus aims to transpose literary studies from a 'lecture' into a

'workshop' environment, placing the 'reader's' fully-felt experience

of a text above any theoretical analysis.

J



1.2. 'Imaginal Response', An ArchetYpal Perspective

As has been su'ggested., 'imaginal response' also needs to be viewed
from a psychological perspective. Central to this dimension of the
enquiry is the fact that 'imaginal response' is specifically concerned
with responding to archetypal images in a text. This is not to deny
the value of responding imaginatively to non-archetypal images, which
could indeed be a subject for future study. However, one of the main
aims of this enquiry is to explore the psychological possibilities of
using archetypal textual images in conjunc1ion with Jung's technique of
'active imagination'.

Jung developed 'active imagination' as a means for an individual to
experience and explore hiS/her inner world of images, and in particular
the archetypal images of the collective unconscious. The "collective
unconscious' is Jungls term for the universal psychic structure that
exists within each individual, and is indeed the foundation of an
individual's personal psychic structure. As a starting point for this
imaginative exploration, Jung suggests an individual's dream or fantasy
image. What are the possibilities for 'active imagination' if the
starting point is not an individual's personal image, but an archetYp:l.l
textual image? Could a 'reader' experience and explore the world of
the archetypes via such an image?

According to Jung, an archetypal image in a work of art is not merely

the product of the conscious mind of the artist or author, nor does. it
derive solely from his,/her personal unconscious. ,Such an image is
rather the manifestation of an archetypal image which exists in the

4



collective-unconscious. If then, as Jung suggests, the archetypal
images of the collective unconscious exist within each individual,
is it not possible for a 'reader' to imaginatively experience within
him/herself not only the archetypal textual image, but also the
archetypal image itself, of which the textual image is the manifestation?
In other words, is it possible for a 'reader' to experience within the
depths of hiS/her own psyche the archetypal image which is the core
of the textual image?

Henry Corbin, the French phenomenologist and a follower of Jung,
2describes 'active' or 'creative imagination' as the appropriate

faculty with which to perceive and experience the interior symbolic
world of archetypal images. Furthermore, he understands 'active
imagination' to be a method of returning from a sensory, manifest image
to its unmanifest essence in the.symbolic interior. Thus, through
the process of 'active imagination' may not a reader retrace the
textual image to its symbolic essence, to the archetypal image within?
Following this argument, may not archetypal textual images be used as
'gateways' to the archetypal world within, 'gateways' through which a
'reader' may experience and explore the collective unconscious, the
symbolic foundations of his/her own psyche? Furthermore, if such
imaginal response work is continued over a period of time, is it
possible for a 'reader' to become familiar with this interior world
and indeed form a creative relationship with it?

The foremost psychological aim of this enquiry is to explore the
potential of imaginal response-work as a means of: (i) directly
experiencing the arcehtypal images of the collective unconscious,
and through these images (ii) forming a creative relationship with
the numinous world of the collective unconscious. The importance
of such a relationship will also necessarily be discussed.

5



The process of '~maginal response' is concerned with an imaginative
experience of an archetypal textual image, and Jungian psychology
provides a conceptual structure with which to analyse the-psychological
dynamics of such an experience. This combination of an imaginative
and an analytic approach~nas in itself a psychological significance,
creating what the alchemists termed a conjunctio 0pp0sitorum. It
is a 'union of opposites' which is central to ~his whole study.

6



1.3. 'Imaginal Response' as an Original Contribution

As a prelude to this enquiry, a thorough study was made of the available
literature in the fields of Jungian Psychology and literary response
theory, as well as Dissertations Abstracts International and
Psychological Abstracts. This revealed that there has been no
previous study of the use of 'active imagination' in conjunction with
archetypal textual images. Indeed, the idea of either adapting
'active imagination' into a mode of 'reader-response', or of exploring
a primarily imaginative mode of 'reader-response', has not been
suggested.

7



Notes to Chapter One

1. 'Reader' and 'Reading Process' are placed in inverted commas when
they refer to the process of 'imaginal response'. As is shown
in the methodology of 'imaginal response' (pP. 111-113), an
imaginal 'reading' of a textual image differs from the ordinary
process of reading in that the text is read to the participant,
who has his/her eyes closed.

2. H. Corbin Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn 'Arabi
pp. 186-90
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Chapter Two

A THEORETICAL PRElttISE TO 'IMAGINAL RESPONSE'



2.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter aims to explore a theoretical premise to 'imaginal
response'. 'Imaginal response' bridges the two fields of literary
theory and archetypal psychology, therefore it is these two different
disciplines that can provide 'imaginal response' with a theoretical
foundation.

'Imaginal response' is an adaptation of Jung's 'active imagination'
into a mode of 'reader-response'. It is a specific use of the imagination
as a mode of responding to archetypal textual images., Firstly it will
be necessary to determine what is to be understood by an 'archetypal
textual image', and how such an image may be recognised. Secondly,
the dynamic of an archetypal textual image will be explored in contrast
to that of an 'ordinary', i.e. non-archetypal textual image. Thirdly,
as the language of the archetypal world is primarily images, the
limitations of verbal language in exploring archetypal imagery will
be discussed. Fourthly, because the perception and experience of an
archetypal textual image necessitates a specific use of the imagination,
this use of the imagination will be explored from an historical perspec-
tive, commencing with Plato and ending with Jung and James Hillman.
Fifthly, a critical orientation towards an archetypal textual image
will be examined, and contemporary reader-response theory offered as an
appropriate critical context. Sixthly, the whole methodology of
'active imagination' and how it may be developed into a mode of
'reader-response' will be examined from a Jungian perspective.
Seventh, and finally, this chapter will look at the 'attitude' required
for imaginal response-work; the degree of respect and responsibility
that is needed in order to work creatively with archetypal images.

9



2.2 An Archetypal Textual Image

What is to be understood by an 'archetypal textual image', and how
does it differ from an 'ordina~', non-archetypal textual image?
In order to pursue this question; it is first necessary to examine
what is meant by an 'ordinary' textual image.

2.2.1. A Definition of a Textual Image

What is understood by the term 'imagery' in a text is not unanimously
iagreed upon. At one end of the spectrum, the tern 'imagery' can be

used to mean only similes or metaphors. An image can also be

regarded as a 'picture in words', relating to anything that is
visually descriptive. Furthermore, rather than just visual, it can
be used to include anything that triggers an impression on any of the
five senses. Caroline Spurgeon, in her book on Shakespeare's imagery,
expands the possibilities of an image even more, and asks her readers
to think of it as

••• connotating any and every imaginative picture
or other experience, which may have come to the

poet, not only through any of the senses, but through
his mind and emotions as well.l

The 'imaginative picture or other experience' referred to here suggests
.the possibility of an image as the triggering of an emotive response.
In this sense, it could be extended to the cumulative effect of the
disease images in Hamlet; while at the other extreme it would include
the single word 'Hyperion' and all that it evokes in Hamlet's description
of his father.

10



Ivor Richards, in Principles of Literary Criticism, looks closely at
what constitutes an image in a text, and he distinguishes between
'tied' and 'free imagery'. 'Tied images' are very closely connected
to the 'visual sensations of the printed words'; and for Richards,
the chief of these 'tied images' are

the auditory image - the sound of the words in the
mind's ear - and the image of articulation - the
feel in the lips, mouth and throat, of what the

2words would be like to speak.

He further suggests that these two forms of 'tied images' might be

called 'verbal images' in that they are

images of words and not of things words stand for,
and in their being in very close connection with the
visual sensations of the printed words.)

In contrast to 'tied images', Richards' 'free images' relate to what
the words stand for, to their 'meaning'. Visual images, or 'pictures
in the mind's eye' are the most familiar form of free imagery.
However, any other emotion or sensation which relates to the meaning
of the words would also be a free image. An example of the latter
could be the smell evoked by the line

. 4In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed.

Richards is aware that individual readers differ most widely in the
free imagery which they experience in response to the same text.
An image is an effect triggered by a text, as opposed to an'objective
phenomenon, and therefore, as the effect of a text will be individual
for each reader, so too will the imagery which is experienced.

11



While Richards arrived at his idea of 'verbal images' within the context
of literary studies, Paul Kugler, working in the field ofaxchetypa1

-psychology, developed a similar concept of a 'sound-image' or 'acoustic
image.'S Kugler's work is based upon Jung's early 'Association

6Experiments.' Here Jung himself refers to the tem 'acoustic image'
only in a footnote,7 because he differentiates words from imagesl

In ..attempting the classification of acoustic-verbal
associations one must never forget that one is not

8examining images but their verbal symbols.

Kugler, however, does not acknowledge this distinction, but rather
values a 'linguistic image,9 and he explores in some detail its phonetic
properties.IO In particular, Kugler stresses the importance of the
'acoustic-image' in relation to the function of the imagination, stressing

that the imagination's

mode of operation is sonorous, acoustic, phonetic,
there is an innate connection between logos and image,
between word and fantasy, that words are fantasies in

sound:l1

Richards appears to give a subjective value to 'free images,' whilst
his 'tied images,' including 'auditory images', are given a more objective

value. This reflects the fact that his 'tied images', as 'images of
words, and not of the things words stand for,' are generally perceived
through what Joseph Addison describes as 'Primary Imagination' in which
'objects are before our eyes,.12 In contrast, 'free images', in
relating to what the words stand for, are realised through the process
of 'Secondary Imagination' in which objects not 'actually before the

12



Eye' are perceived in the mind, , 'Free images' will, therefore, more
fully reflect the subjective stance of the reader than 'tied images',
and be more relative,

However, there are some occasions when 'tied images' are perceived
through the 'Secondary Imagination', for example, when we remember
or compose a line of verse not being spoken out loud, And Kugler,
ascribing a dominantly subjective, fantasy value to 'acoustic images',
firmly links the 'sound image' to the process of 'Secondary Imagination',
I would argue that as the perception of a textual image involves the
process of 'Secondary Imagination' it cannot but reflect the subjective
nature of this faculty, What this amounts to is that as a textual
image is an imaginative impression within the reader, it can only be

defined through its subjective, imaginative effect, Thus, although
the above delineations offer some possibilities for recognising what
constitutes a textual image, ultimately, only that which is imaginatIvely
reali sed as an image is an image. Any theoretical awareness of a
textual image is thus necessarily based upon a subjective response.

2.2.2. The Difference Between an 'ArchetYpal' and an 'Ordinary'
Textual Image.

What is the difference between an ordinary and an archetypal textual
image? If, as I have suggested, a textual image can only be defined
through its subjective imaginative effect, then an archetypal textual
image is that image which is able to effect a particular quality of
res ponse, an archetypal res ponse , 'Archetypal' and •archetype' are
used throughout this enquiry in a specifically Jungian sense. This
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is not to be confused with what is implied by Northrop Frye and other
contemporary cri tics, for whom an 'archetype' is simply a recurring
unit or literature, 'which may be large (e.g. a plot) or small
(e.g. an image)·.lJ

2.2.). A Definition of JUng's Term 'Archety~'

It is impossible to give an exact definition of what Jung meant by an
'arche:type'. Jung stresses that it is 'irrepresentab1e' and
'indefinable', and furthermore I

It seems to me probable that the real nature of
14an archetype is not capable of being made conscious.

Like the Sphinx, an archetype will always remain a profound riddle
for our conscious minds, for it dwells in the unfathomable depths of
the collective unconscious. The 'collective unconscious', or
'objective psyche' is that dimension of the unconscious that is of an
a Priori character, as distinct from the 'personal unconscious' which
is merely the repository of personal, repressed material. The
collective unconscious is a world ,of metaphor and symbol and an
archetype reflects these qualities; thus

Not for a moment dare we succumb to the illusion that
an archetype can be finally explained and disposed of.
Even the best attempts at explanations are more or less
successful translations into another metaphoric 1anguage.l5

It is only with an awareness of its inevitable limitations that a
definition or explanation of an archetype may be attempted.

The term 'archetype', which Jung introduced in 1919, he notes as first
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occuring in Phi1016

for after the pattern of a single Mind, even the Mind
of the Universe as an archetype, the mind in each of
those who successively came into being was moulded17

and in the Corpus Hermeticum II

The Good. is the archetypal Light18

It also occurs later in Dionysius the Areopagitea

That the seal is not entire and the same in all the
printed copies ••• is not due to the seal itself •••

but the difference of the substances which share it
makes the impressions of the one, entire, identical
archetype to be different.19

and

They call Him ••• 20an Archetypal stone.

In all these instances 'archetype' is an explanatory paraphrase of the
Platonic ideal form. As a word to describe the contents of the
collective unconscious

this term is apposite and helpful, because it tells
us that we are dealing with archaic or - I would say -
primordial types, this is, with universal images that
have existed since the remotest tlmes.21

Jung's actual theory of 'archetypes' underwent several changes
and developments as his understanding of the unconscious grew.

22In 1912 he wrote about the 'prlmordla1'images' of the collective
unconscious. By' primord 1al images' Jung then meant all the
mythological and fairy-tale motifs which

?~reappear through the world and throughout history. In
1917 he refered to these 'primordial images' as
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24'dominants' of the collective unconscious. Then, in 1919, in
Instinct and the Unconscious Jung first used the term 'archetype',
describing the 'archetypes' as the 'a priori determinants of all psychic
processes,.25 Furthermore. he began to draw a distinction between
the 'archetype as such (an sich)' and the 'archetypal' or 'primordial
image'. The 'archetype as such' is non-perceptible, incapable of being
made conscious, but

it has effects which enable us to visualise it,
namely the archetypal image.26

Like another twentieth-century 'discovery', sub-atomic particles,
archetypes are visible only in their effects.

Only when an archetype comes into contact with the conscious mind does
it create an 'effect', and thus begin to emerge from the primal
darkness of the collective psyche. Without material existence in itself
it becomes, so to speak, 'clothed' by the light of consciousness and
appears as an archetypal image. Thus an archetype

is an invisible 'nodal point in the psyche', 27 which through
an encounter with individual consciousness expresses itself in the form
of an archetypal or primordial image. The universality of these images
reflects the a priori nature of the archetypes.

Archetypes are, by definition, factors and motifs that arrange the
psychic elements into certain images, characterised as archetypal,
but in such a way that they can be recognised only from the effects
they produce. They exist pre-consciously, and presumably they form
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the structural dominants of the psyche in general. They may be
compared to the invisible presence of the crystal lattice in a saturated
solution. As a priori conditioning factors, they represent a special,
psychological instance of the biological 'pattern of behaviour' which
gives all living organisms their specific qualities. Archetypes
may then be understood as forming the invisible pattern that underlies
life itself. They are

Inherited possibilities of representation ••• channels,
predispositions, river-beds into which the water of
life has dug deep ••• the hidden organisers of rep-
resentations, they are the 'primordial pattern'
underlying the invisible order of the unconscious

PSYChe.28

Yet an archetype is not to be understood as merely a possible 'form',
a static ,'pattern', for they are dynamic and alive

Archetypes were and still are living psychic
forces that demand to be taken serious1y.29·

An archetype may, therefore, be best appreciated as both a potential
pattern and a dynamic numinous force.

The term archetype is not meant to denote an inherited
idea, but rather an inherited mode of psychic
functioning, corresponding to the inborn way in which
the chick emerges from the egg, the bird builds its
nest, a certain kind of wasp stings the motor ganglion
of the caterpillar, and eels find their way to the

Bermudas. In other words, it is a 'pattern of behaviour'.
This' aspect of the archetype is the biological one •••
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But the picture changes at once when looked at from
the inside, that is, from within the realm of the
subjective psyche. Here the archetype presents itself
as numinous, that is, it appears as an experience of
fundamental importance. Whenever it clothes itself
in the appropriate symbols, which is not always the case,
it puts the individual into a state of possessedness,
the consequences of which may be incalculable.JO

As a 'pa tte:rn' underlying life, the archetype has similarities with
the Platonic 'eidos' or 'Idea'. Like the Platonic Idea, the archetype
has a transcendant quality and 'precedes all conscious experience.,;l
But whilst the 'Ideas' are inherently immutable, the archetypes have a
dynamic and numinous quality.

The archetype is not just an inactive form
but a real force charged with a specific energy.J2

It is the living, dynamic quality of the archetype that is least
appreciated. Too often the archetype is understood as merely a
structuring pattern. or at worst an intellectual concept.

Since so many people have chosen to treat archetypes
as if they were part of a mechanical system that can
be learnt by rote, it is essential to insist that they
are not mere names, or even philosophical concepts.))

For Jung, an archetype was a powerful living entity for which he had
the greatest respect

They are everything one could wish for or fear in a
a psychic "Thou". J4
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2.2.3.1. A Summary of Jung' sTem 'Archetype'

The archetypes are numinous and dynamic forces or entities which form
the structural ~tterns of the psyche. Preconscious, they are the
great formative principles which have an ordering effect on the psychic
process and thus on the experience of life itself. Irrepresentable in
themselves, they are made visible through their effects, namely archetypal
images. It is, therefore, through the archetypal images of the collective
unconscious that the individual may have the most direct access to the
archetypes themselves.

2.2.4. Defining An Archetypal Image

An archetypal image is the effect of an archetype J and from that
archetype it derives a quality of universality and also a certain

psychic energy or 'numinosity'. The word 'numinosity' derives from
'n~~inosum', Rudolf otto's term (in his Idea of the Holy) for 'the
inexpressible, mysterious, terrifying and directly experienced'35
influence of the divine. The numinosity of an archetypal image is its
dynamic affect on the individual, the mysterious, enigmatic and yet
also deeply impressive 'message' it conveys. This is no rational or
verbal 'message', but rather an inexpressible felt experience unique
for each individual. Numinosity is not objectively discernable, it
is a quality of the subjective experience of an archetypal image.

For an image to be archetypal, it must be both universal and numinous,
yet an image only becomes numinous through its relationship to the

individual observer. Just as an archetype per se only becomes visible
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through its relationship to the conscious mind, so is an image only
realised as archetypal through its relationship to the individual.
Therefore, whether an image is experienced as archetypal depends essen -
tially upon the attitude of the observer, on the quality and nature of
the approach which he/srebrings to the image. An archetypal image
is both an image and a numinous force; and the latter may only be

experienced subjectively, usually in the form of a powerful emotion.
This is why Jung insisted that the exper-ienceof an archetype is of both

an image and an emotion. He further explains archetypal images as

pieces of life itself - images that are integrally
connected to the living individual by the bridge
of the emotions.)6

Because an image is archetypal through its 'connection', its
relationship to the living individual, an archetypal image cannot be

objectively defined. Indeed, just as an archetype per se cannot be

exactly defined, so too an archetypal image is something 'whose very
nature makes it incapable of precise definition'. Furthermore, an

archetypal image is a product of the collective unconscious, which is
the province of metaphor and ambiguitya -

The unconscious represents the metaphorical and the
source of metaphors.)7

Any attempt to verbally define an archetypal image would be, in effect,
to limit its ambiguity and thus restrict it. Added to this, an
archetypal image is a psychological fact, and as such it cannot be

grasped by intellectual analysis.

An intellectual grasp of a psychological fact produces
no more than a concept, and that concept is no more

than a name.J8
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This enquiry is concerned with a specific form-of an archetypal image.
namely, an archetypal image experienced in a literary text - an archetypal
textual image - and rather than attempt any exact definition, it will
examine how such an image may be recognised.

Recognising an ArchetYpal Textual Image

How mayan archetypal textual image be recognised? Is it possible
to recognise an archetypal textual image except through the nature of
the response which it evokes?

As with an 'ordinary' textual image, an archetypal textual image is
not limited to a particular form of expression. It can be either a
metaphorical figure, a single cumulative descriptive image, a character
or a dramatic situation. On one level~: a whole literary work could
be realised as a single archetypal image, though generally it would be

seen as a series of archetypal images forming an archetypal or mythic
pattern. However, for the practical purposes of this enquiry, it is
necessary to concentrate upon verbal images of just a few lines.

2.2 •.5.1. Recognising an ArchetYpal Textual Image by its Universality

As an expression of the collective psyche of humanity, an archetypal
image contains an objectively discernable quality of universality.
Jung explains this by suggesting that the collective psyche, or
collective unconscious

is simply the psychic expression of the identity of
brain structure irrespective of all racial differences.
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This explains the analogy, sometimes even identity,
between various myth-motifs, and symbols, and the
possibility of human beings making themselves
understood. The various lines of psychic development
start from one common stock whose roots reach back into
all the strata of the past.39

Jung's research showed that the same images appear in the myths and
dreams of mankind, regardless of temporal or cultural barriers. The
Swiss clerk's hallucination of the sun's phallus and the liturgy of the
Mithraic cult describtng the tube hanging down from the solar disc,40
seem to have no logical, linear connection. However, both are shown
as originating in the same a-temporal, a-spatial reality.

Thus, an archetypal image can be objectively recognised by its universal,
mythic quality. For example, according to Jung, royalty, e.g. a king,
queen, prince or princess, immediately suggest an archetypal possibility.
Also indicative is a recognisable mythic figure, for example Priam and

41Pyrrhus in the players' rendition of Priam's slaughter in Hamlet.
Myths can be regarded as the enactment of an archetype, (Kathleen Raine
defines myth as 'the expression of archetypal imagery'. 42) They are
the archetYJ;al dreams of a culture, and so an awareness of an image's
mythic origin suggests that it may have an archetypal quality.
Therefore, an image that is identified as symbolic or religious could
be seen as potentially archetypal. An example is a chalice or dove as
a Christian symbol. The mother dove image of the Queen's final speech
to Hamlet in the graveyard scene has an obvious archetypal qualitYI

Anon, as patient as the female dove
When that her golden couplets are disclos'd 43

•••
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This is given further poignancy when associated with a quotation from
one of the Eucharistic Prayers in The Acts of Thomas which worships the
Holy Ghost in female forml

Come holy dove,

Which hast brought forth the twin nestlings;
Come secret mother ••• 44

Although the Syriac text of the Apocryphal Acts of Thomas was only
translated into English in 1871, the Greek version, together with Latin
and other translations was very popular in Europe in the Middle Ages.
The similarity of Shakespeare's image with that from the Eucharistic
Prayers may point to imitatio, but it also reinforces the archetypal
implications of Shakespeare's image. For, not only does Gertrude's
speech contain the symbol of the dove, but 'the golden couplets' echo
the 'twin nestling,' and Jung describes 'the appearance of a pair of
doves' as having a particular archetypal significancel

The appearance of a pair of doves points to the imminent
marriage of the filius regius and to the dissolution
of the opposites as a result of this union.45

The meaning of this quotation and its relevance to Hamlet will be explored
in detail later. At present, it is offered solely to illustrate the
arcehtypa1 possibi1lties of a partlcu1ar textual image.

2.2.5.2. Recognising an ArchetYpal Textual Image by its Affect

But although any image that is discovered to have a symbolic or religious
predecessor has an archetypal potential, an archetypal image is primarily
realised through its affect. Originating in the collective psyche of
humanity, it is able to evoke a profound depth of response in the
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individual. It can lift the individual out of the personal sphere
and connect him/her with what is beyond the personal. It is in this
sense that Jung writes.

Whoever speaks in primordial images speaks with a
thousand voicesJ he enthrals and overpowers, while
at the same time he lifts the idea he is seeking to
express out of the occasional and transitory into
the realm of the ever-enduring. He transmutes our
personal destiny into the destiny of mankind, evokes
in us all those beneficent forces that ever and anon
have enabled humanity to find a refuge from every
peril and to outlive the longest night.46

That Hamlet is a profoundly archetypal drama does not depend upon a
profusion of images that one can recognise as having mythic or symbolic
origins, but rather on the quality of response it evokes. Its arche-
typal significance is reflected in the way it has affected audiences
across the barriers of time and culture. The volume of critical
response to Hamlet over the years, and the amount of recent research in
China and Japan provides evidence of this. Such a universality of
response points to a universality of content. However, the true
archetypal quality of an image, or pattern of images forming a literary
work, can only be recognised through an individual subjective experience.
It does not become real unless individually realised.

To identify definittve1yan image as archetypal demands a full recognition
of its affect. Among images, only an archetypal image has the ability
to translate an individual from the personal to the universal. This is
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not a conscious effect, an expanded rational frame of reference, but
a wholly felt experience. Through the image's effect on the individual
he is able to experience a universal, symbolic dimension of reality.

Summary - Recognising a Textual Image as Archetrp:1

A textual image may be objectively recognised as archetypal through
its universal symbolic quality. However, a definitive identification
of a textual image as archetypal must be dependent upon its subjective,
imaginative affect, for, among images, only an archetypal image has the
ability to evoke an experience of the universal realm of the collective
unconscious.

2.3. The Dynamic of an Archetypal Textual Image

For an archetypal textual image to evoke an experience of the collective
unconscious, it must have a particular dynamic that differs from that
of an 'ordinary' textual image. What is the dynamic of an archetypal
textual image, and how is this reflected in an experience of the same?

2.3.1. An Archetypal Textual Image as a Signifier for an Inner Im~e

It would be consistent with Jung to argue that an archetypal textual
image, unlike an 'ordinary' textual image, does not originate from the
physical plane of sense perception; neither is it a signifier for
something in our temporal world. Rather, it comes from and points back
to the collective unconscious. Jung describes how the creative process
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'translates' an image from the collective psyche into 'the language of
the present', thus allowing the contemporary man to return to his
symbolic depthsl

The creative process, so far as we are able to follow
it at all, consists in the unconscious activation of
an archetypal image, and in the elaborating and
shaping of this image into the finished work. By
giving it shape, the artist translates it into the
language of the present, and so makes it possible for
us to find our way back to the deepest springs of life.47

The 'deepest springs of life' are in the collective unconscious. This
is a world of archetypal images that exists within each individual,
and is realised through the faculty of the imagination, wh~ther in dreams
or in waking consciousness. An archetypal textual image may be read
as a signifier for an image in this inner world.

2.3.2. Henry Corbin's Term for the Collective Unconscious

Henry Corbin, the French phenomenologist, discovered in his work on
Islamic theological philosophy, a similar notion of an inner symbolic
reality, 'alarn-i-rrdthal'. As this world is realised through the faculty
of the imagination, and in order to escape the derogatory connotations
of the word 'imaginary', he termed this plane of existence the 'mundus
imaginalis,48 or world of the imaginal. Corbin's work is
post-Jungian, and the word 'imaginal' was never used by Jung himself.
However, it has been adopted by James Hillman and his school of
Archetypal Psychology to describe the interior world of images. As will
be discussed in the following section, Hillman's use of 'imaginal' does
not fully reflect Corbin's description of the rnundus imaginalis as a
separate ontologoical reality. Throughout this thesis my use of the
vord 'imaginal' follo'tvsCorbin rather than Hillman's adaptation.
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2.3.2.1. Jung and Hillman: Analytical and Archetypal Psychology

James Hillman has self-consciously adopted the term 'archetypal

psychology' to refer to his post-Jungian school of psychology.

,Archetypal Psychology' develops certain aspects of Jungian thought, in

particular Jung's workon archetypal imagery and the world of the

collective unconscious. Yet, at the same time, Hillman consciously

distances himself from 'Analytical Psychology', the term Jung gave to

his school of psychology.

Hillman follows Jung's primary concern with the imagery of the

unconscious, arguing that

Fantasy images are both the rawmaterials and finished products of

the psyche, and. they are the privileged mde of access to

knowledgeof soul. Nothing is moreprimary. 49

Hillman presents soul and psyche as synonamous,a duality that is not

ai together present in Jung, because the Germanword 'Seele' implies both

simultaneously 5~ Hillman's concern is with deepening our awareness of

the soul. Thus, for Hillman, 'depth psychology' concerns

archetypal images, TJhichhe describes as:

the deepest patterns of psychic functioning, the roots of the soul
51governing the perspectives we have of ourselves and the world.

Hillman's psychology emphasises the determining role archetypal

patterning has upon our conscious and unconscious functioning. Like

Jung, he attaches great importance to myth, which he regards as the

'primary and irreducible language of these archetypal patterns,·?2
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However,Hillman argues against the emphasis analytical psychologygives

to the process of analysing the images of the unconscious. He sees

images as a product of the soul with their own psyChic reality, not

merely as signs or symbols to be interpreted. Thus,' rather than

interpreting the images experienced in dreams or fantasies, the

individual should be encouraged to enter this world of images, whiCh

COrbintermed the' imaginal' •

Corbin, one of Hillman's major influences, describes the imaginal as a

distinct ontological reality that has its own means of perception,
,53 .

namely the imagination. Just as we perceive the empirical world through

the five senses, so the imaginal is perceived through the faculty of the

imagination. Thus, archetypal psychology, whiChplaces primary value on

a deepening experience of the archetypal realm of the soul, IOOVeS away

from a psychology based upon analysis, towards an approaCh that

emphasises the function of the imagination. The theraputic aim of

Hillman's school of psychology is to reconnect the individual with the
54

world of the imaginal through the 'cul ti vation of imagination'.

This thesis has been titled 'Imaginal Response' because it follows the

primacy Hillman attaches to the imaginative experience of archetypal

imagery, and it stresses that these imagesneed to be appreciated as

imaginal realities existing in their own ontological world'. HOwever,

there are certain fundamental ideas concerning Hillman's understanding

of archetypal images that this thesis refutes, and prefers instead the

more orthodox stance of Jung and the schoot of analytical psychology.
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As already discussed, Jung developed the important distinction between
the archetype per se and the archetypal image. This is an idea not
unique to Jung, for it is also present in Islamic Sufi metaphysics. In
Sufi metaphysics the process of divine emanation from the Absolute
Unity, the One, to the multiplicity of created forms goes through two
intermediate stages, the World of the Archetypes (a'yan thabitah) and
the World of Symbols ('alam-i-mithal). The World of Symbols corresponds
to the world of archetypal images, the mundus imaginalis. However,
although Hillman acknowledges a debt to Sufi metaphysics through the
importance he attaches to Corbin's work,55 he states that archetypal
psychology

rigorously refuses even to speculate about a non-presented
archetype per se.56

Hillman also makes the claim that 'any image can be considered
archetypal ,57. In Hillman's psychology a car, a paper bag, even the
remains of yesterday's dinner, can become archetypal if viewed from the
correct imaginative perspective. This is an understanding of archetypal
imagery which I believe runs contrary to Jung's notion of an archetypal
image as the dynamic and numinous effect of the archetype per se. Both
Jung and Corbin understand archetypal images as symbolic realities that
exist in a particular psychological dimension which is distinct from
that of the empirical ,vorldof sense perception. Although Hillman uses
Corbin's term 'imaginal', he coes not fully acknowtedqe that the
imaginal and its imagery exist separately from the world of sense
perception. Furthermore, to suggest that the individual has, through
his imaginative function, the ability to make any image archetypal,
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gives individual consciousness a degree of autonomous power that is not
concurrent with the ideas of Jung or Corbin. Archetypal images require
the correct imaginative attitude in order for their archetypal dimension
to be experienced, but this is not to say that the imagination can
realize any image as archetypal.

Archetypal psychology attempts to connect the individual with the
imaginal world of archetypal imagery, a world which primarily expresses
itself through the language of myth. Hillman attaches particular
importance to Greek mythology and its polytheistic pantheon Which he
regards as presenting a truer picture of the psyche than the
monotheistic Judaeo-Christian culture. He rejects the primacy Jung
attached to the archetype of the Self and its expression in mandala
imagery:

The only possible inferiority for an archetypal psychology would
be the concentration on one centre alone - ego or self or one God
- which must by definition fail to represent the entire range of
archetypal forms.58

In rejecting the primacy of the Self, w~ich Hillman considers merely one
of the many archetypes of the psyche, Hillman appears to overlook the
evidence of many different religious and mystical traditions Which refer
to man's divine consciousness as his supreme attribute. In SUfism this
is refered to as 'The Man of Light' or the 'Perfect Nature'. In alchemy
the symbol of the lapis or philosopher's stone refers to this central
archetype. And long before the birth of Christ the supremacy of the
Atman or Self was sung in the Upanishads:

The Self is lesser than the least, greater than the greatest. He
lives in all hearts.59
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The Self is a psychological reality and yet it stands outside the
manifold patterns of creation 'unchanging among the changing'. 'Lesser
than the least and greater than the greatest' the Self contains within
Itself all the archetypes of the collective unconscious, just as the
Atman, identical with Brahman, contains within it all worlds.

Hillman rejects the idea of archetypal images emmanating from the
'higher level' of the archetype per se, similarly he appears to reject
the notion of an all embracing One from which emanates the multiplicity
of the polytheistic pantheon. One God can have many attributes, and
the central archetype of the Self contain a diversity of archetypal
images. We need not return to Greek polytheism, but rather offer a
psychology that integrates the many with the One. In mandala symbolism
the many and diverse aspects of the psyche are contained within an
integrated pattern.

This thesis recognizes the importance Hillman gives to an imaginative
mode of communication between the imaginal world and individual
consciousness. At the same time many of Hillman's ideas are rejected.
This thesis argues towards integrating an imaginative and analytic
methodology when working with archetypal images60, aiming, as has been
suggested, towards a conjunctio oppositorum, a 'union of opposites'.
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2.3.3. An Archetypal Image is Evoked by a Text

A textual portrayal of an archetypal image can connect a receptive
individual with that symbol in the imaginal interior. Even without
any conscious mode of response, the inner archetypal image can be
evoked by the exterior text. This response is achieved throu~h the
latter's 'reverberations' (a word used by Gaston Bachelard to describe61
the dynamic affect of a poetic image ).

62Archetypes per se 'are living psychic forces'. Thus, as the
manifestation and vehicle of an archetype, an archetypal image is a
nucleus of psychic energy. This is also true of an archetypal textual
image, which is a particular 'elaboration' of an archetypal image. If
the individual is receptive and responsive, the effect/affect of this
energy will be to make him/her aware of the interior world. Just
as a plucked ~itar string resonates an unplucked one, so the archetypal
'reverberations' of the text will touch similar depths within the
individual. Moreover, this need not be a conscious process. The
image may be experienced as a feeling, a depth of meaning or a particular
quality within the response.

2.'3.4. The Lack of Duality between Text and ArchetYpal Image

However, the idea of a text evoking an inner image suggests a duality
that is to some degree misleading. For, although the text is a
'translation' of an inner archetypal image into a verbal form, it is

not altogether true to infer that there is an inherent separation
between text and archetypal image.• If one argues, as Jung's understanding
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of the affect of primordial images in literature would suggest, that
a work of art can embody a living symbol, and not just a sign or
signifier for that image in the imaginal, then it follows that a textual
expression of an archetypal image must exist both in the sensory and
in the symbolic dimension, both in the manifest work of art, and at
the same time on an inner imagnal level.

The difference and yet lack of duality between text and archetypal
image is best understood by analogy. An archetypal image is the visible
expression of an archetype per se, which is itself irrepresentable. As
we have seen, Jung compares the archetype to the invisible presence of
a crystal lattice within a saturated solution. Just as the crystal
lattice is not separate from the saturated solution, so the archetype
is not separate from the archetypal image. This analogy also holds
for illustrating the difference between the inner 'imaginal' archetypal
image and its expression in a work of art, whether the written word,
the words spoken on stage, the painting or the film etc •• In the work
of art, the inner image manifests itself; and thus the text is different
and yet not separate from the archetypal image.

2.3.5. .The Perception and Experience of an ArchetYpal Image are the
Same_.
In approaching the imaginal, one should understand further the distinction
between images relating to the sensory world and the images of the
imaginal. The sensible image is a 'signifier' for the object perceived;
the image in one's mind is not the chair, it merely signifies the chair.
But in the imaginal there is no sensory object, there is only the image.
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Therefore, there is no duality: the imaginal image is not a signifier,
nor indeed is it a product of the mind; rather, the image is the thing
perceived. Moreover, to perceive an image imaginally is to experience
it. Because it is an inner reality, within the one who perceives,
there is not the separation between the perceiver and that which is
perceived which exists in a tempo-spatial dimension. It is for this
reason that perception and experience are the same.

If the perception and inner experience of an archetypal image are
necessarily simultaneous, then there can be no objective or distanced
perception of such an image. As suggested, an objectively perceived
image may appear to have archetypal potential, but for an image to be
realised as archetypal it must be perceived and experienced within the
psyche of the individual. For this reason, a subjective, fully-felt
experience of an archetypal image is a central part of any imaginal
res ponse-vork,

2.3.6. An Archetypal Textual Image as both a Verbal structure and a
Psychic Phenomenon

An archetypal textual image is the manifestation of an inner archetypal

image. As such, it is both a verbal structure and yet also a psychic
phenomenon; the verbal structure is, so to speak, the 'flesh' by which
the imaginal symbol becomes visible in the sensible world.

The individual 'reader' can realise a textual image as a dynamic
archetypal reality through his/her subjective response. And yet, like
any textual image, an archetypal textual image first appears to the
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'reader' as a verbal structure. In the usual process of reading the
verbal structure is experienced as signifying a particular image which
is often an image of something in the sensible world. For example,
the textual image

sleeping in my orchard
A serpent stung me·6J

can be identified as a person sleeping in his garden being stung by
a serpent. This appreciation of the text as signifying a particular
physical phenomenon is an initial process of 'identification' or
'symbolization' which David Bleich, the reader-response theorist,
refers to as the 'response'. Bleich distinguishes 'identification'
from 'interpretation'. In the latter, the initial symbolization is
conceptualized in a process of 'resymbolization'. 64 Bleich's
'interpretation' is an attempt to understand the 'response', to determine. .

its significance. In this particular example, the process of resymbol-
ization or- 'interpretation' would be towards understanding the meaning

..
of the person sleeping in the garden being stung by the serpent. This
'meaning' could be in the context of the whole play, or indeed in the
context of the subjective world of the reader. In either case, this
process of 'interpretation' moves away from the initial experience of
the image, and often places that image within a larger, conceptual
context.

However, Bleich overlooks the fact that the 'identification' of a verbal
structure may itself involve a degree of interpretation, especially if
the signifier is a homophone or homomorph of another signifier which
has to be 'refused', or indeed if the text allows one signifier to be
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identified in two different ways. Consider the textual image.

Here thou incestuous, murd 'rous, damned Dane,
Drink off this potion. Is thy union here?
Follow my mother.

J9 V ii JJO-J

The word 'union' can be identified as refering either to Claudius's
forthcoming union with death, or to the 'union' (pearl) which Claudius
threw in the cup of wine 'And in the cup a union shall he throw'.
Does not Bleich's initial process of symbolization here involve
interpretation as the reader identifies these two separate meanings,
and either refuses one, or accepts both? The reading process cannot
be so clearly delineated as Bleich would suggest.

However, Bleich's differentiation of symbolization and resymbolization
is helpful in appreciating the reading of an archetypal textual image.
For the textual image to be experienced as an imaginal phenomenon,
the 'reading process' does not continue from symbolization to
resymbolization. For although an 'interpretation' of the image of
the serpent stinging the sleeping king could recognise its similarity
to the myth of the Garden of Eden, and thus understand it as having
archetypal potential, the textual image can only be realised as
archetypal through a subjective, fully-felt response. For the numinous
quality of an archetypal image to be experienced, there must be no,
'interpretation' in Bleich's sense. The emphasis is placed on the
initial experience of the textual image'.

It is very difficult to determine the actual dynamics of an archetypal
response in relation to the process of symbolization. It can be argued
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that the verbal structure needs to be symbolized prior to any deeper
response. It can also be argued that as the archetypal image exists
within, and not separate from, the verbal structure, the image can be
experienced as an archetypal phenomenon simultaneous to the process
of symbolization. Possibly the very sound of the words is the 'reve~
berations' which evoke the inner, imaginal image. What Richards
refers to as the 'tied imagery', the sound of the words in the mind's
ear, and the feel of the words in the lips, mouth and throat, could be
the 'trigger' of an archetypal response. This is what Kugler suggests
when he states that

The 'deep' archetypal meaning of a word is
the ••• acoustic image. 65

If this is so, and if the 'tied' or 'acoustic' images are experienced
prior to the process of symbolization, then the imaginal experience of
a textual image could, in fact, come before the process of symbolization.
However, these are questions that must at present be left open. It,
is enough to appreciate that an archetypal textual image is both a
signifier of a physical phenomenon and also an imaginal reality, a .

numinous archetypal image. In an archetypal textual image, these two

levels of perception co-exist.

2.).7. The Meaning of an ArchetYpal Textual Image

2.).7.1. Two Approaches to Meaning: 'Interpretive' and 'Existential'

Any consideration of the meaning of an archetypal textual image must
appreciate the image from the two different perspectives outlined above:
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the textual image as a signifier for something in the sensible world,
and the textual image as an imaginal phenomenon. Each 'perspective'
demands a different approach to 'meaning', and to differentiate between
the two I will refer to the former as 'interpretive meaning' and the
latter as 'existential meaning'.

'Interpretive meaning' is the more familiar approach to meaning; it
is an attempt to determine 'what' the image means. An analytic mode,
it moves away from the primary experience of the text, paraphrasing it
into a verbal and intellectually coherent structure. As such, it
relates to Freud's 'secondary process's the state in which the mind
is self-critical, logical and rational. An 'interpretive' approach
to meaning involves a process of secondary perception, a resymbolization
that Bleich refers to as 'interpretation'.

However, an archetypal image cannot be verbally interpreted. It is
both an image and a numinous force; and its 'meaning' derives from its
subjective affect upon the individual. Rather than having a specific
'interpretive meaning', the affect of the archetype is 'meaningful'.
Huston Smith, the contemporary American philosopher, designates this

66
type of meaning as 'existential'l it is 'the kind we have in mind when
we say something ismeaningful,67. An existential approach to meaning
is purely subjective and involves a process of 'primary perception',
in which, as in Freud's 'primary process', the critical and analytic
faculties of the mind are dropped.

2.3.7.2. The 'Existential Meaning' of an ArchetYpal Textual Image

The 'existential meaning' of an archetypal textual image derives from the
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subjective affect of the inner archetypal image. This 'affect' is
directly related to the archetype per se which is the psychic 'core'
of the particular image. An archetype per se is a determinant of
meani~, it 'gives meaning,' it does not have a conceptual meaning.
The imaginal affect of an archetypal textual image is to give meaning
to that which is individual. The archetypes and their images are
eternal and universal and can offer that depth of perspective to our
perception and experience of an ephemeral world. They can give symbolic
significance to our temporal existence. A textual image that connects
an individual to that which is eternal and universal is fundamentally
'meaningful' •

However, it is very difficult to define or verbalise the way in which
the imaginal experience of a textual L~age is meaningful, or to quantify
'how meaningful'. One possible way of determining the existential
meaning is to consider the 'intensity' of the experience of the image,
the 'intensity' of response. It is through the 'intensity' of the
experience that the individual may determine how much he/she was affected,
and thus how meaningful the image is. Yet determining the existential
meaning of an image solely through the intensity of its affect is limiting,
in as much as it places emphasis upon determining 'how much' it is
meaningful, i.e. a quantitative approach, without giving similar attention
to the 'quality' of meaning, i.e. the kind of way in which the image is
meaningful. Furthermore, Huston Smith describes the quality of meaning
as 'fundamental',

for it is their qualitative components that make
68values, meanings and purposes important.
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But the difficulty in determining the quality of meaning is that quality
itself is immeasurable. As Huston Smith explains.

Being a subjective experience, it cannot be laid out
on a public chopping block; being a subjective
experience it cannot be dissected even introspectively.
In consequence, it is 'refractory to measurement' - not
just provisionally, but in principle.69

At present, 'intensity' remains the only determinant of an existential
meaning. We are able to say that the subjective experience of a textual
image is 'slightly' or 'very' meaningful. But we lack the vocabulary
and apparatus to communicate an existential meaning with any precision.

Whatever the difficulties, an archetypal textual image requires an
approach to meaning that is unequivocally subjective. It is the
experience of the image and its meaningfulness to the individual that
is of prime importance. The emphasis thus lies on the side of Sissy
Jupe in Hard Times, who supposed that the statistics of poverty and
starvation were meaningless, as only one's lived predicament has real
meanings

"1 thought it must be just as hard upon those who
starved whether the others were a million or a million
million." 70

An archetypal textual image will have an individual, existential meaning
for each 'reader'.
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The Imaginal Meaning of an Archetypal Textual Image

However, just as the archetypes per se paradoxically exist inseparable
, ,

as well as separable from their manifestation as an archetypal image,
so, at a different 'level' each archetypal textual image does have its
own particular meaning independent of any individual 'reader'. This
is its meaning as an imaginal reality in its own ontological world.
This concept of meaning can only be fully understood through experience,

'but it is best understood as relating to the psychic energy of the image,
in as much as each archetypal textual image has its own particular
psychic energy dependent upon the archetype of which it is the visible
'effect'. Jung suggests that this psychic energy differs from physical

71energy in that it is essentially qualitative and not quantitative.
However, for our purpose it is only necessary to assert that an archetypal
textual image possesses a particular meaning that may be understood as
its quality of psychic energy.

2.3.8. Summary I The Dynamic of an ArchetyPCLl Textual Image

An archetypal textual image may be experienced both as words in a text
and also as numinous archetypal images in the imaginal interior.
Furthermore, it is the textual image as an imaginal phenomenon, as the

,
creative manifestation of an archetype, that gives it its particular
dynamic, a dynamic very different to that of a non-archetypal, 'ordinary'
textual image. For whilst an 'ordinary' textual image can only signify
something other than itself, an archetypal textual 'image can evoke
itself as a numinous archetypal image within the psyche of a receptive
reader. Moreover, as the perception of an archetypal textual image is
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also a fully-felt experience of an image in the imaginal, and indeed of
an archetype per se, so an archetypal textual image can offer that depth
of experience. Through the textual image an individual can experience
the 'deepest springs of life' which are the archetypes of the collective
unconscious. However, this dynamic potential of an archetypal textua~
image requires a ~rticular approach to the meaning of such an image.
As an imaginal phenomenon, an archetypal textual image is essentially
'meaningful' rather than having a specific 'interpretive meaning'. It
requires an 'existential' perspective that considers 'how much' and 'in
what way' the subjective experience of the image is meaningful. And
yet, at the same time, an archetypal textual image does have a specific
'imaginal meaning' that is best understood as its quality of psychic
energy.

2.4. Subjectivity and the EX'periene~ of an ArchetyPal Text~l Im~e.
2.4.1. The Importance of the _'r.eeli_ngTone '.and 'Feeling Function'.

A textual image can only be perceived as archetypal through its subjective
imaginative affect. In contrast to the supposed objectivity of much
textual analysis, an archetypal textual image requires subjective
involvement, for only then can the archetypal dimension of the image
be realised. An important aspect of this subjective involvement is
a recognition of the 'feeling tone' of the archetype.

Those who do not realise the special feeling tone
of the archetype end with nothing more than a
j~~ble of mythological concepts, which can be

strung together to show that everything means
anything - or nothing at all.72
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It is through the 'feeling tone' that the psychic reality of an
archetypal textual image is experienced and valued.

Every psychic process has a value quality attached
to it, namely its feeling tone. This indicates the
degree to which the subject is 'affected' by the p~cess
and how much it means to him (in so far as it reaches
consciousness at all). It is through the affect that
the subject becomes involved and so comes to feel the
whole weight of reality. The difference amounts roughly
to that between a severe illness which one reads about
in a text book and a real illness which one has. In
psychology one possesses nothing unless one has experienced

?Jit in reality.

The realisation of the 'feeling tone' of an archetypal image requires
the appropriate mode of perception, the appropriate 'function of
consciousness', namely the 'feeling function'.

Jung differentiated four functions of consciousness: thinking, feeling,
sensation and intuition. He defined them very succinctly.

These four functional types correspond to the
obvious means by which consciousness obtains its
orientation to experience. Sensation (i.e. sense
perception) tells you that something exists; thinking
tells you what it is; feeling tells you whether it is
agreeable or not; and intuition tells you whence it

74comes and where it is going.

In these four different ways the ego takes in and 'assimilates the
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75material coming from without and within'. Feeling has to do with
the expression of value which we give to that which we experience.
It is a subjective value judgement, and as such appears the opposite

,
of thinking, which has presented itself, since Descartes, as the
objective connecting of ideas in order to arrive at a general concept
or understanding. In 'Two Kinds of Thinking' Jung describes this
'objective' mode of thinking as 'directed thinking or ••• thinking

76 .
in words: and he compares it with 'mythological thinking' which is
non-directed, but rather associative. 77 In order to distinguish
between these two modes of thought, I will hereafter refer to 'objective'
verbal thinking as 'directed thinking'.

However, whether any mode of thinking is truely objective is questionable,
in so far as our thought process is almost always subject to previous
judgements, conscious and unconscious. Indeed, it could be argued
that any process that involves an individual will necessarily have a
subjective dimension. Possibly only conceptual thinking about the
external world may be regarded as 'objective', for example when we
reason that a light switch works because it connects together an electric
circuit.

But, as we have seen, the full appreciation of an archetypal image
necessitates involvement as opposed to an objective stance. It also
requires that we give subjective value to the experience of the image,
that we appreciate the feeling it evokes. If the archetypal image
is experienced via the feeling function, these conditions can be ful-
filled. Through the feeling function there can be an effective communi-
cation between the conscious mind and the archetypal world. In this
way, James Hillman describes the feeling function aSI

a via regia to the unconscious, not only in our
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personal lives but to the larger archetypal
dominants that make their impersonal claims
upon us thro~gh feeling.78 -

Experienced through the feeling function, an archetypal textual image
can be a 'via regia' to the primordial layers of the psyche. It can
effect a relationship between the conscious ego and the psychic structures
that determine both theunconcious and the conscious functioning, for
the archetypes are, as it were, the hidden foundations of the conscious
mind.79

2.4.1.1. The Feeling Function and the Limitations of Language

The feeling function is needed in order to experience the psyche and to
appreciate the existential meaning of its images. yet, to even ask a
question, the first step in any enquiry, inhibits feeling. A feeling
as such is not easily verbalised. The feeling function is the opposite
of the thinking function, and the dominance of the latter in our culture
has resulted in an undeveloped feeling function. This is particularly
true in the case of any academic or scientific pursuit. As a result,
any precise verbal examination of feeling is found to be wanting. As
Hillman commentsl

We cannot lose sight of the fact that any contemporary
discussion of the feeling function and what it feels
like will always bear the confusion of our language
and culture where imprecise feeling and undisciplined
emotion reign. 80



2.4.2. Body Response and the Experience of an ArchetYpal Textual Image

One area of subjective archetypal affect left unexplored by Jung is
that of 'body response'. For some individuals an archetypal experience
is felt not as an emotive force so much as a body response, or kin-
aesthetic image. Whilst sensory experiences normally tell us about the
external, sensory world, they can also indicate the surfacing of an
inner, psychological dynamic. In the form of a kinaesthetic image, a
feeling can be experienced as a bodily sensation, and in this sense it
links the 'feeling' and 'sensation function'. As a 'sensation' it tells81
you 'that something exists' and often pleasant or unpleasant, it can

. A2indicate whether something 'is agreeable or not'.~

The correlation between kinaesthetic images and psychological states is
a vast field, and although a focus for some recent studies, 83 there has
been little work offering an archetypal perspective. However, without
exploring kinaesthetic language in more detail, it is important to
recognise this indication of psychological affect; for through a kin-
aesthetic response an archetypal experience can be realised as a psychic
reality.
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2.4.3. Jung's Emphasis on SUbj~ctivity and its Epist~mological
Foundation

Central to Jung's exporation of arch~typal imagery is the ~mphasis h~
places on the subjective involvement of the individual. Arch~typal
imag~s 'gain life and meaning' only in 'th~ir r~lationship to the living
individual'. It is through its subjective affect, wh~ther as a
feeling-tone or a kina~sthetic image, that an image is fully realiz~d as
archetypal.

Jung .study of archetypal imagery was based partly on his clinical work,
but more significantly on his own subjective experi~nce, which h~
records in M~mori~s, Dreams, R~f1~ctions. Most important was Jung's
'Confrontation with the Uhconscious', in Which he descended into his
inner world and made a relationship with th~ arch~typal figures he found
there. Of particular importance was the figure Philemon. In his
fantasies Jung held conversations with Philemon, and it was Philemon who
taught him 'psychic objectivity, the reality of the psyche,84.
Although Philemon was a figure of Jung's fantasy, he also had a life of
his own:

He confront~ me in an objective manner, and I understood that
there is something in me which can say things which I do not know
and do not intend, things which may even be directed against
me.85

Jung's experiences with Philemon, as well as other archetypal figures,
taught him that only through one's own inner experience
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·can one realize the objectivity of the archetypal world. His inner
images had an 'objective' reality, in the sense that they had a life of
their own; and it was his experience of these inner images that formed
the basis of all his work:

The years which I was pursuing my inner images were the most
important in my life - in them everything essential was decided.
It all began then; the later details were only supplements and
clarifications of the material that burst forth from the
unconscious, and at first swamped me. It was the prima materia
for a lifetime's work.86

However, although the emphasis Jung places on subjectivity in his
investigation of archetypal numinous images is founded on his own
experiences, the theory of archetypes he developed was based on firm
epistemological ground. From the age of 17 Jung had been impressed by
Kant. Kant had looked deeply into the problem of how the human mind can
known with certainty, and he had wrestled with the paradox that
subjective, 'private' lcnowledge can have validity in philosophical and
ordinary discourse.

According to Kant, anything we know of the world comes through our
perception. This makes knowledge subjective, in that the mind of the
knower limited his experience. He used the term phenomena, or
'appearances', for this empirical world of which we can have relative
knowledge. But, he reasoned, an appearance entails that reality of
which it is an appearance, and that reality he termed the noumena. And,
he asked, what was it that gave order to the randomly perceived
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impressions? ~nts occur in space and time, and yet space and time are
not in themselves empirical objects, but rather forms in which these
objects and events take place. In addition, how can pure sensation
differentiate a unity from a plurality and make other such distinctions?
To answer these problems, Kant proposed the concept of 'intuition', the
means by which our minds order the sense data. He claimed that some
rule making apparatus of collating sense data .isan indispensable
condition of all meaningful experience. The forms of this intuition,
then, would be ~ priori, not sequentially, but logically, prior, i.e.
necessary to have any meaningful experience whatsoever. Altogether he
defines three aspects to the single act of knowing an object:

What first must be given - with a view to the a priori knowledge
of all objects - is the manifold of pure intuition; the second
factor involved is the synthesis of this manifold by means of the
imagination. But even this does not yet yield knowledge. The
concepts which give unity to this pure synthesis, and which
consists solely in the representation of this necessary synthetic
unity, furnish the third requisite for the knowledge of an object;
and they rest on the understanding.87

From these 'pure concepts of understanding' Kant chose the Aristotelian
term 'categories':

•••the [Aristotelian] categories are neither self-thought first
principles a priori of our knowledge, nor derived from experience,
but subjective dispositions of thought, implanted in us from the
first moment of our existence, and so orcered by our Creator that
their employment is in complete harmony with the laws of nature in
accordance with which experience proceeds - a kind of
preformation-system of pure reason.88



Thus our phenomenal experience is inherently structured along the lines
of eternally existing patterns of meaning - and from this comes the
possibility of valid knowledge and a community of discourse. In this
way the subjective/objective paradox is solved.

Jung integrated Kant's ideas on thirn{ing into the field of
contemporary psychology, rejecting at the outset, as did Kant, Locke's
concept of the mind as a tabula rasa.

the mind cannot be a tabula rasa, for epistemological criticism
shows us that certain categories of thinking are given a priori;
they are antecedent to all experience and appear with the first
act of thought, of which they are its preformed determinants.
What Kant demonstrated in respect of logical thinking is true of
the psyche. The psyche is no more a tabula rasa to begin with
than is the mind proper (the thinking area)89

Moreover, Jung sees the mind, or intellect, not as an independent
function that operates in isolation fram the rest of the human being.
It is 'a psychic function dependent upon the conditions of the psyche as
a whole,gO.

Kant's categories were 'eternally existing patterns of meaning' that
provided a universal element making intersubjective significance

92possible. Similarly, Jung gave an objective value to individual
archetypal experiences through the process of 'amplification', comparing
the individual experiences with the collective imaginings of mythology
and the ancient scriptures. MUch of his work concerns such
elaborations; for example in Symbols of Transformation, the fantasies of
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Miss Miller are given objective value through detailed association with
Christian, Hindu, Greek and Egyptian symbolism. It is these
associations that can determine whether a individual, subjective
experience is part of a collective, mythic pattern, has an archetypal,
objective dimension.

But Whatever the epistemological arguments concerning subjectivity,
Jung's clinical work presented him with a very real need for
acknowledging the subjective nature of an archetypal experience. An
archetypal image can overwhelm an individual with a powerful, numinous
experience of the divin~. It is only too easy to dismiss the subjective
element, and interpret th~ experience as absolute reality:

If I have a vision of Christ, this is far from proving that is
was Christ, as we know only too well from our psychiatric
practice.9~

Here lies the danger of 'inflation', in which an individual can become
so identified with an archetypal experience that it possesses ~im94.
An awareness of the subjective nature of an archetypal experience is a
necessary guard against identifying with the experience.

2.5. Language and the Imaginal

2.5.1. The Limitations of Verbal Language

Whilst our understanding of kinaesthetic language is in its infancy, the
difficulties encountered in any attempt to verbalise the feelings
highlight the Whole problem of verbal language in relation to the imaginal.
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For not only is it difficult to verbalise feelings, but the whole structure
of our verbal language, with its divisions between subject, verb and
object is inappropriate to the very nature of the imaginal, where there
is no such division.

As an example of the limitations of verbal language, the following
quotation is a verbal transcription of a particular imaginal experience
of an archetypal textual imager

Goblet of pearly white thick substance which I have
to swallow unwillingly. Feeling of terrible
heaviness fills my body.

The verbal language suggests that the goblet is separate from the
individual, and from the act of swallowing. There is also the
implication of a separation of the individual from her body, which is
'filled' with a 'feeling of terrible heaviness'. However, in an
imaginal experience such separations do not exist. To perceive an
archetypal image is to experience a part of oneself; furthermore, the
image does not exist as an archetypal reality apart from the process
of perception. An archetypal image is both an image and a numinous
feeling, and the latter does not exist apart from the individual·s
perception and experience of the image. It is the individual's experience
of the image that makes it archetypal. If the above transcription is of
an archetypal experience, as I understand it to be, then the 'I' persona.
the '~oblet', the 'pearly white substance,' the act of 'swallowing', the
'feeling of terrible heaviness' and the 'body' are all ~rt of the
individual, and indeed part of the process of perception. They do not
exist as an archetypal image except as one integral response and experience.
In an experience of the imaginal, subject, verb and object are inseparable.
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It is worth mentioning that a similar limitation of verbal language
has become evident in describing recent scientific field theories, where

the task of articulation requires that a vision
of a dynamic, mutually interacting field be
represented through a medium that is
inherently linear, fragmented and unidirectional. 95

There is not the space to examine in detail the similarities between
developmerts in particle physics and archetypal psychology, except to
mention that both offer a view of 'reality' that unites 'subject' and
'object', 'observer' and 'observed' into an inter-acting, interdependent

whole.

However, the verbalisation of an imaginal experience is not only limited
by the structure of language, it is also limited by vocabulary. Verbal

language has evolved in order to express a tempo-spatial world, and if
there is little vocabularY for describing emotions and feelings, there
is less, if any, appropriate to the imaginal.

Throughout this enquiry I am continually aware of the limitations of
verbal language in relation to the imaginal. It is difficult to
verbalise feelings, and the whole structure of our verbal language is
inappropriate to an experience of the imaginal. But more fundamental
is the simple fact that the language of the imaginal is not words but
images.

2.5.2 Images as the Language of the Imaginal

• The imaginal is a world of images, and its language is images. When it



speaks to us either in dreams or in imaginative fantasies, its mode of
communication is primarily images. Furthermore,

The imaginal resists being known except in its
own terms. Image requires image, image evokes

David Miller, in discussing how to relate to archetypal images, emphasises
the importance of 'listening for the likeness'. 97 The imaginal is best
explored through imaginative associations. Whilst an intellectual
concept requires a logical, linear chain of signification, so as to be
understood within a sequential train of thought, the imaginal is clearly
not suited to such a linear process. To quote Gilbert Durandl

Having abolished the chronology of time and the three
dimensionality of space, the image is not bound by
linear thinking and bivalent logical sequences. It
relates on the basis of analogies, or even better said,

98of homolies •••

.In terms of an archetypal textual image these 'analogies' or 'homolies'
can be read as imaginative associations. These associations can be
either from the individual imagination, or from the collective imaginings
of mythology.

Unconsciously-explored through dreams, the inner world of archetypal
images is best consciously explored through the faculty of the imagina-
tion and the language of images. Moreover, an archetypal textual image
can function as a doorway to this inner world; it has the potential
to translate an individual from the personal to the universal; it offers
an experience of the imaginal. However, such an experience of the



imaginal necessitates a special use of the imagination for perceiving
and experiencing this symbolic dimension. What then is the historical
tradition for using the imagination in this particular way?

2.6. An Historical Perspective on Western Attitudes towards the
Imagination as the Faculty for Perceiving the World of the Imaginal

"Imagination" is defined by the O.E.D. aSI

the act of imagining, of forming a mental concept
of what is not actually present to the senses.

But as a faculty for translating an archetypal literary image into an
inner imaginal experience the imagination can be understood as functioning

.within the context of an hierarchical structure of existence, a metaphor
originating in Plato. The 'lowest level' of this structure would be
the world of sensory perception, while the imaginal would occupy a
'higher level'. The imagination is then seen as a faculty able to
translate an individual from the world of sensory perception to a contem-
plation of a higher level of reality, the imaginal. Through the
imagination one makes the 'ascent' from the physical to the imaginal
level.

2.6.1. An Hierarchical structure for the Imaginations its Origins in
Plato and Plotinus, and Development by the Neo-Platonists

In Western thought, the idea of the ascent from sensory perception to a
higher level of reality has its origins in Plato, and was crystallised
in Neo-Platonic thought as an hierarchical structure which begins in the



One or the Good. From the One proceeds The Intelligence, and from
The Intelligence proceeds The Soul. The lowest of the four levels
of existence is the sensory world. Plato's 'Ideas' and 'Forms' belong
to the level of The Intelligence, and might be considered as analogous
to Jung's archetypes. The soul in physical incarnation has descended
from above and retains a memory of the 'Forms'. In Phaedrus. PIato
describes how the intermediate position of the soul, between the sensory
world and the ideal 'Forms' gives it the potential to see a unity within
the multiplicity of sense L~pressions. Its awareness of this unity is
a process that derives from its recollection of the reality it knew before
its incarnation:9 Through the memories of the soul, a man can ascend
from sensory perception to a perception of the 'Ideas' and 'Forms' that
underlie the created world. It is the intermediate position of the soul
which facilitates this ascent.

Plotinus, developing Platonic theory, also saw the soul as occupying an
intermediate ranks

what comes after it is this world and what is before
IDeit is the contemplation of real being.

Moreover, he linked the soul with the imagination. Rather than
possessing objects, the soul possesses images,and its faculty of
apprehension is the imagination, which Plotinus describes as occupying
a place between the senses and the world of the spirit. It is the
imaginative faculty of the soul that translates the sensible world into
the images of the soul's intermediate realm. It is in this sense that

101Plotinus saw a sensitive soul as an imaginative soul.

The Neo-Platonists of the rtenaissance incorporated this faculty of the
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imagination into the Art of Memory. It was developed into a system for
realising the 'causes' of the sensible world.
placing of objects in his Memory Theatre saysa

Camillo, discussing the

This high and incomparable placing not only performs
the offices of conserving for us the things,' words
and acts which we confide to it, so that we may find
them at once whenever we need them, but also gives us
true wisdom from whose founts we come to the knowledge
of things from their causes and not from their effect~. 102

By way of systematic placing of the images of sensory objects within an
imaginary symbolic structure, these objects bear a relation to the images
of particular planetary gods. In psychological language, the objects of
the sensible world are in apposition to their archetypal origins in the
imaginal.

2.6.2. The Imagination in 18th Century Literary Theory

However, in the development of Western Civilisation after the Renaissance,
the increasing importance attached the the 'real' world of the senses
and the abstract world of intellectual thought has been at the cost of
the imaginal world of the soul. Descartes, with his stress on a rational
view dominated by the perceptions of the senses, denies the imagination
its function of realising the symbollc level of reality which was
previously seen as the true foundation of the physical world. For
Descartes, the discovery of truth was dependent upon splitting the mind
from the body, the mind withdrawlng 'itself from the senses'. For then

the mind ••• enabled easily to distinguish what pertains
to itself, that ls, to the intellectual nature, from
what is to be refered to the body.lOJ



This 'withdrawing' of the mind fr,om the body may allow for the 'objective'
'discovery of truth', but it also created a duality in which there is
no place for the intermediate realm of the imagination. It is at this
point that the imaginal becomes merely 'imaginary', a figment of the
imagination that has no place in a scientific pursuit of truth.

Furthermore, the Cartesian emphasis on scientific proof led to a
perception of reality dominated by the physical level verifiable by the
senses. In the Middle Ages, physical existence was seen as fundamentally
symbolic of a higher reality. But by the eighteenth century, this mode
of perception had largely disappeared. This period still accepted the
Creat Chain of Being, the hierarchical structure of the universe composed
of an infinite number of links from the lowest, meanest link of existence
to the highest possible form of creation. But the emphasis was not,
however, on man perceiving his life in terms of a higher level of reality,
but rather that each level of creation should remain in its particular
place and not seek to transcend it. As Alexander Pope expresses its

The bliss of man (could pride that blessing find)
Is not to act or think beyond mankind.
No powers of body or of soul to share,

. t t b 104But what his nature and h1s s a e can ear.

For Pope 'mankind' was limited to an experience of the sensory world.
In this he followed John Locke's notion that man is born a tabula rasa,
and that following this the mind has only two sources. infonnation
received from the five senses and reflections upon this information.
Thus, for Pope as for Locke, there is nothing in the 'nature' of man that
does not originate in an experience of the sensory world.
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In the Spectator (July 7th, 1711) Addison does describe a belief in the
soul's ascent of the levels, but unlike the Platonic theory~ this is
not to be attempted whilst still in the sensory world. He refers it

,. .,
to life after death in 'a more friendly climate, where they Lsoulsj
may spread and flourish to all eternity.'

Thus the Platonic theory of the ascent of the soul is displaced, and the
imagination loses its intermediate position linking the temporal with
the spiritual. Instead of being seen as a faculty that enables man
to realise a higher imaginal world, it is now regarded merely as a
subjective figment of the mind.

Addison distinguishes between the 'Primary' and 'Secondary Pleasures of
the Imagination'. While the 'Primary Pleasures ••• proceed from such
objects as are before our eyes', the 'Secondary Pleasures' are when

the Objects are not actually before the Eye, but are
called up into our Memories, or form'd into agreeable

105Visions of Things that are either Absent or fictitious.'

For Addison the images 'called up into our Memories' do not come from
the symbolic world of 'Ideas' and 'Forms', but only from the external
world of the senses:

We cannot indeed have a single image in the fancy that
did not make its first entry through the sightl but we
have the power of retaining, altering and compounding
those images which we have once received, into all the
variety of pictures and vision that are most agreeable
to the imagination. 106



He uses 'fancy' and 'imagination' as synonYmousr and the ability of
this faculty is but to 'retain, alter and compound' images that have
originated in the exterior world of the senses. Functioning only in
relation to the physical world, the imagination is no longer a tool to
perceive a higher dimension; it is merely a means for pleasure and
entertainment:

••• for by this faculty a man in a dungeon is capable
of entertaining himself with scenes and landscapes more
beautiful than any that can be found in the whole
compass of nature.IO?

The imagination's pleasure-giving capability and its use for the man in
the dungeon is not to be denied or disparaged, but, to continue with
Addison's allusion, it could be regarded as a minor attribute of a
faculty able to free man from the prison of purely sensory perception.
In losing the symbolic quality of the imagination, in other words, its
ability to perceive the unity in the multiplicity of sense impressions,
the key into another realm of reality was lost. Man became more firmly
locked on the physical level of existence.

2.6.3. A Platonic Approach to the Imagination Re-established by the
Romantic Poets

The nineteenth century saw the continuation of a Cartesian view of reality,
based solely on analytic thought·and the perceptions of the senses. It
was for Samuel Taylor Coleridge-to re-establish for English Literature
a Platonic approach to the imagination. In Biographia Literaria
Chap. X, he re-defined 'fancy' and 'imagination', and in so doing restored
the imagination to its former status. Addison's understanding of
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imagination is closer to Coleridge's Fancy, merely an associative process
which 'must receive all its material ready made from the law of asso-
ciation. '

In defining the imagination, Coleridge distinguishes between the 'Primary
Imagination' as 'a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act of
creation in the infinite I k~'and the 'Secondary Imagination' which can
be considered as the poetic imagination. This follows the distinction
between the 'Primary' and the 'Secondary Pleasures of the Imagination'
made by Addison. But rather than just 'retaining, altering and compound-
ing' as in Addison's description of the 'Secondary Imagination', Coleridge's
poetic imagination 'dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to recreate;
or when this process is rendered impossible, yet still at all events it
struggles to idealise and to unify.' 108

For Coleridge, the imagination is a unitive function and relates us to a
symbolic mode of apprehension. It is the imagination that allows us to
realise objects of sense as symbolics to see 'a translucence ••• of the
universal in the generals above all ••• the eternal through and in the

109temporal'. He returned the imagination to its intermediate position
between the eternal and the temporal, and thus re-established its ability

to reveal the eternal forms of things. Giving the following quotation

from the poem Nosce te i-psumby the Elizabethan poet, Sir John Davi.ess

Thus doth she, when from universal states
She doth abstract the universal kind;

Coleridge suggests that. 'his words may with Sight alteration be applied,
and even more appropriately to the poetic imagination.' 110
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While the scientific search for universal laws was being governed by
analysis, a process of splitting up and dividing, Coleridge presented
the imagination as a unitive means of perceiving what is universal and
eternal.

William Blake also saw the imagination as a means of returning from the
temporal to the eternal.

The Human Imagination ••• throwing off the temporal
111that the eternal might be established.

Through his visionary experiences he gained a real understanding of the
nature of the 'mundus imagina1is':

This world of Imagination is the world of Eternity •••
This world of Imagination is Infinite andEterna1, whereas
the world of Generation, or Vegetation is Finite and
Temporal. There Exists in that Eternal World the
Permanent Realities of Every Thing which we see reflected
in this Vegetable Glass of Nature. 112

This can be read as the world of archetypal images, in Blake's words
'ever Existent Images'; and the imagination is the mode of perception
given to man to experience this different level of reality.

Percy Bysshe Shelley understood the imagination as a faculty for consciously

realising what is eternal. For him
Poetry in a general way may be defined to be 'the

113expression of the imagination.'

and a poem is
the verJ image of life expressed in its eternal truth •••
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the creation of actions according to the unchangeable forms
of human nature, as existing in the mind of the Creator,
which is itself the image of all other minds.- 114

Through the poetic imagination the images that express the eternal,
unchanging essence of life are realised. In saying that a poem is
such an 'image of life ••• ' Shelley describes a poem in Platonic terms
that I have already equated with Jung's idea of an archetypal image.
Through this particular use of the imagination a poet can realise an
archetypal image in the form of a poem.

These nineteenth century poets understood the vital function of the
imagination as a means of access to a symbolic archetypal reality that
lies behind what is physically manifest. This faculty offers a depth
of meaning to the sensory world that is not available if the physical is
regarded as the only ontologically verifiable level of existence. The
nineteenth century artists offered a creative alternative to the dominance
of Cartesian duality. In this period, while the prodigious rewards of
science appeared to have endorsed a solely material view of reality, an
imaginal -perspective was also being developed in the newly-found field of
depth psychology.

2.6.4. Images and the Imagination in the Psychologies of Freud and Jung

Sigmund Freud realised the importance of images in the functioning of the
unconscious:

thinking in pictures approximates more closely to
unconscious processes than does thinking in words and
is unquestionably older than the latter.llS



and he developed his technique of free association of images as a method
of imaginatively exploring the unconscious. But Freud primarily
believed in Locke's assumption that the mind is originally tabula rasa
and that its contents derive'from the impressions of the external world.
For ~reud, the images of the unconscious did not exist as living realities
in their own imaginal world, they were only a symptom of something else,
and the unconscious merely a repository of repressed desires. Freud
did acknowledge the existence of an 'archaic heritage', of features in
the unconscious that extend back beyond the childhood of the individual
into a 'phylogenetic Childhood,.116 But even here, the im~lication is
that this heritage has its origins in the external world.

Jung, however, proposed that the inner images neither derive solely from
the external world, nor belong only to the personal unconscious. He
suggested that these images may also belong to a 'collective unconscious'
that ~~derlies the personal unconscious. Furthermore, this collective
unconscious is an interior world with its own ontological reality, formed
of primordial or archetypal images which are common to all humanity.
This interior world of images expresses itself and is realised through
the faculty of the imagination. The usual imaginative experience of
these images is in dreams or visions, though also the artist has the
ability to express the images of this primal world.

2.6.5. Jung's 'Active Imagination' and its Foundation in Alchemy

Jung not only understood the ability of the imagination to experience
the inner symbolic world, he also developed a technique of 'active
imagination' to explore it consciously. In contrast to the dream state



where the imaginal world is experienced completely at the unconscious
level, in 'active imagination' the individual consciously encounters the
imaginal, and is able to consciously participate with its figures. The
methodology of 'active imagination' will be examined in detail later,
but briefly the technique begins with the individual concentrating upon
a dream or fantasy image, or a mood, which he/she allows to develop into
a chain of associated fantasies which gradually take on a dramatic
character. It is important for the individual to appreciate that this
inner drama is a real psychic process that is actually happening to him/
her. Then, rather than merely remaining a passive observer of this
inner drama, the conscious ego of the individual should participate
on the inner stage. In this way, the individual actively enters into
the imaginal world, and is able to form a real rapprochement with the
figures of the unconscious.

Jung evolved 'active imagination' from his own personal encounters with
117the collectiv3 unconscious, but he subsequently grounded this technique

in his discovery of the use of the imagination in alchemy. He regarded
the true alchemical 'Opus' as being concerned with the realisation and
integration of the contents of the unconscious rather than with the
transformation of base matter into gold. He appreciated the 'elixir'
and the 'lapis' as symbolic rather than physical realities. What the

alchemist was working with in his retorts and crucibles was not so much
chemical substances as 'the contents of his unconscious which he had
(un)wittinglY projected onto the unknown chemistry of matter.'

What he sees in matter, or thinks he can see,
is chiefly the data of his own unconscious

. 118psyche which he is proJecting onto it.



This realisation of unconscious realities through imaginative projection
Jung sees as being

the equivalent of the psychological process
of active imagination.119

The alchemical 'Imaginatio' he describes ass

the active evocation of (inner) images, secundam
naturam, an authentic feat of thought or
ideation, which does not spin aimless or
groundless fantasies 'into the blue' - does not,
that is to say, just play with its objects, but
tries to grasp inner facts and portray them in images
true to their nature.120

Interpreting the use of the imagination in the alchemical tradition to
serve twentieth century depth psychology, Jung stresses the importance
of the 'active evocation' that distinguishes 'Imaginatio' from 'Phantasia'

121'an insubstantial thought'. '.~ecan see here a similari ty with
Coleridge's disthction between 'Fancy' and 'Imagination'. This particular

use of the imagination appears to be a knowledge that, like an underground
stream, has been discovered and used creatively at various times
throughout our 'Nestern tradition, without necessarily having a visible

continuity.

2.6.6. Corbin's Ls'Lam i.cSource for' Active Imagination'

Jung discovered in alchemy a Western source for the use of the imagination
to make conscious the inner psychic world. Similarly, Corbin discovered

a pre-Cartesian source in Islam. In his research into the eleventh

century Persian physician-philosopher-mystic Avicenna, and the Spanish-
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born Arab theologian and mystic Ibn'Arabi, Corbin found similar use of the
imagination to realise an inner symbolic reality. Corbin termed this
symbolic dimension the 'mundus imaginalis', and its images and symbols
are the archetypal images as expressed in Islamic theological philosophy.
He stresses the ontological reality of this imaginal world and assumes
the objectivity of its symbols:

~

In speaking of this full and autonomous reality, we could
equally well speak of the objectivity of the world of
symbols, simply upon condition of not understanding the
word in the sense in which the object is posed as exterior
to natural consciousness of the sensible and physical

world. Contrary to naturalistic inter~etations and
those inspired by Freudian psychoanalysis, which tend to
'explain' myths and symbols by reducing them to sublimations
of biological contents, the spontaneous flowering of
symbols should appear to be as corresponding to a
fundamental psychic structure, and eo-ipso as revealing
to us not arbitrary and 'fanciful' forms but well-founded
and permanent contents corresponding to this permanent
structure •• They reveal to the mind a region no less
'objective' than the sensible world. Their spontaneity
is so far from being arbitrary that it exhibits striking
recurrences in cultures far apart in time and space,
recurrences that no filiation through historical causality

122could explain to us.

Like Plotinus, Corbin equates this symbolic plane with the plane of the
soul, and sees the 'active' or 'creative imagination' as the means of
transmuting the sensible reality into the symbolic realm of the soul.
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As a 'bridge' or 'intermediary between the world of Mystery ('alam al-
ghayb) and the world of Visibility ('alam al-Shahadat),12f~e 'active
imagination' causes the symbolic essence of a material form to be
perceived, and thus allows the Platonic ascent from the physical to a
higher level of reality. From the sensory perception of the physical
world there is an ascent to an imaginative perception of the symbolic
world of the soul. A detailed description of this 'imaginative 'ascent'
is contained in Corbin's Avicenna and the Visionary Recitals. For
present purposes, it is necessary only to give evidence of an historical
foundation for an imaginative response that enables a real experience of
the imaginal. Just as in alchemy 'Imaginatio' allowed a physical,
chemical process to be transmuted into an experience of inner images, in
this Islamic system, 'active imagination' functions as the organ of
metamorphosis, t~smuting the sensible into the symbolic, and vice vers~

Jllne:'sarchetypes belon6!:to the depths of the psvche. Corbin's Isla:nic
symbols are realised through an ascent to the soul. But whether the
metaphor is of above or below, we may posit the same imaginal reality.
&~ equally appropriate visual metaphor is that of individual conscious-
ness as a small circle enclosed by a larger circle of the collective
psyche or soul. The main point of each metaphor is thA process of
'journeying' from, or transfering our consciousness from, the smaller
circle to the larger. Ho~ever, any metaphor is always misleading when

trying to discuss a level of reality beyond our verbal language.

2.6.~ Hillman's Imaginative Perspective on the Soul and Psyche

James Hillman draws together the ideas of Jung and Corbin, and stresses
the imaginal, symbolic quality of the psyche or soul.
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Hillman is very conscio~s of the dangers of defining the soul in terms
that would deny it its imaginal nature. He .thus interprets it as

a perspective rather than a substance, a viewpoint
124rather than the thing itself.

It is through the archety~s of the collective unconscious, the symbols
of the soul, that life acquires an archetypal, symbolic quality. The
soul offers a depth of meaning to life, allows one to perceive that which
is eternal and universal in the evanescence of the temporal world.
As a definition of the soul, Hillman offers:

the imaginative possibility in our natures, the
experiencing through reflective speculation, dream
image and fantasy - that mode which recognizes all
realities as primarily symbolic or metaphorioiLl25

The journey into the soul, this archetypal world, can be achieved
through the active imagination. This faculty is considered as a
function of the soul, and thus to experience our full imaginal potential
is to realise the soul. The very exercise of this faculty of 'active
Lmagination' causes one to enter into the dimension of the soul. It
would therefore follow that an imaginal experience of an archetypal

.textual image involves a response in the depths of the psyche, on the
level of the soul.

Up till now, literary studies have assumed that creative imagination
is solely the sphere of the writer; present reader-response theory
firmly places the reader within the sphere of creativity.. ~~hat is
then needed is to explore a mode of imaginal perception that allows



this creative response in the reader, allows an archetypal textual image
to be experienced at the imaginal level of reality.

2.7. A Critical Orientation Towards an ArchetYpal Textual Image

If an archetypal textual image exists as a numinous image in the imaginal,
then we have within us the imaginative function with which to realise
this archetypal dimension of the textual image. But how may this be

developed into a methodology of imaginal perception, indeed into a mode
of textual rp.sponse? Furthermore, is there an appropriate literary
context for responding to an archetypal textual image?

2.7.1., The Importance of an APpropriate Mode of Response

Any attempted response to an archetypal textual image must begin with an

awareness of the importance.~f its archetypal dimension. According to
Jung, the archetypal images are the decisive factors in life.
the archetypal images that condition the fate of humanity.

It is

OUr personal psychology is just a thin _ skin, a ripple
on the ocean of collective psychology. The powerful
factor, the factor which changes our whole life, which
changes the surface of our known world, which makes
history, is collective psychology, and collective
psychology moves according to laws entirely different to
those of our consciousness. The archetypes are the great

decisive factors, they bring about real changes, and not
our practical reasoning and practical intellect •••
The archetypal images decide the fate of man. 126
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Our re1ationshi~ to and understanding of these images is an integral part
of that fate. Therefore a mode of literary perception that can offer
a closer communion between our conscious understanding and the archetypal
world is of significance. If a textual image is able to offer such
a coremunion, it is important to discover the appropriate mode of response.

Too easily can an attempted response to an archetypal textual image be
guided by 'directed thought' and its language; then the image can reveal
neither its dynamic energy nor its symbolic dimension. The door into
the imaginal remains closed; the imaginal cannot reveal itself as a
living reality within the individual. The dominance of a 'directed'
intellectual approach to our schooling (a reflection of our 'tlestern
infatuation with the int~llect), has thus tended to deny these images

..

their archetypal potential. But if we can discover a mode of imaginal
perception, then that door may be openedz an archetypal textual image
becom$ an opening onto a different level of reality. In responding to
an archetypal textual i~age the emphasis must lie not so much en what is
seen (an attempt to analyse), but on the way we look: a mode of response.

2.7.~, An 'Innocent' Reading of the Text

One argument could be for an 'innocent' reading of the text. A total

innocence of reading is not, of course, possible. The reader can never

be without inherited experiences, feelings, etc., let alone inherited

concepts. But if the reader refrains from conscious critical partici-
pation, textual imaee could evoke imaginal image without the interference
of 'directed thought'. However, education has so condiioned us to search
for c·onC13ptualunderstanding, that it would need a process of 'unlearning'
for such an innocence of'directed'. response to be possible. fiIoreover,
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and most important, the non-participation of consciousness in the process
of response does not allow the image evoked to be made conscious. The
individual would feel the affect of the textual image, feel the internal
'reverberations,' but the inner image might not cross the threshold of
consciousness. It would be felt rather than known; or if the image
were perceived, it would not be valued and thus its meaning would not
be integrated into consciousness.

We had the experience but missed the meaning. 127

For an external textual image to be fully realised as a meaningful
archetypal reality, a conscious participation in the process of response

is paramount.

2.7.3. 'Reader-Response' as an Appropriate Theoretical Context

If a textual image may only be realised as archetypal through a conscious
awareness of its imaginative, or imaginal, affect, then a theoretical
context is required that validates such a subjective 'reading' of a text.
Reader-response theory offers such a context.

~leader-response theory reflects the twentieth-century paradigm shift
from theories based upon the prL~acy of substance to theories based
upon the primacy of relations. This shift from substance to relati~~s
may be seen in fields as diverse as linguistics and sub-atomic physics.
Saussure revolutionised the field of modern linguistics by insisting
that 'language is a system of relations, not a system of substances,;128
and relativity, Einstein's fundamental contribution to sub-atomic physics,

derives essentially from the philosophical analysis
which insists that there is not a fact and an observer,
but a joining of the two in an obsarvation •••
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that event and observer are not separable.129

Just as sub-atomic physics has dissolved the idea of the objective
observer, the separation of 'fact' and observer, so reader-response
theory refutes the idea of the objective reader, the separation of text
and reader. 'aeader-response' considers not the text as separate from
the reader, but rather the joining of the two in a reading. Thus in
'reader-response' the emphasis shifts from 'what I am reading', the text
as object, to 'how I am reading,' the relationship between text and reader.
If 'how I am reading' is of primary concern in 'reader-response', then
significance is placed upon the stance of consciousness and also the
stance of the unconscious of the reader; for it is both the conscious·
and the unconscious mind of the reader that influences his/her attitude
and inter-relationship with the text. If these.two factors are recognised
as influencing the reading process, then the reading will be necessarily
subjective. In refuting the idea of the 'objective reader', reader-
response theory offers this enquiry a theoretical stance for exploring
a subjective, imaginal 'reading' of an archetypal textual image.

However, present reader-response theory focusses upon a reader's verbal
response to a text, while an imaginal mode of response is prL~arily
concerned with the non-verbal, subjective affect of a textual image.
Therefore, to differentiate this mode of response from other, pri~arily
verbal modes, I have termed it 'imaginal response'.

'Reader-Response' in the Context of Anglo-American Critical Theory

within the context of Anglo-American critical theory, the reader-response
movement may be seen as moving away f~om the New Criticism with its
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emphasis on the objectivity of the text. In particular, reader-response
theory refutes the influential statement issued by Wimsatt and Beardsley
in 'The Affective Fallacy' (1949)

The Affective Fallacy is a confusion between the poem
and its results (what it ~ and what it does) ••• It
begins by trying to derive the standards of criticism
from the psychological effects of the poem and ends in
impressionism and relativism. The outcome ... is that
the poem itself, as an object of specifically critical

. 1)0judgement tends to disappear. .

'Reader-response', rejecting the objectivist assumptions of the New
Criticism, is concerned with the effect of a text, with 'what it does'.
Thus its theorists offer various perspectives on the dynamic between
text and reader, and analyse both conscious and unconscious reading
strategies. As 'reader-response' developed, so the reader emerged into
'critical prominence' in that

instead of being seen as inst~~ental to the ~~derstanding
of the text, the reader's activity is declared to be
identical with the text and therefore becomes itself the
source of all literary value. If literature is what-
happens when we read, its value depends on the value

131of the reading process.

In replacing the text as the 'sole object of critical judgement', with a
concern for the reading process itself, 'reader-response' moves into an
area that is both larger and more fluid. The two poles of the text and

the reader and their interaction become the subject of critical attention;
and once the reading process is perceived as dynamic, psychology points
to complexities and unknown depths in the reader. Thus, just as subatomic
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physics has replaced the notion of a causal quantifiable universe with an
often acausal and unmeasurable series of interactions, 'reader-response'
takes Anglo-American critical theory away from the stability of an objective
text into similarly unpredictable areas. Indeed reader-response theory
itself 'is not a conceptually Q~ified critical position',132rather it is
composed of a variety of different perspectives on the reading process,
ranging from Stanley Fish's semiotic approach to 'how readers make
meaning' to NOI'!llanHolland's psychoanalytic stance.

2. 7. 7. Four Jeader-Respons9 Theorists: Stanley Fish, David Bleich,
Norman Holland and Ho1fa;ang Iser

stanley Fish was probably the first theorist since I.A. Richards to give
the reader a central role in literary stUdies. Fish's approach is to
consider the temporal progress of the reader, slowing down the normal
reading process so as to make

an analysis of the developing responses of the reader
in relation to the words as they succeed one another in
. l3Jt1me.

In his analysis of the reading experience Fish explores how meaning does
not reside in the text fer se, ~~t rather in the 'event' of reading.
Fish's 'meaning' necessitates the creative participation of the reader.
It is a temporal and experiential phenomenon. He thus makes the important

step

of removing the text from the centre of critical attention
. 134and replacing it with the.reader's cognitive activ1ty.

For Fish the objective text is illusory in comparison to the reader whose
activity determines meaning. In.fact, Fish's 'texts' are written by his
reade"IS.
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However, Fish's reader is not a free agent, but rather a member of an·
'interpretive community,' by which he means certain reading and inter-
pretive conventions that his readers hold in common. Thus, although
Fish considers 'how readers make meaning,' he also implies that these
'readers' are '~ade' by certain modes of perception. For Fish it is
these 'interpretive communities' that ultimately determine both reader
and text:

meanings are the property neither of fixed and stable
texts nor of free and independent readers but of inter-
pretive co~~unities that are responsible both for the
shape of a reader's activities and for the texts those
activities produce.135

David Bleich, li~e Fish, is concerned with 'the reader's cognitive
activity', but he offers his own perspective on the reading process.
In Subjective Criticism Bleich explores the 'subjective paradigm' that
he regards as central to understanding the dynamics of response. As
has already been mentioned, he sees the meaning of a text as being
experienced through a cognitive process of 'symbolization' or 'response'
and 'resymbolization' or 'interpretation'. Any such 'response' and
'interpretation' he regards as being necessarily subjective, reflecting

136the 'personality orientation of the reader at that time. ' Like Fish,
Bleich's reader belongs to an 'interpretive community', but whereas Fish's
'communities' are composed of reading and interpretive conventions,
Bleich's 'community' has a pedagogic rather than se~iotic basis, 'reflect-

137ing a set of local choices, motives and interests in knowledge'.
Bleich's text is not determined by the community, only by the meaning it
acquires in the process of response.
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It has been argued (see above p.JI ) that Bleich's process of 'symboli-
zation' and 'resymbolization' may not in actuality be so clearly
delineated as he would suggest. Nevertheless, it does provide a
helpful model for differentiating different stages of the subjective
dynamics of the reading process.

While Fish and Bleich focus upon the reader's cognitive activity, Norman
Holland offers a psychoanalytic perspective to the reading process. For
Holland, people's response to texts reflects thei~ psychological pattern-
ing. Holland sees this 'patterning' in Freudian terms of defensive
strategies and fantasy gratification, thus

Each reader, in effect, recreates the \.,rorkin terms of
his own identity theme. First he shapes it so it will
pass through the network of his adaptive and defensive
strategies for coping with the world. 3econd he re-
creates from it the particular kind of fantasy and
gratification he responds to.

Finally, a third modality completes the individual's
I

re-creation of his identity or life-style from the
literary work. Fantasies that boldly represent the
desires of the adult or the more bizarre imaginings of
the child will ordinarily arouse euilt and anxiety. Thus
we usually feel a need to transform raw fantasy into a
total experience of esthetic, moral, intellectual, or
social coherence and significance.lJ8

Holland regards this process of aefense-fantasy-transformation (which he- - -
encapsulates in the acronym 'DEFT') as determining the dynamics of response.
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Thus reading has a fundamentally subjective and subliminal dimension in
which the identity of the reader is recreated. Looking beyond the
cognitive activity of the mind, Holland suggests that any search for
unity in a text or interpretation will be determined by the psychological
identity of the reader, and he arrives at the idea that 'interpretation

;

is a function of identity.,lJ9

Among reader-response theorists, ~;olfgang Iser looks most closely at the
function of the imagination in the response process. He sees the
imagination as the meeting point of the structured text and the subject-
ivity of the reader.; For Iser the text is comprised of 'gaps' or 'blanks'
that need to be filled by the reader. Iser's 'gaps' refer to the

140
'funda~ental asymmetry between text and reader'. Just as in inter-
~ersonal relations we fill in our perception of the other with personal
~rojections, so too do we project in our reading. It is this need to

project, to 'fill the gaps' that creates the communication between reader
and text: .

~henever the reader bridges the gaps, communication
begins. The gaps function as a kind of pivot on which
the whole text-reader relationship revolves.141

However, Iser considers that the reader's projections are to some degree
controlled by the structure of the text. The implicit is controlled by

the explicit.

According to Iser, the meaning of a text is also the product of an
imaginative dynamic between the two poles of text and reader. Iser
sees meaning as 'imagistic in character ••• the meaning can only be

142grasped as an image.' and this image is an effect produced by the
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merging of reader and text. Experiential in nature, meaning is not an
objective phenomenon, but an effect that 'depends upon the participation

14)
of the reader'. Iser also acknowledges the limitations of an
explanatorJ style of interpretation, as any such exposition will necessarily
dull the immediate ef~ect of the text.

Iser's work is based solely on an analysis of 9rose fiction, the 'images'
he explores are ideational rather than picto~~ and his concern is
~litha conscious and not subliminal reading process; nevertheless, he
offers a valuable perspective on the importance of the imagination as the
mediator between text and reader.

This outline of four reader-response perspectives is not meant as a survey
of reader-response theorJ, but rather it points to the movement's concern
with an analysis of the reading process.

'I~aginal ]esnonse' in Jelation to Contemporary ]eader-1es~onse
Theory

'Imaginal response' is also concerned with the 'reading process' and
with what a text 'does'. Furthermore, as a textual image may only be
experienced as archetypal through the attitude of the 'reader', then the
'value' of a textual image is directly dependent upon the 'reading process,'.
As in Iser's theory of response, the 'meaning' of an archetypal textual
image is ex~rienced throueh the i~agination, for which the participation
of the reader is important (see section 2.3.1.). following). Fish's
argument that 'readers make meaning' is fully applicable to 'imaginal
response,' where the primary concern is with the 'existential meaning' of
a textual image. 'How much' and.'in what way' a textual image is



meaningful is entirely dependent upon the response of the 'reader',

However. whilst a consideration of the 'existential meaning' of a text
is central to 'imaginal response.' this is an area of textual meaning
and response that present reader-response theory has not examined in
any detail. :10bert Crossman, in "Jo 1eaders t!;akeNeaning," touches on
this aspect of meaning when he considers three different sen~es of the word
'meaning, ' He differentiates between 'meaning' as a synonym for .
'inten't.ion' "if you take my meaning" 'meaning' as the common
understanding of a word - "ice 'means' frozen water" - and finally,
'meaning' as 'an individual's subjective valuing of something' "it
means a lot to me" -, This final sense of meaning is what I have
refered to as 'existential,'

Crossm~~ elaborates on the 'existential meaning' of a text in so far as
to quote Ezra Pound's statement about a particular poem being

meaningless unless one has drifted into a certain vein
·144of thought

but he does not explore in any more detail this aspect of meaning, or how
it is experienced in a text, Rather he concerns himself with 'interpre-
tation', suggesting that we all'make meaning 'as interpreters, as readers',
'Interpretation' is what Bleich refers to as 'resymbolization,' and what
I have referred to as an 'interpretive' approach to meaning, As I have
argued, interpretation is essentially analytic. and is very different to
an 'existential' approach to meaning,

Throughout reader-response criticism the primary approach to meaning is
,interpret ive, ' Fish discusses 'interpretive strategies' and 'interpretive
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communities,' Bleich, 'response' and 'interpretation', and Holland arrives
at the statement 'interpretation is a function of identity.' Although
Iser argues against 'the traditional expository style of interpretation' 145
a~d describes 'meaning as effect', his approach to meaning remains 145

146analytic and ideational. Neither Iser, nor any other critic, examines
'existential' meaning in any detail.

Just as 'imaginal response' is not primarily concerned with an 'interp-
retive,' analytic approach to meaning, so it is not primarily concerned
with the 'reader's' 'secondary perce ption '• It focusses rather on his/

her 'primary' and often unconscious processes. Like Holland, the
orientation is psychological, yet, unlike Holland, the main direction is

not psychoanalytic. For although an analysis of the psychological affect/
effect of a textual image is not discarded, 'L~aginal response' focusses

on promoting a non-analytic approach. In 'imaginal response' the

'reader's' attention is directed towards being aware and attentive of
the imas:nal affect of a text, towards being sensitive to the feelings,
emotions, visual images, kinaesthetic, auditory and other sensory images
that may be evoked in the 'primary perception' of the text.

Like other reader-response perspectives, 'imaginal response' rejects the
ideas presented by :iimsatt and Beardsley in the "Affective Fallacy";
and yet it progresses beyond contemporary reader-response theory in its
concern for a full and detailed appreciation of the actual 'affect'

produced by a text. Furthermore, in its focus on an 'existential'
rather than 'interpretive' approach to meaning, and its emphasis on an
imaginal experience rather than an analysis of a reading process, it is
able to offer a new direction to reader-response-work, and indeed to

literary studies as a whole.
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2.8. A Methodology of 'Ima~inal Response'

As I have already explained, 'imaginal response' is a mode of responding
to an archetypal textual image so that the archetypal dimension of the
textual image may be perceived and experienced. This necessitates a
specific use of the imagination as the appropriate function for perceiving
and experiencing the textual image as an imaginal phenomenon. But an
.archetypal textual image may also be explored th~ough its 'mythic
associations,' and further through 'directed' analysis. Jungian
psychology offers a conceptual context for this process of analysis,
thus allowing the imaginal experience of the archetypal image to be
conceptually understood and integrated into the conscious mind as far
as is possible.

However, of primary importance is the imaginal experience of the text~al

image. In his technique of 'active ima~ination' Jung develo-ped a r:ethod
of consciously experiencing and exploring the inner imaginal world. The
purpose of this enqui~J is to show that 'active imagination' can be
ada~ted into a mode of 'reader-response', and thus provide an archetypal
textual image with an appropriate mode of perception. But, before
exploring 'active imagination' as a mode of 'reader-res~onse', it is
necessary to examine the methodology of Jun/3:'s'active imagination '.

2.8.1. Jung's Technique of 'Active I~a~ination'

2.8.1.1. Jun9i's Jed pe

Jung's psychological tech.'1.iqueof 'active imagination' is a process,
whereby, starting with a product of the unconscious, a dream or fantasy
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image or a mood, an individual may return to that inner world and
consciously experience and participate with its symbolic figures. As
already stated, Jung derived 'active imagination' from his own experience,
and he then found ~ra11els to it in the alchemical process of 'Imaginatio'.
T~:anslating this alchemical process he 'Provides a twentieth century
'recipe' :

Ta.'(ethe unconscious in one of its handiest forms, say
a spontaneous fantasy, a dream. an irrational mood, an
affect, or something of the kind, and operate with it.
Give it your special attention, concentrate on it and
observe its alterations objectively. Spare no effort
to devote yourself to this task, follow the subsequent
transfo~Lations of the spontaneo~s fantasy attentively
a:'ldcarefully. Above all, don't let anything from
outside, t~at does not belong, ~et into it, for t~e
fantasy image has "everything it needs." In this Hay
one is certain of not interferring by conscious caprice
and of giving the unconscious a free hand. 147

2.8.1.2. Different ~~etho1s for Commencing the Irnaginative Process

3ince J~~g the tecp~ique of 'active L~agination' has been developed and

systemised. In a recent study, Inner Work, :tobertJohnson differentiates
between five different ways of conmenc ing the imaginative process ,
different methods 'for L~viting the figures of the unconscious to come
to the surface and make contact'. Johnson suggests that the 'purest'

f~rm of 'active imagination' is to simply clear the mind of all thou~hts
of the external world and to wait 'with an alert and attentive attitude,
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to see who or what will appear'. However, Johnson notes that many people
are not suited to a method of pure receptivity, and he offers other
alternatives I

1. Using your Fantasies
Harnessing fantasy is a way of converting passive fantasy
into Active Imagination. In its simplest form you look at
the fantasies that have been going through your mind today
and you choose an image, an inner person or a situa\ion •.
Then you go to that place and that person and use it as the
starting place for Active Imagination.

2. Visiting Symbolic Places
One very simple way ••• is to go to a place in your imagin-
ation, and start exploring to see whom you meet there.

Usually when you do this, your imagination will take you to
the inner place that you need to go and connect you to the
inner persons that you need to meet.

J. Using Personifications
If you have some affect that is following you around•••

and dogging your steps, some mood that you can't shake off,
this gives you a strong hint as to where you should start
your dialogue with the unconscious. Go into your imagin~
tion and saYI "Who is the one inside me who is depressed
today? Where are you? What do you look like? Please take
some form I can see and come up and talk with me. I want
to know who you are and what you want-.

4. Dialoguing with Dream Figures
••• One goes back to a dream in imagination and enters
into dialogue with the characters there. One can pick out
a specific person in the dream that one feels the need to
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talk with. One can speak specifically with a single
dream figure or return to the situation in the dream

148and take up the whole encounter where the dream left off.

'Using your Fantasies', 'Dialoguing with Dream Figures', and 'Using
Personifications' clearly relate respectively to Jung's 'fantasy', 'a
dream' and 'an irrational mood, an affect'. 'Clearing the mind' and
'Visiting Symbolic Places' would appear to be additions to Jung's 'recipe'.

Whatever the initial method used, Johnson follows Jung in insisting that
once the imaginative process has begun, it is important not to be distracted
by other images or fantasy material, not to let 'anything from outside,
that does not belong, get into it'.

In order to do a true act of imagination, it is
necessary to stick with the image that we start with,
stay with the situation until there is some kind of
resolution. Once one has encountered a particular
image or started a dialogue with It, it is important to
continue from there and not allow oneself to be distracted
by other images or fantasy material that may jump into
the mind and compete with the Active Imagination.l49

In 'active imagination' the process, once begun, should be like a sealed
alchemical vessel, for only if nothing from 'outside' interferes can there
be a real rapprochement with the unconscious.

2.8.1.). The Importance of Participation

An essential part of 'active imagination' is one's conscious participation



in the imaginative process. In contrast to ordinary, passive fantasy
or daydreaming, 'active imagination' demands that the individual
consciously takes part in the inner imaginative drama; this is why it
is called 'active'. In 'active imagination' the ego actually goes into
the imaginal world, where it 'walks and talks, confronts and arp,ues,

. l~
makes friends with or fights the persons it finds there '; ~urther-
more, it is not 'active' unless one participates with one's feelings,
emotions or body res~nse; it ~ust be a fully-felt experience. Tt
is through participating in this way that one realises that the
imaginative process is ~. For although 'active imagination' is a
symbolic experience, it is still a real psychic eX?9rience that is
ha~pening to the participant. Jung stresses that unless the individual

realises that a real psychic process is happening to him/her, he/she
will remain fundamentally unaffected and nothing happensl

So long as he simply loo~~ at the pictures he is li~e
the foolish Parsifal, who forgot to ask the vital
question because he was not aware of his own ~rticipation

in the event. Then if the flow of images ceases, next
to nothing has happened even though the process is
repe~ted a thousand times. 3ut if you recognise your
own involvement you yourself must enter into the process
with your personal reactions just as if you were one of
the fantasy figures, or rather, as if the drama being
enacted before yo~r eyes were real. It is a ~ychic
fact that this fantasy is tappening, it is as real as
you - a psychic entity - are real. If this crucial
operation is not carried out, all the changes are left
to the flow of images, and you yourself remain unchanged.151
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Through actually participatin~ in the inner imaginative drama there can
be a real ra~prochement with the unconscious. The conscious ego and
the unconscious are able to co~~unicate with each other, to enter into
a dialoe;ue. As a result, the relationship between the ego and the
unconscious alters, and there is the possibility for real psychological
change.

Only through a fully-felt imaginal participation with the unconscious
can its images be experienced as ~ychic realities. Through the process
of 'active i~agination' the conscious ego is able to eX?9rience the
dynan ic and numinous quality of the archetypal images; and moreover,
through these L~ages, experience the archetypes themselves. It is
through this L~aginal rapprochement with the unconscious that the
archetypes TIerse can be experienced as dynamic living realities.

The importance of perceiving the archety~es through the process of
'active iITlagination'is that then the exper'Lencevof these powerf'u'L

entities .the ancient world ...orshipped them as Gods need not be

totally overwhelming. The active participation of consciousness acts
as a counter-balance to the numinous force of the archety~e, thus

By l1eans of 'active imagination' we are v~t in a
position of advantage, for we can then make the
discovery of the archetype without sinking back

into the instinctual sphere, which woul.donly lead
to blank unconsciousness. l~2

a.s.a.». 'Jriting Down the Imagina tive Ex'?9rience

Finally, it is verJ inportant that the inner imaginative drama is
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written down at the time ofoceurrence All inner dialogue can be
transcribed verbatim; however, the verbalisation of other imaginal
happenings will necessarily be limiting, just as the transcription of
a dream is but a poor paraphrase. It is also, of course, susceptible
to unconscious censorship. But des~ite these limitations it is
important that the imaginal happening is written down. This can be seen
as a major protection against the 'active imagination' turning into just
another passive fantasy. The writing helps the individual to focus
on what he/she is doing, and not wander off into day-dreams.

Furthermore, as 'active imagination' involves ego consciousness
encountering the ~~biguous and often deceptive world of the unconscious,
where 'one thing is never one thing', it is very necessary that the
inner drama is fixed in writing.

It is very important to fix this whole procedure
in writing at the time of its occur+enc~,for then
you have ocular evidence that will effectively

153counteract the ever-ready tendency to self-deception.

Through being verbally fixed, the imaginal experience is more readily
acT~owle1ged and easily understood by the conscious mind. It enables
the participant to record, as accurately as possible, what is experienced,
said and done, so that the whole experience can be remembered and

digested afterwards.

2.8.2. 'Active Imagination' Developed into a Hode of '::leader-Response'

In the process of 'active imagination' Jung suggests that one first
fixes a dream or fantasy image in the mind by concentrating the attention
on it. Associations are then alloioledto develop, all of which must be
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carefully noted down. If this is to be adapted for use with a textual
image ideally there should be two individuals, one of whom reads the
textual image, the other who responds. (It is, of course, possible to
use a tape-recorder in place of the reader). Jung's 'dream or fantasy
image' is already an inner image; the textual image needs to be evoked
as an inner image. So the participant needs to have eyes closed and to
be wholly receptive. The attention must be focussed within and the
mind and feelings as empty and as clear as possible. The more cluttered
the mind, the less space there is for the textual image to be imagina11y
perceived. The more intrusive the feelings. the less chance for the
image to be emotively experienced as an archetypal reality. Those who
have much experience of meditation or image-work are able to empty
themselves of thoughts and feelings. However, any simple relaxation
technique, e.g. breathing deeply for a few moments, will help the
partici,ant to acquire a calmer, more empty state.

In perceiving the 'read' text as an inner image, the participant should
be attentive not only to the inner visual image, but also to any feelings,
emotions or sensations evoked. It is unlikely that the inner visual
image will appear as an exact mirror of the text, for this is already
a subjective response. Literal 'objective perception' does not exist,
and this mode of imaginal perception particularly evokes subjective
participation. Perceived through the faculty of the imagination, the

text evokes associations. Ho~..ever 'b1anT{' the receptive mind, this

inner image can best be understood not as a copy, but as an 'echo' or
'resonance' of the text. It is read as the initial association.

If 'Hefollow Jung's t.echn Lque , further associations may devaLo p As
opposed to F~eud's 'free associations' that eventually move away from the



initial image, the further associations must centre on the initial image,
so to speak, 'stick to the image'.. This can be ,effected by staying with
the initial feeling or body response: in this way the participant remains
centred at the original nucleus of psychic energy that is the archetypal
textual image. The associations thus 'circulate' around the archetypal
imaGe, amplifying and elaborating it from different aspects, exploring
different 'facets' of the original imae;e.

If these further associations do develop, the participant should be
receptive to any such changes, and allow the~ to continue until it is
felt that the process is complete.

In practice, I have discovered that, as opposed to Jung's 'active
imagination', there are often no such further developments, that the
initial association is often complete in itself. 3'urthennore, I found
that ,articipants had little difficulty in determining when the imaginal
response to a particular textual Lmage vas corapl.ete ,

Just as in 'active imagination: the full participation of the individual
in the urocess of 'imagir.al res?Qnse' is important. If there is no

fully-felt participation then the archetypaldimension of the textual
image cannot be ex~erienceJ, there is no true L"Tlaginalperception, or

indeed 'imaginal response'. Unfortunately, the practical application

of 'imaginal -response' reV'ealed many instances vrhere the res"?Onse
'participant' did not fully -participate in the response process. See
Chapter Five, section Three, 'Actor or Cbserver? Involvement in Imaginal
Response-~'/ork' for a full discussion of this ques t.Lon ,

Finally, when the :a.rtici:pantfeels that the inner process has ended,
then, as in 'active imagination' this process is to be noted down,all
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the feelings, emotions, sensations and images, etc. are to be transcribed
as accurately as possible. As already discussed, such a translation of
an imaginal experience into a verbal language is limiting but necessary.

2.8.3. The Hythic Amplification of an Archety~l Textual Image

Although an archetypal textual image can only be realised as an imaginal
,he~omenon through the function of 'active' or 'creative imagination',
the archetypal significance of a particular textual image can also be
explored through its mythic associations. A myth, as suggested above,

is the enactment of an archetype. As the dreams or collective imaginings
of a culture, they embody the language of the collective psyche. Explol:'-

ing the mythic background of a textual image is a means of amplifying it
with its own imaginal lanf,Uaee, and framing it within its archetypal
context.

~owever, it must be understood that any attempt to discern a mythic frame
will reflect the stance of consciousness of whoever is presenting the
exegesis. The illusion of the objectiv~ observer is, as suggested
above, now firmly displaced by recent research into sub-atomic physics.

Capra writes:

My conscious decision about how to observe sayan
electron will determine the electron's properties

1.54to some extent.

If the observation of the very building blocks of the physical world is
recognised as being subjective, then subjectivity is inevitable in deter-
mining an archetypal pattern which frames a textual image.

For example, the nlmerous and varied critical responses to Hamlet reveal
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more about the play's ability to reflect the critic than about the
objective value of anyone response. Indeed, C.S.Lewis suggested that
critics were only depicting themselves when they were depicting Hamlet.155

But from an archetypal ,arspective, such subjectivity is not a defect, as
it portrays the involvement that is necessary for an archetypal image to
be meaningful. :{hat is important is the recognition of the subjective
nature of one's response.

It should also be appreciated that as the archetypes are the psychic
foundation of the conscious mind, they will directly influence their own
ex?loration. The stance of consciousness which explores the archetypal
world is ulti~ately determined by the archetypes themselves. Thus one
is not merely looking at an imaginal world, but at the verJ foundation
of one's perception and cognition. The enquiring mind is exploring a
mirror in which the roots of its enquiry are reflected.

Furthermore, it is important to realise that even in the process-of mythic
amplification, the exploration is not of something separate or external
but of one's own inner imaginal reality, that of the psyche or soul.
Working with an image through mythic association, we can become familiar
with this imaginal world. In myth, the archetypes express themselves.
~ere are the dynamics of their imaginal world. We can learn the
language of the archetypes and listen to their stories.

To ,erceive a particular mythic frame to a textual image is to give the
image an archetypal context. More important is the value of this mythic
frame to the individual observer, for it can be read as his/her own mythic
pattern, one that is dominant in his/her individual psyche. Just as the
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alchemists projected their psychic contents onto the alchemical process,
so the individual will project his own particular mythic reality on and
around the image. It will become a focus for that which is archetypally
important for him. Thus a stage has been erected for his inner figures
to enact their roles. They have been given a means to express themselves.
In this way a mythic approach allmfs archetypal patterns to emerge into
consciousness. An individual can reconnect with dominant psychic
patternsJ but now there is some conscious awareness of the factors that
underlie the psyche and thus his/her whole life and world - for

their [the archetype~ figures and images express not
only a view of the world, but something of the very
nature of the human being as such: they reflect man's
elemental contact with the world.156

2.8.4. The 2ffect of Ima~inal Associations on the Conscious Mind

An archetypal textual image can be eXDlored through imaginal associations.
These associations can arise from individual 'Imaginatio', the use of
'active imagination' adapted into a mode of 'reader-response', or they
can arise from the collective imaeinings of mythology. These two
ap?roaches can be seen as complementary modes of textual response. Both
allow for a textual image to be aP9reciated in its own imaginal language;
and whilst the first mode, 'Imaginatio', allows for the subjective
experience of an archetypal L~age and of the archetype ner se, the second,
mythic mode, enables a textual image to be given an archetypal context,
a mythic background.

In both these approaches the conscious mind of the participant is able
to gain fa~iliarity with the archetypes and their images. 3ut Whilst
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for the conscious mind to gain an awareness of its archetypal foundations
is of psychological importance, it may not always be welcome. For the
~ffect of this awareness can be regarded as similar to Copernicus's
discovery of the earth orbiting the sun; it is e~ually threatening and
heretical to an ego-dominated consciousness and its suppositions of
autonomy. An individual becomes aware that the e~o, the personal
identity, the 'I', is not self determining. Not only is he/She influenced
by the personal unconscious, by re~rensed personal experiences and
unrealised or unacceptable ?arsonal ~ualities, but there exists also the
influence of the vaster domain of the collective unconscious and its
archetypal forces. 30th the inner and outer world of the individual can
be read as a stage on which the archetypes enact their personified roles.

2.8.4.1. The Archetypes and Individuality

To a nuch gr~ater degree than is co~~only appreciated, we are 'in the
hands of the Gods', those primordial forces that were once depicted in
ancient mythologies, and are now mainly experienced in dreams. To
0eccme conscious of these forces would suggest a loss of individuality,
yet paradox ically, the reverse is true. It l-l'aSthe Gods that gave
direction to men's lives. It is the archetYI'es that give our individual
existence its si~ificance. As already suggested, archetY?9s are
determinants of meaning. In relating to its archetypal foundations,
individual life becomes more meaningful.
individuality ass

that which is Q~ique in the combination of collective

Furthermore, Jung defin~s

elements of the persona and its manifestations. l56a

and surely our individuality and ~ersonal lives will gain a deeper
significance when we a~preciate the collective elements that so influence
us.
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The present attraction of astrology is, I would suggest, not merely a
desire to read 'the future in the instant', but also reflects the
individual's interest in the collective dominants that help to form the
individual self. In astrology, these 'dominants' are seen as the
planets and houses of the horoscope that c~mbine to make an individual
'chart' • Tne individual often finds a ~rsonal situation more meaning-
ful when he/she appreciates the collective forces, or 'stars', that
appear to precipitate or be the underlying cause of that situation.
~':hetherseen in the heavens or in the images of the unconscious, the
archetypes are the factors that combine to make us our individual selves.
Any profound awareness of our individual self means a recognition of our
origins in the collective unconscious. And as our personal existence
takes on an archetypal perspective, so we become not just the playthings
of the Gods, but an integral and meaningful part of their cosmic drama.

The Integration of an Imaginal and an Analytic ~1cde of Response

30th 'active imagination' and mythic amplification present a mode of
responding to an archetypal textual image through imaginal association.
This appears to be a type of thinking which is very different to that
of logical thought. But is it the only mode of thought appropriate to
archetypal image work? Does the full appreciation of an archetypal
textual image also require a non-imaginal mode of response, a more
logical perspective? Moreover, can an imaginal and an analytic perspec-
tive be integrated into a mode of 'imaginal response': is such a
'coincidentia oppositorum' possible?

2.8.5.1. Jung's 'r'rro Types of Thinking
In Symbols of Transformation Jung distinguished between two types of



thinking, which, as we have seen, he called 'mythological thinki~g' and
'directed thinking '. In a recent book, Archetypes, Dr. Anthony stevens
marries Jung's distinction with the findings of neurophysiological
research; the latter has differentiated between the left and right
cerebral henisphere of the brain, and revealed that each hemisphere has
a distinct mode of perception and thought; thus em~irically corroborating
Jung's idea. The thinking process of the 'left hemishphere' can be
e~uated with Jung's 'directed thinking'. It is logical and allows for
thinking in words; it also devdops with the acquisition of language; it
is analytic, and allows for abstract thought. Fundamentally directed
towards the outside world, it is the development of this mode of thought
that has resulted in the achievements of science and technology.

The thinking process of the rieht hemishpere is related to Jung's
'mythological thinking'. It is holistic rather than analytic; it does
not attemyt to dissect or rationalise; rather than thin~ing in words,
it thin~s in i~ages; and as op~osed to the active, idea-forming process
of the rational mode, is primarily receptive, 'observing the change and
development of its images'. It allows for the formation of symbols,
and as such, for a symbolic relationship to life. It can be seen at
work in dreaming, or in the progression of fantasies. As the thinking
process of the unconscious, it is the elder of the two modes. It is
fundamentally subjective, pre-verbal and mythological. Jung gives an
example of its functioning, and also compares its 'goal' with that of

'directed thought':

The activity of the earliest classical ~ind was in the
highest degree artistic, the goal of its interest dOes
not seem to have been to understand the world as
objectively and accurately as possible, but how to



adapt it aesthetically to subjective fantasies and
1;7expectations. '

However, this mythic mode of thinking has been suppressed in :{estern
civilization by the increasing dominance of directed thought. 'Hyth01ogical

thought' has been devalued and for the majority it exists unrecognised
in the unconscious, expressing itself only in dreams, fantasies and
vague feelings. That mythic thinking can be so suppressed has recently
been corroborated by the neurological discovery that the left hemisphere
can repress or inhibit the activities, and especially the emotional1y-

1.58
toned activities, of the right hemisphere.

To become aHare of the dyna..l1icaffect of an archetypal ima~e, and to
appreciate its meaning, this mode of thinking is indispensable. Our
mythic, non-analytic, imaginal thinkL~g ,rocess, and ~rticularly its
feeling quality, must no longer remain repressed in the unconscious.
',':hatis suggested is a harmonious inter-relationship betveen the t~-I'O
hemispheres, the b.o types of thin1dng, an attitude of integration rather
than separation between ' directed' and •mythological thinking'. This
Hould lead to a fuller a'1dmore conscious understanding of the symbolic
quality of our inner and outer wor11s.

2.8.5.1.1. The Use of the Terms 'Ima,dnal ~'!ind'a!'!~.':1ationalT!ind',
'?ri.~ari' and '3econ.1a".::"i'

ene of the difficulties in this enquirj is that there are at present no
generally accepted terms offering a precise distinction between the two
hemispheres of the brain and their different modes of thinking. There-
fore. I will hereafter refer to the right hemisphere as the 'imaginal
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mind', its mode of thinking as 'inaginal' or 'mythic', and the left
hemisphere as the 'rational mind', its mode of thinking as 'directed'.
In rela tioll to Freud's 'prima!"'J'and "secondary process', and the idea of
'p::-imary'and 'secondary percepti.on"discussed earlier, ~....he mode fla _ 0

perception of the 'imasinal mind' is '~rimarJ', and that of the 'rational
mind' is 'secondar"'J'. ~ben in in~erted commas, the terms 'vrimary' and

'secondary' will refer S?eCifically to the different processes of the
two sid.es of the brain.

The 'Transcendent Func t i.on" Fo~ed f'rom the Inte,;-rratiol''l

of an and an Analytic Hode of ]es'Jonse

I!1his essay 'The T::-anscendent?u:1ction' Jung identifies tHO ?rinci,al
vays of wor~dng Hith the unconscious:

One is the way of c::-eati~~fomulation, the other
the way of lmde::-standin.').1.59

and he further suggests that;

aesthetic or creative fo~ulation needs understanding
of meaning, and u!1derstandin~ neeis aesthetic
fo~ulation. The two supplement each other to
form the transcendent function. 160

3y the term 'creative for.n.ulation'Jung Nas refering 1!1particular
to drawing, painting or sculpture. HOHever, if the :process of fOr!!!.ing
imaginal associations is a?,reciated as a 'creative' use of the i~agina-
tion, it is also a 'way of creative formulation'. and as such nee~s
'understa!1dine'·

'Creative fo::-mulation'and 'understanding' may be directly related to



Jung's 'THO TY'Pes of Thin~ing', the fomer to the 'mythic', 'right-brain'
process, the latter to its '.iirected', 'left-brain' counterpart.
Howeve r , in 'The Transcendent Function' Jung not only suggests that
these two processes com~lement each other, but that they 'supplement
each other' to fom a third principle, which he termed 'the tr~~scendent
function' •

2.8.,5.2.1. The 'Transcendent Function'·

The 'transcendent function' is Jung's te~ for the function which
mediates opposites and facilitates a transition from one psychological

attitude or condition to another.

r~e transcendent function represents a linkage
between real and imaginary, or rational and
iL.'ational d.ata, thus bridging the gulf betveen

161
GCN3CICDSN'E33 and the UNCO~SCIOU3. .

Jung describes it as

A natural process, a manifestation of the cnerVJ
162

that springs from the tension of opposites.

In any ~sychologica1 process the formation of the 'transcendent function',
creating a bridge between consciousness and the unconscious, is of great

impcr+ance ,

i'.n ..'..na1yticApproach to an Archetypal Textual Image

The archetypal dimension of a textual i~age can only be experienced in
the ~~conscious of the participant. To this purpose 'active i~agination'

may be deve1o;ed into a mode of 'reader-response'. Furthermore, through
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mythic amplification the archetypal nature of the image may be imas;inally
e'lCplored. Both these modes of res~onse act mainly through images and
the feeling function, or body response, and are the first steps tOHams
a conscious realisation of t1:.emeaning 'impacted' in an archetypal textual'
i~age. Jut for this 'meaning' to be more fully realised, it is necessary
to t~anslate it into the lan~lage of the rational mind. For, if the
experience re~ains underQtood solely in imaginal terms, it cannot be
fully integrated. At some point the subjective experience of an arche-
typal image benefits by being 'interpreted', or 'analysed', so as to
become an integral part of our conscious logical functioning.

It must first, however, be stressed that an archetypal experience can
never fully be unuerstood by the conscious mind. J~~g suggested that
the real nature of an archetype is 'transcendent' and not capable of
being made conscious. Any appreciation of its effect, whether in 'mythic'
or 'iirected thought', will be ir.complete. There are aspects of t~e
collp.ctive unconscious which are so deep, so ancient, that to individual
conscLousnes.s they will always remain mysterious and unf'a'thomab'l.e,

If iMaginal thou~ht can ap~reciate only a part of the archety~al experience,
a translation into verbal thought will necessarily be even more limiting.
A.~ytranslation cannot be achieved, Hi thout SOMe loss. This is even
more true of a translation fron an imaginal into a 'directed', verbal
mode of thought. The verbal is the m0re conscious mode, and the further
t~e perception of an archety~l ex~erience is distanced from its arche-
ty~l origins, the less it can be appreciated.

But once one is aware of the limitations of a verbal approach to an
archetypal experience, full use can be Made of an analytic perspective on
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the psyche. From his own ex~erience and understanding of the collective
unconscious, Jung offers an appropriate method and language to describe
the individual relationship to this inner 1-1or1d. He proposed 'interpre-
tation', sUf,~esting a vocabulary for unconscious ~rocesses, particularly
those expressed in dreams and myths. He offers this vocabulary in a
semi-scientific 1anp,uage, using defined terms such as , . ,anImus , 'anima' ,
'shadow', 'Self' and 'individua tion '• 'Analysis', 'interpretation' and
definition' in themselves suggest a solely 'left hemisphere', 'directed'
ap1?roach. 3ut central to Jung's work is the idea of the 'coincidentia
o~positorum', the integration of the onposites, the conscious and
unconscious ~rocesses.

Jung states that archety~es are 'not mere names, or even ~hi10sophical
163

concepts'. ~~ey must first be subjectively experienced through
emotionally charr,ed imaees. Defined without givin~ due recognition
to the lr affeet, you .

end ;.;1.-th nothing more than a jumble of mythological
conce'?ts, which can be strung together to show that

164everythine means anything, or nothing at all.

However, if one remains true to the individual 'felt' experience of
the imaGe, J~~gian inter1?retation offers a valuable ~ethod of analysis.

2.3. c;.4. Jtmdan Ana'lvai.s Offers 3. '3AC()ndar"r':~"1',nlificaUon of Textllal

In this ex-ploration of an a.rchetypal textual i:nage there is the initial
textual i~age and its i~agir.alansociations, developed either thr~ugh
'active i~agination' or nJ~hic amplification. A J~~gian reading of
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both the textual :r::a.ge and its associations offers these images a rational
perspective, and so places the archetypal experience within a conceptual
framework. The imagi.nal expe!'ience is thus given a meaning and value
th~t c~n oe a?preciated by the conscious, conceptual mind.

If the ha ppenings of the psyche are ziven a conce ptua'lvalue, the 'rational
n i.nd ! ,.;illnot be so tem'}ted to repress thei::-mythic significance. This
sURgests t~at a J~~gian analysis can be understood as a further amplifi-
eation of the orj,ginalarche typal experience; an amplification that
can allow the 'rational mind' to participate in this experi8nce.

The full experience of the imaginal can never bG conceptually comprehended,
just as for ~ythic thin~in~, lo~ic and sequential thought ~ill always
rena in f'undamen tally .foreip;n. ;{oi..ever, the ultirrrategoal would be
for the t1'iOtypes of think:ng, the 'hro heml.s phe.res of the bra Ln , rather
than being continually at variance, to function in a croative inter-

=e1aticnship. This inter-relationshi1? woul.d allow the symbolic :'Todd of
the unconscio"J.sto be, as far as p')ssible, integrated into our cO:.:'lscious

life.

A Jungian analysis places an individual image within a ?sychological

framework. This is a f'ramework that at.t.empt.sto delineate the structure

and dynamics of the psyche. The Lnd i,vidual image can thus be r-ead as

an integral part of a larger pattern. 3imilarly, the i~a5inal experience

itself can be understood not as an isolated rr.enomenon, but as havine
a meaningful place within this pattern.

It is im-portant to remember that He are discussing not only intellectual
ideas but psychological experiences'. An archetypal response may well
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involve a deepening awareness of the psyche and thus the possibility for
~sychological growth. A Jun~ian perspective can place an individual
imaginal experience within a larger psychological process which Jung
termed 'individuation'.

'Individ.uation'

'Individuation' is Jung's term for the individual's journey towards
psychological wholeness. Fundamentally, it is a natural developmental
, ' t ' I' , ,,165, th 'f'process i.mmanen m every 1v ing orgam sn • \-/1 . speca lC regard to
human beings, hro main forms of individuation may be distinguished:

1. The natural process, occurring more or less
autonomously and without the participation of
consciousness, and

2. The 'artificial' process,' aided for instance by
[!SYChOlOgiCa~analysis, develo~d by definite methods and

166experienced consciously.

It goes without saying that there are any number of intermediate stages
between '1' and '? ,- , but for the present purpose we are specdf'Lca'l Iy
concerned -;-;i th a conscious awareness of this psychological process, and
the possi bility of aidinF; it through imaginal response-work,

The individuation process is the maturation of the psyche and it incl~des
the 'heneral inte~ration of unconscious ccntents that are capable of
becoming conscious'. This process of integration

does not follow a straight line, nor does it always
lead onwards and upwazds , The course it follows
is rather "stadial", consisting of progress a..'1dregress,
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flux and stagnation in alternating sequence.
Only when He glance back over a long stretch of the way
can He notice the development ••• Jung spoke of it as
a "labyrinthine" path, and said that the longest way

167
is at the same time the shortest.

Cnce more it is apparent how the inner world of the psyche is neither
a logical nor a linear dimension. However, even though the path of
individuation is labyrinthine, the integration of the unconscious does
folloH certain basic steps. Individuation necessitates a confrontation
....ith the 'shadow', Jung's tern for the sum of our r-e preesed qualities,

. ' 168vha t he succinctly defines as 'the thing a person has no w1sh to be •
?ollo ...:in...,;the confrontation ~.;ith and ac'snovLedgement, of the shadow,
there is the encount er ."ith the 'anim.a' or 'animus', the contrasexual :art
of tr.e individual psyche. The anima is the 'inner figure of a woman

169,
held. by a :.:an'and the animus 'the figure of nan ••• in a Homan's :Jsyche •
T~e ani~a and animus ars then able to act as r-sychopo~?i, or guides of
the soul, and 3.3 such are instruments of individuation, guiding the
Lndividual into the dept.hsof the psyche :·rherl3other archetypal fig'.lres

~ay be encountered. Imro:::-tantamong these other figures are the :ase
Old !·!anand ',-:iseOld. .Ioman , personifications of the '3elf' or cent.ra'l,
archetype of wholeness, which Jung understood to be the God-image in man.
The ultirr.ate,thought rarely achieved., 'goal' of individuation vou'Id be

a conscious realisation of the 3elf.

A JunGian reading of an individual archety-pal textual iMage can allow

the imaginal perception and expe~ience of it they are the sa~e

to be recognised. as being a part of this psychological journey. Similarly,
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an imaginal association can be understood within an appropriate conceptual
frame of reference, allowing the meaning of its archety~l dynamic to
be more consciously appreciated. In offering a conceptual framework for
the existential meaning of an archetyral experience, a Jungian analysis
na'tes ross ible the union of an inter'Oretive and existential a'O'O::::ooachto. ..
the meerri.ngof an Image , and so the union of a 'directed' and 'mythic'
mode of thin~ing. :athin the fra~,eHork of Jungian psycho'logy , such a
union of o~po3ites is indeed possible.

An Ana'lyt.Lcand I!'r.apjinal.\nnroach United in a :'!ethodolo8Y

The union of an analytic and imaginal perspective is theoretically
I'lossibleand moreover desirable. But vhat is a pract.icc'l rethodo'logy
of 'i!'r.aginalr8s~nse' that allows :or such a union?

In hi::;nethod for the interpretafun of dreams, Jung first considered the
,?crsonal associations of the dream imaGes, and then by way of mythic
am::>lific9..tion he connected the dream ,..ith u..'1ive rsa'l imagery. Combining
t.he se :?0c-sor.aland un iveraa'l,approaches he was often able to offer an
interpretation that revealed the universal Or' archetypal 'J..~.tterns:l:1C.0r-

lyine personal ex?erience.

Jung's method can be a,plied to 'i~aginal response'. However, dreams
are first experienced in the ~~conscious, and it is of primary importance
to 'imaginal response' that the textual image be experienced as an
imaginal I'henomenon. This r:':.aybe achieved through the use of 'a:tive

for the same has already been discussed (see 7D.73-3l). J:'he.r.efore,the
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first ste,? in 'ir,aginal response' must be tl1e application of such a

ne thodo'Logy, Moreover, as a method of individual imaginative association,

this use of the il'1agination can also be seen as a mode of 'personal

as soc La t.Lon" • Then, following this primary imaginal association, both

the text and the ~es~onse ir.ages can be a~plified. by mythic, historical

aud cultu~al parallels, in order to clarify the metaphorical content of

t:-:e i!:!3.sezy. This places the imagery within a universal context, Hhich

then allows for the most complete inte~pretation of the imager'! in a

ve rba'l., conceptual fom •

.\ I~etho,iology of 'imaginal respnnse' could then read as folloHs:

1. ~rtici~nts a=e as~ed to close their eyes, relax and Je aware of

thei:- breathing fe:::, a fc~'rnonorrts , Then they are asked to imasine a

l ar:::e whi~e circle on a black background , Ii !{ea door-....ay, then to ~ass

through the doorvay into the blac'{ s::ace this is Cl sim~le techniQue

to clear the mind and concentrate the i:naginal oe rcept.Lon,

2. .?articipants are asked to listen to the word.sand allow an iMage to
fOr::l :dtho:lt any conscious directive as to :{hat ~hat image should be.

It is inpode.nt to assune that neither any par+l.cu'Ia.r i:nage, n~:::,inc.eed

any image at all, Hill nece3sa~ily be baginally !"'€!'ceived. (In the

1_!rocessof my enquiry ":oherchave been occasions wr.enthere ..las not.hing

rerceived. )

J. :<:3.chimage is read out twice. (The practical a'ppl.LcatLon of

'i;713.ginalres ponse" xas begun with the reaclin€3out of each i::1.3.c;ejust

once, but at t:-:.creq,uest of the -r-artici'Pants this was changed. to hrice.)

4. Partici?'l-nts should be awar-e of any feeling, emotion or sensation
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experienced. These can be of any nature, kinesthetic, auditory, 0:'

ind.eed relate to any of the senses. For some particir4nts the primary
imaginal experience need not be visual. The 'image' can be a feeling,
body response, etc •• Partici?ants are also asked to be aware of the
'intensity' of their response, although it is ac'~owled~ed that any
evaluation of the same may be difficult.

5. If an image is experienced, participants should allow it to develop
or chan~e, at the same time remaining with the original feeling, emotion,

sensation. The imaginal 'ha;>peni.ng'should not only be observed, Gut
~articipated in as fully as ?ossible.

6. At this stage in the process of 'imagbal response' it is imIlortant
to trJ to avoid any i~terpretation, any conscious seeking for 'meanings'
of the images perceived, as this will interfere with the imaginal perce?-

tion. (Ideally, there should be an elimination of any critical attention.)
:'heer.:phasisthroughout thls imaginal stage is on aHareness and attentive-
ness rather than interpretive thought or judgement.

7. ?inally, ,..hen the imaginal perception appear-s complete, rartici pants
are asked to note down the i~aGe(s) and feelings, etc. that were evo~ad.
Participants are asked to J.escribe their res,onses in the followin~

manner:

1. Feelings, emotions or sensations ex~erien~ed
..,~-. Intensity of affect

3. Images ~erceived

8. Then the -participants are a,c;ainasked to imagine the white circ'l,eon
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the black background, and to return through the circle, thus completing
the imaginal process. Then they can open their eyes.

In the practical application of 'imaginal response' each session
involves the response to between five and eight textual images. Thus,
after writing down the image(s), feelings etc., participants are asked

to close their eyes and wait for the reading of the next textual image.
Only when the session of five to eight images is complete, are they
asked to' again imagine the white circle on the black background, to
return through the circle and open their eyes.

Following this process of imaginal perception and association, both the
text and the response images can be 'interpreted' from a Jungian
perspective. Jung himself did not delineate his method of
interpretation, which can be considered to be IOOre an 'art' than a
definable 'technique'. However, Jungian interpretation does include a

. l~anumber of specific points :
1. Interpretation should bring something new to consciousness, and
should neither reiterate nor moralize.

2. Interpretation must take into account the personal context of
the individual's life, and his psycho-biographical experience.
These and the influence of his social melieu are arrived at by the
process of association.

3. Symbolic imagery can be enhanced by comparisons with typical
cultural, historical and mythological motifs. These relate the
imaginal experience to the collective unconscious. SUch
comparisons involve the process of 'amplification'.
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4. Interpreters are admonished to 'stick to the image', to stay as
close as possible to the imaginal experience. Personal
association and amplification are seen as ways of making the
original imaginal experience more available and meaningful.

·5. The ultimate test of an interpretation is Whether it 'clicks',
i.e. whether the individual instinctively feels it to be correct.
A 'correct' interpretation enables a shift in the attitude of
consciousness.

,Imaginal Response', like the more orthodox process of Jungian
interpretation, is delineated by a theraputic situation. The
participant(s) and the (group) leader sit in a room as insulated as
possible frem external disturbance. There is also, for practical
purposes, a time limit fixed for each session. The theraputic situation
is also reflected in the non-judgemental attitude that must underlie any
process that involves working with the unconscious. No imaginal

170
response is deened better or worse than another. The criteria for a
'successful' interpretation is that it 'clicks' with the individual and
thus 'brings scmething new to consciousness'. However, the opposite
does not apply: i.e. an interpretation Which does not 'click' is not
deemed unsuccessful, for the very process of valuing and exploring the
possible significance of an imaginal experience helps to bridge the gap

171
between consciousness and the unconscious •

2.8.6. Examples of Imaginal Response-work and Interpretation

central to this enquiry is the practical application of the methodology
of 'imaginal response' outlined above. This was conducted with a number
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of e~rimentees, and in the Appendix is a collation of their imaginal
responses transcribed as suggested above (para. 7. p.107). Chapter 4.5.
offers a Jungian interpetation of all the textual images used in this
enquiry. In Chapter 4.6 one experimentee' s responses are interpreted in
depth, and in Chapter 5 a numQer of other e~rirnentees' responses are
also interpreted.

One of the aims of this thesis is to explore the potential of 'imaginal
response' as a means of experiencing the archetypal dimension of an
archetypal textual image. Therefore, particular emphasis is placed upon
response-work that points to such an experience having taken place.
However, although some readers might want an evaluation of the
indivir.ualresponse images, and thus a means of evaluating the
practice of imaginal response, no such evaluation is given. This
reflects the non-judgemental, non-directive stance that is central to
the response process, just as it is central to the the Jungian analytic
encounter. Within the analytic encounter what is
considered as paramount is the dynamic of communication between the

eunconscious and the conscious mind. It is this rapproc~nt that
immeasurably speeds up the 'natural' process of individuation: it can be

likened to adding a catalyst to a chemical solution. Thus the value of
an interpretation is that it allows the conscious mind to participate in
a process that would otherwise remain primarily unconscious.

The unconscious is oloer and wiser than consciousness; its horizons far
outdistance t~e limited perspective of the ego. It is the unconscious
psyche with its central archetype of t~e Self that ta~es the individual
along the path of individuation:

As the process deepens one realizes more and more that insights
come by grace and that development occurs not by the will of the

ego but by the urge to development from the Self.172
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The dynamics of the unconscious can often appear both paracoxical and
disturbing to ego consciousness; and any att~~t to 'judge' the images
that arise from the depths can easily limit or impede individuation.
The primary purpose in experiencing and working with these images is to
'tune in' to this inner source of guidance, and allow the ceep unfolding
of the psyche to take place with minimum resistance.

2.9. The Attitude Required for Imaginal Response-work

Having outlined the methodology for imaginal response-work, it is
finally necessary to ask: is there a specific attitude that archetypal
image work requires?

2.9.1. The Importance of Respect

The archetypes and their images are dynamic centres of psychic energy
which are the structural determinants of our psyche. Even when first
encountered as words on a page, an archetypal image is a living psychic
reality. Therefore, an archetypal textual image, like any archetypal
image, is best approached with respect.

Unlike most intellectual concepts, an archetypal image is not a product
of ego-consciousness; it belongs to a different level of reality. In
more primitive times, the archetypes were seen as gods, and revered as
such. This reverence was very sound and we should learn from it.

The primitive attitude of natural piety may be considered
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superstitious and misplaced when applied to the exte~a1
world; however, it is instinctive Hisdom when applied to
the inner psychic 'Nor1i... The archetypal enerrzy forms
of the collective unconscious ••• are suprapersonal energies
most aptly described as deities. ~ence they must be
approached with a religious attitude. Failure to do so is
an act of hybris ~..hich does not recognise the ex i.at.enceof

bh th t' ·11 f tL 173any powe r 0",_ er ..an ne ~u 0 ne ego.

As the eX:Jression of Cl 'deity', an archety;;:alL":lagerequires similar
reverence. It has the potential to lift us out of our temporal existence
into an iMaginal, su?rar~rsonal realm. It can also produce an affect
of defar.i1iarisation, as the individual reaches beyond the limitations of

ego consciousness. However, if one a,proaches the ba~e with some desire
to obta in infor."lationf'cr the pO',,,pr::"Jrposesof the ego , one is not
respecting the image; one limits it, and thus denies its ability to rev.:;al
a ::1111 i;r:a~inalmean lng ,

The DanGer of 'Inflation'

?u::-the:c:'lore,there is an even Horse danger for those -;.rhoencounter an
archetype without the 'Hisdom of humility'. Jung called this 'inflation' ,
;.;henthe egobe(:omes identified. with the archetT?8 itself. In the worst

cases, the archety,!e can, in fact, assimilate the ege. Ed;vard Dlineer

'::r'i tes :

This is a disaster for the conscious ~erGonality. It
undergoes a re~ession and lives out unconsciously the
fate of the ::articular mythological image with ••hich it
• " .• ,,. d 17418 1aen~lI1e. '
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Zdinger is here referring to the character of Ahab in HermanHelville's

}!oby-Dic!{. Edinger sees the Hhite vha'le as a symbol for the supra-

personal or sacred aspect of man's own instinctual self, which is also

the primordial unconscious psyche. Aha.b Lacks the appropriate res-pect

for the Hhalc, and this is hi!? hybris that leads inevitably to his dOh'1)-

fall. SeekinG revenge on r·:oby-Dickfor the loss of his leg, Ahab becomes

so identified with the Hhale that finally he, his boat and all his cr-eH,

save orie , are destroyed. :<illed by r·~oby-Dic!{,Ahab is symbolically

assimilated by the instinctual self, and so he returns to the ocean, the

!,rimorc'!.ial :·rate:r-sof the unconscious psyche.

If Ahab offers an exanpl,e f'ron literature of the eeO becoming identified

Hith an archetype t a real-life exampl.e is j·:a:r-ilyn~·:onroe. She may be

bcs~ understood as sc~eone invaded, indeed possessed by, the archety,e
0: the 'Love Goddess', Aphrodite. The world related to r,;arilj'Tl l.n an

archetypal Hay. ::i thout aua.renesa of the )1;ytho1ogical Label of

'Aphrodi te ' , Amer-i ca sim';'lly regarded her as its sex symbol and as a

'Love Goddess'. Hovever , the tragedy of i;arilyn Mon:r-oeViasthat she

Has so possessed by the poue r of this archet~':?e,· and inflated by it,

t.:-,at she ~{asunable to find mean.ing in her 'Personal li'e. '3:m'bodying

A~hrodite, how could s~e be ex~ected to see men in any ,osition othe::-
175

than prone, in adoration?' And so, unfulfilled. by personal

rela tionshi -rs, she ras sed f rom 'one sordid affair in to another. and •••
176

finally to suicide •• Yet even after her death, the continuin:;

stre2.r. of OOO'(S on r.Iaril~~ :·:onroe testifies to the rowe::-of the arcl:ety'?8.

In arche typa'l, irlae;e-worT
(, a new dimension in being explored, so there is

t~e rotential for the wondrous and unex?ected• :But for this to be frai t-

ful the right attitu::1e is essential. If one r.1.cetsa u!1icorn one should
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not t~J to cut off the horn for its magical properties, but rather ereet

the wondrous animal ;·rith res-pect. 3imilarly, in fairy tales, the

stepdaughter ....hoC;reets the gnomes or old I·romanwith kindness is

re~arded with rlagical gifts; the daug~te~ who seeks these figures of

the '.mconsc i.ous for personal greed receives only a curse.

3thical ResClonslbil1.tv in Archetv-oal.!nai!e-;:ork

In Ho:,':ing :<1th archetypal i:",ages, is an attitude of respect eriough ,

er it only the "ueginninGof the pro·::esG? Jun~ stresses the
,
l.m~or-

:c:nc() of '~nrler3tandinG and. realising the bao;es in actual life; they

Having o,?ened.the door into

this ~a~, of the ~3yche and. glimpsed its strange riches, it is a great

mistake to think that this door can be simply closed again. To

this "con juz'es '11' the negative effects of the unconscious' .177

do

.1
{\

certain psyclri c ene rgy has been released through the encounter Kith

the i!:lase.

,.;it!1 the bage; it can thus be b.t,eg::_'atedinto consCiOUS!l8SS. ~ut

a par t of this ;rOCeSS of int88:r:ation is a ce.:-t.:1.incthi.ca'Lr8s?onsibility

1':".3 pr imo.rdLa.Lilorll of the unconccieus is nuntncus , dynami,c

essentially amoral. ju:-.g's point of vi.ev is that humanity holds a

s?ecifi(! role in relation to t:-le unconsc ious r "to cont.rfbut.e the act of

, -1-1..' t ~, " "'t' 't h~ hes t c-c:."''"''econsca.ousness and v:le ,]Oln ')1 Vle~'r 0... mOT3..L.~ y m 1.. S • "'CS" ~" --'cA ....; •

, t" •• ~ .. ~ .......In. t~-:euncons c i ous no nl.n~~1.3 i;QQI..L or UaL,-, 1. "" 13 the discrimination

of consc iousness t.hat takes an ethical stance. As Ha~let ?hilo30~hically

the re is .noth i.ng ei tr.e:c ~ood or bad. b'\.lt thinTdne;
178

r:aT{8S it so.
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If an archetypal image is to be integrated into consciousness, the
individual must be prepared to take an ethical stance, take moral
responsibility.
the individual,

Jung suggests that a failure to do this can fragment

It is equally a grave mistake to think that it is enough
to gain some understanding of these images and that

knowledge can here make a halt. Insight into them must
be converted into an ethical obligation. Not to do so
is to fall prey to the power principle, and this
produces dangerous effects which are destructive not

only to others but even to the knower. The images of
the unconscious place a great responsibility upon a
man. Failure to understand them, or a shirking of
ethical responsibility, deprives him of his wholeness

. 179and imposes a painful fragmentation upon his life.

As an example of the responsibility required towards the images of the
unconscious, I recall the dream of a woman in which there were two
cages full of birds, and the birds were drinking water from a barrel
and then falling down dead. Such a dream needs not only to be

consciously understood, it also places a certain responsibility upon
the individual I for if the birds are understood as images of her
aspirations and intuitions, which the dreamer recognised, why·then
are they caged, not free to fly, and worse still, why are they dying?
Surely such birds should dr~k from the living waters of life and not
from some stagnant barrel. In fact, the woman did take responsibility
for the dream, and tried to change her relationship with these inner
birds. She tried to free her aspirations from a certain rigid,
conditioned outlook on life, which the dream had allowed her to recognise.
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Imaginal response-work is very different to dream-work in that the
imaginal experience is directly related to a text, and thus the images
perceived are not solely the product of the participant's personal
psyche. If a text describes the murder of King Hamlet and the par-
.ticipant perceives it within, the act of the murder is not hiS/her
responsibility, as it might·be in a dream. However, the individual
must still participate with an attitude of ethical responsibility.
The 'correct' attitude is very difficult to define,but nonetheless

it must not be overlooked. It is particularly important as 'imaginal
response' is concerned not so much with the images of the personal
unconscious, as with the archetypes and their images.

The archetypes and their images belong to the amoral depths of the
collective unconscious. Like lions in the jungle, they are awesome
but impersonal forces of nature, each following nature's amoral and

impersonal laws. It is for the consciousness of the individual to
add the dimension of ethical, human values to these numinous entities.
Then the energy of the unconscious may be integrated beneficially,
rather than swamping or distorting consciousness with raw power.

2.9.4. Different Degrees of Understanding and Responsibility

This enquiry has been directed towards a mode of appreciating an
archetypal textual image as fully ~ possible. For an archetypal textual
image to be fully realised, for'its dynamic energy to be integrated into
consciousness, complete dedication to the work is necessary. Not only
does the textual image need to be imaginally experienced as an archetypal
reality, but this experience should be consciously understood. These
two processes take place through. individual imaginative association,
mythic amplification and psychological interpretation. Furthermore,
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the imaginal image needs not only to be understood., but also integrated
into the conscious life of the individual, for which an attitude of
ethical responsibility is essential.

However, I would argue that the degree and nature of 'understanding'
and 'ethical responsibility' may be different for each individual.
Jung insisted that an archetypal image must be understood in relation-
ship to the life of the individual, and it follows that the nature of
understanding should be determined by the individual. Similarly, as
regards responsibility, it is also for the individual to determine
what is appropriate; to determine what for him/her is the 'ethical and
human thing to do '.

An archetype can never be altogether consciously understood; it is for
each individual to understand it as consciously as is personally relevant.
There is understanding through mythic thought, and there is understanding
through verbal thought. A verbal understanding of the archetypal sign~
ficance of a textual image allows that image to be more consciously
realised. Furthermore, with each mode there are different degrees of
understanding. I would argue that it is the right of an individual to
determine the appropriate degree of understanding. For some it could
be that a mythic mode of appreciation is enough, whilst for others
there is need of a more conscious analytic perspective. And degrees

of responsibility will also differ. For some, it is enough merely to
accept the existence of an inner imaginal world, while for others an
imaginal experience may demand a conscious confrontation with inner
figures such as the 'shadow I •

In practice, it would seem that these are decisions which are not often
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consciously made; rather it just happens that the individual is
responsive to a certain degree of involvement, understanding and ethical
responsibility. What is important is that we learn to form our own
individual relationship with these archetypes of the collective uncon-
scious. More primitive people understood the fate of mankind as be~ng
determined by their relationship with these 'gods'. Could it not be
that our relationship to these archetypes might determine the fate
of our world?
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Chapter Three

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF 'IMAGINAL RESPONSE'



3.1. Introduction

This chapter aims to describe the methodology of the imaginal response-
work which forms the core of this whole enquiry. For, just as a
textual image cannot be realised as archetypal from a theoretical
pers pective, but needs to be imaginally expeztenced , so too an
experiential approach is central to this study of 'imaginal ,response'.
To this effect the practical application of 'imaginal response' was
conducted with a number of participants. These participants were
drawn from two different sourcesl a meditation group which I attend
and a third-year reader-response seminar group at the Polytechnic of
North London.

Firstly, the actual selection and arrangement of the archetypal textual
images used in this enquiry will be discussed. Secondly, the
differences between the two groups of participants will be examined with
reference toa questionnaire which they all answered. These differences
required 'imaginal response' to be presented within two different
contexts, a psychological context, and a 'reader-response' context.
Fourthly, then, these two different contexts for 'imaginal response'
will be described; followed by. fifthly, a description of the
methodology of their actual imaginal response-work.

I have argued that an imaginal mode of textual response is best
complemented by a Jungian analysis of the text and the response images.
In this enquiry the response images are compiled from the participants'
transcriptions of their imaginal experiences, the 'writing down' of
their responses. But for reasons that will be explained, the applica-
tion of analysis concentrates upon the text rather than the response
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images, and ls, ln effect, a personal Jungian reading of all the
archetypal textual images used in the practice of 'imaginal response'.
Sixthly then, this chapter will outline the reasons and focus for this
analysis. However, this enquiry also offers examples of analysis of
participants' response-work, and one participant's responses are
analysed in some depth. The seventh and final section in Chapter Three
describes the methodology for this 'in depth' analysis.

3.1.1. The Use of the Term 'Textual Image' and 'Response Image'

In the previous chapter it was argued that a textual image, and ln
particular an archetypal textual image, is an imaginative impression
within the reader, triggered by a text. Thus, any textual image is
a subjective response to a text.

However, in the practice of 'imaginal res ponse", the image triggered
by the text is often quite different to that suggested by the initial
symbolization of the 'normal' reading process.
'normal' reading process, the textual words

Now Hamlet, hear,

For example, in the

'Tis given out that sleeping in my orchard
A serpent stung me.

1 v )4-6

suggest an image of someone asleep in a garden being stung by a
serpent. However, in the imaginal response process the perceived
images greatly vary (see Appendix pp.7-9), and there is not necessarily
a sleeping figure, nor indeed a snake. Frank's perceived image indicates
the possible dispa.rity between a 'normal' and 'imaginal' response images
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Frank
Marlon Brando looking male, sitting in sunny Italian courtyard in
Bath Chair suddenly slumps forward. No other movement or
creatures except raven sitting in tree watch curiously.

In order to differentiate between a 'normal' and 'imaginal' textual
image, I will refer to the former as a 'textual image', or 'archetypal
textual image' (in the case of words that have archetypal implications),
and the latter as a 'response image'.

3.2. Selection and Arrangement of the Archetyeal Textual Images Used in '
this Enquiry

3.2.1. Selection of Text

The practical application of 'imaginal response' requires a number of
textual images which are, as far as one can be sure, archetypal. In
order to allow continuity and depth in the response-work, it was decided
to select these images from a single literary text. This would enable
the participants to remain with a particular archetypal theme, as
expressed in a single text.

Shakespeare's Hamlet was chosen as the text from which the archetypal
textual images were selected. This particular text was chosen, because,
within the field of English Literature it can be argued to be a text
which is undeniably archetypal. Jungian writings on Hamlet point to its
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archetypal nature. Laurens Van Der Post suggests that Hamlet is a
collective myth that explores the organic problem at the core of the
English-speaking world: that the English spirit is 'unconsciously female
dominated'!. Van Der Post notes how the damage done to Hamlet is
through his own femdnine aspect, 'even the instrument of the symbolic
murder of the greater father, his own natural royalty, is the poison
which in myth, legend and history has al;ways been regarded as a
singularly femdnine weapon of destruction' 2. A. Aronson, exploring
how Shakespeare gives a human face to a psychological archetype, also
focuses on the play's portrayal of the eternal feminine3• He sees
Prince Hamlet's relationship with his mother as an entanglement with
Hecate, the dark aspect of the Great Mother. James Driscoll sees Prince
Hamlet's quest as a journey to self-knowledge which echoes the
archetypal descent into Hades4.. His withdrawal into melancholy is a
journey beyond the rational world, symbolized by the Danish court, into
the abyss of the unconscious. But only by facing the negative mother
archetype, imaged in his obsession with Gertrude's sexual depravity, can
Hamlet 'slay the dragon' and come to know his 5inner self. James
Kirsch, after making a detailed Jungian analysis of the playq also
sees Hamlet's relationship with his mother as the major archetypal
theme. Kirsch relates the prince's fascination with his mother, to the
archetype of the 'coniunctio' 'which is always experienced as incest and
therefore sinful ,7,.

Whilst the above examples of Jungian research offer objective reasons
for the selection of Hamlet, there was also a subjective dimension to
this 'choice'. At the time when I was lOoking for a suitable archetypal
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text I had been studying and teaching Hamlet for a number of years. It
was a play that I found profoundly fascinating. In particular, its
imaging of the incestuous return to the MOther, and the confrontation
with the dark aspect of the feminine archetype, reflected a powerful
personal myth. Like many others, I read my own archetypal story in the
drama of Prince Hamlet. As I discovered later, working with Hamlet
allowed me to explore in depth my own myth. It provided a stage on
which I could project the archetypal drama of my ,inner self. In this
sense it could be true to say that as much as I chose Hamlet, it chose
me.

3.2.2. Selection of Textual Images

The actual selection of archetypal textual images has been more of a
personal choice than reflecting other Jungian readings of the play. The
reason for this is although the different Jungian readings of Hamlet
present the play within an archetypal context, their concern is more
with a psychological analysis of Prince Hamlet as an individual, than a
detailed consideration of the play's archetypal imagery.

The actual images which I offered for response-work I consioered as
archetypal on two accounts: firstly, my own archetypal reading of the
play, and secondly, their imaginal affect upon myself. My archetypal
reading of the images, which is given in the next chapter, determined
their universal, symbolic quality. However, as an image can only be
definitively identified as archetypal through its numinous affect, the
selection necessitated a subjective evaluation. This involved placing
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myself in a semi-meditative state, and being receptive to the
feeling-tone evoked by reading different images throughout the text.
The subjective response to these images was not visual, but rather a
quality, or intensity of feeling. I selected those images that evoked
the deepest, strongest response. Because this process was so difficult
to verbalise, I made no attempt to record it. Moreover, what is central
to this enquiry is not what these textual images imaginally evoke in me,
but rather what they are able to evoke in others. The enquiry does not
aim to offer an imaginal reading of Hamlet, but to explore a technique
of responding to archetypal textual images.

3.2.3. Alternative Texts Containing Archetrpal Imagery

The textual images used in this enquiry were chosen from Hamlet, but
there are many other texts which appear to contain archetypal imagery
suitable for imaginal response-work. Full evaluation of such images
requires an awareness of their subjective, numinous affect, however,
their mythic, symbolic quality points to an archetypal dimension. The
great classical texts such as Homer's Ilaid and Odyssey, appear to be
rich in archetypal imagery. Helen Luke, pointing to the archetypal
nature of The Odyssey, writes:

It is perhaps the greatest story in western literature of a man's
journey in search of his feminine soul and the dangers he must
face from the rejected feeling 'values of the unconscious.,8

Dante's Divine Comedy and Goethe's Faust are also profoundly archetypal.
Both begin with a state o~ alienation, Dante lost in a murky wood, while
Goethe's Faust is living in penury, feeling his soul imprisoned. SUch a
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state of alienation, which is also imaged in Hamlet, often prefigures
the 'night sea journey' into the depths of the unconscious. The Divine
Comedy images this archetypal quest, ending with Dante's vision of the
white celestial rose, a mandala image of the Self. Jung comments how
during this journey the anima is transformed, and Beatrice is
'exalted into the heavenly, mystical figure of the Mother of God ,9•
Jung notes how this same transformation 'also happens to Faust, who

10ascends from Gretchen to Helen to the Mother of God'. Faust was
of particular fascination to Jung, who explored the significance of much
of its imagery. He· understood the figure Mephistopheles as a
constellation of the archetypal image of Mercurius. Mercurius is the
agent of inner transformation, but also presents the danger of

11inflation, which befell Faust through his lust for power •

However, although these texts may be full of archetypal images, to work
with them requires a fluency in their particular language. If, as has
been suggested, the archetypal nature of a textual image relates to
some degree to the acoustic image1 ~ then it is arguable as to whether
this is captured in a translation.

The actual methodology of 'imaginal response' makes it more accessible
for verse than for prose. Prose is often profoundly archetypal, for
example Melville's Moby Dickl3, or the powerful presentation of the

14animus-figure, Heathcliff, in Emily Bronte's WUthering Heights But
the imagery of prose is expressed in longer passages which are often
related to a particular character developed through the course of the
book. 'Imaginal response' functions better with short passages in which
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the imagery is more condensedl ~ Thus verse provides the best
material for imaginal response-work, and I will offer a few examples
from the field of English literature.

Not only Hamlet, but other plays of Shakespeare present a source of
archetypal imagery. A recent study of The Tempst, Prospero' s Island,
explores its archetypal significance. Ariel's famous song:

Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are coral made;
Those are pearls that were his eyes:
Nothing of him that doth fade,
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell.16:

can be read as an archetypal image describing the psychological
transformation of 'the patriarchal Logos, the masculine dominant,17 •

Henry Vaughan's poem, 'The World', describes the interrelationship of
time and eternity. Jung noted how this relationship is often imaged by

8a circle, as is reflected in the circle of the calendar! Vaughan's poem
begins with such a mandala image:

I saw Eternity the other night
Like a great Ring of pure and endless light,

All calm, as it was bright,
And round beneath it, Time in hours, days, years

Driv'n by the spheres
Like a vast shadow mev'd. In which the world

And all her.train were hurl'd.
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Coleridge's two great poems, 'Rubla Khan' and The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner have an archetypal dimension which Maud Bodkin has explored19•
Maud Bodkin suggests that 'Rubla Khan' images the archetypal polarity of
Paradise and Hades. She associates Coleridge's image of 'caverns
measureless to man' with Milton's fallen angels who fall from 'the
etereal sky' to 'the bottomless pit', and also to the caverns of the
underworld that Plato images in the Phaedo. Moreover she points to the
psychological symbolism of the underworld as 'a life of elemental
feeling, from which ••the higher socialized life must not be completely
shut off,.or it turns dull and arid.,20 The opening of 'Kubla Khan'
presents a powerful archetypal image of the river of creativity flowing
through the unconscious:

In Xanadu did KUBLA KHAN
A stately pleasure-dome decree:
Where ALPH, the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man

Down to a sunless sea.

T.S. Eliot offers an example of a twentieth century poet whose work has
a strong archetypal dimension. 'The Wasteland' is rich in symbolic
references, and it also has a deeply disturbing quality, as, for example
in the following image:

What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,
You cannot say, or gues, for you know only
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats,
And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,
And the dry stone no sound of water.21
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Edinger, commenting on the archetypal significance of this image,
relates it to

the individual and collective alienation that is characteristic of
our time. The "heap of broken images" surely refers to the
traditional religious symbols that have lost their meaning. We
live in a desert and cannot find the source of life-giving water.
The mountains - originally the place where man met God - have
nothing but dry sterile thunder without rain.22

But Edinger also suggests that 'the experience of alienation is a
necessary prelude to an awareness of the Self,23. The final lines of
Eliot'~last major poem, The Four Quartets, image the coniunctio of the
rose, a feminine symbol of the purity and the heart, with the masculine
fire of the spirit. It is a symbol of spiritual completion:

And all shall be well and
All manner of things shall be well
When the tongues of flame are in-folded
Into the crowned knot of fire
And the fire and the rose are one.24,

These examples illustrate how archetypal textual imagery can be found in
.all periods of literature, but they are also evidence of the symbolic
dimension common to such imagery.
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3.2. 4 Arrangem:mt of Textual Images

Altogether fifty-five textual images fran Hamlet were selected, and
these were arranged into a series of nine imaginal response sessions,
with between five and eight images in each session. Eight· was
considered to be the maximum number of textual images that participants
could easily respond to in anyone session, and in general the
participants agreed this to be so.

Each session focussed on a particular character in Hamlet. The textual
images would be spoken by that character and be self-reflective,·or they
would be·· spoken by another but with specific reference to that
character. For example, in the session that focussed upon Gertrude,
some of the images are Gertrude's description of herself, whilst sane
are spoken by Prince Hamlet but refer directly to Gertrude.

Finally, in two sessions the textual images formed one particular
speech; one of which was Gertrude's description of the drowning of
Ophelia (IV vii 165-182), and the other was Hamlet's 'To be, or not to
be' speech (111 i 56-88). In both these instances the whole speech was
split into a number of different textual images, five in the first and
eight in the second, in order to explore the methodology of 'imaginal
response' in relation to passages of same length.
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3.2.5. The SUbjective Nature of This Selection and Arrangement of
Textual Images

This selection and arrangement of textual images in inevitably
subjective, yet this need not be regarded as a defect, but rather as a
statement of psychological realism. As already mentioned, the
'objective observer' is now regarded as an illusion, and sub-atomic
physics acknowledges that the person conducting an experiment will
influence both the nature of the experiment and its results. This will
also be true of any psychological study, Where the conscious and
unconscious psyche of the one conducting the experiment likewise
influences the way the experiment is set up, affects its results and
strongly influences any analysis: 'The objective idea we find in a
pattern of data is also the subjective idea by means of which we see the
data,25 .• When exploring the world of the psyche, in which subjective
experiences are the object of study, one is partiCUlarly confronted by
the urobouric nature of the investigation.

An epistemological approach to sUbjectivity has already been explored in
relation to Jung and Kant 2Ei The mind can be understood as a 'psychic
function' that will necessarily reflect the subjective stance of the
individual. This is most obviously apparent in the way the mind filters
information dependent upon its subjective preferences: we only see what
we want to see. The colloquial truism 'beauty is in the eye of the
beholder' is an illustration of this principle.
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Hillman explores the role unconscious fantasies have in our
observations. He comments that fantasy 'especially intervenes where
exact Jmowledge is lacking', then 'We see what we believe and prove our
beliefs with what we see' 27. Hillman gives examples of seventeenth
century conception theories ,and embryology that shows the 'fantasy
factor affecting not merely theory-formdng but the observational data,
the evidence of the senses':

That genius, William Harvey, after famous dissections upon the
uteri of the does of King Charles, came to the "conclusion that
semen could not enter the uterus and was therefore was not
necessary for conception." Buffon;s experiments produced as their
main result the impossible "discovery" of sperm in the liquor
folliculi of the ovaries of nonimpregnated female animals. Male
seed was produced even by females! 28

Hillman suggests that such fantasies need not be merely
'misapprehsions', but may refelct certain mythemes. In the case of the
above example he gives the image of the coniunctio, the inner union of
masculine and feminine. If seventeenth century embryology allowed for
the projection of fantasies, SUb-atomic physics provioes a contemporary
stage. For example, David Bohm's Holographic Principle, which suggests
that each piece, or particle, contains the whole, reflects an
archetypal mandala image which Blake poetically expressed as 'To see the
world in a grain of sand'. However, the difference between seventeenth
century embryology and contemporary physics is that some leading
scientists today are aware that they are projecting inner images into
their observations. They are aware of the interrelationship of the
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inner and outer. Wolfgang Pauli goes so far as to say that the purpose
of science seems to be 'a matching of inner images prexistent in the
human psyche with external objects and t~eir behaviour,29. Thus an
epistemology is being developed which acknowledges, indeed values the
participation of the psyche of the 'observer'.

Such participation is inevitable, particularly in a psychological
investigation which presents us with vast areas of the unknown on which
we can project our fantasies. But is such projection to be considered
'subjective' or 'objective'? Jung describes the collective unconscious
as the 'objective psyche', because it has an existence independent of
the individual. Thus, participation that reflects the images of the
collective unconscious has an underlying objectivity:

the soul of the perceiver and that which is perceived are subject
~n

, • ..'\.1to an order thought to be ObJectlve •
However, the personal unconscious is of a subjective nature, and its
participation cannot be considered objective. Yet this is only a
theoretical stance, because there is no distinct line dividing the
personal and the collective unconscious. The nature of the unconscious
is amorphous rather than differentiated. Jung himself was very aware of
the difficulties in trying to define the reality of the collective
unconscious:

I am trying to use words to describe something whose nature makes
l't. bl f i d f' it' 31~lncapa e 0 prec se e ln lone .

There is a distinction between the personal and the collective
unconscious, but it is of a different quality to the linear mode of
differentiation we use in relating to the world of sense perception. In



the unconscious 'one thing is never one thing', and it is more correct
to say that the collective psyche interpenetrates the personal
unconscious.

Not only is there no distinct differentiation between the personal and
collective unconscious, but our subjective patterns and fantasies have
as their foundation the archetypal patterns of the collective
unconscious. Hillman argues that pscyhological· consciousness is an
awareness of the mythic dimension that underlies our whole life. In
fact, not only does the archetypal world determine our subjetive
fantasies, it also determines our modes of thought. The archetypal
world as the foundation of our psychic structure is also the foundation
of consciousness, and this will be reflected in any act of
consciousness:

Prior to any knowledge are the psychic premises that make
. 32knowledge posslble at all •

A subjective dimension of any investigation is unavoidable, yet what
appears to be subjective and arbitrary also has an underlying
objectivity: it reflects the archetypal structure of our psyche. It is
not helpful to understand the psyche from only one model, for, just as
in the story of the blind men and the elephant, the world of the
unconscious is best approached from different perspectives. From one
perspective subjective and objectve are opposites, whilst from another
perspective what is subjective will necessarily reflect its origins in
the archetypal world.
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What is important is that subjectivity is acknowledged, for then any
limitations caused by the subjective stance can be allowed for, and so
contained.33 The ~nt I argue that a subjective opinion is
objective truth I am then taking an absolutist stance that can only be

seen as arbitrary. Jung was particularly aware of the danger of such
an attitude concerning inner experiences in which an individual declares
that his numinous experience "is God". An awareness of one's own
subjectivity is a safeguard against any dogmatic stance.
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J.J. The Two Different Sources for the Imaginal Response participants

The response-work tha~ provides the imaginal material for this enquiry
was conducted with participants drawn from two different sources.

The first source was a Sufi meditation group which I attend. This
group has a strong Jungian orientation, part of which is working with
dreams, interpreting individuals' dreams from a Jungian perspective.
I discussed my enquiry with several of the group whom I thought might
be interested in its psychological potential, and a number of them
volunteered. Overall, I worked with fourteen of them on an individual
basis, and five completed a course of ten sessions. The remaining
nine 'dropped out' after one or two sessions, primarily due to a lack
of interest in the project.

The second source was a third-year reader-response seminar group at the
Polytechnic of North London. I was introduced to this group by their
lecturer, and, giving a brief description of the reader-response aspect
of my enquiry, I asked for volunteer x:articipants. I worked with
these students over a five-week period, and the attendance fluctuated.
the first session attracting six students, while the last session had
only three. Overall, there was an average of four students participating,
and two attended regularly throughout the five-week period.
who stopped attending did not give any reasons.

Those

).).1. The ~estionnaire Given to All partici~ts

Before commencing the imaginal response-work, all the participants were
asked to complete a simple questionnaire. The purpose of this question-
naire was to determine whether there were major differences between the
two groups of participants that m~ght have a bearing on their imaginal

response work.
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The following quesions were asked:

1. Knowledge of Hamlet.
2. Experience of any form of meditations
J. Experience of any form of therapy/analysis/dream work:
4. Do you practice any form of creative art work

(writing, painting, dance, etc.)?
5. Is there any other experience you have had that may

relate to your imaginal perception (ability to concen-
trate on inner images)?

without giving all their answers in detail, a quick survey does reveal
a division between the two 'sources',
Those drawn from the meditation group professed to little knowledge of
Hamlet. There was, however, one exception in Wendy, whose 'probably very
good' knowledge of Hamlet is evident in her response-work. Those from
the meditation group answered positively to question (2); furthermore,
the majority had experienced 'therapy/analysis/dream work', and, a~rt
from Frank, they also practised some form of 'creative art work'. Only
Donovan gave a positive answer to question (5).

All the participants from the reader-response seminar group professed
to a good knowledge of Ha~let, but none answered to having any experience
of meditation, and only Suzanne answered to having any experience of
'therapy/analysis/dream work' which she described as 'Counselling therapy
with role play'. A few gave positive answers to question (4); all

replied negatively to (5).

These answers indicate an obvious division of experience between the
two groups of participants, as would most likely be reflected in their
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response-work. However, my concern was not with a detailed analysis
of the differences between the two groups~ but with presenting 'imaginal
response' within a framework to which the participants would be receptive,
and to this purpose I found their answers to questions (3) to be of
primary importance.

As already mentioned, participants from the meditation group had a
certain familiarity with Jungian psychology and dream-wak, and were
interested in the psychological potential of 'imaginal response'.
Furthermore, the questionnaire revealed that the majority had had some
personal experience of therapy or analysis. For these participants
'imaginal response' was best presented within a psychological context.
However, apart from Suzanne, the reader-response students were without
such experience, and thus required a non-psychological context to
'imaginal response', which was best supplied by reader-response theory.
'Imaginal response'was therefore presented within two different contexts.

3.4. Two Contexts for 'Imaginal Response'

3.4.1. A Psychological context

Participants drawn from the Sufi meditation group were interested in
'imaginal response' from a psychological perspective; furthermore,
they all had a basic understanding of Jungian concepts and the symbolic
function of unconscious imagery. In differing degrees they were
familiar with the imaginal world, and interested in the possibility
for psychological growth that it offers. They were therefore receptive
to the self-reflective potential of image-work, and open to explore the
personal and archetypal significance of their response imagery. More-
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over, not only were these participants experienced in working with
their own unconscious imagery in a self-analytic situation, they were
also supported by the meditation group which contains others able to
offer skilled psychological support. If their unconscious presented
these participants with contents whic~ they found disturbing and
difficult to integrate, then help was readily available.

This psychological background allowed 'imaginal response' to be presented
as a method of experiencing, via a textual image, the personal and the
collective unconscious. The archetypal textual image was appreciated
as being a nucleus of psychic energy, able to evoke both personal and
archetypal associations; and imaginal perception valued as the appropriate
faculty for experiencing the archetypal world. Thus a series of imaginal
response sessions could be understood as a possible way to form a
creative relationship with the archetYlR1 rrorld.

Participants from the meditation group worked on an individual basis.
This allowed space for associations to be explored, and the meaning of
imaginal experience to be discussed. Thus participants were aware
that they had the opportunity to give a psychological perspective to
the personal and the archetypal implications of their response-work.
In practice, both personal and archetypal associations were often
explored and Chapter Five offers a detailed analysis of some archetypal
associations. Participants' analyses of personal associations were
confidential and therefore not recorded. At a later date, a series of
response sessions was conducted with one participant who agreed for the
full analysis of her associations to be recorded and included in this
enquiry (see sections J.7 & 4.6). However, an example of a response
from a meditation group participant is here offered to show how the
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content of an imaginal association may point towards fruitful discussion.

- Participants were asked to describe their responses in the following
manners

1. Emotions, feelings or sensations experienced
2. Intensity of affect
J. Images perceived

All responses are recorded verbatim _

R t' 1 di 8,34esponse 0 C au us, Image I

F~k
1. First anger then sadness. Movement of awareness from
abdominal to chest areas.
2. Quite strong.
J. My mother is in one of two twin beds next to another.
I am on the other. I am 12 or so. She is too busy for me,

putting bets on horses on TV over the phone. Listening to
radio, avoiding contact with her needy brat, yet at the same
time have no sense of blame. It had to be that way.

For Frank, and other participants, discussing and analysing such
responses could allow the imaginal experience to be more fully understood
and so integrated into consciousness. The value of an analytic approach
to unconscious contents has already been discussed, and this group of
participants could be made aware of the psychological potential of
integrating an analytic and an imaginal response. For not only
does this 'coincidentia oppositorum' lead to a greater conscious
awareness of unconscious processes, but it also results in the formation
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of the 'transcendent function'.

The 'transcendent function' bridges the gap between consciousness and
the unconscious. Such a 'bridge' may also be realised by the parti-
cipant forming a lasting relationship with the archetypal world. If
'imaginal response' makes possible the experience of the archetypal world,
then, over a series of response sessions the participant may develop
such a relationship. Moreover, with participants who are familiar
with Jung's concept of the ~chetypal.~orld as,a'dynamic reality
existing in the depths of the psyche, the possibility of forming a
relaUonship with it can be discussed.

Furthermore, if 'active imagination' is accepted as the appropriate
faculty for perceiving the realm of the archetypes, then this relation-
ship may be explored imaginally. For this purpose a tenth and final
session was held in which participants from the meditation group,
rather than working with textual images, were taken on a 'guided

35fantasy-journey'. With slight variations this fantasy-journey
was the same for each participant. The complete text of one journey
is given below.
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The Journey

Close your eyes and relax yourself ••• be aware of your breathing •••

In front of you, you see a circular entrance to a tunnel black. , ,
round and large enough to walk into. You walk into the tunnel and
you are aware that it is slowly sloping downwards ••• and you walk
slowly down this tunnel; this dark tunnel going downwards ••• you
feel your way down this dark tunnel that slopes downwards deeper
and deeper; and you walk deeper and deeper ••• You are aware that
you are going down and down and down ••• and in front of you in the
distance, in the far distance you see a light at the end of the
tunnel ••• and you walk slowly down, down towards it, and the light
gets brighter and brighter ••• You are still walking down, down,
deep inside yourself ••• deep, deep inside yourself ••• and you come
to the end of the tunnel ••• And you find that you are in a clearing
in a forest ••• and there is grass on the ground ••• and its a
circular clearing, and at the edge of the clearing there are the tall
trees of the forest ••• tall, tall trees of the forest ••• You are
happy to be in this clearing, it is a wonderful space to be ••• In
the middle of the clearing is a plain wooden table with a bench •••
and you go and sit at the table on the bench and look around you in
the clearing ••• and it is a good place to be here ••• You have made
it yourself this clearing, somehow you have created this clearing •••
You sit quietly at the table in the silence and peace of the clearing
••• Yet you are aware that among the trees there are beings, there
are shapes ••• and you ask them to come out, come out from behind
the trees ••• where they have been for so long, where they have been
since the beginning of time ••• And you ask them to come out .;.



because these are the beings you have been working with over the months
••• over the weeks you have been getting to know them; you have
created this space so that they can come out from behind the trees,
right into the light ••• They have been in the darkness amongst the
trees for a very long time ••• and it is time for them now to come
out into the light ••• and they need you to ask them to come out •••
They need you to tell them that you want them to come out ••• that
you want to see them and you want to greet them, and to thank them
for everything that they have done for you ••• because they have
changed your life ••".Somewhere they have touched something ••• You
have got to know them and to love them ••• and they need to be loved

••• they need to be loved by a human being; ••• and they have
waited so long for this ••• since the beginning of time they have
waited and waited ••• You ask them to come out, to come out into the
clearing ••• and to dance with you ••• because in their dance they
will tell you a story; ••• they will tell you their story ••• and
you watch them come out in their shapes and their forms ••• and you
watch them hold hands and dance ••• And their dance is full of meaning
••• and in their dance they are telling you what you should now do •••
Their dance is their song to you ••• Their dance is their way of
communicating ••• You have been working with them and this work must
continue ••• They cannot now go back into the forest, you have called
them out ••• you have called them~into the light, and they will tell
you how ••• in their dance and their song ••• how to love them, how
to go on being with them in love ••• And in front of you on the table
in the clearing is a piece of paper and a pen ••• and you must write
what they tell you ••• And they will tell you in their own way and

in their own words ••• and you must write what comes to you ••• It is

their greeting to you ••• And when you have written what they have to
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say to you, you will see that in the clearing, beside the table there
is a ladder ••• beside the table there is a ladder going up into the
sky ••• And you get up from the chair and you climb the ladder, up
through the clearing, up into the sky ••• And you see the beings with
whom you have been working staying in the clearing looking up at you
and you wave to them ••• to say that although I am going I will
always be with you ••• we have come to know one another •••• ,and I will
listen to what you have said to me, and I will love you ••• And you
slowly climb up the ladder leaving them ••• and you climb up, climb
up the ladder out of the clearing ••• climbing up the ladder you have
made ••• and then, after climbing up the ladder you find yourself in
an attic room in a city ••• and in front of you is a window ••• and
the window is open. And through the window comes a bird ••• and in
the beak of this bird, this bird which is coming to you ••• in the
beak of this bird there is a piece of white Japer ••• and you take
it out of its beak and you open it and write down what it says on this
piece of paper •••

When you have written this down you may open your eyes.

In their responses, which are recorded in the next chapter, participants
noted: 1. The message from the 'beings of the forest'. 2. ~hat was
written on the piece of paper in the bird's beak.

).4.1.2. A Brief Interpretation of the 'Guided Fantasy-Journey'

This 'guided fantasy-journey' ia given as a way of completing the imaginal



response-work. Without attempting a detailed analysis of this 'journey',
it may be presented as an imaginal exploration of the unconscious. The
'clearing in the forest' is the clearing in the unconscious created
through the response-work, and the 'beings among the trees' could be the arche
types themselves, which appear as images when they come out into the
light of consciousness. (According to Jung the archetypes themselves
are incapable of being perceived per se, but may only be realised through
their effect/affect on consciousness, when they are experienced as
images.) The 'ladder' images the bridge or connection which remains
between the world of the archetypes and that of consciousness, 'the
attic room in a city', to which the participant returns. The 'ladder'
can therefore be read as the 'transcendent function' formed through
the response-work.

Thus, in making this journey, the participant may come to consciously
appreciate the relationship formed with the archetypal, and realise
that this relationship need not end·with the final session. Moreover,
the 'message' from the 'beings' signifies the two-way nature of this
relationship; for. in forming such a 'bridge' the archetYIal world is
able to communicate with the participant. The value of such communi-
cation should be evident in·the responses recorded in the Appendix.

However, is such an imaginal journey suited to those who do not appreciate
the imaginal as an ontological reality or the archetypal realm as a dynamic,
living reality. Such individuals would find the value of the
'journey' difficult to accept; it would appear more of an insignificant
fantasy than a real imaginal meeting with primordial entities. The
appropriate recognition and respect for the 'beings amongst the trees',
and indeed for the whole exercise would not be forthcoming, and thus



the 'journey' a travesty of its real functon.

3.4.2. A Reader-Response Context for 'Imaginal Response'

The 'fantasy journey' and a Jungian approach to the response-work
limits participants to those who appreciate the reality of the imaginal
and its archetypal inhabitants. Furthermore, this approach was developed
for participants interested in the psychological significance of their
imaginal associations, and familiar with the concepts of Jungian
psychology. But does 'imaginal response' necessarily require such a
psychological orientation, or may it be presented within a non-Jungian
context? 'Reader-response' offers 'imaginal response' the context of
recent literary stUdies.

A third-year reader-response seminar group was an opportunity for
'imaginal response' to be practised by participants with a minimal
knowledge of Jungian psychology. 'Imaginal response' was introduced
as a mode of textual response rather than as having psychological
potential. The essence of thE introduction was given in a 'handout'
discussed at the beginning of the first session. It outlines a
'reader-response' approach to 'imaginal response'.

Imaginal Responses A Mode of Reader-Response

'Imaginal response' aims to develop an awareness of an imaginative
mode of literary response. It is a mode of response which enables
the 'reader' to become more consciously aware of his/her response
to images in a text by way of their imaginative affect, through
the images and associated feelings', emotions or sensations that they



may evoke. 'Imaginal response' contrasts other more analytic
modes of literary response in that it allows a textual image to
be experienced without any attempt at verbal interpretation or
analysis of the text. Indeed it concentrates on an imaginative
rather than an intellectual experience of the textual image.
Emphasis is also placedon the feelings, emotions or sensations
experienced by the 'reader'.

Central to 'imaginal response' is the theory that a textual
image conveys a meaning and evokes a response in an imaginative
mode that is not dependent upon verbal interpretation. It is
argued that an image best conveys its 'meaning' ,in imagistic
form, and therefore any mode of response that primarily involves
a translation into a non-imagistic - i.e. verbal mode - deprives
that image of a fundamental quality, thereby limiting the depth
and intensity of response. For example, the textual image

Nay, but to live
In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed,
stewed in corruption, honeying and making love
Over the nasty sty!

. 36111 iv 91-4

may be given a verbal 'meaning' such as 'Hamlet's evocative
37portrayal of his mother's sexual over-indulgence'. But

does any such verbal exposition value the subjective intensity
of response which this image may evoke in the 'reader', the
feelings, emotions or sensations which it may convey? The
argument for 'imaginal response' is that by concentrating on the
imaginative affect of the textual image, it is thereby possible
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to achieve a greater conscious awareness of what the image
has the potential to communicate. It is conscious awareness
because an imaginative response is normally present but only
at the threshold of consciousness, and is often repressed into
the unconscious in favour of a verbal, analytic approach.
However, as 'imaginal response' concentrates upon what is
primarily non-verbal, it is best appreciated through experience
rather than theory. It is a response technique rather than=_a
critical theory. What is paramount for this mode of response
perception is for the participants to value their own 'imaginal
experience' without criticism or judgement, and to regard each
imaginal response as equally valid. Finally, during the
response work, participants should 'think' as little as possible,
should be receptive rather than critical.

Through the practical experience of 'imaginal response', reader-response
students are able to gain a familiarity with its dynamics, without
necessarily understanding its psychological premise. Furthermore,
the actual participation in imaginal response-work enables students to
work with their creative image-making process, a 'right-brain' function
often neglected and repressed by the dominance of the more analytic
and logical 'left-brain' thought process. Consequently, 'imaginal
response' offers a valuable alternative to the traditional 'left-brain'
emphasis of an academic education.

If these students consider 'imaginal response' as offering an ampli-
fication of the imaginal dynamic of the 'normal' reading process,
then their responses can be discussed in relation to a variety of
theoretical perspectives on the reading process, for example Iser's
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theory of the reader 'filling the gaps'. A number of these res~onse
theories will be examined in Chapter Five, but the imaginal response
sessions can provide an opportunity for students to explore such theories
with reference to their own experiential response material. Rather
than any conceptualised reader, Fish's 'Informed Reader' or Iser's
'Implied Reader', students are offered their ~ subjective, response
dynamic.

'Imaginal response' is presented as a mode of 'reader-response' and
practised within that context. Therefore, it would be inappropriate
to confront these students with the psychological dynamics of their
response-work; and their actual responses are best appreciated without
stressing their often unconscious origins. A specific example of this
is Mike's responses to a series of four textual images, two of which
will be examined in Cha~ter Five. Mike's responses to these four
textual images contained a repeated feeling of 'danger' and 'fear';
the former occurs in each of the four responses, the latter in two.
Whilst it could be argued that these feelings were solely a 'conscious'

38
response to the textual images, their 'unrelatedness' to the textual
image, and the fact that no other participant recorded such feelings,
points to Mike's unconscious as their most likely origin. This
suggests that the response-work touched unconscious contents which
Mike associated with 'fear' and especially 'danger', possibly reflecting

a defensive strategy against unacknowledged pain. His four responses

are as follows.

1. Response to 'Hamlet 1, image 2'
Mike-
1. Despair turning to fear
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2. Mild
J. A heavy undergrowth dank green in colour.
Impenetrable. A sense of something dangerous behind it.

2. Response to 'Hamlet 1, image J'

Mike-
1 •. Despair, leading to fear
2. Medium

J. A barren empty landscape - rocky with distant
mountains - threatening white clouds rolling into view
and seem about to compass all. What follows this?
ranger again. I don't understand why the clouds are
white.

J. Response to 'Hamlet I, image 4'
Mike
1. Danger
2. Medium
J. Melancholy (an indefinable darkness) is immediately
above an egg. My mind is drawn to what may be in the
egg - danger again - A very threatening 'unknown'
image.

4. Response to 'Hamlet I, image 5'
Mike
1. Danger

2. Medium/Strong
J. A tide of black stickiness coming in upon me.
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A psychological context to the response-work would allow Mike to explore
the feelings evoked by the textual images, in particular the repeated
feeling of 'danger'. He might then be able to discover the associations
that evoked this feeling of danger, indeed whether it is a defense against
deeper, more painful feelings. Possibly he could reach the unconscious
contents which are the source of the 'danger'. Although such work
can be very fruitful, it should not be undertaken lightly, as defensive
strategies are not without purpose. Mike's 'fear' and 'danger' may
be an important warning of unconscious material, very possibly pain,
which he is unable to assimilate. Thus, to explore these feelings
and their source would require the support of an analyst, a therapist
or some other professional expertise. If Mike were to be confronted
with the unconscious origin of these feelings without both the frame-
work and the desire to explore them, the effect would probably be
negative, at least some sense of unease or insecurity would result.
And if 'imaginal response' is then regarded as a destabilising influence,
the whole process may be rejected, together with any creative effect
it would have produced.

However, if the students' imaginal responses are valued without judgement,
solely as individual responses to a textual image, then any unconscious
contents included in that response will also be valued. Therefore,
within a seminar situation the group and 'group-leader' or 'teacher'
play an important role. For if the imaginal responses are shared
within a group in which thereare'no criteria for judgement, but only
mutual interest and appreciation, this will have a beneficial effect
on the students' attitude to the images arising from their own uncon-
scious, and consequently on their attitude to the unconscious itself.
Furthermore, within a group situation the role of the 'leader' or
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'teacher' is of paramount importance, for his/her attitude will be

the focus for both the group and the student sharing a response image.

Hillman, in discussing the value of a non-interpretive response to
a dream, stresses the importance of the lEtener's attitude.

Through his attitude alone he can affirm and recognise
this product of the soul, there~ giving value and
importance to the soul itself, to its creative, symbolic
awe-inspiring function. Is this not to bless the
soul, for what a blessing this is for the psyche
and its dream - and for the dreamer -
- to be affirmed and recognised in this way. 39

What Hillman writes of the dream and the dreamer is equally applicable
to the response image and the imaginer, for in 'imaginal response'
the participant too may see the images of the soul.

A response image does not need to be psychologically analysed for
it unconscious contents to be valued and for the psyche itself to be

appreciated. Thus 'reader-response' offers a valid context for
'imaginal response'. The students may regard their response images
from a phenomenological perspective and remain unconscious of their
psychological dimension. But this does not negate the imaginal
process, rather it makes 'imaginal response' available to those who
are not students of psychology, and indeed it may offer a creative
escape from the 'left-brain' imbalance of an academic education.

3.5. The Methodology for an Imaginal Mode of Response was the
Same for All participants
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Whether presented within a psychological or a reader-response context,
and whether or not the response images were analysed or just shared,
the actual methodology for the imaginal mode of response was the same
for all participants. .A complete methodology for 'imaginal response'
uniting an imaginal and an analytic mode, has already been given
and the imaginal mode is described in section 2.8 •• (p~. 106-9)

In the actual practice of this imaginal mode of response, all that
needs to be added to the above methodology is that the participants
were given a form on which to record their responses. This fom ,
an example of which is in the appendix (pp. 180-1 ), asks the
participants to record their responses to the different textual
images under the headings.

1. Emotion, feeling, sensation
2. Intensity
J. Imaginal image and any developments

The form was handed out at the beginning of each session and collected
at the end. Participants did not alter their transcriptions after
'returning through the circle', i.e. after they had completed
describing their response to the final textual image.

Collating the Imaginal Responses

A collation of these imaginal responses is given in the Appendix.
In collating these responses I did not include the work of all the
participants, but rather selected those from the meditation group
who completed the course of ten sessions, and those reader-response
students who attended two or more sessions. The reason for this
selection is that it allows for'a certcin continuity in examining the

responses.
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3.6. An Analytic Mode of Response. a Jungian Reading of the Textual
Images

Ideally, the practice of 'imaginal response' should involve the
integration· of an imaginal and an analytic mode of response, and
the value of such a 'coincidentia oppositorum' has already been
discussed. The compilation of participants' imaginal responses should
therefore be balanced by an analysis of both textual and response
images.

In Chapter Four an analysis of one participant's response images is
offered, and Chapter Five analyses examples of other participant's
responses; but it is unrealistic to attempt a complete analysis of
all the response images evoked in this enquiry. However, if the
response image is read as an amplification of the textual image, an
analysis of the textual images could form the basis for a Jungian
reading of the responses. Therefore, in Chapter Four, a complete
analysis of the textual rather than the response images is offered.

Whilst the imaginal responses were evoked in others, this Jungian
reading is necessarily my own. Although ideal, it would be unrealistic
to expect participants to make their own Jungian analysis of either the
text or their responses; they would hardly have either the time or
the detailed knowledge of both Hamlet and Jungian psychology. I have
made a personal study of Hamlet over a number of years, in particular
explored work on the imagery of Hamlet, as well as mythological
perspectives on the play. During this time, my own Jungian reading
of Hamlet has evolved.
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Furthermore, although there are other Jungian readings of Hamlet,~O.
offering valid perspectives on the play, they are not so directed
towards the particular images used in this enquiry. As already
mentioned, their orientation is towards analysing Prince Hamlet as
an individual, 'placing him in the analyst's chair', while my concern
is with the archetypal implications of the play and its images. Prince
Hamlet's individuation is, indeed, central to my reading, but in its
archetypal rather than personal qualities. For example, the focus
on Gertrude is not as a personal mother, but as an image of a feminine
archetype.

The analysis of the textual images is not offered as a definitive
archetypal reading of Hamlet. As with all such psychological
'interpretation' it is the inevitable projection of an individual myth.
It may then be accepted solely as an example of a Jungian amplification
of the text, a possible analytic complement to an imaginal association.
But if the reader finds its arguments admissible, then it may be
valued as a meaningful analysis. As with the interpretation of
dreams, it is for the individual to determine the personal validity of
a particular analysis.

Finally, as the textual images reflect central archetypal themes,
some repetition in the analysis of the individual images is unavoidable.
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).7. An Analysis of One Participant's aesponse-work

Following a preliminary examination of the response-work offered in
the Appendix, it became apparent that a number of these response images
reflected,personal associations. Indeed, when conducting the response.
sessions with individuals from the meditation group the possible origins
of some personal associations were explored. But such exploration,
being confidential, is not included in this enquiry. However, I
decided that it would be valuable to offer an in-depth analysis of one
individual's response-work, and Karen, a member of our meditation group,
was interested in the project. She attended a number of response
sessions, and together we discussed her imaginal associations in as
much depth as possible. This discussion was tape-recorded, and Karen
agreed for its contents to be written up.

Karen is a highly articulate individual, with a good knowledge of
Jungian psychology, as well as being interested in unce=stcmc.ir-.gl-~r
own psychological dynamics. I was very fortunate ·to have a participant
able to so fully articulate her associations. However, we were both
surprised at the outcome of this response-work, as neither had expected
it to evoke such dominant personal and archetypal patterns.

The methodology for the response sessions was simply to follow the
normal process of 'imaginal response' (see section 3.5.) and then to
discuss any imaginal associations that did not appear to relate
directly to the textual image.
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Initially we intended to complete the course of ten response sessions,
but the occurrence of a dream (see pp. 309-311 ) suggested that it would
be better to finish after five sessions.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE
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26. See above, 2.4.3.
27. J. Hillman, 'T'hP My!l'_ Pl_ N'.a] Yf',i~, ';'. 221
;:f·:. ibid .. p, 222

~,(:. t, Fcl.:li, 'The Influence of Archetypal I<'leason the Scientific
Theories of Kepler', in Jung ano Pauli, Synchronicity, an Acausal
Connecting principle, p. 152

30. ibid. p. 152
31. C.G. Jung, Man and His Symbols, p. 96
32. J. Hillman, Re-Visioning Psychology, p. 131
33. See below 5.6. for the limitations of this enquiry.
34. This, and all following references to textual images refer to the

collection of textual and response images in the Appendix.
35. The relationship of this 'guioed fantasy journey' to Jung's Active

Imagination and the work of Assagioli and also the Shamanic
tradition is briefly discussed in 5.4 ••

36. All textual images, unless stated, are from Hamlet ed. H. Jenkins
(The Arden Shakespeare).

37. This 'meaning' is offered only for the sake of argument. More
'imagistic' verbal interpretations'are, of course, possible, but
could not be compared to a subjective imaginative experience of
the textual image.

38. It might be argued that in the case of the third response Mike's
feeling of 'danger' was directly related to the textual image:

There's something in his soul
O'er which his melancholy sits on brood.

II i 165-6
In this image Claudius expresses his anxiety ano possible feelings
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of danger about Hamlet's melancholy withdrawal, and the
possibility of Hamlet plotting against him. However, the nature
of Mike's response, including his description of it as a 'very
threatening unknown image' would suggest a partly unconscious
source for his feeling of 'danger'.

39. J. HIllman Insearch p. 63
40. See section 3.2.1••
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Chapter Four

'INAGINAL RESPONSE' THE RESULTS



4.1. Introduction

This chapter offers the results and an analysis of the practical applica-
tion of 'imaginal response'. Following this introduction, section two
compiles the participants' imaginal responses to the archetypal textual
images, which section three analyses from a number of different perspec-
tives. The fourth section records the results of the 'guided fantasy-
journey' of the five participants from the meditation group. However,
as this section together with section two is composed of participants'
response material, rather than my own work, these two compilations of
results are placed in the Appendix. The fifth section offers a brief
archetypal reading of Hamlet, followed by a Jungian analysis of all the
archetypal textual images used in this enquiry. The sixth and final
section offers an analysis of a number of responses from one participant.
This analysis, based on detailed discussion with the participant,
explores the personal and archetypal nature of her imaginal associations.
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4.2. A Collation of Imaginal Response-Work

See Appendix.
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4.3. Analysis of Participants' Response-Work

In this section, the participants' response-work, given in the Appendix,
is analysed from a number of different perspectives. But before offering
this analysis, its subjective nature is acknowledged; any such analysis
is essentially a personal reading of the response-work.

Participants from the meditation group, Group A, each res~onded to 55
textual images, with the exception of Yael, who responded to 54.

Header-response students, Group B, attended differing numbers of sessions,
and responded to the following number of textual imagesl

Mike: 26
Suzanne: 23
Andrew: 20
Victoria: 17
sarah: 14

- In the following analyses, the numbers given in brackets refer to the
page numbering of the Appendix -
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4. 3.1. Analysis of Responses where no Feeling/Emotion/Sensation Response
was Recorded

This analysis records the occasions when participants recorded no feeling/
emotion/sensation response. It also gives the number of these instances
as a percentage of the total number of responses recorded by each partici-

pant.

Group A

Frank: (3, 7, 18, 36, 45, 66, 69, 76, 80, 84, 92, 96, 100, 105, 109,
143, 145, 169, 171) = 19 responses, J4%
Nomi, (53, 76, 88, 109, 130, 132, 143, 167, 171) = 9 responses, 16.4%
Yael: (5) = 1response, 1.9%
~endy: (77) = 1 response, 1.8%
Donovan, nil responses: 0%

Group B

Victoria: (62, 75, 95, 118, 121) = 5 responses: 29%
~1ike: (20,43,47, 51,62, 74, 82) = 7 responses, 26.9%
Andrew: (27, 44, 78, 82) = 4 responses: 20%

Suzanne,
(3, 9, 20) = 3 responses: 21.~

(43, 55, 74) = 3 responses: 13%
sarah,
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4.3.2. The ~esponse Image as a Homophone or Homomor~h of the Textual Image

An analysis of the response-work reveals the occurence of homophones and
homomorphs in the relationship between text and response images.

In the following analysis the homophones and homomorphs are grouped
according to the individual 'readers'. The textual word is followed by
the response word, and the homophones that are also homomorphs are given
first. There appear to be no homomorphs that were not also homophones.
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Group Xl Homophones that are also homomorphs
Group Y I Homophones

Frank

X: offence/fence(23), trifling/bowl of trifle(69), Hamlet the Dane/Great
Dane (155), mere madness/Lake Mere (159).
Y: envious sliver/sliver of ice (96), things rank/Thomas the Tank (113),
To be/Toby ~~g (129), will/hill (138), Dane/rain (155), Ossa/osso, Make
Ossa mozzarella (157).
Gro~p X: 4 associations, Group Y: 7 associations.

Donovan
XI celestial bed/bed of roses (54).
Yl like/lake (19), rain/range (33), tinct/clanked (64), askant/ice skates
(89), dew/barbecued (110), grows/hoes (114), fly to others/flowers (142),
bear those ills/remove clothes •••wounds (bare) (146)t abhored/organ (148).
Group Xl 1 association, Group YI 9 associations.

X: sty/flies (66), grows •••gross/goat (II), pale cast/plaster ••casting
(14), canker of our nature/placenta uprooted from my centre (164).
Group Y: 4 associations.

Suzanne
XI barked/barking (20), deed/sheaf of papers(like legal document, deed)
(26)~ 0 wretched state/Mrs Thatcher dressed in black ('state' as equi-
valent to 'country') (J8)~ thy··union/a procession of people shouting
and waving banners (trade union) (5l)~
Group XI 4 associations.
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Yael

Y: rough hew/sewing (163), spots/clots (64).
Group Y: 2 associations.

Victoria
Y: enseamed bed/bed·with steam rising )68).

Group Y: 1 association.

+ In these instances the homophone is not directly recorded by the
'reader', but rather the response points to a likely homophone (given
in brackets) as an 'intermediate association', i.e. an association that
takes place between the text and the recorded image.
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4.J.3~ Characteristics of Individual 'Readers'

The following analysis looks at individual patterns of response, and
discovers that each of the 'readers' expres~ .individual characteristics.
These characteristics vary from a high number of homophone associations
to the repetition of a particular feeling or colour image.

Group A

Nomi-
More 'memories' than other 'readers's (28, 71, lOO, 105, 113, 125,
141, 147, 152, 164).

Frank
High number of homophones and homomorphsl X, 4 assoc., Y: 7 assoc.,
'Fatalistic' posture adopted in a number of responses, for example,
'It had to be that way' (49), others I (4, 71, 80, 138, 164).
possible personal projection (28,49, 63, 80, 84, 86, 109).
High incidence of lack of 'feeling' response, 34.5.%
Little record of 'intensity': 'Mild' (4, 10, 21, 24, 128, 155, 157)
'Gentle' (40), 'strong' (49, 138), 'Very strong' (119).
recorded in 44 responses.

No 'intensity'

yael
High incidence of 'sensation', smell, sound etc., for example, 'smell
of dust and make-up' (24), others, (8, 28, 33, 50, 61, 70, 85, 87, 120,

126, 129, 148,153, 165).
Israeli backgrounds 'Cherub means cabbage in Hebrew' (54), 'Arab market'
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(76), 'Arab village' (81).

Donovan
Do~inant feature is transformation of images, for example. 'king becomes

~, I. _" -'. • • .

a column of smoke' (41),'others. (2, 5, 15, 25, )), 51, ,54, 64, 70, 77,
87, 93, 97,148,158,,16),165,170,172).
Many circular images, or movement in circles, revolving, for example.
'whirls round and round faster and faster' (4i), others. (22, 85, 87,
89, 126, 146, 16), 168, 172).
High number of homophones. X. 1 assoc., Y. 9 assoc ••
Most developed use of 'active imagination' of all 'readers' in that
Donovan allows the initial response image to develop and change more often
and further than the others.

Wendy
Dominance of 'feeling' in responses, for example, 'Then a feeling of

.wickedness ~ evil in the depths of our being' (11), others. (11, 37,
61, 72, 110, 114, 120, 1)7, 1,54).
Feeling of 'sadness'. (4, 11, 25, 61, 120, 15), 160, 170).
Refers to the 'pain of life', for example. 'the aches and pains and
distress of life' (89), others. (110, 114).
Frequent self projection/identification with characters, for example:
'Defeat - regret - shunning hypocracy (me I'm made of it).
others. (50, 64, 85, 87, 89, 110, 114, 117, 123, 168).

(25),

Frequent commentary upon characters, for example. 'How could she have
done it - how could she have been so misguided, stupid~' (41), others.
(77, 81, 137, 140, 149, 151, 156, 166). Response recorded as 'Not very
strong as I can't remember who said it to whom' (66) suggests that
strength'of response may relate to knowledge of text.
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Group B
Suzanne
More memories/personal associations than others in Group Ba (), 26, )0,

47).
High number of homophones for Group B: X: 4 assoc ••
Political associations, for examples 'Mrs Thatcher dressed in black' (38),

also: (.51).
Image of 'Venus' repeated: (.5.5,.59).
aesponse images appear to be more detailed than others in Group B.

Mike
'Danger' repeated: (9, 12, 2), 107, 118, 121, 124).
'Nausea' repeated: (26, )0, .5.5,65, 68, 78) •.
'Fear' repeated: (J4, 115, 118).
'Claustrophobia' repeated: (J8, 68).

Andrew
'Sadness' repeateds (2),48, 94).
'Sad' repeated: (52, 62).
Image of old, sick woman repeateds (52, 59).

Victoria
Dominance of colours, especially 'red's 'brown', 'purple', 'red', 'white',
'green' (56). 'red colours again' (59), 'red and orange' (62), 'white'
'black' (65), 'red', 'yellow', 'blue' (75), 'red berries' (115),
'yellow' (118). 'red' 'black' (124).

sarah
'Coldness' repeateds (6, 17).
'cold's (2)
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4.3.4. 'Reader's' Differing Imaginal Amplifications

This final analysis looks at how the same textual wOrd(s) evoked differing
imaginal associations. In particular it explores:

1. How a specific textual wOrd(s) may evoke differing
images, or indeed no obvious imaginal association.
2. How the 'background' for common response images may
differ. The term 'background' is here used to refer to
the visually descriptive context supplied by a 'reader' to
a particular textual wOrd(s). For example, in response to
'Claudius, Image 2', yael experienced the textual 'harlot'
as 'An ageing woman in a small dressing room in a theatre,

sitting in front of the mirror, looking at her face'. 'In
a small dressing room in a theatre, sitting in front of
the mirror, looking at her face' is given as the 'back-

ground' for the harlot figure.

~: This analysis is only offered as an indication of the possible
relationship between the text and the response images (see The Limitation3
of this An~lysis, p. 164). It is presented with particular relevance
to Ingarden and Iser's work on ho~ a reader 'fills the gaps' in the
process of reading (Chapter S.2.8. pp. J56-64).

The Following Textual Images and Response Images have been ~~alysed:
To axplore (1): 'The Ghost, Image 3', 'Gertrude, Images J & S',

'?rince H~~let 1, Image 4'.
To explore (1) & (2): 'Claudius, Image 2', 'Ophelia, Image J', 'Ophelia's
Drowning, Image 1'.

The analysis gives the textual image, and then the associations evoked by

the particular textual word(s).
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The Ghost, Image J

Now, Hamlet, hear,
'Tis given out that sleeping in my orchard
A serpent stung me.

I v J4-6

1. 'Serpent':

Nomi and Yael, 'the snake'.
Donovan, 'giant sized cobra with teeth', Suzanne, 'adder', Sarah, 'serpent
insignificant ••• became a large plastic blow-up snake', r.ike: 'sleeping
serpent' •
~lendyand Frank, no snake.

2. 'me', known by all readers to be (the ghost of ) King H~~let.

Yael and Mike, 'a king' and 'the king'.
Sarah, 'king ••• insignificant', ~{endy, 'A king in a large velvet
robe and crown at first very much as the player king, and then the
pleasant father (as in father son)', Suzanne, 'Dark crowned figure,
a man dressed in black ••• The ghost of the king', Frank, '}larlon
Brando looking male' , Donovan, 'Young male' , Nomi: personal
identification 'me'.

J. '~1yorchard':

Nomi, 'grass blades', Yael: 'grass ••• rustle of leaves ••• high
grass ••• (nor) the birds', Mike: 'on the grass beneath a tree',
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Suzanne: 'Orchard behind, Van Gogh type of trees',
orchard' •

Sarah: 'Bright

Frank, 'sunny Italian courtyard'.
Donovan and Wendy: no orchard.

4. 'stung me'

yael: '(the snake) slithers near, and as quick as lightening, stings
him and disappears in the high grass', Mike: '(serpent) ••• wakes
and moves to sting', Nomi: 'Burning sensation in my ear, the pain
wakes me and then overwhelms me', Donovan. '(giant sized cobra with
teeth) seizes him around his pelvis ••• he is to be eaten and gone',
suzanne: '(The adder) comes down, attacks the ghost's neck, winds
itself-around his body', Frank. '(Marlon Brando looking male) •••

,suddenly slumps forward.,
Wendy and Sarah: no stinging.

5. 'Sleeping'

:~omi I ' (pain) wakes me', Frank: 'sitting ••• in Bath Chair', yael:
'sleeping' , Donovan I 'trusted the night', l-!ike:'slee-ping (serpent)',
Wendy, Suzanne, Sarah: no sleeping.
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Gertrude. Image J

. Heaven's face does glow
O'er this solidity and compound mass
With trisful visage, as against the doom,'
Is thougttsick at the act.

III iv 47-51

1. 'Heaven's face'

Nomi, 'big pale moon', Franks 'moon on a dark sky and yet with
sun's radiance with a face in the middle of it, benign'.
Donovan: 'heaven is on a wide horizon'.
Wendys 'the infinite', Mikes 'a large bearded head and shoulders
peer down benignly from a white cloud', Victoria: 'Sun, at the same
time a mask with eyes cut out and a red and orange light glowing through
it'.
Andrew and Yaels no obvious association with 'Heaven's face'.
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Gertrude, Image 5

Nay, but to live
In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed,
Stew'd in corruption, honeying and making love
Over the nasty sty:

111 iv 91-4

Note: Wendy offered no imaginal response to this textual image, possibly
due to repression. Her feeling response 'confusion' suggests that the
image disturbed her.

1. 'enseamed bed',

Frank: 'A dishevelled bed with the covers half off ••• many sperm patches',
Yael, 'The sheets are crumpled (motel).' Andrew: 'a dirty bed',
Victoria, 'A bed with steam rising off it',
Nomi, Donovan and Mike: no image of a bed.

2. 'rank sweat',

Nomi, 'strong smell of warm leather like in a tannery', Frank, 'aeeks of
sex', Yael, 'Smell of unaired room, cheap heavy perfume plus smell of
sleep', Andrew: (in feeling/emotion/sensation section) 'Smell - very
unpleasant - cold sweat', Victoria, 'something sour and sweet'.
Donovan and Mike, no smell.

J. 'making love'.

Donovan. 'fornicating', Mike. 'copulation'.
No other specific responses to 'ma~ng love' except possibly Frank, 'ree~s
of sex.'
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4. 'sty':

Frank: 'sweet baby pigs', Victoria: 'Pigs running around'.
No other response images relating to pigs.

Prince Ha~let 1, Image 4

There's something in his soul
O'er which his melancholy sits on brood

Ill. i 165-6

1. 'sits on brood's

Nomi: 'the bird (owl) sitting over the nest,' Frank: 'I am a hen on
top of a moutain of eggs', yael: 'A black vulture sitting on a rock,
ugly bald head between its shoulders', Donovan, 'He sits on a huge
egg', Suzanne, 'sitting on a stone which is about to hatch', ,Mike,
'••• is immediately above an egg', Victorias 'A hen sitting on an egg'.
Wendy: no 'egg' association, only 'unable to move'.!

2. 'melancholy'. these associations are often adjectives evocative of
melancholy:

Nomi: 'bottomless, dark ••• smothered ••• heavy black', yael: 'black
vulture' (vulture as a melancholy-looking bird), Wendys entire image
may be related to melancholy,
(an indefinable darkness)',
Frank, Donovan & Victorias no dark or melancholy associations.

SUzannes 'darkness', Mikes 'Me1~ncholy
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Claudius, Image 2

The Harlot's cheek, beautied with plastering art
Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it
Than is my deed to my most painted word.

III i .5l-J

1. 'Harlot':

Nomi: 'Fellini-type woman', Frank: 'A fat old woman, kind of Mae West
type' , yael: 'An ageing woman', Suzanne: 'Tired looking prostitute',
Sarah: 'a woman', Nike: 'a woman ••• grinning in an obviously sexually
invi ting way'.
Donovan and ilendy: no individual figure.

2. 'beautied with plast'ring art':

Frank: 'applying rouge and powder to her face', \-lendy:'raddled ugly
face Q~der paint', Suzanne, 'vividly painted face', Sarah, 'face
covered in bri~ht, gaudy make-up', Mike: 'wearing heavy make-up'
yael: 'Slowly she takes off (cleans) her face of all the colours'
Nomi: 'graffitti on wall behind her'
Donovan I 'Man with paint brush paints over it' (?)

...

J. Setting for 'Harlot' although not appearing in text:

Frank: 'sitting at a dressing table with three mirrors in centre of dusty
large backstage s?ace in theatre', yael: 'in a small dressing room in
a theatre, sitting in front of the mirror, looking at her face'.
Suzannel 'Victorian back streets, not much colour', Nomil 'graffitti
on wall behind her' (?)

Wendy, Sarah, Mike, Donovan I no such definite 'setting'.
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Ophelia, Image J

For if the sun breeds maggots in a dead dog, being a good
Kissing carrion -

11 ii 181-2

1. 'dead dog':

Frank, Yael, Donovan and Victoria. 'dead dog',
Nomi: 'a dog's body', Suzanne. 'large black Labrador', ~likel 'still
identifiable carcase of a dog',
Andrew. no dog or animal.

Wendy: 'a sheep',

2. 'maggots'.

Frank. Donovan, hendy, Suzanne, Mike and Victoria. 'maggots'
Nomi. 'sound of flies',
Andrew I no maggots.

Yael. 'white worms',

J. 'the sun' I

Suzanne and Victoria.' 'the sun'.
yael: 'hot sun', Donovan. 'sun's bottom', Wendy: 'sun, here a pun
on son', Andrew. 'heavy burning sun w~ich looks black against the sky',
Nomi. 'hot day', Mike. 'bdgh1y lit',
Frank: no 'sun', possibly 'desert! association with 'sun',

4. Background to image of dog:

Nomi: 'lying on the path', Frank. 'in the desert', Yael. 'the empty
dusty street of an Arab mar~et', 'trendy:'Australia', Victoria, 'lying
in the street'.



Donovan, Suzanne and Mike: no specific background, Andrew: no dog •.

Ophelia's Drowning, Image 1

There is a willow grows askant the brook
That shows his hoary leaves in the glassy stream.

1V vii 16.5-6

1. 'a willow':

Nomi, Frank, Hike and Andrew: 'A willow tree'~
yael: 'a willow', Suzanne: 'willow', Victoria: 'weeping willow',

Wendy: 'the tree', Donovan: no image of tree or willow.

2. 'his hoary leaves':

Nomi: 'frost on the leaves', Victoria: 'frosty-day-leaves frosted white',
Frank: 'leaves reflected', vlendy: 'not many leaves, pollarded, trailing
one leafy strand over the brook', Suzanne: 'the only leaves there are
on the branches nearest the water', Andrew: 'it is male' (association
with 'his'). Yael, Donovan & Mike: no apparent association.

J. 'glassy stream':
Homi: 'ice covered stream', Frank: 'the water', Donovan: 'glassy lake',

Hendy: 'brook, slow flowing, brown in its depths', Suzanne: 'fast

moving stream, grey but clear', Mike: 'still water', Victoria: 'water

of a stream ••• part of stream not running starts giving appearance of

stillness', yael & Andrew: no stream.

4. Background to willow and stream:
Frank: 'a sweeping lawn', yael: 'a small wooden bridge, on which a woman

with a baby in a pram are passing slowly', Wendy: 'a flower-dotted
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meadow where I used to playas a child. Children playing in the stream',
Suzanne, 'willow on the left bank, nearest me', Nomi, Donovan, Mike
Andrew and Victoria, no such obvious 'background'.

The Limitations of this Analysis

This analysis, in differentiating parts of a response evoked by specific
textual word(s), is offered with some limitations, in that it is often
inappropriate, if not impossible to isolate parts of either a textual
or response image. For example, is it appropriate to separate the
response image of 'harlot' ('Claudius, Image 2') from the 'backgrounds'
given her, or from her 'make-up'? Was the 'grass' in the responses of
Nomi, Mike and Yael ('The Ghost, Image 3') evoked by the word 'serpent'
or 'orchard'? Did the image of 'grass' appear because snakes are usually
associated with, seen in grass, or because orchards have grass? And
does Andrew's image 'a dirty bed' ('Gertrude, Image 5') relate solely
to the text's 'enseamed bed', or is 'dirty' a subjective response to
the whole textual image of sexual copulation? All these responses may
be more fully appreciated undissected, and as a response to the complete
textual image.

Although translated by the participants into a linear verbal form, an
imaginal response is not necessarily a sequential process, and is thus

not easily dissected. It is more meaningful to appreciate the response
as a single imaginal form evoked by a particular textual image. Rather
than presenting any exact correlation, this analysis is offered to indicate
how particular textual wOrd(s) appear to be elaborated, or 'filled in',

in individual ways.
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4.4. The aesults of the Guided Fantasy-Journey

See APpendix.
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4.5. An Archetypal Reading of the Textual Image from Hamlet Used in
the Imaginal nesponse Sessions

An Archetypal Outline of Hamlet

Hamlet's father is presented as an heroic figure. He first appears in

the very armour he had on
Hhen he th'ambitious Norway combated •••1

The hero archetype who defeats his foe in single combat, King Hamlet
however cannot be considered an astute ruler. Polonius, a fool rather
than a wise man, was his councnlor of state; but more significantly, he
seems to have been totally unaware of his brother's scheming. Further-
more, despite his son's idealised portrait of him as Hyperion, he is not
the image of perfection. As the ghost, he is paying for his sins:

confin'd to fast in fires
Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature
Are burnt andpurg'd away.2

Seen in this context, he does not embody the godlike characteristics
of the hero figure, whom Jung considered to be an archetype of the
self.J His mortal rather than divine qualities suggest rather the heroic
aspect of man's ego-consciousness. The creation of ego-consciousness
necessitates a separation from the instinctual world of the senses. In
order to gain a certain degree of autonomous freedom, the ego must deliver
itself from the demands of man's instinctual nature. This is the role
of the hero who fights the dragon of the unconscious, the monster from
the sea, whose struggle frees the ego-consciousness from the deaaly grip
of the unconscious.
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Although Hamlet the king is not portrayed as fighting dragons or monsters,
he nevertheless represents this aspect of ego-consciousness which is
reinforced by his role as Hamlet's father. According to Jung, the father
is:

the representative of the spirit, whose function
it is to oppose pure instinctua1ity.4

'spirit' is here that which strives towards consciousness, and is thus
in direct opposition to the unconscious pull of the instincts'. It
is the paternal law, embodied, for example, in the Ten CommanQments given
to ~'loses,which thwarts the individual from following the desires of

his instinctual self. Man's sexuality is one -of the strongest of his
instinctual drives, and the counterpart of King Hamlet as Hyperion is

his brother Claudius as a satyr. The satyr, as a lecherous half-man,

half-beast, is a perfect symbol for man's unbridled instinctua1ity.
The heroic separation from the instincts of the unconscious is vital
for the existence of individual ego-consciousness. However, this

separation is sometimes carried too far. In this case, the individual

·loses life energy. ',-lithout a relationship with one's instincts, there
is no real relationship with life. The individual becomes crystallised,

his life stagnant. This is the situation personified by King Hamlet.

There are indications in the text to support this reading of Prince

Hamlet's father. As mentioned above, he appears to be totally unaware

of the activities of his brother. From a Jungian perspective, Claudius

may be understood as personifying the 'shadow', what Jung defines ass

the 'ne~ative' side of the personality, the sum
'"

of all those unpleasant qualities we like to hide,
together with the ,insufficiently developed functions
and contents of the personal unconscious.5



Appositely described as a 'satyr', Claudius is the instinctual side of
King Hamlet, rejected and repressed into the unconscious. The heroic
ego, longing for the promethean heights of consciousness, denies that
aspect of itself which belongs to the earth, and thus becomes unconscious
of its activities. There is a similar archetypal pattern in The Tem~est,
in which Prospero, Duke of Milan, retires to his library, unaware of the
intrigues of his shadow brother, Antonio. Prospero's desire for higher

consciousness, the pursuit of 'secret studies', meant the neglect of

the shadow. Prospero lost his dukedom, King Hamlet his life. Such

neglect of the shadow, such rejection of the lower for the higher, is

fatal.

There is also a symbolic implication to the setting of King Hamlet's

mur-c!er:

'Tis given out that sleeping in my orchard
6A serpent stung me.

This is repeated a few lines later when the ghost describes the actual

crime:

Sleeping within my orchard
My custom always of the afternoon,?

'My orchard' and the presence of the serpent has strong mythic associa-

tions with the Garden of Sden. The Garden of Eden was the paradise of

pJre instinctual life unburdened by consciousness, the knowledge of
good and evil. It is the garden of the natural man, where man lived
in unconscious harmony with his surroundings. In this orchard,
significantly 'my orchard', the king is asleep. He is unaware of the
instinctual world within him, unaware of his natural self. It is

because he is asleep that the serpent stings him, that his brother poisons

him.
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The unrecognised, rejected shadow does not remain dormant. Within
the unconscious it gathers psychic energy, and waits for the right
moment to dominate eeo-consciousness. When the ego is least suspecting,
where it is most unaware, there the shadow strikes. It was while

.sleeping in his orchard that the satyr brother of King Hamlet stung
him to death. It was the serpent, symbol of the psychic energy of the
unconscious, that stung him. According to Jung,

the snake is the representative of the world of instinct.8

It is thus in the apposite form of a serpent that the repressed instinc-
tua1 self forces itself into consciousness. To do this it must destroy
that aspect of the ego which had denied it. The heroic King Hamlet
must be killed. It is only then that the instinctual self can be
acknowledged.

Seen in this light, the murder of King Hamlet acquires a profound
archetypal significance. The relationship between Claudius and
Gertrude can also be understood from a psychological prespective.
Claudius, as the shadow side of King Hamlet, embodies his repressed
instinctual desires. But Gertrude is the instinctual world itself.
While the masculine is equated with individual consciousness, the
world of the ego, the feminine represents the mysterious unconscious
psyche, the home of the instincts.

Until her son confronts her, Gertrude appears unaware of anything
untoward. in her relationship with Claudius. She seems sincere when

she asks the prince:

What have I done that thou dar'st wag thy tongue
In noise so rude against me?9
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This reflects her 'unconsciousness'; and places her in direct contrast
to Claudius, whom the play has just shown trying to pray for repentance.
Her crime is not so serious as Claudius' murder. However, these words
coming so soon after Claudius' struggle with his conscience suggests
that she lacks this individual quality of consciousness. It is for
Hamlet to make her see "her black and grained spots'. Alone, she is
incapable of such awareness. Not only do both Claudius and Gertrude
enact the repressed instinctual nature of King Hamlet, but they represent

a union of opposites.

It is the energy drawn from its union with the instinctual depths that
gives the shadow the potency to break into consciousness. In the form

of Claudius, the shadow destroys the previous pattern of ego-consciousness

and rules. HOHever, only through the aid of the instinctual psyche

does it achieve this power. Claudius acknowledges this at the

beginning of his first speech, and grants Gertrude equal position:

Therefore our sometimes sister, now our queen
Tb'imperial jointress to this warlike state.10

Just as it was King Hamlet's split from the instinctual unconscious
that caused him to be asleep and vulnerable, the union of the shadow
with the feminine psyche actually gave it the power to dominate.
Claudius' reference to 'our sometime sister now our queen' also makes

clear the incestuous nature of their marriage. Hamlet stresses this

at the end of the play in his final address to Claudius:
11Here thou incestuous murderous damned Dane,

Whatever the social laws concerning marriage and incest, as seen from
a psychological perspective, their relationship has an incestuous

quality. Jung deepened our understanding of incest, showing it to have
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a symbolic rather than merely physical dimension. He describes it as
a union of opposites which at the same time have a similar quality:

Incest is simply the union of like with like;12

Claudius and Gertrude, masculine and feminine, king and queen, both
personify man's instinctual nature.

The symbolic reading of these figures and their relationships describes
the archetypal situation which Prince Hamlet inherits. The ghost,
upon telling Prince Hamlet of the murder, brings this archetypal
predicament into the prince's consciousness, and in demanding revenge,
forces him to confront it. Prince Hamlet is thus faced with'the task
of confronting the shadow principle, the rejected instinctual self.
Outwardly, this is dramatised in his relationship with Claudius, leading
to his killing of his uncle in the duel scene. Inwardly, it is
expressed in all his negative feelings about himself. Confronting the
shadow also involves facing the dark aspect of the feminine, partly
personified by Gertrude's sexuality. The 'opposite of the caring,
nurturing aspect of the feminine, her sexuality belongs to the dar~,
instinctual world of the unconscious.

The archetypal drama of the play thus begins with the duality of the
conscious and the unconscious, the ego and the shadow, also masculine
and feminine, heaven and earth, spirit and matter. The psychic split
between these opposites is expressed in Prince Hamlet's first speech,
even before the ghost's revelations. The physical world is rejected:

o that this too too sullied flesh would melt,
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew.l)
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significance of the ghost's call to 'not forget', and his insistence on
revenge. Having made the prince aware of the real Claudius, the ghost
commits him to act, to confront this shadow. For Hamlet, this is no
easy task, because primarily it also involves confronting the dark instinc-
tual feminine. However, by the fifth act he has confronted his mother,
and the dark aspect of the feminine is symbolically redeemed. Now he
is ready to act. He has proclaimed himself 'Hamlet the Dane', accepted
his full responsibility and now he must vanquish Claudius. Indeed,
he understands that not to confront the shadow is to participl.te in its

evil, it is 'to be damned'.

Image 8

Here, thou incestuous, murd'rous, damned Dane,
Drink off this potion.
Follow thy mother.

Is thy union here?

V ii 330-3

Hamlet finally confronts his uncle, and forces him to drink his own
poison. The verbal confrontation is important, as it is 'the moment
of truth'. Hamlet directly proclaims the true nature of Claudius.
Here there is no cover of 'painted words', but a conscious confrontation
with the shadow. .It is significant that he first accuses Claudius
of the incestuous marriage with his mother. This is what has most hurt
Hamlet. It is because of their union, both sexual and social, that
Hamlet's confrontation with Claudius has necessitated a confrontation
with his mother. From an archetypal perspective, their marriage is
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and in the same speech the father image is described as the godlike
'Hyperion' as opposed to the bestial 'satyr'.

Prince Hamlet's feelings about Claudius are overshadowed by the diffi-
culties that he has in carrying out his revenge. This evokes feelings
of inadequacy and failure; but even these feelings become dominated by
his confrontation with the dark side of the feminine. It is the
frailty of woman, his mother's betrayal, which appears to cause him
the most distress. i10re than the crime of his uncle, it is the
instinctual sexuality of his mother which horrifies him,

Nay, but to live
In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed,
stew'd in corruption, honeyin~ and making love

14Over the nasty sty:

This 'nasty sty' is the realm of the archetypal feminine, the Great
Mother, of whom the pi~ is a primitive emblem.15 Hamlet has to
confront the Great r·1other,with all her Dionysian sexuality. This is
the archetypal feminine, the instinctual unconscious, from which the
heroic ego won its independence, and of which conscious man has lived
in such fear ever since. It includes the terrible, instinctual forces
that can overpower his conscious, moral judgement, as has been seen
throughout the history of mankind. Hamlet experiences the instinctual
feminine as his mother's lust. It has destroyed his idealised view

of life and love. One example of this is how his romantic love for
'the celestial and my soul's idol, the most beautified Ophelia', is
replaced by feelings of corruption. 3eauty cannot remain chaste, nor

can we escape our original sin. Only in a nunnery can Ophelia remain
secure from the corruption of the world; yet as a pun for brothel,
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'nunnery' also includes the idea of sexual depravity. H~~let's
conception of life and love has become dominated by the instincts from
which his father sought to escape.

For Hamlet, this instinctual world is linked with his personal shado~.
This shadow is his own human failings, and a realisation of the
difficulties of life. He says to Ophelia:

Nhat should such fellows as I do crawling between
earth and heaven? We are arrant knaves all, believe

~ 16none o. us.

Jung describes how the assimilation of the shadow can create this effect:

Assimilation of the shadow gives man a body, so to speak;
the animal sphere of instinct, as well as the primitive
or archaic psyche, emerge into the zone of consciousness
and can no longer be repressed by fictions and illusions.
In this way man becomes for himself the difficult problem
he really is.17

Accepting his shadow, Ha~let becomes aware that he has both Hyperion
and the satyr within him. He is, in truth, 'between earth and heaven'.
The duality which his father rejected is his. He has 'acquired a body',
contacted his instinctual self, and thus the sin and corruption it causes.
Instead of the fiction of romance, there is the reality of copulation

and sin. Jather than beautified phrases, he says to Ophelia:
18~hy, wou1dst thou be a breeder of sinners?

The serpent which stung his father has also destroyed his Eden, a

world of romantic illusion.

It is important to understand here the link between the individual shadow
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and the instinctual world of the feminine. The action of the personal
shadow figure, Claudius, forces Hamlet to assimilate a deeper darkness,
the dark side of the Great ~:other, .the instinctual feminine. From
the shadow comes the unacknowledged personal instinctual desire, whether
for power or sex. This is predominantly the desire of the ego. From
the archetypal feminine comes the impersonal instinct, the sex drive
itself. It does not belong to the ego. In'fact, its indiscriminate,
impersonal quality makes it the archetypal opposite of masculine ego-
consciousness. What upsets Hamlet, and what he cannot understand, is
that his mother's sexual appetite is so indiscriminate,

Have you eyes?
,

Could you on this fair mountain leave to feed
And batten on this moor.r-9

The animal metaphors used here serve to emphasise the impersonal, bestial
,

quality of the queen's instinctual drive. Hamlet's horror at his
mother's sexuality is the horror of individual consciousness faced
with the impersonal, unchained power of nature.

Ernest Jones and others have made us aware of the Oedipal myth in Hamle~
The suggestion is that Hamlet finds it difficult to kill his uncle
because Claudius is enacting his own incestuous desires towards his
mother. However, an archetypal reading of this myth offers a different
perspective. I have suggested that Hamlet's fascination and yet horror
at his mother's sexuality is because it symbolises the instinctual world
rejected by his father. The existence of a separate ego-consciousness
necessitates a separation from the Great Mother. But the development
of consciousness does not end with the existence of the ego. Indeed,
a continued emphasis on ego-consciousness becomes life denying.
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Separated from his instinctual roots, the individual becomes imprisoned
in the confines of the ego. This is the very opposite of the autono-
mous freedom promised by the development of individual consciousness.
The only way for this predicament to be redeemed, for there to be whole-
ness, is a return to the instinctual unconscious, an incestuous'
coupling with the Great Mother. This is Hamlet's journey. He cannot
become conscious of his instinctual nature unless he makes the incestuous
return to the mother.

H~~let's 'incestuous relationship' with his mother reaches its dramatic
climax in Act 111 scene iv, when he confronts her with the fruits of
her sexuality. Condemning her 'act' with verbal daggers, he forces
her into conscious awareness,

Thou turn'st my eyes into my very soul,
And there I see such black and grained spots
As will not leave their tinct.20

If this scene is understood from an archetypal perspective, then
consciousness is being brought to the instinctual unconscious. In the
figure of Hamlet, individual consciousness, with its criteria of good
and bad, light and dark, is here confronting the instinctual world.
This confrontation forces the mother, the unconscious feminine, to see

herself. Alone, Gertrude is unable to become conscious. Even after

Hamlet's first tirade against her, condemning her 'act' as one

That blurs the grace and blush of modesty,
Calls virtue hypocrite, takes off the rose
From the fair forehead of an innocent love
And sets a blister there,21

she doesn't ~ow to what 'act' he is referring,
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Aye me, what act
That roars so loud and thunders in the index?22

But Hamlet continues, and his words are finally the mirror in which
Gertrude can see herself. The ability to see oneself is the beginning
of individual consciousness. Reflection implies conscious awareness.
Furthermore, it is only through reflection that an individual can
safely encounter the overwhelming energy of the instincts. The myth
of t1edusa portrays this. It 15 the mirror of his shield that allows
Theseus to see the snake-covered head of Medusa and not be turned to
stone. The reflective power of consciousness is necessary to confront
the serpent world of the instincts. Hamlet's confrontation is the
mirror which allows individual consciousness to enter the impersonal
world of the instincts.

The importance of a conscious integration of one's instinctual self is
portrayed in the contrast of Laertes with Hamlet. Laertes' reaction
to his father's death is purely instinctual. Seeking revenge he arrives

at court. But driven solely by instinct there has been no conscious
deliberation as to who was his father's killer, and so mistakenly he
almost attacks Claudius, 'thou vile king'. This may be seen as

instinctual wisdom, in that Claudius is the real villain whom Prince
Hamlet intended to kill, 'Is it the King?', and is irumany ways responsible

for Fblonius' murder. But Laertes is ~~able to make use of such

instinctual wisdom, in that the ~nstinctual world has overwheL~ed him,
as is symbolically described in the words of the messenger who announces

his arrival to the king:

The ocean, over~wering of his list
Eats not the flats with more imPetuous haste
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Than young Laertes, in a riotous head,
- ?JO'bears your officers.-

The ocean, a symbol for the collective unconscious, the realm of the
instincts, is breaking through the barriers of consciousness, flooding
the land. If this occurs the instincts are a cause of danger rather
than wisdom. Indeed, for Laertes all higher considerations are lost

Vows to the blackest devil:
Conscience and grace to the profoundest pit:
I dare damnation:24

Such is the danger of man's instinctual nature. It can drown all that
is noble and 'spiritual' in him, its darkness overwhelms the light.

Ha~let may see the image of his cause reflected in Laertes' desire for
revenge, but there is a vital distinction between the two. In Hamlet,
the instinctual world is confronted and made conscious. He may despise
his delay in revenging his father ~~t, unlike Laertes, he is not over-
powered by the forces of the unconscious.

Ha~let's 'incestuous relationship' with his mother describes the descent
of consciousness back into the realm of the Great Xother. A part of
man's intinctual nature can thus be made conscious. Just as the
archetypes are incapable of being made conscious, so the whole of the
instinctual unconscious cannot become conscious. However, the queen's
awareness of her 'sin' shows the appearance of conscious discrimination
in the realm of the instincts. What this means, in effect, is the
transformation of the feminine. Jather than being despised and rejected,
the feminine can be loved, heaven and earth brought together. In the
graveyard scene, Hamlet can decla~m his love for the dead Ophelia, whom
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before he had rejected. And in saying what he will do for her, he
symbolically brings heaven and earth together.

And if thou prate of mountains, let them throw
Nillions of acres on us, till o~ground,
Singeing his pate against the burning zone,
Make Ossa like a wart.25

The split between masculine and feminine, heaven and earth,. which he
inherited from his father, has been redeemed. And with this comes
Gertrude's beautiful speech.

~~on, as patient as the female dove
When that her golden couplets are disclos'd
His silence will sit drooping.26

The full significance of these words will be examined in detail later
(see pp. 256-7). It is sufficient to realise here, that as a symbol
of the Holy Ghost in feminine form, the female dove describes the highest
form of the feminine, of the mother image. The incestuous coupling with
the mother can thus achieve the transformation of the feminine. Rather
than being an image of betrayal and bestial sexuality, the image here is
of the Feminine Spirit of God.

The transformation of the feminine is an integral part of the union of
opposites. Heaven and earth are united, instinct infused with spirit.
Life then becomes whole rather than divided. Hamlet expresses this with
an awareness of a divine pattern to life.

There's a divinity that shapes our ends
Rough hew them how we will _ 27
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The conjunction is the union of the above and the below, the eternal and
the temporal. These opposites are thus experienced as forming a unity.
No longer is there the great divide between life and death.
Hamlet saw these two in opposition, 'To be, or not to be';
is not such great distinction

Previously,
now there

If it be now, 'tis not to come;
if it be not to come, it will be now; if
it be not now, yet it will come.
is all.28

The readiness

Those who regard the death of Prince Hamlet as tragic in a negative
sense fail to appreciate what he is here saying. For Hamlet, life and
death are seen as one, all that matters is 'the readiness'. Such
awareness suggests that he is indeed ready. The rejected feminine, the
instinctual world, has been consciously confronted and redeemed. He
has performed the real task set by his father. The psychic split has

been healed. Furthermore, through this process a new level of consciou9-

ness has been attained. Hamlet can now be seen as a symbol of the Self

in which all the opposites are united. A potential wholeness has been

realised.

There has been much critical debate as to why Hamlet delays in carrying
out his revenge against Claudius. From an archetypal perspective, the

killing of Claudius symbolises freedom from the influence of the shadow.
For this to be accomplished, an aspect of the instinctual psyche must

become consciously integrated. In the figure of Laertes there is all

the fury of revenge without any conscious awareness of the instincts.

He thus becomes a shadow figure himself. He is prepared

To cut his throat i'th'church29
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and fight a duel with a poisoned rapier.
manipulate Laertes for his own ends.

In fact, Claudius is able to

If the killing of Claudius is to symbolise complete freedom from the
shadow, the inner work must already have been accomplished. Otherwise,
like Laertes, Hamlet would just become another figure dominated. by the
dark, instinctual unconscious. Furthermore, freedom from the shadow
necessitates a new centre of consciousness, one that is beyond the ego.
The ego cannot exist without its dark brother; only in transcending these
opposites can one be beyond the influence of the shadow. This transcendent
centre of consciousness is the Self. For Claudius, as the shadow, to die,
there must have been a union of opposites, a realisation of the Self.
If this is so, Hamlet's death is now symbolically inevitable5 it is the
final statement of his completion. He is free from the conflicting world
of opposites.

-----------
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4.5.2. An Archetypal Reading of the Textual Images



Session One: The Ghost



Image 1

3ut two months dead - nay - not so much, not two _
So excellent a king, that was to this
F~perion to a satyr, so loving to my ~other
That he might net beteem the winds of heaven
Visit her face too roughly.

1 ii lJ8-l42

Describing his dead father, Prince :-Iamletcompares him with Claudius.' He

li!~ens his father to 'Hyperion', his uncle to 'a satyr'. Hyperion means
'dweller on high'. He was also a Titan, son of Gaea and Uranus, the
Earth and her son, Heaven.' Hyperion was father to Helios, the sun.
In his ~~nning upon 'son' and 'sun' (1 ii 07, & 11 ii 184) Hamlet
associates himself with the s~~, and this has a symbolic si~ificance.
The sun, bringer of light, is the symbol of man's consciousness; and
the ~ince's archetypal role in ?amlet is the carrier of a greater conscious
awareness than existed in his father's time. However, central to this
particular textual i~age is the duality of ~yperion and a satyr. As
a'lready sugges ted , Claudius is the shadow figure for King Hamlet. A

satyr is half man, half beast. Claudius represents the bestial, instin~
tual aspect of the personality, rejected and repressed by the ego. This
duality reflects the archetypal split between spirit and instinct, heaven
and earth, that is Prince Hamlet's in:'leritance , This is the split which
he must redeem. Houever, in this image, the prince reinforces the
separation, eulogizing his father's loving care for his mother. His
description of his father's 'loving' has a s~bolic di~ension which is
less positive. The 'winds of heaven' can be understood as the wind of
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the spirit, the masculine spirit of God. The king did not allow this
wind of the spirit to 'visit her face too roughly'. In other words, he
did not allow the full force of the spirit to touch the face of the
feminine. The masculine spirit is the bringer of consciousness and the
kine did not allow the face of the feminine to be made fully conscious,
he denied the union of masculine and feminine. How often is a man's
supposed 'Iovine protection' of a wom~n in fact a denial, because the
man cannot cope with the true nature of a woman? A man seeks to 'protect'
a woman. because in so doing he denies her the power of her instinctual
feminine self. He can neither consciouay confront it, live with it,
integrate it, nor can he bear to see the real face of a woman. Such
is :{ing!Iamlet's love for Gertrude. As 'Hyperion', 'dNeller on high',
his is the realm of heaven, his is the spirit of consciousness. But it
is ~ heaven, a consciousness, which he keeps from touching the feminine
'too roughly'. The full force of consciousness, which is not gentle,
lighting up the face of the feminine, would be too much for him. He
would be forced to recognise the potency of the feminine world.
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Image 2

I am thy father's spirit,
Doomed for a certain term to walk the night,
And for the day confin'd to fast in fires,
Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature
Are burnt and purg'd away.

1 v 9-13

These words of the ghost refute Prince Hamlet's idealised con~ption
of his father. Rather than as a divine figure or perfect man, the
king is here presented as an.ordinary, sinful man, paying for his crimes
in purgatory. In this scene the ghost's description of his murder makes
the prince painfully aware of the dual nature of man, and later, he

.
has to accept his own human failings. The death of the king is the
archetypal enactment of the death of an heroic ideal. As an ideal,
it involved the denial of the shadow, the dark, sinful side of human
nature. Now the shadow side is made conscious and the ideal is des-
troyed.
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Image :3

Now, Hamlet, hear.
'Tis given out that sleeping in my orchard
A serpent stung me.

1 v 34-6

This image may be read as a symbolic portrayal of the king's death.
Earlier it was suggested that the serpent in the orchard echoes the
Garden of Eden myth, and that the king asleep in his orchard depicts
the fact that he is unconscious of the natural, 1nstiactua1 world.
In this orchard, the serpent represents the energy of the repressed
instinctual psyche. Thus King Ham1et's instinctual self and its passions
cannot forever be denied.

The rejection of the unconscious usually has unfortunate
results, its instinctive forces, if persistently dis-
regarded, rise up in opposition. 30

As a mythological example, Jung refers here to the nymph Chryse. When
her advances were rejected by Philoctetes, she changed into a venomous
snake, and bit him. King Ham1et's instinctual self is the serpent
which bit him. The serpent has always had a dual significance. It
stands for ·the power that heals as well as corrupts'J:31 it is the
devil, the destructive force of man's ungovernable passions. But it
is also a symbol for wisdom)2 and healing, for it carries the instinctual
knowledge and life force of the unconscious. In Hamlet the serpent

acts through the figure of Claudius. In Claudius is seen the archetypal
dual role of the serpent. As a shadow figure, he represents the weak
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side of King Hamlet, the unconscious, unacknowledged desires. But at
the same time, these desires are healthily instinctive and necessary
for a higher consciousness. In his action Claudius kills the king,
and is the cause of 'something ~otten in the state of Denmark', yet
this action makes Hamlet conscious of the instinctual psyche and so
ultimately able to redeem the rejected feminine self inherited from
his father.

. ,

Jung describes the importance of this role of the shadow I

Only through his shadow has he [man) a relationship
to the serpent in its dual meaning.33

Although; throughout the play, Claudius is portrayed in a negative light,
it is important to realise that from an archetypal perspective he also
plays a positive role.
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Images 4 - 6

4

Sleeping in my orchard
My custom always of the afternoon,
Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole
With juice of cursed hebenon in a vial,

5

And in the porches of my ears did pour
The leprous distilment, whose effect
Holds such an enmity with blood of man
That swift as quicksilver it courses through
The natural gates and alleys.of the body,

And with a sudden vigour it doth posset
.And curd, like eager droppings into milk,
The thin and wholesome blood.

6

So did it mine
And a most instant tetter barked about,
Most lazar-like, with vile and loathsnme crust
All my smooth body.

1 v 59 - 73
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This passage, which has been divided into three separate images, describes
in realistic detail the same murder symbolically expressed in Image 3.

It portrays the same archetypal situation, the death of the ego, poisoned
by the instinctual energy of the unconscious. There are, however,
a few details worth analysing, since they add to our understanding of
the event.

The king is poisoned 'with juice of cursed hebenon'. 'Hebenon' would
seem to be a fictitious poison, though its derivation is possibly
parallel to the Geman word for 'yew', which is a very real poison. But
whatever the true derivation of the word, it can be associated with the
goddess Hebe, goddess of spring and youth. It is appropriate that the
poison which kills King Hamlet echoes this goddess of spring and the
natural awakening of sexuality. The goddess Hebe then is the awaken-
ing of the natural, instinctual energy of life denied by the king.

Poisons as such have a feminine significance. Neumann writes that
poison belongs to the domain of the feminine archetypel

As goddess of the food-giving plants, herbs and fruits,
she·numinously transforms these basic elements into

intoxicants and poisons.J4

In Hamlet, the use of poison dramatically contrasts its masculine opposite,
the sword. While poison worked secretly, in the hidden way of the
feminine, the sword is the direct, visible dealer of death. It is
the energy of the instinctual feminine which ends the rule of the
masculine ego, symbolised by King Hamlet. That poison has a trans-
formative quality is suggested by its association here with 'quicksilver'
(1. 66). Just as poison is a transformation of the natural world of
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plants and herbs, so quicksilver is a poison that can itself transform.
~cksilver is mercury, which for the alchemists symbolised the Spirit
Mercurius. Mercurius is strongly associated with the serpent, and the
god Mercury is usually depicted with two serpents entwining his staff.
Jung understood Mercurius as the alchemical name for what he termed
'the Self', as such, it is paradoxically both the transforming agent
and the final state of transformation. In psychological terms, it is
the Self which individuates itself, which effects the process of individ-
uation. In Hamlet, Mercurius is the instinctual energy of the psyche
which brings the psyche into consciousness.

If one accepts the alchemical symbolism of quicksilver, then the ghost's
image alludes to a process of psychological transformation. The
poison of Claudius and the sting of the serpent are both the natural
energy of the eternal feminine that begins the reconciliation of
opposites by first destroying the existing structure of ego-consciousnes~



Session Twos Claudius



Image 1

but know, thou noble youth,
The serpent that did sting thy father's life
Now wears his crown.

1 v J8 - 41

In this image, the serpent is linked directly with Claudius, who is now
the king. The archetypal image of the serpent stinging King Hamlet
is repeated, and again it carries the same significance. However,
the image that the serpent 'now wears his crown' stresses that it is
the instinctual psyche which now rules the individual.

Image 2

The harlot's cheek, beautied with p1ast'ring art,
Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it
Than is my deed to my most painted word.

111 i 51 - J

Claudius's pretence, the 'cover-up' of his murder, is likened to the
harlot covering the ugly reality of her face with make-up. This
presents the deceptive nature of the shadow. In as much as the shadow
belongs to the unconscious, its actions do not take place in the full
light of consciousness. The world of the shadow is one of darkness
and deceit, rather than conscious confrontation. In contrast to the
heroic combat of King Hamlet and Norway, the shadow dominates through
intrigue and pretence. So often 'the shadow 'covers-up' its actions,
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justifying them with 'painted words' and valid reasons, rather than
pr~senting them in the harsh glare of consciousness. If it is not
just 'somebody else's fault', then there are always good arguments
to hide the real nature of the shadow's deeds. The dark side of our
personality hides its face, disguises its actions, with all the subtelety
of a great trickster.

So in this image Shakespeare associates the deception of the shadow
with the cheek of the harlot. The harlot is a symbol of the dark
side of the feminine, which rather than show its true face, offers a
deceptive appearance. In fairy tales she is the witch who appears as
a seductively beautiful maiden. In Greek mythology, they are the Sirens
enchanting men with their beautiful singing, only to lure them to their
death. What this association implies is that not only the instinctual
desires enacted by Claudius, but also the very process of pretence, have
their origins in the dark side of the feminine. The shadow as part
of the unconscious has direct access to the deceptive art of the feminine
psyche. its skill in weaving a tissue of deceit comes from the dark
side of the feminine, the seductive enchantress. It is because of
this skill that the shadow so easily seduces and deceives us, hiding its
real face behind a web of half truths and lies.
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Image 3

0, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven;
It hath the primal eldest curse upon't _
A brother's murder.

III iii 36 - 8

Describing his murder as 'rank' and 'it smells', Claudius is associating
it with the world of the senses. Furthermore, he places this smell
in relationship to 'heaven'. The senses belong to the world of matter,
and are in archetypal opposition to the heavenly world of the spirit.
Jung, however, understood the opposing principles of spirit and matter
as being the dual aspects of one whole.· He suggests that 'neither can
exist without the other,.35 Amplifying this archetypal duality is the
dominant metaphor in this image, 'the primal eldest curse'. In
committing the first murder, Cain embodies the shadow principle, the
dark brother. In Answer to Job, Jung identifies Cain with Satan,
the dark principle, who is yet also one of the sons of God.'6 It is
important to realise that the two brothers, the light and the dark, Abel
and Cain, embody the opposing aspects of the one God, the wholeness.
Similarly, in murdering King Hamlet, Claudius is but acting out his
archetypal role as the principle of darkness. And, although in direct
opposition to his brother, they are a necessary duality. Just as
light cannot exist without darkness, so the ego cannot exist without
its shadow.
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Image 4

What if this cursed hand
Were thicker than itself with brother's blood

. .
Is there not rain enough in the sweet heavens
To wash it white as snow?

111 iii 43 - 46

Rain is that which falls from heaven to earth, and is associated in
The Merchant of Venice with God's mercy.37 It is the union of heaven
and earth, the mercy of God falling to earth, which can redeem Claudius's
crime, 'wash it white as snow'. 'White as snow' as an image of
purification has biblical echoes (Psalm 51.7; Isaiah 1.18), but it also
has the quality of the natural world at its purest. A snow-covered
landscape evokes a feeling of natural purity which is unequaled. The
action of the shadow is that of the natural, instinctual, but dark,
unconscious side of man. Its purification takes place through the
participation of heaven. This can be understood as the source of
divine mercy, that which forgives, cleanses man's sins.· However, from

.a psychological perspective, heaven symbolises the spirit of consciousness.
It is the conscious integration of the shadow that transmutes, purifies
it. It no longer remains unconscious, dark. Here alchemical symbolism
offers an interesting reading of Shakespeare's imagery. In alchemy
the initial state is called the 'nigredo' or blaCkness;J8 and this
corresponds to the unconscious shadow. In the process of alchemical
transformation the 'nigredo' is followed by 'the washing' which can
lead directly to 'the whitening'; the latter corresponds to the
purification of the shadow. This alchemical symbolism offers an
amplification of a PSychological reading.· It is the process of w~rking
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with the shadow, whether projected into the retorts of the alchemists,
or as a conscious self- analysis, that effects the purification.

Image 5

o wretched state: 0 bosom black as death:
o limed soul that struggling to be free

Art more engaged.

III iii. 67 - 9

This image describes the soul as a bird, caught, unable to fly, because
of Claudius' murder of the king. Claudius, satyr brother of King Hamlet,
acts out the king's repressed instinctual drives, but in a negative way,
through murder and deceit. Although it is the action of Claudius that
will force Hamlet into a greater awareness, on its own the action bf

the shadow is negative. In Christian terms, the action of the shadow
is the 'sinning' that separates man from Goda and the archetypal shadow
figure is Satan. In the figure of Cain, enacting the first murder,
Claudius is in fact associated with satan. Claudius, unable to repent,
unable to pray, is separated from that which is eternal and divine.
Symbolically, he is trapped on earth, unable to fly, to reach heaven.

From a psychological perspective it is the shadow which traps man.
Because he is unconscious of his shadow, man is not able to free him-
self from his instinctual drives. It pulls him into the world of matter.
It governs him without his knowing it. Through disciplining one's.
instinctual desires or drives, a certain degree of autonomous freedom
can be achieved. Finally, however, one's instinctual self cannot be



ruled through repression. King Hamlet, rejecting his instinctual
nature, ultimately allowed it to dominate. Only through conscious
integration can man be free from the satyr within, the animal self and
its desires. To consciously accept the shadow, and the transmutation
which this effect, frees man from the 'birdlime' of his shadow. Only.
then is he able to fly, to regain his original wings.J9

In this image, the wings of the soul are caught. Claudius, embodying
the dark side of the personality, is unable to redeem himself, for
it would be a denial of his essential nature. His struggles can only
result in the soul being 'more engag'd'.

Image 6

A murderer and a villain,
A slave that is not twentieth part the tithe
Of your precedent lord, a vice of kings,
A cutpurse of the empire and the rule,
That from a shelf the precious diadem stole
And put it in his pocket -

A king of shreds and patches -
111 iv 96-101, 10J

Hamlet is here describing his uncle as an archetypal villain, confederate
of Satan. As a 'vice' he is the devil's henchman of the morality plays.
Furthermore, 'A king of shreds and patches' suggests the parti-coloured
dress of the Vice.
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Image 7

And is't not to be damned
To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil?

V ii 66-70

A canker is a spreading sore. It is a natural and yet at the same time
corruptive growth. As such, it is an apposite image for Caludius,
who embodies an aspect of King Hamlet's natural, instinctual self. The
shadow is a natural and yet corruptive Phenomenonr if left unacknowledged
its corruption will spread. A similar quality of the shadow is expressed
earlier in the play in the image.

That grows to seed;
Possess it merely.

'tis an unweeded garden
things rank and gross in nature

1 ii 13.5-7

Here Hamlet is describing the world of King Claudius, whose 'rank'
'offence' allowed him to possess both the~gdom and Hamlet's mother.
Then, Prince Hamlet wished to escape this corrupted worlds

o that this too too sullied flesh would melt,
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew,

1 ii 129-30

However, in the course of the play, Hamlet's attitude changes. The
ghost reveals to the prince Claudius's crime, and Hamlet swears to
'remember'. Once the shadow is made conscious. the individual must not
forget. He becomes responsible for remembering the real nature of the
shadow, and also for acting. This is to be understood both as the
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the union of opposites, which are at the same time both akin. Claudius
and Gertrude both enact man's instinctual drives. But the energy,
the potency of the shadow, is drawn from its union with the dark forces
of the feminine psyche. Thus the shadow cannot be tackled in isolation,40
it demands a descent into the realm of the Great Mother. The unconscious
fusion of the shadow with the mother archetype is the most poisonous
truth for Hamlet. But to understand this link is vital if the shadow
is to lose its potency. This is why it is so necessary for "Hamlet to

\

confront Claudius with the truth of his incestuous marri~e. He also
confronts Claudius with the murder of his father, the act which brought
about the process of revenge, and in calling him 'damned' Prince Hamlet
proclaims the real dark nature of the shadow. Within the duality of
light and dark the shadow carries the principle of darkness, it is the
SYmbolic province of satan and evil, the realm of the damned. But
Claudius is also called 'Dane', just as ~nce Hamlet and his father
carry the same title. Whether light or dark, Hvperion or a satyr, the
two brothers are integral parts of a whole - they belong together -
and Prince Hamlet, who has acknowledged this duality within himself,
is 'Hamlet the Dane'.

The shadow on its own cannot make itself conscious. Claudius could
only acknowledge his crime in secret to himself. In this one line,_
Hamlet has brought the true nature of the shadow into consciousness.
Made fully conscious, the shadow is no longer the dark unknown; as such
it ceases to exist. This is the death of "the shadow.

Hamlet's final question to his uncle is 'Is thy union here?' The Arden
edition of Hamlet gives two possible interpretations for 'union', it
could refer to the king's marriage, 'of which the poisoned cup becomes
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the symbol', and also to the 'union', the pearl placed in the poisoned
cup, for a union is a pearl of the finest quality, 'such as might be
in a royal crown'. Understood arohetypally, there is both a marriage
and a pearl, but they are symbolic. In the language of the psyche,
death always refers to a process of change, of transformation. The
shadow does not 'die' in the sense of it being obliterated. Its darkness
is transformed, and there is a 'marriage', a process of union as it is
integrated into the whole psyche. The death of the shadow means that
there is no longer a dark autonomous force attempting to dominate.
There is no longer the conflict of the shadow acting against man's
higher nature. Rather, there is complete union and complete harmony.
The light and dark brothers become a united whole. Furthermore, if
there is complete integration, the twin brothers are united with the
wife/sister/brother. This is the final 'conjunctio' of the alchemists.
a psychological union of masculine and feminine which takes place not
in unconscious darkness but through conscious integration. This
'contunctio' the alchemists called the 'treasure hard to attain', or
'the pearl of great price'.

The pearl of great price is an alchemical symbol for the Self. This
is the final 'union' which has been attained. The death of the shadow
means its integration into a larger whole. This larger psychic whole
is the Self.
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Session Threes Gertrude



Image 1

But virtue, as it never will be moved,
Though lewdness court it in a shape of heaven,
So lust, though to a radiant angel linked
Will sate itself in a celestial bed
And prey on garbage.

1 i 53-57

The duality which runs throughout the play is expressed here in sexual
terms, in the opposition of virtue and lust. The two brothers are the
symbolic embodiment of the opposing realms of heaven and earth. King
Hamlet identifies himself as a 'radiant angel', whose sexual relation-
ship with Gertrude takes place in 'a celestial bed', Claudius he describes
as 'garbage'. In fact, this is an imagina1ly appropriate description
of the shadow. Garbage is something which is thrown out, rejected,
and such is the nature of the shadow, the latter is 'refuse', that
which is refused, unacImowledged.

In this image Gertrude is identified with 'lust t, and is accused of being
indiscriminate in her sexual appetite. Not satisfied with King Hamlet's
'celestial bed', she needs have an affair with Claudius, here imaged
as 'prey on garbage'. 'Prey' has animal associations, and suggests"
that her relationship with Claudius has a bestial quality. However,
if lust is simply unbridled desire, then it is to be understood as the
unrestricted libido, the instinctual energy of life without conscious
restraints. as such it has an animal quality, but not in a negative
sense. It is just the life force of nature and the natural man, with-
out the restrictions and conflicts' caused by'consciousness and discrimina-
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tion. It is the experience of life in the symbolic Garden of Eden,
an unconscious world before the knowledge of good and evil.

Gertrude's archetypal role is the personification of the instinctual
feminine psyche. This is the unconscious world of the 'natural man'.
It is the domain of the Great Mother, and is the instinctual source of
all life. However, in this unconscious realm of the psyche there is
no discrimination, no division between good and evil. Here the libido
flows without restrictions. Although for King Hamlet the duality of
heaven and earth, the contrast between he and his brother, is ~ dominant
reality, for Gertrude there is no such division, for within the unconscious
feminine psyche all life is one.

'Virtue' implies consciousness and free choice. Without the choice
between good and bad there can be no virtuel rather there ls 'lust'.
Until consciousness enters the unconscious instinctual world there can
be no choice, no virtue, only lust.

Later in the play, this happens. Hamlet confronts Gertrude, makes her
aware of her 'black and grained spots'. She is then forced to differen-
tiate between the two brothers, and told to restrain her sexual appetite,
not to sleep with Claudius. But at this moment, the ghost's accusations
are inappropriate. While from King Hamlet's perspective, that of ego-
consciousness, lust is derogatory, it merely describes the natural
energy of life untouched by consciousness.
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Image 2

Such an act
That blurs the grace and blush of modesty,
Calls virtue hypocrite, takes off the rose
From the fair forehead of an innocent love
And sets a blister there.

111 iv 40..44

In this image, Hamlet is confrontina: Gertrude with her 'act' of
infidelity, her affair with Claudius. It is first worth noting that
even after this tirade Gertrude remains ignorant, unconscious of any
wrong doing.

Ay me, what act
That roars so loud and thunders in the index?

111 iv .51-2

As suggested in relation to the previous image, this 'act' which is so
negative from the perspective of consciousness, is a natural expression
of man's instinctual self. Before there was the knowledge of good and
evil, there was no sin.

Hamlet, however, presents the viewpoint of consciousness. As such,
he sees her 'act' as negative, indeed destructive. The ideal feminine
qualities of modesty and virtue are distorted. The rose, an emblem
of ideal love, is exchanged for a blister, suggestive of whores who
were branded on the forehead. Hamlet's imagery is archetypally correct.
Gertrude's instinctual act, her unrestrained sexuality, has destroyed an
idealised world, that of King Hamlet. The very nature of 'ideal love' is
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a denial of reality, where perfection cannot exist. This ideal exists
as a creation of the masculine, as a perception of the feminine in which
only innocence, modesty and chastity are admitted. As a masculine

.fantasy, it denies the sensual side of the feminine, the dark, instinctual
feminine is so denied and repressed that the passion and power of the
libido are excluded. Gertrude's instinctual sexuality destroys this
illusion; and for Prince Hamlet, his mother becomes a whore. For the
masculine, the image of the whore embodies the unrestricted sexuality
of the dark side of the feminine.

It is appropriate to remember that Christ embraced both Mary the virgin
mother, and Mary the whOre. Within the whole both aspects of the
feminine, both Marys, are included., It is only from the limited pers-
pective of the ego that the one should be revered and the other excluded.
yet this is the pattern that Prince Hamlet has inherited from his father.
His mother's 'act' destroyed not only his idea of a perfect mother, but
also the possibility of an ideal, romantic love. Once the dark side of
the feminine has been made conscious, there can be no such fantasy.
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Image 3

Heaven's face does glow
O'er this solidity and compound mass
With tristful visage, as against the doom,
Is thought-sick at the act.

III iv 47-51

Once again heaven is in contrast to earth, 'this solidity and compound
mass'. The vocabulary used here to describe the earth evokes a feeling
of physical density. It is a dense world of matter that is being sadly
observed by the face of heaven. And the queen's 'act' is made to
epitomise the guilt of this world, on account of her act heaven looks
sadly down. This is a fallen world, and the queen's act the fall.
Hers is the sin of mankind from the beginning to the end of time, 'as
against the doom'. With these images the prince gives his mother's
'act' archetypal significance. It embodies the whole fallen nature of
man. This is the descent from innocence and perfection, from a heavenly
ideal, into corruption and sin. Psychologically, this means a realisa-
tion of one's instinctual nature, symbolically, it is a fall from heaven
to earth, into the dense realm of matter.

Jung associated the world of matter and nature with the feminine principle,

Since time immemorial the feminine principle has
stood for nature and matter ~ Mater Natura.41

The fall from heavenly perfection is due to an inclusion of the feminine
principle. The queen's 'act', an expression of the feminine principle,
of man's instinctual nature, necessarily destroys an ideal, just as it
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embraces the reality of the world. The guilt and sadness come from
a feeling of lost perfection; bu~ now there is a greater wholeness;
the physical, instinctual feminine is not excluded.

Image 4

Thou turn'st my eyes into my very soul,
And there I see such black and grained spots
As will not leave their tinct.

111 iv 89-91

The archetypal significance of this image has already been discussed
(see p. 175). ' It is the arrival of consciousness into the dark domain
of the instinctual psyche. Gertrude is made aware of her 'crime'
and with conscious awareness comes the knowledge of good and evil and
the need for discrimination.

Image 5

Nay, but to live
In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed,
stew'd in corruption, honeying and making love
Over the nasty sty:

111 iv 9l-9t
IThis is Gertrude's act, the full expression of her instinctual sexuality.
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The archetypal richness of this image can be appreciated from an
examination of the diction. 'Rank' is the word used by Claudius to
describe his 'offence', and so the two deeds are linked together. Both
are an expression of the same instinctual nature. But the physical
squalor of Certrude and Claudius's sex life is not limited to sweat.
'Enseamed' means saturated with animal fat, grease. Not only is this
disgustingly suggestive of sexual squalor, it also stresses the bestial
level of their sexual enjoyment. What it suggests is that their
'making love', rather than involving love, is simply the gratification
of an animal instinct.

That such pure instinctual satisfaction belongs to the archetypal feminine
is reflected in the second two lines. Sexuality has always been linked
with fertility which is the domain of the Creat Mother, and Shakespeare's
images evoke this association. 'Stew'd', playing on the word 'stew'
as a brothel, evokes the image of the whore, the dark side of the

feminine. 'Honeying' suggests both the sweet platitudes of love making,
and the stickiness of the enseamed bed. But honey is also associated
with the Great Mother. Neumann records that honey, as the purest
product of organic nature was sacrificed in ancient times to the earth
goddess.42 Furthemore, the bee was regarded as a symbol of the feminine

potency of nature. He also notes a custom recorded by Heraclides in
which the participants carry cakes made of honey and sesame in the shape
of the female sex organ; and also a Hindu marriage custom of daubing the

woman's genitals with honey.

If bees and honey image the feminine archetype, then so does the image

of the 'nasty sty'. The immediate impression is one of animal squalor

reinforcing the feeling of bestial sexuality. However, further examina-
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tion reveals the associations of the pig with the Great Mother. The
pig, as already quoted from Neumann, symbolises the female, 'the fruitful
and receptive womb'. It belongs to the earth, and like honey, was
associated with the female genitals.

What Shakespeare's image evokes is not merely the squalor of bestial
copulation, but the association of such animal sexuality with the feminine
archetype, the Great Mother. Hamlet's confrontation with his mother and
her sexuality is thus a confrontation with the Great Mother herself •.
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Session Four. ophelia



Image 1

For Hamlet, and the trifling of his favour,
Hold it a fashion and a toy in blood,,

A violet in the youth of primy nature,
Forward, not pemanent, sweet, not lasting,
The perfume and suppliance of a minute,
No more.

1 ii .5-10

This image introduces the love of Hamlet for Ophelia, but as seen through
the eyes of her brother, Laertes. It is evocative of springtime, and
its flowers, quick to blossom, only to fade as fast. Violets usually
associated with faithfulness in love, are here only 'sweet, not lasting'.
Laertes' prophecy is correct. Hamlet's love for Ophelia does not appear
to be lastinl2.',and when Ophelia offers flowers in her madness, there
are no violets left - 'they all withered when my father died'. Whatever
the full significance of this association, Ophelia's relationship with
Hamlet is introduced as a natural buttransient flowering of love.
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Image 2

To the celestial and my soul's idol, the most beautiful Ophelia _

Doubt that the stars are fire,
Doubt that the sun doth move,
Doubt truth to be a liar,
But never doubt I love.

11 ii 109, 115-118

This love letter may be considered as a parody of a typical Elizabethan
love address. However, it can also be read as a valid expression of
Hamlet's love for an idealised Ophelia. As 'the celestial and my soul's
idol' she is an ideal rather than real woman. And the images are also
heavenly. No earthly reality appears to intrude upon his vision.
However, such idealisation is a dangerous blindness to the physical,
instinctual side of woman. Shakespeare explores the dangers inherent
in this attitude in Othello. Othello, the innocent Moor sees Desdemona
as his 'soul's joy'. For him, she is not so much a real woman as 'the
divinity of love'. This is a fantasy most cruelly shattered by Iago's
suggestion that, like all Venetian women she has a dark side, that of
sexual deception. In Othello this possibility leads to the murder of
Desdemona and the suicide of Othello. In Hamlet the Prince's love for
his 'soul's idol' is destroyed when he sees the dark side of the feminine
in Gertrude's affair with Claudius. Once the ghost reveals their
adulterous relationship,42 Hamlet's vision of a celestial woman is finally
shattered. It is the mother who first carries the archetypal image of
the feminine. Thus, such instinctual sexuality, such deception in his
mother, makes impossible the idealised figure which he projects onto
Ophelia.
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In Jungian teminology, Ophelia is an 'anima figure' for Prince Hamlet. ':
The anima is the feminine side of the man's psyche; she is his 'eternal
image of the woman', the feminine archetype. A personification of his
feminine psyche, or soul, she is his 'soul-image'. Since this image
belongs to the man's unconscious, it is primarily experienced as a
projection. As mentioned, the first carrier of this projection is
usually the mother; and later it is projected onto those women who arouse
the feelings in a positive or negative manner. The anima, like the
feminine, has a positive or negative side. With Hamlet this feminine
archetype is foremost embodied by his mother. But due to the repression
of the dark aspect of the feminine archetype, initially only a positive
anima figure is acknowledged. This is the anima figure enacted by
Ophelia. She is his 'soul's 1221', and offers an idealised picture of
his feminine psyche, she embodies only the positive, 'celestial' qualities
of the feminine. However, like the moon, the feminine has a dark side,
and it cannot forever be ignored.

the baying of Hecate is always there, whether it sound
44from near or from far.

Hecate is a dark goddess of the Underworld, and it is her face which
Hamlet sees in his mother's sexual treachery. After this painful
recognition, Hamlet's conception of his mother and the feminine archetype
changes. 'The most beautified Ophelia' is not able to carry this
deeper and darker anima. No longer can she be his soul image.

Significantly, Ophelia appears in the play without a mother. It is
as if she herself is cut off from her own deeper feminine self, her
own archetypal mother. .She seems isolated in a masculine world,
surrounded by the advice of father and brother and unable to rely on her
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own feelings, her own instinctual nature. As the daughter of King
Hamlet's councilor of state, she reflects that King's alienation from
the Creat Mother. She is a suitable feminine figure for a prince who
is as blind and alienated as his father. But once the prince has seen
the dark face of the feminine, he can see only the fragility of her
innocence and chastity, and so orders her to 'a nunnery'.

Image 3

For if the sun breeds maggots in a dead dog, being
a good kissing carrion -

11 ii 181-2

It was an ancient idea that the sun creates new life from dead matter.
But here the sun can be read as the masculine principle, while the
'dead dog' and 'carrion' is the feminine. As animal flesh they image
the world of nature; it is a negative aspect of mother nature - that
of death, as opposed to her life-giving and nurturing side. The
Creat Mother embodies both life and death. In Indian mythology her
dark aspect is personified in Ka1i,the bringer of destruction and death;
she is also called the 'b1ack'mother'.

From the union of the sun (symbol of masculine consciousness) with this
dark mother comes life, but a life of corruption, imaged as 'maggots'.
An awareness of the" dark side of the feminine means a recognition of the
corruption inherent in man. To recognise one's instinctual nature is
a recognition that one is 'fallen', that one is a child of Adam and Eve.
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This image portrays Hamlet's growing awareness of his own inherent
corruption, and the corruption in all life. As he is soon to exclaim
to Ophelia,

Why, wouldst thou be a breeder of sinners?45

As son to Hyperion, Hamlet can be considered as analogous to Helios,
the sun. This image evokes his own union withJthe dark mother. The
awareness of his mother's fallen nature means a confrontation with the
corruption of life, and also a recognition that he is'.-'p:l.rtof it. This
reading is amplified by a secondary meaning of 'carrion'. Not only
does it mean 'dead.flesh', but also 'live flesh, and especially flesh

46contemptuously regarded as available for sexual pleasure'. Once
again, the dark feminine carries the image of the whore - the carrion
good for kissing.

Image 4

Have you a daughter?
I have, my lord.

Let her not walk i'th'sun. Conception is a blessing,
but as your daughter may conceive - friend, look toft.

11 ii 182-185

Ophelia has become identified with the 'dead.dog' or the 'good kissing
carrion'. If the sun breeds maggots in other carrion, it can do the

same with her. Whether 'th'sun' figuratively implies the world of the
court as opposed to the comtemplat~ve cloister, or is seen as a symbol
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of the Prince himself, Ophelia is no longer presented as an idealised
.figure. Previously a 'soul's idol', she is now flesh good for kissing.
Hamlet's awareness of the dark side of his anima means that she is now
associated with corruption and suggestive of a whore.

'Conception' has a dual meaning. It means both pregnancy and the power
of thought or understanding. As Hamlet has become only too aware,
true understanding leads to insight into the corruption of life. In
the case of Ophelia, this could be a revelation of her father's scheming
nature; such are the 'maggots' which would be bred. Similarly, physical
conception is a blessing in that life becomes creative and fruitful; and
yet what is being born but only more sinners? This is the paradox which
Hamlet is beginning to face. There are two sides to the Great Mother,
she is both creative and destructive; she brings forth and nurtures and
she destroys. Furthermore, the very instinctual energies that create
new life can corrupt what has been created. Sexual desire is the
energy of creation, and yet for Prince Hamlet it is the foremost example
of a corruptive force. The mother and the whore are but two aspects of
the one great archetype.

For Hamlet, the natural world of corruption and flesh is symbolised by
his mother's instinctual sexuality. However, this is essentially his
own dark feminine psyche from which he recoils. The emotive quality of
this image portrays the revulsion which Hamlet feels towards his instinc-
tual nature and his physical self. He is dominated by the odour of
corruption, seen in the wriggling maggots.
and to transform the dark mother within.

He is yet to fully accept

From an archetypal perspective, thls image is not merely the product of



'far gone' madness, or an 'antic disposition'. Rather it expresses
those aspects of the dark mother and what she can evoke in the conscious-
ness of man.

Image 5

Get thee to a nunnery. Why, wouldst thou be a breeder
of sinners?

111 i 121-122

This image contains the opposition of purity and corruption, chastity
and childbearing. Inside a nunnery Ophelia can remain chaste and pure,
and escape the role of a mother~ 'a breeder of sinners'. And while it
is a theologically dogmatically correct statement that except for Christ,
all born of woman are sinners, such an image primarily reflects Hamlet's
psychological state. Confronted by the bestial nature of his mother's
sexuality, he sees childbearing solely as an expression of that animal
instinct. Moreover, this 'breeding' procreates children, who are born
into this instinctual world of the flesh and cannot escape its corruptio~

Hamlet is so dominated by the darkness of his instinctual self that he
cannot recognise its positive, life-fulfilling qualities. The dynamic
force of instinct is the life energy itself. To reject one's instinc-
tual nature ls to reject life. In demanding that Ophelia'go to a
nunnery, Hamlet is denying her the possibility of experiencing her instinc-
tual self, either sexually or as a mother. Earlier, he had symbolically
associated Ophelia with the daughter of Jephthah, Judge of Israel, who
before being sacrificed by her father, bewailed her virginity. Later,



a song of the mad Ophelia will echo this same theme as it fancifully
describes the seduction she never experienced. Although a nunnery
may keep her chaste and pure, it is life denying. Here again, Shakes-
peare images the dual effect of man's instinctual nature. While the
instincts carry the energy of life, at the same time they can corrupt,
evoke what is bestial in man.

However, through a secondary meaning of 'nunnery', this image has more

complex associations. 'Nunnery' was sometimes used in Elizabethan
slang as an ironic term for a brothel. So Ophelia becomes identified

with a whore. Wba t this portrays is the confusion within Hamlet as to

the nature of his anima. As a figure of idealised purity, Ophelia
must not be contaminated by the corruption of the world. She must

remain a 'celestial' figure. And yet, at the same time, his anima

has begun to develop a darker, earthier quality. In his mother he has

glimpsed the dark, instinctual face of the feminine, and this is about
to be projected onto Ophelia. Inevitably for the prince, there is
ambiguity and confusion as she is seen to belong to both cloister and

brothel.

In this ambiguity the opposites exist and, despite the confusion of the
~rince, what is seen is a single image which contains their duality.

both sides of the

,
dark anima exist together; the single image expresses

47archetypal whole. This is an important step
The light and the

towards the reconciliation of opposites, towards their marriage and
eventually, the transformation of the feminine.
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Image 6

I have heard of your paintings well enough. God
hath given you one face and you make yourselves another.
You jig and amble and you lisp, you nickname God's creatures
and make your wantonness your ignorance.

111 i 144-7

At the deepest level, this image portrays Maya herself, the woman who
is the dance of illusion. She it is who creates the illusion which
we perceive as the world. Jung describes Maya as an aspect of the
animal

she is the great illusionist, the seductress who draws
him into life with her Maya - and not only into life's
reasonable and useful aspects, but into its frightful
paradoxes and ambivalences where good and evil, success
and ruin, hope and despair counterbalance each other.48

She is the archetypal seductress whom Hamlet has projected onto Ophelia.
For the prince Ophelia has become a figure of ambivalence, as the possible
dual implications of 'nunnery' suggested. And here she enacts both
'wantonness' and 'ignorance'. But more predominantly she is a figure
of deception, creating a false face for herself and new names for God's
creatures. Such deception comes from the anima's ability to project
contents of the unconscious onto the external world. This is what Jung
calls the 'projection-making factor'. The real world vanishes, its face
covered by the paintings of unconscious projections. The external world
thus carries the contents of our own psyche, and as such we are drawn
into it, seduced by it.



Session Five: The Drowning of Ophelia



Image I

There is a willow grows askant the brook
That shows his hoary leaves in the glassy stream.

Image 2

Therewith fantastic garlands did she make
Of crow-flowers, nettles, daisies and long purples,
That liberal shepherds give a grosser name,
But our cold maids do dead men's fingers call them.

Image :3

There on the pendant boughS her crownet weeds
Clamb'ring to hang, an envious sliver broke,
When down her weedy trophies and herself
Fell in the weeping brook.

Image 4

Her clothes spread wide,
And mermaid like awhile they bore her up,
Which time she chanted snatches of old lauds,
As one incapable of her own distress,
Or like a creature native and indued
Unto that element~
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Image 5

But long it could not be
Till that her garments heavy with their drink,
Pul1'd the poor wretch from her melodious lay
To muddy death.

1V vii 165-182

Gertrude's description of Ophelia's drowning is a powerfully archetypal
image. It symbolically portrays the dissolution of Ophelia as an anima
figure I her return into the waters of the unconscious. The 'celestial'
Ophelia cannot contain the more comprehensive picture of the feminine
now realised by Hamlet.

Even though he may ambiguously allude to her place as being in a 'nunnery'
and refer to her 'wantonness', she is really not a suitable figure to
embrace the darker side of the feminine. She does, in fact, reflect
an idealised state of innocence which Hamlet has grown beyond, and so
must go back to the unconscious from which as an anima figure she arose.

Like Venus born from the water, the anima is the personification of the
feminine psyche. In human form, she rises into consciousness. But
if a new awareness grows of the feminine psyche which this figure is
unable to bear, then the anima will dissolve back into her element, later
to be reborn .in a different form.

The details with which Shakespeare images Ophelia's drowning symbolically
amplify her dissolution. A weeping willow is associated with forsaken
love and is thus emblematic of Ophelia's state. However, the willow is
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also an enchanted tree sacred to the Moon Goddess, Hecate. It is
Hecate herself, dark Goddess of the Underworld, who actually dissolves
the idealised figure of Ophelia. Hamlet's understanding of his feminine
self has grown to include its archetypal darkness, and it is this dark-
ness which dissolves Ophelia back into the unconscious. But it is to
a 'brook' that Ophelia returns; not to some stagnant pool, but the
flowing water of life. Ophelia's chastity and her surrender to her
father's will symbolised a denial of the feminine self and the instinctual
flow of life. Only after the death of her father can she express her
own feelings, bewail her virginity, her forsaken love. But in these
mad laments she has already begun the process of dissolution. Her madness
reflects the dissolving of consciousness, the immersion into the
unconscious. In her drowning this is completed and, as such, it is a
return to the instinctual flow of life. The anima returns to the flow,
which as a masculine crystallised ideal, it was denied. Furthermore,
her association with flowers at the moment of her drowning points towards
rebirth, a symbolic rebirth: for drowning is both a death and also a
baptism. In alchemy, water was thought of as the womb, and drowning
as a return to the womb for rebirt~. Only when the idealised anima
has been dissolved can the complete feminine be born into consciousness.

Ophelia's role as an anima figure is amplified by her association with
a mermaid. According to Jung, the mermaid corresponds directly to the
anima. The great kinship between the anima and the water that is the
unconscious is here clearly expressed. Her fish's tail images the fact
that although personified into a human form the anima can never be made
fully conscious. However much the anima is projected into conscious-

,ness, part of her will remain unknown, for the waters of the unconscious
are her real home. Shakespeare's description of Ophelia ass



like a creature native and indued
Unto that element.49

may be read as referring to this. The anima rises from the water, it
is her element and there she returns 'To muddy death'.

This final image of 'muddy death' again suggests the idea of transforma-
tion and rebirth. Mud symbolises I

The receptive earth impregnated by the fertilising
waters, the source and potential of fertility and grOwth.50

With her crownet of wild flowers Ophelia goes to her death, a death which
can also be a birth. The sexual connotations of 'long purples' combined
with this smybolic reading of mud adds to our understanding of this
archtypal process. The death of a 'cold maid' is the loss of her
chastity. She loses the ideal of innocence and purity, taking on a
deeper and darker aspect of the feminine - that of the 'receptive earth
impregnated by the fertilising waters of life'. What is death to the
maid ls the depths of her feminine creative instincts, and this can only
be realised through the loss of her virginity. Creativity and life
can only come from the depths, and the depths are the dark unknown.

This whole image of Ophelia's drowning has strong echoes of the Rape of
Persephone, who is carried off by Hades whilst gathering flowers, and
is forced to spend half the year underground. Here is a clear allusion
to the dual nature of the feminine, the light and the dark. For half
the year, Persephone can be the maiden Kore, virgin daughter of Demeter,
but also for half the' year she must be wife of Hades, and ~een of the
Underworld. The virgin and the mother are the archptypal poles of the
Eternal Feminine, and it is in the Underworld that Persephone realises

I
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her maternal self. Outwitted by Hades, she bites into a pomegranate
and eats seven of its seeds. The pomegranate is a symbol of marriage,
and thus Persephone's union with Hades becomes indissoluble. Neumann,
however, looks more closely at the significance of this fruita

The redness of the pomegranate symbolises the woman's
womb, the abundance of seeds its fertility. 51

The rape of Persephone is consummated, she is no longer a maiden but
becomes both wife and mother. The descent into Hades is the trans-
formation of the maiden. In the dark depths of the earth she realises
the maternal, fruitful aspect of the Feminine. As such, she symbolises
the creativity of nature, the seed that is planted in the earth and
germinates in its darkness.' But for only half the year does Persephone
remain as Queen of the Underworld; for the other half, she returns to
be the daughter of Demeter. Both mother and daughter are reunited, -
and together they symbolise the two poles of the Eternal Woman, the
mother and the virgin. However, as Persephone has realised her maternal
self she is, in fact, identical with the mother. In her, the maiden
and the mother are one. As such she personifies the dual aspects of
the feminine archetype, which Christianity unites in Mary the Virgin
Mother.

The rape of the maiden, the loss of innocence and the descent to the
Underworld do not mean a denial of the maiden. Rather, it allows for
both poles of the Feminine to be united. When Persephone returns she
is both maiden and mother.

Ophelia may be understood as the virgin aspect of the Eternal Feminine.
Her drowning, her return to the unconscious, is necessary to realise the



instinctual, maternal side of the archetype. yet finally, these two
poles of the Feminine are seen as one whole. This I believe to be the
archetypal significance of Gertrude's im~e, spoken after Ophelia's
burial.

Anon, as patient as the female dove
When that her golden couplets are disclos'd,
His silence will sit drooping.52

As already mentioned, the 'female dove' corresponds to the feminine
Spirit of God. This is the transformation of the feminine archetype,
whose dual aspects are recognised as the 'golden couplets'. The
acceptance and integration of the dark as well as the light side of
the Feminine, the Queen of the Underworld as well as the Kore maiden,
is what effects this transformation. But her dual aspects, the virgin
and the mother, remain, no longer in opposition but in harmony as 'golden
couplets', their golden colour symbolising that they, too, are transformed.
Ophelia's drowning is an important part of the realisation of the two
poles of the Archetypal Feminine. It is a death that leads to the
birth of the golden couplets of the female dove, to the final trans-
formation of the Feminine.
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Session Six, Prince Hamlet 1



Image 1

Oh that this too too solid flesh would melt,
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew.

1 ii 129-130
(The Macmillan Shakespeare)5J

Hamlet, longing to escape the confines of the flesh, images its
dissolution into the heavenly substance, dew. The polarities of heaven
and earth are symbolically evoked, but rather than any reconciliation of
these opposites, Hamlet rejects the dense world of the flesh. Indeed,
the word 'flesh' does not carry the meaning of simply the human body, but
since the third century has meant 'the world in a moral sense as opposed
to the spirit,.54 Thus Hamlet's rejection of 'flesh' reflects his
father's rejection of the feminine principle, which Jung associated with
the world of nature and matter.

within our Christian culture 'flesh' has acquired negative associations,
as being the place of man's instinctual desires. The Catechism asks
us to renounce

the sinful lusts of the"fl~sh.55

and st. Paul writesl

Make no provision for the flesh, to fulfill
the lusts thereof.56

However appropriate it may be to exhort man to deny the desires of his
instinctual nature, a total denial inevitably results in a psychological
split between spirit and matter, the masculine and feminine aspects of
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man. Hamlet's desire to escape the flesh can be read as a denial of
his own instinctual self; and it is the redemption of this feminine
aspect that is to be his most difficult task.

Image 2

o God: God:
How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world:
Fie on't, ah fie, 'tis an unweeded garden
That grows to seeds things rank and gross in nature
Possess it merely.

1 ii 132-137

The emptiness which Hamlet here feels towards 'the uses of this world'
suggests that his libido has left the conscious world and sunk back
into the maternal depths which are the source of life. The incestuous
return to the mother has begun, but as yet it is not a conscious journey
into the dark instinctual realm. There is therefore the psychological
danger that the libido will get stuck in the maternal womb, and then
the upper world remain as nothing but a shadow. However, for Prince
Hamlet, the ghost's revelations and demand for revenge will change this
unconscious regression into a conscious, heroic descent into the dark
maternal depths. But in this image there is no such conscious challenge,
only a melancholic withdrawal.

The garden is a symbol for tamed and ordered nature. It is the natural
creativity of the earth, the instinctual forces of life, controlled by
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conscious discrimination. But the garden which is Hamlet's world has
been,neg1ected and so possessed by weeds. His father denied his feminine,
instinctual self, which so neglected, grew to seed; it has now become
dominated by the shadow. Claudius personifies that which is 'rank and
gross in nature', the negative expression of man's instinctual drives.
Later he will refer to his act of murder as 'rank',

Oh my offence is rank, it smells to heaven.57

If the shadow is left unacknowledged it will grow, feeding on the energy
of the unconscious. This weed-filled garden is the archetypal predica-
mant which Prince Hamlet has inherited. It is the world from which he

withdraws.

The appropriateness of this image is that it portrays the psychological
fact that the shadow is a part of man's natural self. Furthermore,
as the weeds grow, nurtured by mother earth, so the shadow is nurtured
by the instinctual forces of the Great Mother. For her energy to be

fully beneficial, the shadow must be attended to. There must be a
continual process of observance, and 'weeding', as undesirable aspects
of the personality are acknowledged and confronted. If this does not
happen, the shadow can slowly come to dominate. Although Hamlet's
garden is one of neglect. it also images an abundance of life. The
garden which 'grows to seed' from the perspective of the gardener is
undesirable. Even so, this image also evokes the fertility of nature.
What was denied by King Hamlet is the instinctual energy of life. If
repressed, this will express itself through the shadow as a negative
corruptive force, though it ever remains the creative, life-giving

energy of the Great Mother.
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Image 3

I have of late, but wherefore I know not, lost all my
mirth, forgone all my custom of exercises; and indeed
it goes so heavily with my disposition that this goodly
frame the earth seems to me a sterile promontory, this
most excellent canopy the air, look you, this brave
o'er hanging firmament, this majestical roof fretted
with golden fire, why it appeareth nothing to me but
a foul and pestilent congregation of vapours.

11 11 295-303

A~in Hamlet images the withdrawal of his libido from the external world.
He describes his life as without vitality, he sees the earth as 'sterile',
the heavens 'a foul and pestilent congregation of vapours'. Rather than
as a mere negation, this image may be read as a stage in an alchemical/
psychological process. 'A foul and pestilent congregation of vapours'
suggests the stage of 'Putrefactio', which is associated with stench and
bad odours. Putrefaction is the rotting that breaks down dead bodies.
Just as the King must die for a new conscious dominant or spiritual
principle to be born, so the old structure of consciousness needs to
break up before a new one comes into being.

This image contains the now familiar pair of heaven and earth. The
'sterile' earth can be read as the archetypal wasteland,. the desolation
that must preceed any new birth. As in the cycle of nature, the energy
withdraws into the maternal depths, leaving the s'urface barren and infer-
tile. In describing the earth as a 'promontory' Hamlet evokes an image
of the sea all but surrounding the 'land. These are the waters of the
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unconscious into which his libido has descended. Because of this
descent into the unconscious, the structure of the conscious ego dis-
integrates. This conscious structure is the masculine, heavenly
principle, which for the Prince is-noW in the process of putrefaction.

Image 4

There's something in his soul
O'er which his melancholy sits on ,brood.

111 i 165-6

Claudius is anxious, possibly sensing Hamlet's brooding revenge and the
plot he is soon to hatch with the help of the players. However, this
image may also be read symbolically, with Claudius unwittingly alluding

to Hamlet's inner journey.

'Melancholy', or 'melancholia', is not just associated with fashionable
Renaissance lovers, but is also identified with the alchemical state of

'nigredo'. The 'nigredo' refers to a pscyhological withdrawal from the
conscious world into the dark chaos of the unconscious. Hamlet's

'melancholy' alludes to the fact that his attention has begun to be
focussed within; he has withdrawn from the outer to the inner world. This
is the domain of the archetypes, the eternal world of the psyche, or
'soul'. Here his melancholy plays a positive part, it 'sits on brood',
Jung relates the process of 'brooding' to the initial stages of the OPUSl

The attention given to the unconscious has the
, effect of incubation, a brooding over the slow fire



needed in the initial stages of the work •••
It is really as if attention warmed the unconscious
and activated it, thereby breaking down the barriers
that separated it from consciousness.58

The energy which is withdrawn into the unconscious is needed to hatch
the egg, the svmbol of potential wholeness and new birth. This whole-
ness will be the Self, the union of conscious and unconscious which
is also the pre-existent, transcendent centre of consciousness. As
an egg, it has always existed in the depths of the psyche, but it needs
the incestuous return, this inner concentration of energy, in order to
be hatched and to become conscious.

Image 5

Thoughts black, hands apt, drugs fit, and time agreeing,
Confederate season, else no creature seeing,

1bou mixture rank of midnight weeds collected,
With Hecate's ban thrice blasted, thrice infected,
Thy natural magic and dire property
On wholesome life usurps immediately.

111 ii 249-.54

These are the words of Lucianus, about to murder the player-king. In
this speech and subsequent mime actionl 'pour poison in the sleepers'
ears', Claudius is finally confronted with his crime, the murder of the

sleeping king. Although primarily a portrait of his uncle, Lucianus

is introduced by the Prince as
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one Lucianus, nephew to the king.59

This suggests that Hamlet is associating both his uncle and himself
with this figure.

PSychologically, what is enacted with this speech is the confrontation
with the shadow. However, the shadow is not separate from oneself.
Its midnight world is one's own unconscious darkness. Prince Hamlet,
as his father's son and as the one entrusted with",the secret of the ghost,
is the carrier of the spirit of consciousness. In the association of
both Hamlet and his uncle with Lucianus, there is a relationship between
the spirit of consciousness and the shadow. Symbolically, the light of
consciousness is entering into the unconscious, where it can make visible
the dark side of the personality. But not only does the individual
become aware of his shadow side, bUt in that light the shadow is able to
see itself, which, in the darkness of the unconscious, it cannot do.
It is as if the light of consciousness upon entering the underworld, acts
as a mirror in which the shadow can see its own face. In the figure
of Lucianus are contained both these aspectsl Hamlet's identification
with his own shadow and Claudius's mirrored image of his own dark self
when confronted by the player.

The shadow is dangerous because it is unrecognised, unknown. It was
King Hamlet's innocence as to his brother's designs that made him
vulnerable. In The Tempest a similar ignorance caused Prospero to lose
his kingdom to the 'evil nature' of his brother. The 'defeat' of the
shadow is effected through first becoming conscious of it and being able
to recognise it. Here confrontation is necessary, because the shadow
can only be seen and recognised if it is directly confronted. Other
than this, it's 'shadowy', elusive 'nature makes it unobservable.
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Confrontation is a vital prelude to the integration of the shadow. In
the image of Lucianus as 'nephew to the king', Hamlet is both confronting
Claudius with his crime and also beginning to accept his own darkness.
Just as in The Tempest Proparo is finally to accept his shadow in the
figure of Calibanr

this thing of darkness I
Acknowledge mine.60

so, in Hamlet, the Prince, identifying himself with Lucianus, begins to
acknowledge the midnight world of poison, which is his shadow.

There is further significance to be drawn from Hamlet's identification
with Lucianus. Embracing his father's shadow, he is not only the
carrier of his father's consciousness, but also presents an entirely
new principle of consciousness that includes the dark as well as the
light side. What this implies is that Hamlet can be seen as a symbol
for the Self. At the beginning of the play, caught between the polarities
of heaven and earth, he merely carried the potential for this union of
opposites. But the truth of his father's murder and the ghost's call
for revenge later forces him to acknowledge the shadow and sends him on
the incestuous return to the maternal depths. Through this union of
the conscious with the unconscious, the Self, as a new principle of
consciousness, emerges.

In the speech of Lucianus, the relationship between the shadow and the
dark feminine depths, is clearly imaged. Lucianus's poison is associated
with Hecate and her 'natural magic'. Hecate is the dark goddess of
the underworld. As a feminine archetype of evil 'her most insidious

61symbol is the snakel the tempter, the seducer, the poisoner'. She
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may be identified with dark instinctual powers of the unconscious,
that same serpent which stung the sleeping King Hamlet. This is the
instinctual energy of the natural, animal self in man, and Hecate is
frequently called 'Mistress of Wild Animals'.

This animal energy can overwhelm man's conscious ego, and reduce him to
the level of a beast. In Ovid's Metamorphosis it is with Hecate's
help thatCirce transformed Picus's men into beasts. And Denmark has
suffered a similar fate, Hyperion has been poisoned and a satyr king rules.
In both cases, what caused this situation was a rejection of the feminin~
Picus rejected the advances of Circe, who with her wild animals personifies
the feminine instinctual psyche.
archetype.

King Hamlet denied this same feminine

If the animal, instinctual energy within man is rejected, it is denied a
conscious channel of expression. It will, therefore, manifest through
the unconscious aspect of the personality, which is the shadow, and
express itself in a negative manner. Allied with the repressed instinctual
psyche, the shadow then has the power to overwhelm ego consciousness, for
it acts not merely with the energy of the personality, but with the
formidable dynamism of the instincts. This is the situation portrayed
in Hamlet, where the union of the shadow with the instinctual psyche is
symbolised in the affair and then incestuous marriage of Claudius and
Gertrude. The significance of Hamlet calling their marriage 'incestuous'
was examined earlier, and it was suggested that both partners enact man's
instinctual energy. As a marriage of 'like with like', it may also be
seen as a marriage of unconscious with unconscious I the unconscious
personality with the unconscious instinctual psyche.



For Prince Hamlet, Denmark ruled by Claudius and Gertrude was a world
imaged as 'an unweeded garden', possessed by 'things rank and gross in
nature'. In this speech of Lucianus, these images are repeated. His
poison is a 'mixture ~ of midnight weeds collected'; here again the
'weeds' symbolise the dark, natural forces within man, the 'natural magic'
of the Goddess. However, if this speech is to be understood as not just
a reflection of Claudius, but as also referring to Hamlet, why is he
praying to Hecate? Rather than a prayer to a Greek Goddess, he is, in
fact, addressing his own dark, instinctual self. Evoking the feminine
archetype of darkness, he is consciously relating to that which has

been neglected.

It is relevant here to refer to a dream which Jung reported.62 In this
dream there was a white magician who addressed the dreamer at considerable
length, but the dreamer only retained the closing words, 'And for this
we need the help of the black magician', for in the dream it was the
black magician who had found the lost keys of paradise, though he didn't

know what to do with them. Jung interprets6J these keys of paradise
as those which open the way to individuation. The black magician
corresponds to the descent into darkness.

For Hamlet, the Goddess of the Underworld herself" holds the keys to free
him from the rule of the shadow, and thus to open the way towards indivi-

duation. The Prince must evoke the same archetype as killed his father;
her poison can now act as antidote. The difference between himself and
his father is that his father was stung 'whilst sleeping', but he has
consciously evoked Hecate. In the process of individuation, it is the
conscious descent into darkness, the conscious relationship with the

instinctual psyche that is all important.
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In Hamlet, confrontation with the shadow necessitates relating to the
instinctual psyche, because it is from here that the shadow draws its
power. It will only be when Hamlet has integrated and redeemed his
dark, feminine self that he can finally free both Denmark and himself
from the rule of Claudius.

Image 6

'Tis now the very witching time of night,
When churchyards yawn and hell itself breathes out
Contagion to this world. Now could I drink hot-blood,
And do such bitter business as the day
Would quake to look on.

111 iii 379-382

The midnight world of Lucianus is by now embraced by Hamlet in his own
words. This is the 'witching time', the time of the dark side of the
feminine. In this hour 'churchyards yawn', suggesting an opening between
the surface world of consciousness, and the underworld. Through this
opening 'hell itself breathes out/Contagion to this world'. The dark
forces of the unconscious 'breathe' into 'this world', the conscious
world. Normally, this would be considered as being negative, but in
the context of Hamlet it is an important step towards healing the split
between the conscious and the instinctual unconscious.

'Now could I drink hot blood' might be read as the words of the traditional
,

revenge character. But 'hot blood' is also the blood of life, which



Hamlet is integrating in the image of drinking. In describing the
alchemical Opus, Jung writes of the significance of blood,

In this state of 'whiteness' one does not live in the
true sense of the word, it is a sort of abstract, ideal
state. In order to make it come alive it must have !blood'
it must have what the alchemists call the rubedo, the
'redness' of life. Only the total experience of being
can transform this state of albedo (whiteness) into a fully
human mode of existence. Blood alone can reanimate a
glorious state of consciousness in which the last trace
of blackness is dissolved, in which the devil no longer
has an autonomous existence but rejoins the profound unity
of the human psyche.64

It is not suggested that Hamlet has reached this final stage of completion,
but rather that he is at an earlier corresponding state in the spiral
path of individuation. Having inherited the idealised consciousness
of his father, he needs the 'redness of'life' to become more complete,
to live more fully. Furthermore, Hamlet's image echoes the connection
Jun&makes between the blood of life and the devil, or hell. But although
Claudius carries the stamp of Satan, for Hamlet hell is more the domain
of Hecate. His primal darkness is that within his mother, it is the
Goddess rather than the devil. The words that follow this image give
evidence to this,

Soft, now to my mother.6S

In Hamlet's predicament Shakespeare goes beyond the patriarchal world of
Christianity, where the primal division is between the masculine opposites
of Christ and the Devil. Satan, in the shadow figure of Claudius, is not
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excluded from Hamlet's opus, but the Prince must redeem the greater split
between the masculine and feminine, the archetypes of the Father and the
Mother. For in drinking the 'hot blood' of Hecate's hell, Hamlet is
imaging a unity between ,'this world', the conscious world of the Father,
and the instinctual source of life, the Creat Mother herself.



Session Seven: Prince Hamlet, 'To Be, Or Not To Be'



TO BE, OR NOT TO BE

Image 1

To be, or not to be, that is the question;
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles
And by opposing end them.

Image 2

To die - to sleep,
No more; and by a sleep to say we end

The heart-ache and the thousand natural 'shocks
That flesh is heir to; 'tis a consummatiDn
Devoutly to be wished.

Image J

To die, to sleep;
To sleep, perchance to dream - ay, there's the rub:
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause - there's the respect
That makes clamity of so long life.
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Image 4

For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,
Th'oppressors wrong, the proud man's contumely,
The pangs of dispriz'd love, the law's delay,
The insolence of office, and the spurns

That patient merit of th'unworthy takes,
When he himself might his quietus make
With a bare'bodkin?

Image 5

Who would fardels bare,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscover'd country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns, puzzles the will,

Image 6

And makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of?
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Image 7

Thus conscience does make cowards of us all,
And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought,

Image 8

And enterprises of great pitch and moment
With this regard their currents turn awry
And lose the name of action.

111 ~ 56-88

In this interior debate, Hamlet describes himself as caught between the
polarities of life and death - 'To be, or not to be', FUrthermore, he
sees himself as having free will to choose between this world with its
pain and suffering - 'The thousand natural shocks', and the unknown world
of death. However, the very process of thinking - 'the pale cast of
thought', appears to deny Hamlet the ability to act with any 'resolution'.
The debate thus ends without any choice being made, either for life or
death. The Prince is still caught between this duality.

The world of duality is the world of the ego. This is most evident in
the development of the child. Initially, it lives in complete oneness

.' . 66
with the Self, in what Neumann calls the original uroboric state.
Ideally, this oneness is experienced externally in a feeling of oneness
with life and the mother. However, as the ego develops there is a
separation from the Self, often experienced as a separation between the



individual self and the outside world, or between child and mother.
Thus the baby leaves the paradise of oneness for the duality of the ego.
Only on the level of the Self can this original oneness again be experienced.

What is understood as 'free-will' is the ego's ability for self-determina-
tion. The opposition of life and death is the primal duality encountered
by the ego, and its most fundamental choice could only be between these
opposites. It is this choice which Hamlet debates. However, in debating
it he becomes unable to choose. He does not decide to accept life, but
rather condemns his inability to take 'action'.

But is the ego, in fact, able to make such a fundamental choice? Later
Hamlet proposes a different viewl

There's a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough-hew them how we will _ 67

Here he describes man's final destiny as being beyond the scope of the
ego. The ego's free-will is but the ability to 'rough-hew'. The
'divinity' can be understood as the dimension of the Self, which, in
contrast to the ego, is beyond the opposition of life and death. Only
the Self can determine the moment of death, as only the Self has vision
of a greater pattern in which life and death are not in opposition, but
belong together as interrelated parts of a whole. Hamlet's famous debate
does not finally reflect his ability to choose between 'a weary life' and
death, but rather that being caught between this opposition he mentally
vacillates between the two. He still views life from the perspective
of the ego and its belief in its own free will. It is only later,
after he has encountered death in the graveyard scene, that he understands
how life and death belong together, and that it is not for him to choose
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between them but rather to accept his destiny as part of a divine plan.

There is special providence in the fall of a sparrow •••
. ~•• Let be.
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Session Eight: Prince Hamlet 111



Image 1

Gravedigger: This same skull,sir, was Yorick's skull, the king's jeste~
Hamlet: This?
Gravedigger: E'en that.
Hamlet: Alas, poor Yorick. .I know him, Horatio, a fellow of

infinite jest, of most excellent fancy. He hath bore me on
his back a thousand times, and now - how abhorred in my
imagination it is. My gorge rises at it. Here hung those
lips that I have kissed I know not how oft. Where be your
gibes now, your gambols, your songs, your flashes of merri-
ment that were wont to set the table on a roar? Not one
now to mock your own grinni~? Quite chop fallen.

V i 174-186

Holding Yorick's skull, Ha~let reflects upon mortality. Such a contem-
plation on death belongs to the Renaissance tradition of 'memento mori'.
But it can also be seen as an encounter with the archetypal duality of
life and death, the primal pair of opposites.

To reflect on death can lead one to view life under the
aspect of eternity ••• In fact, the origin and growth of
consciousness seems to be connected uniquely with the
experience of death. Perhaps the first pAir of opposites

to penetrate the dawning awareness of primitive humans was
the contrast between the living and the dead. Probably
it is only a mortal creature that is capable of conscious-
ness. Our mortality is our greatest and our ultimate
weakness.69
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To contemplate death is to contemplate life and the transcience of
matter, or our physical selves. Death is the domain of Kali, the dark
goddess of destruction. For Hamlet, the graveyard scene is an encounter
with Kali, who is often portrayed with a necklace of skulls. He has
confronted his personal mother, his own dark instinctual selfJ now he
meditates upon that primal darkness, death. His 'memento mori' can,
therefore, be read as a personal confrontation with the dark side of the
Feminine Archetype. The Feminine gives birth and nurtures, and the
Feminine destroys. This is the basic duality of the world of matter,
these are the two sides of the Great Mother. If the feminine world of
matter is to be embraced, the individual must accept both life and death.
If life is to be embraced, death must be embraced. This 'memento mori'
can then be understood as a reconciliation of 'To be or not to be'; a
realisation that life and death belong together.

But to contemplate death is to contemplate eternity. Death is the ultimate
physical reality, and yet also the moment of transformation into spirit.
Here matter turns into its polar oPPosite,70 and the feminine archetype
is transmuted. In Hamlet this is symbolically expressed at the end of
the graveyard scene in the image of the mother dove, the feminine spirit
of God. For Prince Hamlet, the descent into the dark maternal depths
necessitates facing death. Here he not only confronts his personal
mortality in the figure of Yorick, but he transmutes the Goddess herself.
The dark mother becomes the mother dove. In his ~ the individual not
only transforms himself, but the archetypes themselves are transmuted.
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Image 2

Now get you to my lady's chamber and tell her, let her
paint an inch thick, to this favour she must come.

1 i 186-188

Earlier I related such 'paintings' to the seduction of the anima and
the illusion of 'Maya'. There is the dance of illusion we call life
and yet behind it always lies the skull of death. Both are aspects of
the Eternal Feminine.
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Image 3

Hold off the earth awhile,
Till I have caught her once more in mine arms.

Now pile your dust upon the quick and dead,
Till of this flat a mountain you have made,
T'o'ertop old Pelion or the skyish head
Of blue Olympus.

V i 242-6 71

Image 5

And if thou prate of mountains, let them throw
Millions of acres on us, till our ground,
Singeing his pate against the burning zone,
Make Ossa like a wart.

V i 275-8

The first image belongs to Laertes, the second to Hamlet; but both
refer to the Ossa - Pelion myth, and are best read as a complimentary
pair.

In these two images, Hamlet and Laertes divide the Ossa-Pelion myth,
just as they share Ophelia's body, and later are to kill each other with
the same exchanged weapons. From the perspective of this myth, these
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images describe something more than just wild ranting. In the distant
proto-myth, otos and Eph1lates are twin sons of Poseidon. Seeking to
war against the gods and seize Hera and Artemis, they pile Ossa on
Olympus and Pelion on Ossa. In one story Apollo kills theml in another,
they pursue Artemis,'who leads them to an island. On this island, she
takes the form of a white deer, stands between them and then disappears
so that their hurled javelins kill each other at the same moment.

Laertes and Hamlet can be seen as these twin brothers, seeking to join
earth to heaven. As sons of Poseidon, they embody the forces of the sea,
the instinctual unconscious. This is a moment of madness as, just stirred
by the burial of Ophelia, the forces of rage and grief break through the
bounds of reason. In this moment, heaven and earth are united as the
unconscious bursts into the conscious mind. But the myth adds a deeper
perspective to this situation. The twin brothers, as sons of Poseidon,
are half-Gods, but they are not full immortals. To wage war with the
Olympians may be considered an act of inflation, the ego swamped by the
unconscious has identified with its divine power. But although in the
myth these twin brothers are undifferentiated, in Hamlet there is a
great difference between Laertes and Hamlet. Laertes can be read as
a shadow figure for Hamlet. Laertes has been referred to as one driven
by the instinct for revenge, but without the deliberation of conscious-

ness. Interestingly, Claudius associated him with Lamord, the French
horseman who is so at one with his horse

As he had been incorps'd and demi-natur'd
With the brave beast.72

Jung refers to the horse as a libido-symbol, representing man's animal
instinctual energy.7) This association is here appropriate, for Laertes



is united with his instinctual desire for revenge. However, without
the reflective powers of consciousness, this desire overwhelms him, and
Shakespeare introduces his return with the symbolic image of 'the ocean
overpeering of his list,?4 Possessed by the desire for revenge, he
becomes a victim of inflation, ready ~o defy God: 'to dare damnation'.

In contrast, Hamlet's major ~ has been a conscious encounter with his

instinctual self. He can be criticised for his 'delay', but not for

allowing his passions to overwhelm him. Thus, whilst the images of
Pelion and Ossa both portray a union of heaven and earth, of the conscious
and unconscious, there is an important distinction betweeen the first

and the second. lor the shadow twin Laertes, this union is the result
of a consciousness overwhelmed and possessed by the instinctual uncon-

scious. He is ruled by his revenge and easily manipulated by Claudius,
whose treacherous designs he enacts, until he dies, caught in his o~

'foul practice'. But for Prince Hamlet this union images a creative
reconciliation of the split between heaven and earth - a split inherited

from his father. symbolically, it is at this mo~ent, after Laertes'
image of Pelion, and before his reference to Ossa, that he assumes his
royal title, himself announcing:

This is I,
Ha~let the Dane. 75

In contrast to Laertes, Hamlet now has a greater sense of personal

identity. He is the ruler and not the ruled.
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Image 4

~ihat is he whose grief
Bears such an emphasis, whose phrase of sorrow
Conjures the wand'ring stars and makes them stand
Like wonder-wounded hearers? This is I,
Hamlet the Dane.

V i 247-252

Hamlet is reacting against the 'grief' of Laertes, dramatically expressed
in 'Image J'. However, the imagery here belongs more to the Prince
than to Laertes. It is Hamlet, and not Laertes, who 'Conjures the wand~
ring stars' as for the first time he proclaims his royal name, 'Hamlet
the Dane'. The imagery of the stars places his royal role in a cosmic
setting, suggesting that he has now taken on his father's archetypal role
as ruler. Whilst for his father it was a heavenly position as 'Hyperion'
divorced from the 'satyr' instinctual earth, for the Prince these instin~
tual depths have not been avoided. Furthermore, just as a complete
embrace of matter can transmute it into spirit, for Prince Hamlet it
was his descent to the feminine depths that realised the stars.
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_Image 6

This is mere madness,
&~d thus awhile the fit will work on him.
Anon, as patient as the female dove
When that her golden couplets are disclos'd,
His silence will sit drooping.

V i 279-28J

This image has already been analysed in some detail, but despite the
repetition, a full analysis is offered.

There is a Eucharistic prayer in The Acts of Thomas which worships the
Holy Chost in female form:

Come holy dove,
Which hast brought forth the twin nestlings;
Come secret mother ••• 76

The similarity between this apocryphal text and Shakespeare's image
'twin nestlings' echoing 'golden couplets', may, I have suggested, point
to plagiarism and yet also have archetypal implications. The 'female
dove' as 'secret mother' of the Feminine Spirit of Cod, is the highest
form of the Feminine, of the mother image. Significantly spoken by
Hamlet's own mother, this image suggests the transformation of the
negative mother image. And on a certain level Certrude herself may be
understood as transformed. Hamlet's 'madness', his descent into the
unconscious, has 'worked on him'. He now accepts his father's arche-
typal role as ruler, 'Hamlet the Dane', and the mother image is integrated,

.transformed.
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From the 'female dove' are born 'golden couplets'. 'Golden' suggests
an alchemical completions the lead, the base metal, has been turned
into gold. The 'couplets' are the harmony of the opposites, the duality
of heaven and earth, conscious and unconscious tnat has been in such
dominant opposition until now. Through the transformation of the feminine
archetype this conflicting duality has been reborn into harmony. Jung
comments I

The appearance of a pair of doves points to
the imminent marriage of the filius regius and to
the dissolution of the opposites as a result of
the union.?7

From the graveyard is to be born a unity, a marriage that will both
embrace and transcend the duality. This can only be the Self.
'Couplets' also has poetic associations. Could there be a witty reminder

that this transformation has been realised in verse? Just as the prince's
'madness' was versified, so may not the newly born unity also be reflected
in the verse? If the inner, archetypal drama is enacted in langua&e, the
words too will embody this new transformation. However, as Gertrude

describes, the final transformation will be into 'silence'. Tradition-

ally, the Self, man's transcendent centre, cannot be described in WOrdSI

78The name that can be named is not the eternal name.

and
79Those who know do not talk.

Hamlet's final words are

- the rest is silence.
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Session Nine: Prince Hamlet IV

.,



Image 1

There's a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough hew them how we will -

V ii 10-11

Earlier, Fortune had been 'a strumpet'. Now, Hamlet sees a design in
the universe that is divine. Although related to his personal destiny
- his escape from death in England - in this image Hamlet places mankind
within a cosmic frame. Above and below, heaven and earth, are seen
as inter-related and there is a sense of harmony. Is this new perspec-
tive of Hamlet related to the 'golden couplets' of the dove? The
polarity and conflict of opposites that has so haunted the Prince has
been transformed into the recognition of a larger dimension. Psycholo-
gically, this suggests an awareness of the Self in which all opposites
are united. 'Rough hew them how WA will' describes the activities of
the ego, which can be associated with man's 'free will'. But embracing
the ego and its limited ability for self determination is the Self,
the psychic totality which is also our divine centre, the God within
which guides our personal destiny.
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Image 2

And isn't to be damn'd
To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil?

V i1 68-70

- In order to ascertain how a participant's response to a specific
textual image might vary at different times, this image was used in
two separate imaginal response sessions _ 80

An analysis of this image has already been offered. However, in
relation to this group of images which refer directly to Prince Hamlet,
and which can be read as imaging aspects of his individuation, a further
amplification of this particular image is now offered.

Hamlet may be criticised for his delay in killing Claudius. Indeed he
has rebuked himself, comparing himself unfavourably with both the player
and Fortinbras. But for the shadow to be fully vanquished, a conscious
realisation of the instinctual psyche in which it is rooted is vital.
Laertes did not deliberate or delay, and so became possessed by the
unconscious. For the prince revenge has been a far slower process.
It has involved not only Claudius, the personal shadow inherited from
his father, but also the dark side of the feminine to which the shadow
is married. Once this feminine archetype is consciously encountered
and transformed, then the shadow no longer draws its power from these
depths. It is only when this is accomplished that the shadow is fully
conquered. Understood in a different way, the shadow can only be
defeated from the perspective of tne Self. The ego cannot exist without
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a shadow. To deal with the shadow solely from the perspective of the
ego is impossible. If one aspect of the shadow is vanquished, another
will appear. If Hamlet is to fully defeat Claudius, there must be an
awareness of the SelfJ and this in fact is what has happened.

That the transformation of the instinctual psyche and the realisation of
the Self are, in fact, synonomous, is beautifully portrayed in the 'Bulls'
or 'Oxherding Pictures' of Zen Buddhism. In this famous series of ten
pictures, the path to enlightenment is outlined. It begins with 'The
Search for the Bull'. The Bull is then found and caught, and the fifth
picture is 'Taming the Bull', the sixth 'Riding the Bull Home'. Later
the Bull and then the Self are transcended, and the eighth picture is
that of an empty circle. But what concerns us here is the image of
the Bull as a symbol for both the instinctual psyche and the Self. In
picture four, the youth 'catches the ox' which must then be trained.
Marvin Spiegelman has made a Jungian analysis of these pictures, and
here he comments:

It is our own animal nature that must be tamed and
trained, taught and civilised ••• But the thing that
the youth (and we) have gotten our hands upon is the
Self, after all, and it is ~ Self as well as ~ Self.
~'lhat we have gotten our hands on is the unconscious aT'lima1
nature of God Himself: It is that in Him which is also
unruly, primitive~ unconscious, as Jung has shown so
powerfully in his work, particularly in Answer to Job.
We face the paradox that the Self, God, is in all nature,
is nature, and partakes both of its great beauty and
harmony and also of its horror, disharmony and wild
disregard. It is the divine in us, indeed, that needs

81transforming, but is, at last, the divine itself.



In his descent to the instinctual depths Hamlet goes beyond the ego, to
an encounter with the dark side of the Self. The transformation of
this darkness is his major opus. As Spiegelman comments, it is a
transformation of the instinctual nature of God, and it is this which
results in the realisation of the Self.

Image J

There is special providence in the fall of a sparrow.
If it be now, 'tis not to come; if it be not to come,

it will be now; if it be not now, yet it will come.
The readiness is all.

V ii 21.5-218

Hamlet has confronted death in the graveyard scene, and he no longer
sees life and death as conflicting opposites. The two are but integral
parts of a whole, and in this speech they carry equal weight. Neither
is there any raging against fate; rather, in echoing the Gospel of
Matthew, Hamlet sees even the death of a sparrow as included in the
design of God. Accepting his own inevitable death, he surrenders
himself to this larger design. Whatever his forebodings, he does not
avoid the duel, but would rather 'Let be'. Hamlet sees death, not from
the perspective of the physical body, nor from the ego where it is indeed
'the end', but rather from the perspective of the self, which embraces
both life and death. Then death is but a stage of transition and all
that matters is 'the readiness'. This is an idea that Shakespeare will
echo in King Lear, in Edgar's words to his father, Gloucesters
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Men must endure
Their going hence even as their coming hithera
Ripeness is all.82

That Prince Hamlet is 'ready' or 'ripe' is implied by his acceptance of
death, and his appreciation of a larger design than is visible to the eg~
Hamlet has come to be awarerof that in him which is beyond the ego;
it is his journey to the depths of the instinctual psyche that has
brought him to the Self and has made him 'ready'.

Those who see Hamlet's death as in any way negative have not appreciated
this speech. In accepting his own death Hamlet is accepting life in
its most profound sense. He has realised a mode of existence that is
not centred in the ego and thus dependent upon this temporal world.
His life is now centred in the Self, where life and death are one.

Image 4

Now cracks a noble heart. Cood night, sweet prince,
And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest.

V 11 '364-5

Hamlet is dead. He has revenged his father's murder. Claudius, along
with Gertrude and Laertes, lie dead. Ha~let's work is complete. He
has given his dying voice to Fortinbras, and is indeed ready. In this
image Horatio's 'fli~hts of angels' suggests the 'ars morendi'.convention
of the soul being received out of the,mouth of the dying by the Good
Angel who flies up to heaven with ~t. From an archetypal perspective,



the soul and the Self are here synonomous, both describe man's transcendent
essence. Hamlet's death images the final and complete transition from
the temporal world of the ego to the eternal dimension of the Self.

Image 5

Let four captains
Bear Hamlet like a soldier to the stage,
For he was likely, had he been put on,
To have prov'd most royal, and for his passage,
The soldier's music and the rite of war
Speak loudly for him.

V ii 400-405

Hamlet's body is carried off with due ceremony. The four captains can
be read as a symbol of the quaternio, reflecting the psychological
completion realised by the Prince. But more obvious is Fortinbras's
acknowledgement of his royalty, along with his standing as a soldier.
His has been an inner battle, and as W.B. Yeats remarksl

Why should we honour those who die on the field
of battle? A man may show as reckless a courage
in entering into the abyss of himself.8)

His inner quest into the abyss has been Hamlet's greatest adventure
and most difficult task. The final action of revenge, the death of
Claudius, is but the culmination of an inner process. The ghost's demand
meant not just the killing of one man, but a total confrontation with the
shadow, and a descent into the dark instinctual depths of the psyche.



The words of G. M. Hopkins are a most fitting epitaph for the Prince.

God's most deep decree
Bitter would have me taste. my taste was me.84
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4.6. An Analysis of the Imaginal Associations in Karen's Response-Work

In Section 3.7. it was suggested that the response images evoked in the
sessions often reflected personal associations. In order to explore this
area, Karen agreed to attend a number of response-work sessions, and to
discuss her associations in depth. The following analysis illustrates
the potential of integrating an imaginal with an analytic approach.

Not all of Karen's response-work is recorded here, rather it is a
selection designed to illustrate an analysis of personal and archetypal
associations. The 'Associations' and 'COmrentary' were the product of
our recorded discussions, written up after each session, which Karen has
read through and agreed with. Thus, each of the following analyses of
her imaginal responses reflects the understanding of her responses
reached at that particular point in the response sessions. The first
two recorded images, 'The Ghost, Image l' and 'Claudius, Image 2' are
discussed with reference to the associations of individual response
images, under the heading of 'Associations'. However, as the response
sessions progressed, and certain imaginal and psychological patterns
became apparent, the discussion focussed more on the overall
significance of the response images. These later analyses are offered
under the heading 'Commentary'.

FUrthermore, as these patterns became evident in later response
sessions, some of the images of the earlier sessions could be seen as
relating to patterns that were not perceived at the time. For example,
the image of 'whore' in 'Claudius, Image 5' may be retrospectively seen
as belonging to a dominant psychological pattern rather than just
reflecting an Amsterdam memory. However, I have decided to leave each
analysis as reflecting the discussion recorded during the session the
particular response image was evoked.

'Single quotation marks' refer to Karen's response images, "double
quotation marks" to her recorded remarks -
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The Ghost, Image 1

1. Cold, darkness, icy cold. Bitterness
2. Distant, far gone place
J. Baby - born yet dead with crown. In oak grove.
Mother - blue grey - wild, holds out hands for child.
Cannot reach it. Wind, moonless night. Death, emptiness.
Darkness.

Associations.

'Baby' - Karen remembered that the first image, which was not recorded,
was of a foetus, two months old. 'Two months dead' evoked a memory
of an abortion and also a miscarriage. "That desperate feeling when a
mother loses her child ••• that tragedy that can only happen to a mother."
In this way the image of the mother, holding out her hands for the child
is linked with the dead baby.
'Crown' - relates to 'king' in the text, but also to Jungian concept of
'the Self' - the baby is the divine child. "there was something very pure
about it, almost like the eternal child ••• pure ••• beautiful golden baby:'
'Oak grove' - a place of holy protection.
'Mother - blue grey - wild' associated with her own motheri "My image of
my mother is wild ••• she is an hysterical, neurotic woman."

The 'baby' appears to be associated not only with a personal experience
of an abortion and a miscarriage, but also with a symbolic 'baby'. The
'baby' is herself, her true self, dead "not in the sense of having lived
and died, but in the sense of having never lived." The 'mother' is
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related to both the external, real mother, but also part of her feminine
nature I "all that negative femininity within myself, ',thewild, destructive
woman." In the protective 'oak grove' her true self, which is associated
with the divine child within, is protected from the negative feminine.
Separated from this aspect of the feminine there is the possibility that
the 'baby' can come to life.

Karen was at this time undergoing an experience of psychologically
separating herself from her mother. Thus the response image could
suggest that once she is separate and thus protected from the mother
and the negative feminine, she is ready to come to life, and live as
her true self, a true self which is associated with the Self or divine

child.

Claudius, Image 2
1. Half mockery (whore) half despair, regret (Pilate)

2. Medium
J. Image of laughing whore, flaunting with soldiers,
pans to whore on a hill, laughing with others at man
(Jesus) being crucified •. Behind crowd, Pilate regretting
his words. Jesus is not so vivid. More, the crowd,
soldiers, street (common folk) feeling, juxtaposed with

regal dilemma of responsibility •.

Associations

'Harlot' - "bro\lght up image of Mary Magdalene" (though not recorded above).
'Harlot's cheek' - "immediately conjures up the image of the way a whore



turns her cheek, she is mocking ••• trying to attract ••• the way whores
do it, they tum their cheek to tum a man on, but in a mocking way,
because it is all a game for them ••• 90% of the time they are mocking
the men that are falling for them."
Harlots mock men "and the ultimate mockery of man was the way they laughed
at Jesus on the cross."
These associations relate to real-life experience of living in the red-light
district of Amsterdam. The religious imagery reflects a strong Christian
upbringing.
'Harlot' is associated with the idea of sin. This evokes the image of
Jesus who suffered for the sins of mankinda"Whore represents all the sins
of mankind and Jesus is suffering for them."
'The deed' is associated with Pilate - "doesn't Pilate say something
"I wash my hands of this deed"?" .
'My most painted word' is associated with Pilate and the crowd's condemn~
tion of Jesus - "It is the result of his words that denounce Jesus to
death. It is his words that result in that most fundamental of deaths."

Summary

The combination of an experience of living in a red-light district and
a strong Christian upbringing appear to have evoked this response image.
The mockery of the whore, both in the act of turning her cheek in an
enticing manner, and in her whole attitude to men, becomes associated
with the crowd mocking Christ at the crucifixion. This associat~on
seems caused partly by the image of Mary Magdalene and also by the whole
concept of 'sin' evoked by the image of the 'harlot'. The words 'deed'
and 'word' are, in this context, associated with Pilate's unjust condemn~
tion of Christ, his false, or 'painted words' that cause the ultimate

'deed', the crucifixion.
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Gertrude, Image 2

1. -
2. Medium
:3. Ji'igure,whom I feel is innocent. puts head on block.

Executioner cuts head off. Pans to crowd. Is French
Revolution. Figure was a young girl, blonde, dressed in
blue. As Executioner holds up head it turns into Medussa's
head of snakes, and all the crowd, which was laughing, is
turned to stone, cursed Qy their own acts.

Commentary

This response image produced no immediately apparent associations, and
indeed the whole image puzzled Karen. However, further discussion did
reveal meaningful associations, and an 'interpretation' of this response
which is best offered in the form of a commentary.

The image of the girl being executed appeared to be evoked pr1miarily
by the textual word. 'act', Gertrude's act of sexual betrayal. Gertrude's
act is associated in the text with that of a whore, as the 'rose', an
emblem of ideal love, is exchanged for a 'blister', suggestive of whores
who were branded on the forehead.

The association of the whore, and treresponse image's portrayal of an
execution with a laughing crowd was associated with Karen's respone to
'Claudius, Image 2', discussed above. In both responses there is a
similar portrayal of an 'unjust' execution, with a 'laughing crowd'.
The presence of the 'whore', whether in the response (Claudius, Image 1)
or the text (Gertrude, Image 2) provides a sexual context to this image.
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In these two response images there is someone 'innocent' being killed,
and for Karen this innocence is 'something holy' in conflict with her
instinctual self. The idea of being killed in this context evoked
the association that "For many years I was a groupie, and I led a very
base sexual life". This sexual context was further emphasised when I
asked Karen for her associations of being mocked or laughed at by a crowd.

A lot of mockery in the past ••• like when I was ten and
I was at a 'very nice' girl's school. all the kids in the
school decided they were going to strip me naked, so they
all took my clothes off and threw them round the play-
ground and I was running after them in little green
knickers. Then I went and put my gym slip on and they
took that off. They never did that to anyone else.

A 'crowd' can carry the symbolic meaning of the instinctual self. as
crowd's often function instinctively; Jung notes that

the total psyche emerging from the group is
below the level of the individual psyche.

If it is a very large group, the collective psyche
will be more like the psyche of an animal.8S

This negative aspect of crowd psychology was only too evident in the
French Revolution, which began with high ideals and ended with mob rule
and bestial slaughter. Karen's response, 'Is French Revolution',
historically amplifies the instinctual danger of a crowd •.•

Thus, if Karen's response images are read as symbolic statements. these
two responses describe an 'innocent' or 'holy' aspect of herself being
killed by her sensual, instinctual'self. This situation appears to have
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been 'acted out' in real life situations, whether as a child in the
playground, or as a 'groupie', Karen's choice of vocabulary in this
latter instance reflects her psychological situation, she became one of
the 'group' or 'crowd', her individual self swamped by collective sexual
instincts. However, in both response images there is a contrast, not
only between the innocent individual and the crowd, but also the acts
of the crowd and the idea of 'responsibility' (Claudius, Image 1) and
retribution, the crowd being 'cursed by their own acts' (Gertrude, Image 2).
Both the 'responsibility' and the 'curse' suggest a moral stance within
Karen, she was not totally swamped by her amoral instinctual self. It
would appear that the textual image of Gertrude's 'act' evoked in Karen
an underlying psychological pattern. Her response image of'Medusa's
head of snakes' adds an archetypal dimension to this situation. Medusa
represents the instinctual psyche, as is imaged in the snakes 'the snake
is the representative of the world of instincts'. The image of the
crowd being turned to stone by Medusa's head refers to the myth of Medusa
whose head had this property. Medusa symbolises the terrifying depths
of the psyche, the realm of the Terrible Great Goddess. Encountered
without the reflective stance of consciousness,(mythically imaged as the
shield of Perseus,) this terrible abyss is fatal to the individual, is
indeed petrifying.

However, in Karen's response image it is interesting to note that it is
the laughing crowd that is petrified. Furthermore, Medusa is here a
transformation of the 'innocent ••• young girl'. What this suggests
for Karen is that the killing of her own innocence by the crowd trans-
formed her 'innocent' self into a Medusa figure, which in turn worked
its retribution on the crowd. Psychologically this suggests that the
encounter with the Terrible Mothe+. the depths of her instinctual self,
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finally released Karen from the power of the mocking crowd. It is here
appropriate to remember that Medusa is not only a 'belle dame sans merci'
or witch, but also images the 'medium priestess or healer,.86 And this
has a personal relevance for Karen, ,who, since her time as a 'groupie'
h~~ discovered her ability as a healer. Her descent into the abys~,
experienced both in the outer and inner world, connected her with her
deep feminine power of healing. The innocent figure may have been slain
by the instinctual 'serpent', but the positive side of the serpent, its
attributes of wisdom and healing, have been assimilated.

Hamlet's encounter with the Terrible Mother, imaged for him in Gertrude's
sensuality, resulted in the death of his own innocence, and also the
drowning of his idealised, virgin Ophelia. However, these deaths, the
latter confronted in the graveyard scene, resulted in a transformation of

the :f.'eminine. Karen appears to have trod a similar archetypal path of
death and transformation, in which, like Hamlet, sexuality and the image
of the 'whore' played a dominant role.

Gertrude, Image 4
1. Recognition/identification with image - sadness
2. Vivid
J. Characterless face - like mask - go through eyes.
Face giant monster, first serpent then dragon-like, firey,
full of poison, base. Rises up, roars. Just watch it.

commentary

The textual image portrays Gertrude"s forced confrontation with her 'act'.
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Karen's response images the archetypal significance of this confrontation ,
as Gertrude's 'act' is the work of the instinctual 'serpent', the 'firey'
'dragon' of sensuality and passion that inhabits the depths of the psych~
The serpent's 'poison' also has an~archetypal meaning in that poison
belongs to the domain of the feminine archetype,87 it was this 'poison'
that killed King Hamlet. However, for Karen this serpent/dragon has
both a personal and an archetypal significance in that in her destructive
and yet transformative encounter with her instinctual depths she met this
dragon; thus in her response she writes. 'recognition/identification with
image' • Like Gertrude, Karen has faced the darkness of her instinctual
self, and like Gertrude these depths were encountered through the dark
side of her sexuality. Thus in Karen the same archetypal drama as
imaged in Hamlet has been played out.

Gertrude, Image .5

1. Deep humiliation, regret
2.
J. Memory of most 'instinctual' sexual moment when base
sexuality took over. Feel part of me was raped by this
act.

commentary

Karen's response to this image of Gertrude's sexual behaviour links a
personal memory with the text, thus reinforcing the connection between
the archetypal drama of Hamlet and her personal life. Hamlet is
describing a situation of bestial ,sexuality, which is symbolically
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associated with the Great Mother (see above p.237). This textual image
evoked in Ka~en a similarly 'instinctual' sexual moment. At this
'moment' Karen, like Gertrude, was in the power of the Great Mother,
but unlike Gertrude she offers a perspective on the event I 'Feel part of
me was raped'. Here Karen plays both the insUnctual Feminine, Gertrude,
and the consciousness of Hamlet.
Hamlet reflects upon his mother.

She reflects upon herself, just as

However, the image 'part of me was raped' also echoes Karen's other
imagery of the innocent one being destroyed bY the crowd. In this
instance there is no external 'crowd' but 'base sexuality', the innocent
and the instinctual are both experienced within. Thus in this response

image a personal experience of sexual destruction is acknowledged as
having a wholly inner dynamic, the instinctual self 'raping' the innocent
self.

Finally, it is interesting how in Karen the different pa~s of Gertrude,
Prince Hamlet and possibly Ophelia are contained. Karen plays Gertrude
with her experience of her sexuality and instinctual depths, but whilst
it needed Prince Hamlet to confront Gertrude with her 'act', to make her
conscious of the serpent within, Karen has been able to confront herself.
She has seen the darkness of her own serpent. She has enacted both her
instinctual self and the consciousness that observes. The moral stance
noted earlier is evidence of this consciousness, a part of Karen not
swamped, not destroyed. Similarly, whilst it appears to have been 1

Hamlet rather th~Gertrude who is the one transformed in the play, I
have suggested that Karen herself underwent a process of transformation
from Medusa the witch to Medusa the healer, from being dominated by the
crowd, to pertrifying the crowd. Lastly, I would offer that the 'innocent
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••• young girl' in Karen's response to 'Image 2' is suggestive of Ophelia.
If, as I have suggested, Hamlet's knowledge of his mother's sensual
nature resulted in his rejection of Ophelia and thus her death, then
Karen also contains within her the innocent virgin drowned by her sex-
uality. Ophelia drowned and an innocent victim dying amidst the mocking
crowd; both image the end of a youthful purity, but also both point to
a process of transformation, in which the deeper wisdom of the Eternal
Feminine is integrated into consciousness.

Ophelia, Image 1

1. As of painting
2.
J. Picture by Max Beckmann 2 Harlequins and Monkey.

commenta;r

Karen's description of this painting is an amplification of the response
given above. It can also be read as a further association; her memory
and description will necessarily include a subjective element associated
with her response to the textual image.

"The painting is of two harlequins and a monkey, and they
are going to a pa~ty, celebrating Fasching, a German

festival. But in fact the painting is all about God's

justice and injustice. The male harlequin is pointing
up to heaven, the way he has his hands is a classic
symbolism of Jesus pointing to heaven saying (to God)
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'You're supposed to sort this situation out, this is the
injustice you have created (God's injustice)'. Basically
this picture is also about the animal nature within, which
has taken over the painter. Beckmann was also abhorred
by what was going on at the beginning of the war, and how
God wasn't doing anything to stop it; how all the evil

forces have taken over. 'Where are you God?' is basically
the theme of the painting."

Karen described this image as being evoked by the textual words 'toy'
- "the monkey is holding a toy monkey" - and 'fashion', which evoked the
acoustic association 'Fasching'.

This response contains two archetypal themes that have been repeated in
Karen's associations. The idea of injustice, present in 'Claudius,
Image 1', the crucifixion, and also 'Gertrude, Image 2', the execution
of the innocent young girl, in this response is placed firmly within a
Christian context with the symbolism of Jesus pointing to God. However,
Karen's reference to 'the animal nature within' includes the theme of
sensuality which has dominated her response-work, particularly in the
image of the whore. Furthermore, the reference to the war and 'all the
evil forces' relates the animal or instinctual nature to the dark collective
forces of the unconscious. What Karen has personally experienced as her
dark, instinctual 'serpent' .is here placed in a collective context.
without exploring in any depth the psychological dynamics of the Second
World War, the war can be understood as an 'uprising of the unconscious,

88destructive forces of the collective psyche', consciousness flooded by

the dark instinctual dragon of the underworld. The same bestial,
instinctual forces that turned the French Revolution from idealism to



slaughter, ravaged' all of Europe. Karen's response again amplifies a
personal dynamic with a collective, archetypal image, and again this
image contains the dualism of the innocent, the Jesus symbolism, with
the sensual, the 'monkey' of man's animal nature.

To return to the textual image, was Karen's response image, with all
the archetypal implications suggested above, evoked solely by the acoustic
association 'fashion/Fasching' and the textual word 'toy'? The textual
image describes Laertes warning Ophelia against Prince Hamlet's insincerity
and 'unmastered importunity', an importunity that might lose Ophelia her
'chaste treasure'. Further discussion revealed that Karen's own early
experiences of her sexuality, including the loss of her virginity, was in
casual 1iaisons.:

I waited till I was eighteen when I left home and slept
with the first Frenchman I met. That was the way the whole
thing went, it became a casual thing. Sex had been made
so big, it had to be something special, that I couldn't
cope with it ••• the only time I ever felt beautiful,
when I felt wanted/was when I was in bed with someone,
and I was in a world where people were sleeping with

everybody ••• everybody was sleeping with everybody, you
didn't even know their names. The whole world that I
was in you didn't get to know anybody first, you got to
know them after ••••• sex first and talk after. Then
afterwards when I read The Woman's Room, and I remember
reading the end of the bo~k, where a girl has been raped
by a black guy (at that time I was sleeping with a lot of
black men), and the policemen say to the girl who is
waiting with her mother 'Come on, everyone knows that every
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little white princess likes a bit of black meat'.

I threw up for a week having read that line because it
suddenly brought it all onto me that that was how I was
looked at ••• It got to the stage when I felt that if
I didn't give myself sexually I would never be wanted,
but in fact I never was wanted, except sexually. It all

depended on how good you were in bed not whether you were
a nice person.

This discussion reflects a strong personal association between textual
and response image. Laertes' fear for Ophelia was realised in Karen's
own experience, where instinct violated innocence. The ideal, "sex •••
had to be something special", was beyond her, so its opposite, "casual
sex" was lived. This split between ideal and instinct repeated through-
out Karen's response-work, is again evident. Furthermore, I would
suggest that the phrase "every little princess likes a bit of black meat"
evoked such a powerful reaction in Karen not only because it "brought it
all onto me that that was how I was looked at", but also because the
contrasting images of the "white princess" and the "bit of black meat"
triggered a dominant archetypal pattern. The idealised, innocent "white
princess" and the dark, instinctual "black meat" reflect two connicting
aspects within Karen, which this phrase brought painfully close to

consciousness.

Moreover, just as in Karen's response to 'Gertrude, Image 2', the
'innocent ••• young girl' was executed by the instinctual forces imaged

by the French Revolution, so was a similar psychological dynamic played out
in Karen's description of her own sex life. The 'crowd' laughing at the
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execution was experienced as the force of the collective, "everybody was
sleeping with everybody". Just as Karen was stripped in the Playground
by all the schoolchildren, so too was she stripped of her innocence by
the sexual attitude of the collective.

Karen's response-work and its personal associations suggest a dominant
archetypal pattern evident both in her inner imagery and her life
experiences. It reveals a split between the ideal, 'innocent' or 'holy'
part of herself, and her instinctual self. It is a split that appears
to have determined a series of very painful experiences, and in many
ways appears to have dominated her life.

Ophelia, Image 5

1. Deep sadness and pain
.2. Very strong
J. Young girl, stripped naked, arms outstretched. Scene
is from behind the 'forces', figures that attack her.
She is innocent. Condemned by these figures. Tortured
in body and soul. See her eyes. The horror of approaching
figure - her knowing she is right yet condemned, attacke~
Cast out. Rejected.

Commentary

The archetypal reading of this textual image (see above pp. 218-9) stresses
the duality of purity and corruption. For Hamlet, only in the spiritual
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haven of a nunnery can Ophelia escape the corruption of the instinctual
world of the flesh. Yet there is also ambiguity in the secondary
meaning of 'nunnery' as a brothel in Elizabethan slang. Thus this image
both separates the 'holy' from the instinctual, and yet also brings them
both together - just as the light and dark aspects of the feminine exist
together.

Karen's response again images a. crucifixions 'ams outstretched' - this
time of a 'young girl ••• innocent', echoing the innocent young girl
executed by the French Revolution. 'Stripped naked' echoes Karen's
memory of herself in the playground, as does the feeling of being
.'Cast out. Rejected'; however, here the figures that attack her are not
schoolgirls, but 'the forces', stronglY suggestive of the dark instinctual
forces that have so often attacked her 'innocent' self, the pure and
chaste 'young girl'. Thus these 'forces' image her own instincts, just
as the 'inna::ent' 'young girl' images a part of her. Karen's response,
like the text, brings together the dark and light aspects of the feminine,
the conflicting sides of her own nature.'

However, as important as the imagery are the feelings Karen described.
, ,

The 'affect' of this textual image was 'very strong', and the feelings were
'deep sadness and pain'. There is also the feeling of 'horror', being
'condemned', .'cast out. .Rejected'. This textual image deeply affected

Karen, she cried and it must have touched something very deep -
presumably a 'deep sadness and pain'. When asked if it related to any

specific incident or memory, Karen replieds

"It goes deeper than that, it goes much deeper ••• She
could in fact be very young. very young indeed ••• Very
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young inside and yet she has a female body, older •••
There's nothing she can do to stop these forces coming
towards her, she knows its her death; and she can't get
away ••• She's innocent but she can't get away from these
forces that are coming to destroy her."

- This was all said with very strong emotion -

The deep feeling appears related to the fact that "she" is "very young
inside" and yet has a woman's body; and also to the fact that "she can't
get away". This suggests that Karen's deep pain is associated with her
inability to escape her instincts, instincts that "are coming to destroy"
the very young, innocent ~rt of herself. It is as if her woman's body
evokes the forces that come to destroy the young girl, and her inability
to escape this "death" is deeply painful. This is an archetypal drama
enacted within every woman who loses her 'innocence' through her awaken-
ing sexuality, and it is mythologically imaged in the rape of Persephone
(see above pp. 253-5.'). But why is this 'rite of passage' so profoundly
painful for Karen? Why is she 'Tortured in body and soul'? This
colloquial phrase describes a deep anguish, but may also point to its
cause, for whilst 'body' can be read as imaging her woman's body, 'soul'
images the innocent young girl within. Just as Ophelia was a soul
figure for Prince Hamlet - 'my soul's idol' - so is the 'young girl' a

soul figure for Karen. What Karen feels was condemned and attacked was
not just an innocent girl, but her very soul, the pure, holy part within

herself. Thus is the girl imaged as 'arms outstretched' reflecting the

crucified Christ. In her split between 'purity' and instinct, Karen's
instinctual self seemed to be destroying her soul, and there appeared to

be no possible escape. But what is interesting is that the phrase
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'Tortured in body and soul' suggests that not only is the soul figure
tortured, but so also is her instinctual body.

,
The split between the

two tortures both the 'attacker' and the 'attacked'. It is because the
innocent girl has been idealised into carrying the soul figure that there
appears no reconciliation between 'body' and 'soul'. However, as the,
myth of Persephone suggests, this reconciliation takes place through rape
and a descent into the underworld, during which time there is desolation
as the world suffers winter. Only through this transformation can the
two poles of the woman, the light and the dark, the virgin and the
instinctual, be united. The attack, the rape, cannot be avoided, but
neither the soul, nor the virgin ·i& destroyed. Rather the woman is
transformed in the underworld of the instincts, and a reconciliation of
the opposites takes place. For a woman the 'conjunctio oppositorum'
takes place through experiencing the depths of her feminine self.

Ophelia, Image 6
1. Desperate need to prove innocence - futility against
prejudice and aggression
2. strong
J. Literally Hamlet and Ophelia. He casting her as a
whore, main sensation is Ophelia desperate in her innocence
unable to persuade him otherwise, falls back into Image 5

(above). 'They' calling her whore etc. (shouting), her
inability to prove them wrong and words will not stifle
their prejudice.
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Commentary

The significance of this response image is in its repetition of the theme
of 'innocence', and the defencelessness of the 'innocent' against her
aggressors. Again there is a conflict between the individual, oppressed
innocent, here personified as Ophelia, and forces of 'aggression'.
Ophelia is first condemned by Prince Hamlet, directly reflecting the textual
image, but then the response image falls back into Karen's underlying
pattern, and the individual figure of Hamlet is replaced by the collective
'forces' of the previous response image. Once again the innocent girl
is defenceless against these 'forces' who condemn her as a whore.

The image of the 'whore' is thus seen as belonging to the collective
'forces'; it is 'They' who project that image onto the otherwise innocent
Ophelia. In relation to Karen's own psychological pattern, this repeats
the idea of the 'innocent girl' being destroyed by the more powerful
instincts which force her into the role of the 'whore'. OPhelia
'desperate' reflects Karen's own feelings of despair at her defencelessness
against this collective condemnation, and also its effect; for in her
real-life experience she bowed to this pressure and lived Itavery base
sexual life".

Ophelia's Drowning, Image 2

1. Beauty turning to fear
2. Vivid, very brightly coloured
J. Beautiful maiden, covered in flowers, walking in
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field - full, full, full of flowers. Colours of all hue&
At 'dead men's fingers' some of the flowers rise up like

hands and start to tear the clothes off the maiden. A
white bull charges from behind her, she is caught by the
hands as the bull approaches.

commentary

Karen's response here relates to the sexual implications of the text
(see above p; 257 ). Ophelia, in her madness has bewailed her virginity,
and her drowning has archetypal echoes of the rape of Persephone. In
this textual image the association of the 'long purples' which have a
phallic connotation - 'a grosser name' - with chaste or 'cold maids' and
death - 'dead men's fingers' - point to the rape that is the death of
the chaste maid. Karen's response images the maiden being stripped by

these 'dead men's fingers', repeating the image of the 'innocent' child
in the playground. Karen related the image to being sexually abused as a chi!:

"Well, it has happened quite a lot ••• I think I had them
all ripped off when I was abused when I was five."

The bull has a phallic symbolism, it is the 'masculine principle in
nature,~9 and in Karen's response the bull 'charges from behind her',
suggesting that this phallic energy comes from the unconscious.
acknowledged the sexual element in her responsel

Karen

"That was very sexual, the clothes are ripped, you feel
like the bull's going to rape her".

Once again the textual image evoked an underlying sexual pattern within
Karen, a pattern that relates to an early experience of sexual abuse, and



a later feeling of being raped. However, in this response image the
fact that the bull is 'white' suggests that male sexual energy is not
perceived as a dark, shadow force. White images purity, and Zeus
came to 10 in the form of a white bull. Thus, although there is the
dominant pattern of the 'maiden' in the 'hands' of unconscious sexual
forces, and an accompanying 'fear', the 'white bull' suggests that the
masculine principle is experienced at an archetypal level as a divine force.

Ophelia's Drowning, Image 5
1. Horror, sadness
2. strong
J. Young woman sucked down a hole into a huge cavern,
like the bowels of the earth - 'Hell'. Full of lecher-
ous beings, lascivious, drooling, ugly monsters. She is
frightened. They entice her, try to call her into their
world. She looks behind and around for help. Sees a
golden light way up high and a voice sings to her. She
knows that that is the way out but the image fades before
she moves towards it.

commentary

The 'muddy death' of Ophelia here evokes images highly suggestive of the
rape of Persephone, except that Pluto is replaced by 'lecherous beings'.
For Karen, the innocent maid is always the victim of a group, not an
individual seducer. The 'lascivious, ugly, drooling monsters' personify



the instinctual forces that pursue her.

The response images an escape from the underworld and its 'lecherous'
inhabitants - 'a golden light way up high'. This 'golden light' can
be read as the pure world of the soul, here contrasted with the instinc-
tual underworld. Just as the 'innocent girl' who embodies Karen's
'soul image' (see above pJl~), is placed in opposition to the 'whore',
so the instinctual lower world is in opposition to the golden world
'up high'. Within Karen 'above' and 'below' are deeply divided; her
instinctual self is yet to be realised as the prima materia of the soul.

At this stage in her imaginal response sessions Karen had a dream that
appeand to have a significant relationship to her response-work. I
offer both her recording and her interpretation of this dream.

Dream

I am journeying with Llewellyn •. ~e go into the jungle.
Then we come to a wide open space, which ls a protected
area, like a very large cage. Inside are ·two animals
- like wolves or cats. I know they are very wild, very
dangerous. They have animal, but also human qualities.
They are stri~ped of fur, only flesh remains, can see
sinews, muscles etc •• Their 'hide' is gone. Llewellyn
shows me how to feed the animal with my own flesh. I
feed it me, yet at the same time I am gradually eating
it. Very strange. I am now remarkably in control of this
wild beast.

Space now becomes (or at some point becomes) a room.
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Llewellyn thinks maybe the beast has left its mark in
the room, which would be very good, but·then realise
it's only urine. At one stage the beast stands on hind
legs and urinates. It is wearing boots (similar to mine).
I know it can think and talk. Talk to Llewellyn about,
taking it to the sports centre for training. All this
time I am eating it, slowly digesting it. I am eating
a hind leg, yet it is still alive and whole. ,Remarkable
rapport between the animal and me, because I know it
could have killed me but it can't any more. The Beast
is under control now.

Interpretation

In the series of imaginal response sessions on Hamlet
Llewellyn and I have been working on - he has been helping
me to become conscious of - the instincts, specifically
the sexual ones. I feel that this dream symbolises that
journey and encounter with the Great Beast Within.

The jungle is obviously the unconscious and the protected
space the domain of the instincts. The animal is no
longer hidden behind its fur, it is stripped bare and
revealed for what it is 'its very flesh laid bare'.

Often Llewellyn had talked about how I appear to have
been taken over by the unconscious and the instincts and
forced to live them out physically. I had understood on



an intellectual level, but deep within I 'didn't get it'.
The dream is a very vivid statement, confirmation that
this is what has happened and the work that is taking
place to transform the beast. Llewellyn can only show me
how to control the process by physically enacting the
same process with his animal in front of me. The beast
cannot be starved, it is too wild and dangerous. for that-
repression would lead to a volcanic situation where the
beast would do all to make itself known. The highest act
is to feed it with myself. Could this be showing me how
the animal at first devoured me and that I have to re-exper-

ience this in order to control it? Then I feed on it, the
process is reversed or completed. The animal is no longer

separate, it becomes a part of me, I take it into myself.
I learn to recognise it and digest it, yet it remains whole,
integral. That the beast has not left its mark but only
urinated is a puzzle really, because part of me feels that

.urinating.!!! leaving its mark. I really don't know the
significance of this part of the dream. That it stands
in my boots is clearl it is a part of myself.

Training the beast is exactly what I feel I am doing, so
that it is under control - no longer so wild, dangerous
and destructive.

I woke up feeling that this was a very significant and

remarkable dream; a loud and clear statement which helped
me to consciously realise the inner process that is taking
place.
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commentary

Karen's dream and interpretation offer further amplification of the
personal psychological dynamic of her"response-work. In the 'protected
space' provided by the response sessions + she appears to have been
imaginally re-experiencing the way her instinctual self has often dominated
her, how she has 'fed' her own instinctual beast; and in confronting this
she has begun to eat and digest the beast itself. Digesting the animal
she integrates it, and thus develops the 'remarkable rapport between animal
and me'. Integrated, it can no longer dominate her. I would read the
beast 'urinating' as the beast defining its territory, and it is of great
psychological importance that one becomes conscious of where the instincts
belong, what is their 'territory'. Also the beast itself is becoming
conscious, 'it can think and talk', and the arrival of consciousness in
the instinctual world is very significant, as is the fact that Karen thinks
of 'training' it.

When reading this dream I wondered whether Karen would in fact want to
continue with the response-work sessions. The dream images a change in
Karen's relationship wi~, her instinctual self, there was a 'remarkable
rapport' and 'The Beast is under control now'. Previously frightened by
the power of.her instincts - they were the 'crowd' mocking at the execution,
the serpent in the depths - Karen is now mistress of the Beast. The
response sessions had taken Karen on an imaginal journey into the jungle,
and the drea~ suggested to me that this journey had been completed; any
further response sessions might then seem a travesty, or possibly muddy
the image that had risen clear from the depths. I put this to Karen,
and she acknowledged that she felt a resistance to any more response-work,
a resistance that had not been present in any of the other sessions. So
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we agreed to discontinue; it is always better not to push the unconsciou~
These sessions had had a powerful psychological affect/effect on Karen,
and I did not wish to continue merely for the purpose of my own records.

+ ,Reading the 'protected space' in the dream as referring to the
protected psychological environment provided by the response sessions
is the only instance I am at variance with Karen's interpretation. I
suggested this reading to Karen, and she agreed with it.

Summary

This analysis of Karen's response-work began by looking at the personal
significance of individual imaginal associations. These associations
showed the participation of personal memories in the process of response,
for example the aborted foetus in 'The Ghost, Image 1', or the laughing
whore from the red-light district of Amsterdam, 'Claudius, Image 2'.
However, as the response-work progressed it became apparent that the
textual images were not just evoking isolated memories or unconscious
associations, but a particular psychological pattern that appeared to
dominate Karen's inner and outer life experiences. This 'pattern' was
imaginally expressed by a young girl executed in the French Revolution
('Gertrude, Image 2') or attacked by forces ('Ophelia, Image S'), or
enticed by drooling ugly monsters ('Ophelia~s Drowning, Image S'). These
images reflect an inner psychological dynamic of the innocent girl within
Karen being attacked by the forces of her instinctual self, particularly
her sexual drive; a 'dynamic' that appears to have become manifest in a
number of real-life experiences, from when she was sexually molested as
a child, then stripped in the playground, and later led 'a very base



sexual life'.

Moreover, our analysis suggests that this personal pattern may be related
to the archetypal pattern mythologically imaged in the Rape of Persephone,
the forced descent into the underworld of the instincts that changes
the innocent maiden, Kore, into the Earth Mother herself. Karen's
experiences point to a re-enactment of this archetypal theme, the descent
into the instinctual darkness transforming the maiden, or innocent girl,
into the Medusa figure, the one who carries the wisdom and healing of the
feminine depths. Thus Karen's response-work contains both personal and
archetypal associations. FUrthermore, her dream points to the potential
of 'imaginal response' to provide a 'protected space' in which dominant
psychological pa.tterns, personal and archetypal, can be made conscious,
re-experienced and thus integrated. Karen was able to become aware of
how a particular pattern had exerted so dominant an influence on her life,
and in imaginally encountering this dynamic she was able to form a
rapprochement with her instinctual self. She wa~ able to encounter
and tame a threatening monster, and thus effect a process of psychological

transformation.
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Chapter Five

A DISCUSSION OF THE 'RESULTS'



5.1. Introduction

This final chapter offers a discussion of the 'results' and analysis' .
given in Chapter Four, with the aim of gaining some understanding of
the dynamics of 'imaginal response', and what it may have to offer to the
fields of literary theory and archetypal psychology.

Following this introduction, the second and major section explores the
dynamics of 'imaginal response' from the twin perspectives of psychology
and reader-response theory. It begins by examining 'readers" individual
patterns of response in relation to Holland's theory of the reader
recreating his/her own identity in the process of reading. Fish's idea
of 'Interpretive Communities' is then discussed with reference to the
subjective participation of the two groups of 'readers', The 'reader'
is further, seen as participating subliminally, as responses involve an
often unconscious 'reaction'. The participation of the 'reader's'
unconscious is then discussed in relation to acoustic associations, with
particular reference to Jung and Kugler, the latter postulating an
archetypal dimension to such associations. Following this, archetypal
imaginal ;ssociations are explored in more detail, and their relationship
to the 'reader's' experience of the archetype per se considered. The
discussion then examines the psychological importance of appreciating both
the imaginal language of the unconscious and also a Jungian analytic
approach to response images. Finally, a literary persepctlve on the
imaginal interaction between reader and text is offered through reference
to the work of Ingarden and Iser, focussing particularly on how an imaginal
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'reader"fil1s the gaps' in a text, and relating Ingarden's distinction
between 'active' and 'passive reading' to the process of 'imaginal response'.

Following Ingarden's distinction between 'active' and 'passive reading',
Section Three explores the active involvement of the imaginal 'reader'.
It attempts to determine whether the 'readers' were 'actors' or 'observers'
in their imaginal drama. Whether such involvement may be learnt, and
moreover taught, will also be discussed.

section Four offers a brief discussion of the 'results' of the 'guided
fantasy journey'. section Five summarises what 'imaginal response'
may have to offer to the fields of literary theory and archetypal psycho-

logy. Finally, in Section Six the limitations of this enquiry are
discussed together with suggestions for further research.

2,2, The Dynamics of 'Imaginal Response's a Psychological and Literary

Discussion

2,2.1. Introduction

The methodology for an imaginal mode of response is, in itself very simple,
and does not need to be theoretically understood in order to be practise~
The reading of a textual image evokes an inner image. This inner image
is different for each individual. Even a cursory study of the collation
of response images reveals each response to be unique. So what is the
actual inner process that is taking place, and how does this relate to
the 'normal' reading process? Is it possible to distinguish between
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different types of imaginal response? And what is the cumulative sublim-
inal effect of such response-work? Perhaps this last question is not
one that can be answered at this stage of our knowledge. but may be
posed to suggest what is at stake.

5.2.2. 'Imaginal Response' in Relation to the 'Normal' Reading Process

'Imaginal response' focuses on the imaginal dynamic of the reading process.
In 'normal' reading, this dynamic would appear to take place at or just
below the threshold of consciousness, and, as I have suggested, may be

repressed into the unconscious in favour of a cognitive. analytic approach.
By focussing on the imaginative dynamic a particular aspect of the reading
process can be brought closer to our conscious attention. Just as Fish's
analysis of reading slows down the reading process in order to make his

analysis of the developing responses of the reader in
relation to the words as they succeed one another in timel

so too 'imaginal respnnse' slows down the imaginal dynamic by focussing
the reader's attention on his/her responses to selected textual images.
Yet whether the often subliminal imaginal dynamic of the 'normal' reading
process is actually the same cannot at this stage be proven. Indeed. it
can be argued that any method that involves consciously focussing on a
particular dynamic necessarily alters that dynamic. Thus 'imaginal
response' may be best appreciated as an amplification of the 'normal'
dynamic. Nevertheless, the following analyses of participants' imaginal

response-work is offered as a reflection on the subliminal, imaginal
dynamic of the 'normal' reading process.



5.2.3. Individual Batterns of Response and Norman Holland

If a cursory study of the res~onse-work reveals each response to be
unique, then a detailed analysis distinguishes individual patterns of
response. These patterns, outlined above in Chapter 4.2., range from
Yael's high incidence of 'sensation', to Donovan's dominant feature being
the 'transformation' of his images, for example 'king becomes a column of
smoke', and Victoria's unusually high incidence of colours in her response
imagery, especially the colour 'red'. Each of the participants had
distinctly individual patterns in his/her responses, and undoubt~dl~
there are further patterns which my analysis has not discovered.

The appearance of such individual characteristics supports Holland's
argument that the reader replicates him/herself in the process of readin~
The participants' individual response patterns suggest that an imaginal
reading of a text will reflect individual characteristics of the 'reader'.
However, Holland sees these characteristics in terms of a fixed 'identity

theme' • This notion of an 'identity theme' is borrowed from the Freudian
psychologist Hanz Lichtenstein. It relates to the primary imprint of
the mother and is invariant. Holland describes it as

an unchanging essence, a "personality" or "character"
that permeates the millions 'of ego choices that constitute
the visible human ••• one central, unifying pattern in
that life which is the invariant sameness, the"identity

. 2
theme" of the individual living it.

Holland's notion of a fixed 'identity theme' is questionable because it
denies the possibility of a reading reflecting any ~ychological change

or growth in the reader. That such change and growth can take place is
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central to Jung's concept of 'individuation', in which the structure
of the ego and personality alters as unconscious contents are assimi1ate~
.Indeed, it has been suggested that an imaginal mode of response may in
itself offer the possibility for psychological changea in allowing uncon-
scious contents to surface and be integrated, the ego structure of the
'reader' could alter in the very process of reading.

But, although Holland's 'identity theme' is limited by its Freudian contet,
could not this notion of a 'central, unifying pattern' point beyond the
ego to the possibility of an archetypal rather than personal identity
theme being reflected in the reading dynamic? This is a conjecture
which will be discussed later in relation to Karen's response imagery.

Finally, is there in fact an 'unchanging essence' within the reader that
is beyond any identifiable pattern and yet underlies the reading activity?
Jung's concept of the Self refers to such an 'unchanging essence', but
how it manifests in the life of the individual, or indeed in any reading

process, at this stage cannot be answered.

Not only is Holland's Freudian perspective limiting in the fixed 'identity'
it gives the reader, but also in the way Holland's reader expresses this
identity. For Holland's reader reads 'deftly', to use his own acronym,
recreating the work in terms of his own ~fensive strategies and fantasy
drives, and fina11y!r&nsforming subconscious material into a socially
acceptable form. These are 'adaptive strategies' through which Holland's
reader internalises a text and 'then derives from it fantasies of the
particular kind that yield him pleasure'.) However, the analysis of
the response-work suggests that Holland offers only a limited perspective
on how the 'reader' recreates his/her own identity. Few of the individual



patterns of response easily 'fit into' Holland's Freudian framework with
its emphasis on a derivation of pleasure.

For some individuals particular feelings appeared to be repeated, for
Mike, 'danger', 'nausea', 'fear' and 'claustrophobia', while both ~{endy
and Andrew had repeated feelings of 'sadness'. It has been suggested
that Mike's feelings of 'danger' and 'fear' may reflect defensive strate-
gies, and it could be argued that Wendy and Andrew's 'sadness' is a

defense against a deeper pain. But it is debatable as to whether these
feelings relate to 'fantasy drives' or 'yield pleasure'. What I would
suggest is that the process of imaginal response evoked certain dominant
feelings or patterns of feeling, a process which was not necessarily
pleasurable. In fact, for Mike the imaginal experience was at one
instance so unpleasant that he repressed any response to the next

textual image.

The identity of the imaginal 'reader' may not be fixed, nor the response
material fully support Holland's 'deft' reading process, but there is
evidence of 'reading' reflecting a participant's identity. In particular,

4the responses of both Wendy and Frank illustrate the projection of a

personal identity theme. For Wendy, this self-projection is linked with
an identification with the characters in the text. For example, in her

response to

Get thee to a nunnery. Why, wouldst thou be a breeder

Of sinners? 111 i 121-2

Wendy completely identifies with Ophelia

Is that all I'm worth - after all this, after battling
trying, striving, coming back time after weary time to
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try again - it's come to nothing, it's the end of the
end and there is no light at the end of the tunnel.
Ha~let never wanted me - it was a diversion, I was wrong
to think he did. It's all hopeless and pointless and
there's nothing now - just dark sadness.

The feelings that Wendy here projects onto Ophelia reflect a quality of
self deprecation that runs throughout much of her response-work, as for
example in her response to

The harlot's cheek, beautied with plast'ring art,
Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it
Than is my deed to my most painted word.

111 i 51-3

Wendy

1. Sadness, my sadness. I would like the painted cheek
to be the real thing
2.
J. Defeat - regret - shunning hypocracy (me, I'm made
of it) feeling sadness at the reality of raddled ugly
face under paint.

Wendy's response here suggests a degree of self-projection as she identifies
with the hypocracy of Claudius. Moreover, a personal knowledge of Wendy's
character reinforces the suggestion that she is projecting aspects of her
own lac~ of self worth onto the text. This dynamic is repeated in her
response to 'Gertrude, Image 4', when she experiences 'Just my o~ feelings
of failure and ruin and guilt etc.'.

If ~endy's mode of self-projection is highly emotive, Frank's responses



exhibit a more detached, less 'feeling orientated' type of self-projection.
For example, 'Gertrude, Image 4' evokes, as for Wendy, a feeling of
'guilt', but otherwise no self condemnation, but rather a detached and
critical comment, reflecting a self awareness of his relationship to
his mothers

Frank

1. Guilt (and the thought that I hadn't included Mummy
before the image was read)
2.

3. Me standing before mother telling her that if I
looked at myself closely and judgemental1y I wouldn't
like myself as I would be doing it in part from what
I would imagine to be her viewpoint.

Interestingly, another incidence of self-projection in Frank's response-
work also involves his relationship to his mother.
recorded in response to 'Claudius, Image 8' were.

The 'images' he

My mother is in one of two twin beds next to one another.
I am on the other. I am 12 or so. She is too busy for
me, putting bets on horses on TV over the phone.
Listening to the radio, avoiding contact with her needy
brat, yet at the same time, have no sense of blame. It
had to be that way.

Other instances of self-projection in Frank's responses look back at his
relationship with his brother ('Claudius, Image J'), at his relationship
with 'H' ('Ophelia, Image 4' & 'Ophelia, Image 5'), and one instance
reflects a self awareness of 'all my little games and shaming ways,'
('Ophelia, Image 6'). However, in contrast to Wendy's responses, Frank
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does not give any evidence of identifying with the characters of the play.
Bather, he simply projects himself into the imaginal space provided by
this method of response. Even in their mode of self-projection, Wendy
and Frank express their individuality.

These examples of self-projection are very particular instances of a
'reading' reflecting the 'reader', or to adapt Holland's phrase, a
response being 'a function of identity'. But Frank expresses his
identity not only when he projects himself as an identifiable figure,
but also in a fatalistic posture he repeatedly adopts. One example of
Frank's fatalism has already been given in his response to 'Claudius,
Image S', where he comments on his imaginal relationship to his 'too busy'
mother as 'It had to be that way'. Other examples of this fatalistic
stance arel 'The Ghost, Image 2'1 ' ••• as he must suffer his sins, so
is likely shall I, without consciously being able to control it, i.e. an
issue of fate.'; 'Prince Hamlet IV, Image 2'1 'He is condemned to
this existence for how long he knows not.'; 'The Ghost, Image 5'1
'knowing a figure must come and pour poison in my ear and yet wanting to
do nothing to stop it as my tenure as king is over;', 'Ophelia, Image 4'1
, ••• just as he bore a daughter in his way, so shall she in hers'. Frank
even projects his fatalism onto the relationship between the sun and the
moon: 'Ophelia, Image2': 'The sun tells the moon that this relationship
is fixed and immutable, but that they will never get any closer than
they are. Held and repelled by gravitational power.' This repeated
fatalism does not appear in 'any other participant's response-work, and
it can therefore be argued that it is primarily Frank's projection •

.Moreover, Frank's fatalism in these examples is predominantly related to
the suffering of human existence - he was ignored by his mother because
'it had to be', 'he must suffer his sins, so is likely shall I', 'he is



condemned'. Even the idea of childbirth ('Ophelia, Image 4') is not a
cause for joy, as the father has negative associations 'like Orson Wells
in 'Touch of Evil' i.e. really bloated', and the pregnant 'H' is 'staked
out in the desert', hardly an image evocative of happiness. Frank's
fatalism appears to reflect a negative attitude towards life.

However, it could also be argued that' this fatalism relates to themes
within Hamlet, as the play can easily be read as projecting a picture of
life as suffering. Prince Hamlet does not view life as joyful, but
rather full of 'the heart ache and trethousand natural shocks/That fle~h
is heir to,'. Indeed, is not Hamlet's own perspective on life at times
one of negative fatalism, only through suicide can man escape 'the whips
and scorns of time', and he himself cannot even undertake this 'action'?
Is then Frank's fatalism a response to that of Prince Hamlet, or is it
p~rely a projection of his own perception of existence? Or could it be

that in the imaginal space Frank's fatalism meets that within Hamlet, the
text mirrors the reader, allowing an identity theme within ~nk to be
imaginally realised?

For Wendy the text evokes her own feelings of a lack of self-worth, for
Frank a fatalistic posture towards life. Both attitudes have a fundament-
ally negative element, seeing life as a cause for sadness or suffering.
Furthermore, as these attitudes are repeated they may represent a defensive
strategy, repressing a deeper, personal pain. But whether or not defen-

sive, this negative element could reflect the participants' own life
experiences, or it could reflect an aspect of the text, more probably,
the dynamics of response combine reader and text; the text being a pattern
onto which similar patterns in the reader can be projected. Holland

describes this process, saying how:



As readers, each of us will bring different kinds of
external information to bear. Each of us will seek out
Particular themes that concern him.5.

But whilst Holland sees the identity of the reader expressing itself solely
in the choice of 'themes', this enquiry reveals that 'readers' 'not only
perceive themes that concern them, but also experience these themes in an
individual manner. Wendy's experience of herself and the text is highly
emotive; her responses, whether or not they visibly involve self-projection,
are predominantly feeling oriented. Indeed, many of the 'images' she
records are feelings, for example her response tOI

o that this too too solid flesh would melt,
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew.

1 ii 129-30 (The Macmillan Shakespeare)

Wendy

1.· Stron~ feeling of sadness'
2.
3. The feeling of surrender to a deep, sad quietness
and stillness. Melting into the brown safe-place with
resignation - to peace and no more striving and responsi-
bilityand pain, to nothingness (a bit like the one inside
but sad too).

Frank's responses, however, may be noted both for the lack of 'intensity'
recorded and for the high incidence of a lack of feeling response - in
33.% of his responses he did not record any feeling. This difference

between Frank and Wendy could be related to Jung's 'Four TYpes', his
distinction between •Feeling, Thin~dng, Sensation and Intuitive' types~



Following this categorization Wendy would be a 'feeling type', whilst it
could be argued that Frank was more a 'thinking type'. Frank'expresses
his fatalistic stance with an ideational quality appropriate to a thin~ing
type. This quality is also expressed elsewhere, for example in response
to 'Prince Hamlet, Image 5',

The baby knows everything but can communicate nothing.
He knows that there is an inverse relationship between
communication and knowledge.

or 'Ophelia, Image 6',

A dismembered voice booms out to me in the desert saying
that it can see through all my little games and shaming
ways to Machiavellian ambitions that lie behind and which
in turn conceal a purity of innocence.

Perhaps Frank's lack of 'feeling' and 'intensity' reflects a defensive
strategy, a desire to distance himself from the affect of the textual
images, but it could also relate to him as a 'thinking type'. Jung
places the 'thinking type' in opposition to the 'feeling type', and
suggests that the dominant function has the tendency to repress its
opposite. Thus a 'thinking type' will tend to repress his/her feeling
response, which could easily apply to Frank.

If ~endy and Frank express an identity as 'feeling' or 'thin~ing' 'types'
in their mode of imaginal expression, how does this relate to other
participants? Can they be so easily categorized? I have already noted
patterns of feeling response in Mike and Andrew. Does this imply that
they too are 'feeling types'? At this early stage of exploring the'
dynamics of 'imaginal response' I am unable to offer any definite conclu-
sions. The only other participant whose response-work suggests a definite



categorization is Yael. Her high incidence of sensation orientated
responses, whether smell. 'Smell of unaired room, cheap heavy perfume
plus smell of sleep' (Certrude, Image 5), sound, 'a single bird is
crying' ('Certrude, Image J'), or touch. 'heat of the sun but also a
gentle wind' ('Prince Hamlet~l, Image 4'), points distinctly to her as
a 'sensation type'.

In order to explore more fully Jung's 'Four Types' and how they express
themselves in the imaginal dynamics of the reading process, it would be
necessary to conduct a further study with a larger number of participants
focussed specifically on this question. At present, I am only able to
state that it appears that response-work may very possibly reflect
the 'type' of 'reader'. Frank, and especially Wendy and Yael's responses
give evidence to this. But this does imply that readers may express
their individuality in their 'mode' or 'style' of response, as much as
in regard to any particular thematic content. Moreover, although this
is particularly evident in a response process that focusses on an imaginal
rather than interpretive perspective, it cannot be disregarded with
reference to theclatter. Thus I propose that we should consider 'styles'
of response to the same degree as present Reader-Response theory considers
ideational 'contents'. Readers recreate their identity in a variety of

modes, some of which may be related as much to Jung's 'Jour Types' as
to any personality structure suggested by Holland. .

5.2.4. The Two Groups of Participants as 'Interpretive Communities'

In discussing individual patterns of response, the examples have mainly
been drawn from the first group of participants, those from the meditation

group. This is because the response-work of this first group was more



easily differentiated into individual response-patterns, as a cursory
study of the 'readers' characteristics outlined in Section 4.3 will
reveal. There are a number of possible reasons for this distinction
between the two groups of participants.

Participants from the meditation group attended more response sessions
than the Polytechnic students - all those from the meditation group
attended nine sessions, responding to 55 images altogether, whilst the
Polytechnic students attended from two to five sessions, responding to
from 14 (Sarah) to 26 (Mike) images. The more response-work recorded,
the easier it is to distinguish patterns of response. Indeed Mike's
work, which involved responding to more textual images than other
Polytechnic students, offered the most easily distinguishable patterns
among his group.

However, it could also be argued that the third year Polytechnic students
have, during their degree course, been taught to focus on reading a text
as objectively as possible. 'Reader-response', which acknowledges the
subjective element of the reading process, is only one element of their
programme. The majority of other literary courses reject reader-response's
subjectivist assumptions, and, offering predominantly interpretive
perspectives, train the students to be as 'objective' as possible. Thus,
these students have very probably been conditioned to repress subjectivity
in their reading, which will necessarily limit the degree to which their
response-work will express their individuality. participants from the
meditation group, not in the process of being schooled in this manner, are
less likely to so repress their individuality.

Moreover, whilst the majority of literary courses may encourage an objective



perspective, the meditation group with its Jungian psychological orienta-
tion, actively encourages an introverted, subjective perspective.
Individuals engaged in this process are encouraged to realise and
express their own individual characteristics. There is not the space to
explore this process in any detail, but rather to assert that there may
be a definite contrast between the two groups of participantsl the Poly-
technic students being conditioned to repress their subjectivity in favour
of an 'objective' reading of a text, and those from the meditation group
being encouraged to explore their subjective world and express their
individuality.

Both Fish and Bleich discuss the question of 'interpretive communities'
in relation to the reading process. .Although their 'communities'
differ (Fish's 'community' being semiotically structured, relating to
reading strategies and interpretive conventions, whilst Bleich's 'community'
is pedagogic, reflecting shared interest in knowledge) each critic sees
the process of response as to some degree determined by a 'community' to
which the reader belongs. My analysis of individual patterns of imaginal
response may also su~rt the idea of a 'reader's' 'community' influencing
the response process. 'Imaginal response' has been practised with
participants from two differing groups or 'communities', and it is
suggested that participants from themeditation 'community' may be more
predisposed to express their individuality in their response-work than
participants from the polytechnic 'community'.

However, because of the difference in the number of response sessions
attended by these two groups, the more easily differentiated individual
patterns of the meditation group cannot be offered as conclusive evidence
of the differing perspectives of the two 'communities'. A more conclusive



approach-would require that a larger number of participants all ta~e part
in an equal number of response sessions. Yet it could still be argued
that any such analysis of participant's response-work would in itself
be too subjective to be offered as 'proof'. For example, myapprecia-
tion of individual characteristics in the response-work would necessar~ly
be influenced by any personal knowledge of the participants, and some of
those from the mediation group I know well. An alternative could be
for someone with no personal knowledge of any of the participants to
conduct the analysis - but this is an area for possible future research.
At this present stage I can only propose the. idea of a community of
'readers' reflecting neither a semiotic nor a pedagogic orientation, but
rather apsycholo~icaldistinction between 'readers' encouraged to express
their own subjectivity and individuality, and those conditioned towards
a more objective stance.

The Particination of the Unconscious

Participants may express their individuality in the patterns or individual
characteristics that repeat throughout their response-wor~. However,
participants' individuality is also evident in the subjective nature of
single responses. Subjectivity in response-work is most apparent when
the process of imaginal association points to the participation of the
unconscious.

Consider Frank's response to the following textual imagel

Textual Image I

Now, Hamlet, hear.
'Tis given out that sleeping in my orchard

Jtp.



A serpent stung me.

1 v 34-6

Response Images
Frank

1.

2.

3. Marlon Brando looking male sitting in sunny Italian
courtyard in Bath Chair suddenly slumps forward. No
other movement or creatures, except raven sitting in
tree watching curiously.

If we 10o~ at Fran~'s response solely in the context of an experience of
the text, there is an immediate problem. From where did Frank's 'raven
sitting in a tree watching curiously' originate? The text gives no
hint of a raven, and indeed no other 'readers' perceived a raven in
response to this textual image. A possible supposition is that the raven
is a product of Frank's unconscious.

Throughout this imaginal response-work there is witness to the possible
participation of the unconscious in that images are evoked that bear no
obvious relationship to the textual image~ Sometimes, as with Frank's
raven, there is just the inclusion of a single figure or image that has an
apparent unre1atedness to the textual image. Another example of this
is Yael's response to

There is a willow grows askant the brook
That shows his hoary leaves in the glassy stream.

IV vii 165-6
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Yael-
.1. The murmuring of small ripples as they meet the
pillars of the bridge. Peaceful
2. ~1edium to weak intensity
J. A willow covers partly a small wooden bridge, on
which a woman with a baby in a pram are passing slowly.

The 'small wooden bridge, on which a woman with a baby in a pram are
passing slowly', does not appear in the text. Yet Yael 'saw' it, and
furthermore, 'heard' the 'murmuring of small ripples as they meet the
pillars of the bridge'. Interestingly, throughout her responses to
images describing Ophelia's drowning, Yael saw a bridge across the river.
Moreover, until we discussed her responses, she was not aware of any
unrelatedness between what she had perceived and the textual images.

At other times, the response appears to be aL~ost entirely unrelated to
the textual image. An example is Yael's response to

Thou turn'st my eyes into my very soul,
And there I see such black and grained spots
As will not leave their tinct.

111 iv 89-91

Yael

1. Gloom, heaviness
2. strong
J. A raw cow liver covered with flour - the blood and
the flour mixed together into a mess. Clots of flour.

Yael's 'clots' may echo, both visually and acoustically, the text's 'spots',
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but otherwise her response, with its central image of a 'raw cow liver
covered with flour', appears unrelated to the textual image.

As Freud noted (see above p. 63 ), thinking in images is closer to the
processes of the unconscious than thinking in words. And according to
Jung the psyche consists essentially of images,

Every psychic process is an image and an imagining.6

Thus, an imaginal mode allows the unconscious to express itself in its
own language. ~ra.n!t'sraven, Yael's bridge and baby in the pram and her
raw cow liver can be considered as the responses of the participant's
unconscious to the textual image. And, although Qne can attempt to
analyse these response images, translate their 'meaning' into a more
conceptual form, one can also learn to become conversant with the language
of the unconscious, become sensitive to an imaginal mode of communicatio~
It is possible to learn to appreciate an image as its imaginal self with-
out the need of verbal analysis.

Once one can remain with the image, the image itself
can teach and disclose its nature and its world through
its own being.7

This is the posture adopted by HilL~an and his followers, which the
participants' response-work would seem to support. However, this
enquiry has argued that ideally there should be an integration of an
imaginal and an analytic approach, a 'coincidentia oppositorum'.

5.2.5.1. The Participation of the Unconscious Encouraged by Appreciating
the Feelings, Emotions, Sensations of a aesponse

The participation of the unconscio~s may be further encouraged by the
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'reader' appreciating the feelings, emotions, sensations etc. which are
experienced in a response. The participants' experience of 'despair',
'fear', 'peace', 'claustrophobia', 'nausea' or a 'burning sensation' may
often have an unconscious origin. Evoked by the text, these feelings
are subjective, and can be understood as previously existing predominantly
in the unconscious. A particular example of this was evident in ~ake 's
response to the image:

For if the sun breeds maggots in a dead dog, being a good
Kissing carrion.

11 ii 181-2

r,!iK:e-
1. Nausea
2. strong
J. Maggots crawling around the still indefinable carcase
of a dog. It is brightly lit and I can almost smell
and feel it.

(nogs running in roads and the fear that they mir,ht get
killed is a very strong personal fear).

He had a strong sensation of nausea, but the intensity of his response
is further indicated by the fact that he could 'almost smell and feel it'.
This quality of sensation was not evident in his other responses. It
appears that the {.textual imae;e evoked from his unconscious a personal
phobia, a fear that dogs running in the roads might get ~illed. The
feeling quality of his response was not rational, there was no dog
running in the road, but rather due to a subliminal association. The
text evoked feelings that appeared to be just below the threshold of
consciousness. If they were deeper in the unconscious it is unlikely



that Mike would have so easily lin~ed the feeling to his phobia about
dogs in the street. Nevertheless, the feelings here evoked were so
disturbing for Mike that he repressed any response to the following
textual image. For his next response Mike simply stated:

Previous image was so unpleasant that this image was .
repressed.

Nike's reaction was easily traced to its origin. However, in most cases
the reaction evo~ed by the text is not so easily traceable to a particular
phobia or cause. Hike's own response-work suggests a number of unconscious
feelings repeatedly evoked: 'danger', 'nausea', 'fear' and 'claustrophobia'.
Their particular origin could not be traced without exploring their
associations in depth, which was not appropriate to the seminar situatio~
Possibly these feelings exist deeper in Mike's unconscious than his
phobia about dogs. Moreover, his feelings, as well as those of other
participants, had a strength and intensity that surprised the individual,
which in itself suggests that they have an unconscious origin.

In giving the feeling, emotion and sensation aspect of a response due
recognition, the participation of the unconscious is encouraged. Further-
more, in appreciating these elements, partici~nts become more sensitive
to that area, to the affect of a text; and in doing so they become more
sensitive and receptive to the expressions of the unconscious. Thus
"readers' are encouraged to become aware of an area of response that in
the 'normal' reading process takes place only at a subliminal level.

5.2 •.5.2. The Participation of the Unconscious Evokes a 'neaction' Rather

Than a '.aesponse"

Mike's association quoted above emphasises the quality of 'reaction' that



may be found in this use of 'active imagination'; for, in encountering
the participant's psyche the textual image may often evo~e a subjecttve
reaction. Indeed, participants' associations may often be considered
as more a 'reaction' than a 'response'. The O.E.D. defines 'response' as

1. An answer, a reply, or
b. an action or feelin~ which answers to some

feeling or influence.

'.aeaction' is defined as

1. lepulsion or resistance exerted by a body
in opposition to the impact or pressure
of another body.

An imaginal association is rarely just an 'answer'; rather, involvin~
the participants's psyche, it often reflects an encounter with an
unconscious resistance or complex. For our personal unconscious is
not a virgin land, empty of resistances, but rather it is the home of
the 'shadow' and many repressed aspects of the individual that are in
opposition to the conscious ego. In encouraging the participation of
the unconscious, imaginal perception may evoke these resistances, and
engage the participant in a reaction rather than a response.

That reading involves a process of psychological reaction has already
been explored in some depth by Holland, in his analysis of the function
of defensive strategies and fantasy drives in the dynamics of response.
However, as I have already suggested, the imaginal response-worT<: indicates
'reactions' that are not necessarily either defensive or pleasurable.
Indeed, Mike's reaction to the 'dead dog' is a particular exa~ple of an
unpleasant reaction that appears to have gone beyond his defensive strategies
into an area of painful feelings, as may also be true of the other feelines,



'danger', 'nausea', 'fear' etc. repeatedly evo~ed within him. The
following imaginal association also points to textual 'reaction' going
beyond defensive strategies, bringing painful feelings etc. across the
threshold of consciousness.

Textual Imap;e:

And. is't not to be damned
To let this canker of our nature come
'In further evil?

V ii 63-70

Jesponse

Nomi

1. Guilt, pain
2. Quite strong
J. All those things that lead me astray at the mo~ent.
r'!emoryof placenta being as it were uprooted from my
centre and pulled out by the doctor. Tne pain of that
and fury at being distracted from being with 0••

Nomi's 'reaction' to this textual image brought into consciousness a
painful experience she had when her child was born; as well as a feeling
of 'guilt' at being led 'astray'.

The Participation of the Unconscious Explored Throu~ Karen's

Associations

The above examples point to the participant's unconscious 'reacting' or
'responding' to the textual imaee. In order to ex~lore this unconscious



dynamic in more depth I wor~ed with Karen for a number of sessions (see
above Section 4.6). and we consciously focussed on the participation of
her unconscious in the process of response, looking closely at the possible
origins of her imaginal associations.

;{aren's first response L~age involved a number of personal associations.
'3ut two months dead' evoked the image of a 'Baby - born yet dead with
crown', and in discussing this association :~ren remembered that in fact
the very first image evoked, which was not recorded, was of a foetus, two
months old. The text's 'two months dead' had evoked a memory of an
abortion and also a miscarriage. Interestingly she initially repressed
this first association, possibly because it was so painful.
described the feeling associated with this memory:

She later

That desperate feeling when a mother loses her
child ••• that tragedy that can only happen to a mother.

Thus the textual image evoked a subjective association, a memory stored
in the unconscious that was painful enough for her to at first repress i~

The same textual image also evoked an image associated with her mother.
Her response recorded 'Mother - blue grey - wild, holds out hands for
child. cannot reach it.' Karen associated 'Mother - blue grey - wild'
with her own mother: "My image of my mother is wild ••• she is an
hysterical, neurotic woman". 2ut her response image was associated with
a deeper unconscious dynamic in tl)at Karen saw the 'baby - born yet dead
with crown' as reprpsenting her true self, dead "not in the sense of
having lived and died, but in the sense of having never lived". 'Further_

more, the mother unable to reach the child'~s associated with a psycholo-
gical senaration from the mother which Karen was undergoing at that time.



For, only when separate from her physical mother and also the part of her
feminine nature the mother represents, "all that negative femininity
within myself, the wild destructive mother", did Karen feel she would be
able to exist as her true self, the 'baby ••• with crown'.

In this sense Karen's response image is related to an i~portant psycholo-
~ical dynamic that only became a~parent when the associations were
discussed. This suggests that the response process involved the parti-
cipation of the unconscious, evo~ing subjective and predominantly sub-
liminal associations, whether of a painful abortion and miscarriage, or
of a progress towards individuation through a separation from the mother.

~(aren's response-work offers further examples of the text evo!(ing subjective
associations. The 'harlot's cheek' in 'Claudius, Image 2' evo<ed the
image of a laughing whore, ~ich !~ren amplified by associating it with
her experience of prostitutes in the red-light district of A~sterdam,
and the way they turn their cheek "nocki.ng ••• trying to attract".
This same textual image also evoked the image of Jesus bein~ cruxified,
with Pilate regretting his words. 'Karen assciated this religious
scene with her strong Christian upbringing. Another textual ima~e.
'Gertrude, Image 5', evoked a very powerful personal association:

~emory of most 'instinctual' sexual moment when base
sexuality too< over. Jeel part of me was raped by this
act.

:(aren'sdiscussion of her r-esponee-vox'c pointed to individual response
images having a subjective element. This subjectivity crosses the

threshold of consciousness as an imaginal association, but it is through
the process of analysis and discussion that the nature of the association
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is made fully conscious. In fact, as :{aren's pattern of response-worTt
and their associations developed, our discussion revealed that the
textual images were evo~ing a dominant unconscious dynamic in which the

~:u::::; or 'innocent girl' within Karen was attacked or 'executed' by the
poxerf'u'Lcollective forces of her instinctual self, in particular her
sexual instincts.

Karen's response-work expressed this unconscious dynamic in a variety of

imaginal forms. In 'Gertrude, Image 2' an 'innocent ••• young girl'
was executed in the 'French nev~lution'; in 'Gertrude, Image 4' Karen
associated the 'giant monster, first serpent then dragon-like, firey,
full of poison, base' with the dar~ess of her own instinctual self;
'Gertrude, Image 5' associates Hamlet's description of his mother's
sexual activity with an actual incident in which ~aren's 'base sexuality
took over'; in 'Ophelia, Image l' ;~ren relates her response-image of
Max 3ec~nan's Two Harlequins and Monkey with the ani~al nature within
man taking over both the painter and also the German people at the
beginning of the Second ~or1d War: 'Ophelia, Image 5' images a 'Young girl,
stripped naked' attacked by 'forces': and finally 'Ophelia's Drowning,
Image 5' images a 'young woman sucked down a hole into a huge cavern
••• full of lecherous beings ••• They entice her!.

Each of these associations can be read as an imaginal amplification of

a particular sexual the~e. Furthermore, our discussion not only revealed

this theme, it also brought out in T{arena number of life situations in
which this psychological dynamic appeared to have ~anifested. These
situations included an early experience of sexual abuse, being stripped
in the school playground, and later leading a base sexual life as a

'groupie' • Thus Karen's responses to the text reflected a subjective



life-the:ne so pOI..erful that it appeared to dominate at times not only
her unconscious but also her conscious life.

The textual images evoked a psychological pattern within !~ren, first in
imaginal form then translated through the process of our discussion into
the more conscious mode of psychological language. In Chapter Two,
Section 8.5., the importance of integrating an imaginal with an analytic
mode of response was discussed, and Karen's response-work may be offered
as evidence of this. Without discussing her responses the underlying
l~ttern would not have been discerned, nor its psychological significance
been made conscious. The value of this work was reflected in a dream
of Karen's (recorded above, together with her interpretation pp. l\'-~\)'

In her dream Karen is on a journey with me, when, in a protected space,
she meets a cage with wild animals.
the animal with her fie.sh and then

I feed it me, yet at the same time I am gradually eating

In the dream I show her how to feed

it ••• I am now remarkably in control of this wild beast.

In her interpretation Karen comments how the response sessions have been
helping her become conscious of 'the instincts, specifically the sexual
ones'. In particular she describes how an idea previously only 'under-
stood on an intellectual level' was fully realised. This suggests the
importance of experiential, rather than just intell~ctual understanding.

Karen's imaginal experiences combined with our discussion allowed a
psychological idea to be more fully understood. This is evidence of
the limitations of a solely intellectual approach to the unconscious,
and it also points to the psychological potential of 'imaginal response'.

Karen identifies the dream animal(s) as imagining her instincts, and sug~ests



that

The highest act would be to feed it with myself. Could
this be showing me how the animal at first devoured me and
that I have to re-experience this in order to control it?
Then I feed on it, the process is reversed or completed.
The animal is no longer separate, it becomes a part of me,
I take it into myself.

Following :(aren's interpretation I would suggest that the respcnse -worY(
had allowed her to imaginally act out her experience of her 'wild animal'
or instinctual self. In the 'protected space' of the response sessions
Karen was able to re-expe~ience how she had 'fed' her instincts, allowed
the 'animal' to devour her, and in these imaginal experiences ann our
discussions she became conscious of this dynamic, and thus 'ate' or
'digested' the animal. And most important for Karen, through this
process the animal was controlled.

The ,sychological pattern ima~ed in Xa~en's response-worY( and enacted in
her life is analogous to Holland's 'identity theme'. 3ut this res~onse-
worTe, both imaginal and analytic, not only shows 'reading' as a 'function
of identity', it a~so shows the 1'Ossibility for 'iMaginal response' to
effect psychological change. And, as already suggested, such ~sycholo-
gical change questions Holland's notion of the reader having a fixed
identity.

The imaginal response process allows a psychological dyna~ic to be realised
first as an imaginal expe~ience, rather than just as an intellectual
concept, and then through analysis to be more consciously understood. It
is important to stress that the im~inal experience needs to come first,



because, as stated in Chapter ~~o, the 'full experience of the ima~inal
8can never be conce~tually comprehended, and as Karen herself commented,

she 'didn't get it' when explained as an intellectual idea, onlT when
she had imaginally experienced her 'animal' was she able to 'eat' and
thus integrate it. Thus, through 'imaginal response', an unconscious
dynamic may be integrated, 'digested', and so transformed. '{aren's

response-work offers only one example of how this process may take place,
and many more examples would be needed to substantiate this potential for

'imaginal response'. However, it does offer an as yet unexplored area

lin~ing psychol0eY and literary texts.

Finally, Karen's wor~ is an important confirmation of an idea central to
this whole enqui~J: n~~ely that, compared to an analyt~c, 'secondary'
mode of res~nse, an imaginal mode, as a 'primary process', allows for a
greater awareness of the unconscious dynamics of the reading process, a
fuller understanding of any unconscious material triggered by a text.

5.2.5.4• Acoustic Associations and the Barticination of the Unconscious

{aren's response-imap,:eof !·:ax:;:3eckman'sTwo Harlequins and a }~on'{ey,
reflects her particular psycholo~ical pattern (see above p. 1c\ ). but
its relationshi~ to the textual image bears analysis. In discussing

this response :<aren revealed that it appeared to be evo'<:edprimarily by

the two textual words 'fashion' and 'toy'. The latter word she associated

with the fact that the mon!<:eyin the picture is "holding a toy :non'<:ey".
But the former word 'fashion' seemed more central to the response in
evo'dng an acoustic association 'Fasching' J she describes the picture as
"two harlequins and a !l\onl<:sy••• (':o:i.ngto a ):XI.rty, celebratint; Fasching,
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a Gennan festival". How evident are acoustic associations in other
participants' response-wor~, and are they also linked to the participation
of the unconscious?

The analysis of ;.:articipants'response-vror'<revealed nume rous other
acoustic associations. sometimes these acoustic images are homophones
that are also homomorphs, for exam~le Fran~'s 'trifling/bowl of trifle',
Donovan's 'celestial bed/bed of roses'; though this latter res?Onse can
also be read as a witty colloquial comment on the idea of a 'celestial

bed' • suzanne's associations offer examples of an 'intermediate,9
homophonic and homomor?hic association: '0 wretched stateft1rs Thatcher
dressed in bl.ack" (r:rsThatcher as representative of the 'state' or
'co~ntry') and 'thy union/a procession of ~ople shouting and waving

banne~s' (trades union). These two particular associations also h~ve
political connotations, suggesting a subliminal political di~ension to

Suzanne~s 'reading'.

ether acoustic images are jnst homophones, for example: :{or'li's'can'<:er
of our nature/placenta uprooted from my centre' and Victoria's 'enseamed
bed/bed with steam rising'. A:1 'intennedlate' acoustic association is
evident in Donovan's 'bear those ills/remove clothes ••• wounds' (bare).
Interestingly there appeared no homo'1lorphsthat are also homophones.
This may reflect the fact that the textual images Here read out loud to

the 'readers', and were thus experienced aurally. Possibly when a text

is read silently, homomorph associations that are not homophones may

occur, but this cannot be explored inthis enquiry.

In The Interpretation of Dreams Freud considers acoustic associations
in the form of ,uns, and he notes the'tendency of the unconscious to ~a~e
acoustic associations in dreams, referring to 'oriental 'dream boo'cs" as



evidence of this tendency. These 'dream books'

base the greater number of their interpretations of
dream-elements upon similarity of sound and resemblance
. t rd 10De ween vo s.

However, a more thorough study of acoustic associations and unconscious'
processes was made by Jung in his 'Studies in ilord Association,.ll In
these experiments Jung discovered that the lower the level of attention,
whether through tiredness or just boredom, the greater' the number of
phonetic associations. ~Tom these observations he concluded that

Under normal conditions sound associations are continually
opposed by inhibitions ••• There will always be a certain
tendency to suppress the sounds; the slighter the distrac-
tion of attention the stronger this tendency will be,
~~t the greater the distraction is, the wea~er it will be.
With increasing distraction the reaction will be more and
more influenced by sound, till finally only sound is

. 12assoclated.

Thus, any mode of response that distracts the conscious attention of
the 'reader' will increase the tendency for acoustic association. This
would be true of the meditative, relaxed posture adopted in 'imaginal

response' • And of particular relevance to 'imaginal response' is Jung's

observation that

The tendency to form a meaningful association, which
derives from the stimulus conce,t, inhibits sound
associations. I,)

Thus the critical focus on making conceptually meaningful, indeed inter-
pretive associations in reading a text, will 'inhibit sound association',
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whilst 'imaginal response's' non- rational perspective will more freely
allow such associations,

following his study, Jung observes that the

subconscious associative process ta~es place through
similarities of image and sound,14

However, is the reverse inference also true, that the acoustic associations
observed in 'imaginal response' necessarily ta~e place in the 'readers"
unconscious? Indeed, is the very phenomenon of acoustic associations
an indication of the participation of the unconscious in the response
'Process?

A number of 'readers" acoustic associations have a subjective element,
for exam~le: Karen's ':~sching' association is linked with her unconscious
dynamic, ~omi's 'placenta uprooted from my centre' relates to a painful
personal experience, and Suzanne's two 'intermediate' associations
quoted above sugr;est a subliminal 'Political theme, However, in other
responses a personal unconscious element is not so anparent, for example
Victoria's 'bed with steam risin€l;'or Fran'c's 'bowl of trine', :~'hether
Jung's argument implies that all these associations are evoked in the
'readers" unconscious, can only at Dresent be left unanswered,

Thus, this enquiry offers evidence of'the occurrence of acoustic associa-
tions in the subliminal reaciing process, and the wor~ of .~eud and Jung
suggests that the choice of association may reflect an unconscious
,atterning within the reader. However, it would require a further, more
detailed study to explore the mechanism by which these associations are
selected.
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If the choice of associations reflects the reader's unconscious
patterning, mayit not also reflect the archetypal patterns of the
collective unconscious, particularly in an imaginal ' reading' of an
archetypal textual image?

In TheAlchemyof Discourse Kugler expands Jung's ideas about acoustic
associations into the field of archetypal studies. studying clusters of
words that relate to a single archetypal core, for example: flowers,
carnations, violets and the defloration fantasy, carnal, violation,
defloration etc.; Kugler comesto the conclusion that

archetypal image meanings cluster round elemental units of
soundlS•

Kugler expands JUng's idea of the psyche 'consisting essentially of
images' to include acoustic images and translates Jung' s 'Image and
meaningare identical,l6 into

The 'deep' archetypal meaningis the physiognaUc and acoustic
image.l7

He also explores the idea that the archetypal depths of the unconscious
maybe structured phonetically. If patterns of archetypal imagery form
the structure of the collective unconscious, and these archetypal images
have a phonetic dimension, it would follow that the collective
unconscious could have a phonetic patterning. This gives an archetypal
and acoustic dimension to l~can's statement: 'The unconscious is
structured like a language.'·

The significance of Kugler's work for 'imaginal response' is that it
points to the possibility of 'readers" acoustic associations having an
archetypal dimension. Furthermore, in encouraging, rather than
inhibiting the tendency for acoustic associations, 'imaginal response'
mayfacilitate a deeper experience of the 'archeypal meaning' of a
textual image. As to whether my 'readers" acoustic assoictions are
archetypal is not apparent, indeed, a number of them, for example:
Frank's 'Dane/rain' or Donovan's 'tinct/clanked would seemto lack any
such quality. Nevertheless, just as Jung's work indicates that in not
inhibi ting acoustic associations, the unconscious mayparticipate mre
fully; so Kugler suggest that this mayallow a fuller appreciation of
archetypal images.



5.2.6. Archetypal Associations in Imaginal 1esponse-Work

Ku~ler's work on acoustic associations implies the possibility of a
'reader's' imaginal associations having an archetypal quality. However,
whilst the acoustic associations recorded do not offer firm evidence
of being archetypal, there are other imaginal associations that definitely
may be considered as archetypal.

5.2.6.1. The 3ape of Persephone in Karen's Response Images

Karen's imaginal associations points to the participation of a personal
unconscious dynamic. However: underlying this personal theme is an
archetypal dimension to her associations. The archetypal theme mytho-
logically imaged in the Rape of Persephone, was re-enacted in her imaginal
experiences. The nape of Persephone describes the transformation of
the innocent maiden, the Kore, through a forced descent into the instinctual
depths of the underworld. Carried off by Hades, the virginal PersePhone
realises the dark depths of the feminine, the dimension of Hecate; and
in these depths the maiden becomes mother, having eaten of the fruits of
the pomeeranate. Then, even when she returns to the surface she must
always ac~owledge the depths within, returning to Hades for half of

each year.

:~ren's response images focus on the first part of this story. the rape of
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the maiden. This is imaged in the innocent girl being executed, her
head turning into 'Medusa's head of snakes' ('Gertrude, Image 2'), in
the 'Young girl, stripped naked' attacked by 'figures', and more
particularly in her response to the final image of Ophelia's Drowning
('Ophelia's Drowning, Image SI). Karen records.

Young woman sucked down a hole into a huge cavern, like
the bowels of the earth. 'Hell' • Full of lecherous
beings, lascivious, drooling, ugly monsters •••

As I commented on this responses

The 'muddy death' of Ophelia here evokes images highly
suggestive of the Rape of Persephone, except that Hades
is replaced by 'lecherous beings'. For Karen, the
innocent maid is always the victim of a group, not an
individual seducer.

In my archetypal readings of Hamlet I associated the drowning of Ophelia
with the Rape of Persephones the virginal Ophelia with her 'crownet' of
flowers, drowned, echoes Persephone abducted into depths whilst gathering
flowers. Ophelia's death reflects the first part of the myth, the rape
or 'death' of the maiden, and this is the element of the myth that appears
most important for Karen. In the play the transformation of the feminine
takes place in the graveyard scene (see p. 2g~). For Karen, this
transformation is only hinted at in the Medusa figure ('Gertrude, Image 2'),
possibly she is yet to fully realise this inner metamorphosis.

The archetypal dimension of Karen's images can be read as reflecting an
archetypal theme within the text. However, the association of the .
Persephone myth with Karen's personal unconscious dynamic points beyond
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the text. It suggests that the archetypal images in the text evoked a
similar archetypal pattern within Karen, one of great personal signficance.
This indicates the possibility of a 'reading'reflecting an archetypal
rather than a purely personal 'identity theme'.

It would be consistent with Jung and Hillman to propose that each of us
has an individual myth or dominant archetypal theme. This may be under-
stood as a particular archetypal configuration that appears predominant
in an individual's life events and in any interpretation or meaning he
or she may give to these events. For most individuals, their governing
archetypal patterns is only revealed through analytic work, and in her
book Puer Aeternus, Marie-Louise von Franz gives examples of patients
whose lives were dominated by the myth of the Puer. For the purposes of
this study it is only necessary to acknowledge that such influencing
patterns exist, and indeed I have already noted that my reading of Hamlet
will have been influenced by my personal myth.

A 'reader's' archetypal patterns would belong to a deeper psychic structure
than that of Holland's 'identity theme'. It is not determined by the
ego or personality structure, and may therefore be more enduring than any
ego identity. However, Karen's associations focus on the first part of
the Persephone myth, the rape of the maiden rather than her transformation
into womanhood. This points to the possibility of an individual being
identified with a ~ of a myth, but it also suggests the idea of move-

ment within an archetypal theme. If, as I have proposed, the rape rather

than the transformation of the feminine is more important for Karen
because 'she is yet to fully realise this inner metamorphosis', might
not her archetypal emphasis shift if and when this transformation ~
fully realised? Although this idea cannot at present be supported by



further evidence, it is offered as a possibility, and moreover, one that
further questions Holland's notion of an invariant identity theme.

Among the participants Karen's response-work is unique in it;being so
dominated by an identifiable psychological pattern , and moreover, a
pattern that relates to a particular archetypal theme. Frank's work
hints at a fatalistic stance, Wendy and Andrew's at a feeling of sadness,
but, given the limited amount of work that could be done with them, their
associations did not reveal so dominant a personal and archetypal theme.
Nevertheless, just as examples of participants' work (Mike's fear about
dogs, Nomi's memory of a's birth) pointed to the participation of the
personal unconscious in the process of response, so too is there evidence
of an archetypal dimension to some of their response images.

5.2.6.2. ArchetYpal Associations that Evoke an Essential Quality of the
Textual Image

A certain disparity between textual and response images, Frank's 'raven',
yael's 'bridge and baby in a pram', Karen's 'Baby - born yet dead',
suggests the participation of the unconscious - the textual image evokes
an unconscious association. There are res po~ses, however, where. imaginal
association, rather than creating a disparity, has the potential to evoke
an essential quality of the textual image.
to Hamlet's

An example is yael's response

I have of late, but wherefore I know not, lost all my
mirth, forgone all my custom of exercises, and indeed it
goes so heavily with my disposition that this goodly frame
the earth seems to me a sterile promontory, this most
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excellent canopy of air, look you, this brave o'erhanging
firmament, this majestical roof fretted with golden fire,
why it appeareth nothing to me but a foul and pestilent
congregation of vapours.

11 ii 29.5-303

Yael-
1. Despair, no hope, weariness
2.

3. A small factory town air dense with soot, people
rushing to uninspiring jobs, wearing long black-grey
coats,jfaces down, not looking up.

The text's 'foul and pestilent congregation of vapours' not only evokes
an 'air dense with soot', but the association is more profound. The
very quality of Hamlet's depression has been translated into an urban
image. Even the details of Yael's response are apposite, the colour
of the men's coats, 'black-grey' adds to the feeling of depression, as
does 'faces down'. that it is 'a small factory town' evokes an appropriate
feeling of insignificance. The 'air dense with soot' points more to the
nineteenth century or early twentieth century, than to a contemporary
factory town, The coats of the men 'long black-grey' similarly suggest
a previous era, though they could also reflect Yael's Jewish/Israeli
background, as long dark coats are the uniform of the orthodox Jews,
much in evidence in Israel. However, we are not discussing an historical
but an imaginal representation, in which Yael's 'factory' imagery evokes
a depressive atmosphere, similar to that portrayed by Dickens in Hard Times.
Yael's response may be a personal paraphrase of the text, but it also has
a collective significance.



Three responses to an image from the session on Gertrude further
illustrate the imaginal's potential to evoke the essence of a textual
image. The textual image is Hamlet's exclamation to his motherl

Nay, but to live
In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed,
Stew'd in corruption, honeying and making love
Over the nasty sty.

111 iv91-4

The responses I

~

1. Emptiness, hollowness
2• Rather strong
J. Smell of una ired room, cheap heavy perfume plus smell
of sleep. The sheets are crumpled. Motel.

~

1. Sensual mingled with slight disgust
2. Strong
J. Curiously sensual feeling, strong smell of warm
leather like in a tannery. Kind of wallowing sensation.
Hot acrid and flies, millions of flies.

Donovan

1. Disgust
2. Strong
J. vast crowd of horrible swollen rats, crawling over
one another, fighting, fornicating - they will not cease.



This is far below any usual human possibility of
terrible behaviour,

yael has translated Shakespeare's image into a contemporary setting,
a 'motel', Although the similarities between the text and the response
are obvious, the sensations experienced, 'smell of unaired room, cheap
heavy perfume plus smell of sleep', do not directly originate in the text.
The image evoked for her has its own distinct quality, and I find that it
amplifies the textual image, making an imaginal statement about the
emptiness and hollowness of purely physical sex.

If Yael's response conveys emptiness and hollowness, for Nomi the text
evoked the sensuality of sex. The 'warm leather', the 'wallowing' and
the 'flies' are her own personal expression of the sensual sexuality that

Shakespeare is describing. As images they do not appear in the text,
but it would be incorrect to deny their appropriateness. Unlike her
'placenta ••, uprooted from my centre', they do not just have a personal
significance. They do, in fact, evoke an essential quality of the image,
which Nomi experienced as 'sensualmlng1ed with slight disgust'.

For Donovan, the human beings have become rats, 'horrible swollen rats',
Hamlet's disgust at his mother's lustful copulation has become an imper-
sonal, mass-animal fornication. Donovan's comment, 'This is far below
any human possibility of terrible behaviour' could be read as a footnote
to the textual image. Again, the association does not move away from
the text into the purely personal unconscious, evoking images that have
significance only for the participant; rather the 'reader' grasps a
fundamental meaning of the textual image. Thus, although each is nece-
ssarily the 'reader's' own paraPhrase of the text, the images of these



responses carry a collective as well as personal significance.

5.2.6.3. Archetypal Association Explored Through JUngian Analysis

A different perspective on the archetypal nature of an imaginal response
is evident in the following responses to the Ghost's description of his
own poisoning,

And in the porches of my ears did pour
The leprous distilment, moee effect
Holds such an enmity with blood of man
That swift as quicksilver it courses through
The natural gates and alleys of the body,
And with a sudden vigour it doth posset
And curd, like eager droppings into milk,
The thin and wholesome blood.

1 v 63-70

Nomi

1. Horror
2. strong
J. Like a gothic cathedral with many external decorations
slowly disintegrating under acid rain, crumbling images
then blood flowing from the statues inside, flowing out
through the doorway and coagulating.

Frank

1. Serenity of fatalism, mild physical waves of shuddering



2.

3. Lying on the ground, knowing a figure must come and
pour poison in my ear and yet wanting to do nothingtto
stop it as my tenure as king is overa and knowing that
myself to be killed in this way will bring great
spiritual reward. A kind of total surrender.

Donovan

1. satisfaction then fulfilment
2. strong
J. Man on cross, crucified, silver streams flow in
body, which becomes all silver. Finally two ends of
the cross become wings and he flies above, free.

Before analysing these responses it must be stated that none of these
participants had made any particular study of Hamlet. Their actual
knowledge of the text they described as 'fair' 'poor' and 'fair'
respectively. Furthermore, I only discussed the possible archetypal
implications of the images after the imaginal response-work.

A cursory study of the textual image suggests that what is being described
is simply the horrific poisoning of the sleeping King Hamlet. Indeed,

a number of other responses echoed this implication of the image. Mike's

response is one example,

Mike-
1. Intense pain followed by suffocation
2. strong
3. Drowning in a heavy curd-like substance which
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prevented breathing. The blanket of liquid at first
seems light and liquid, but on contact is gum-like and
cloying.

Mike's response suggests an intense experience of a liquid poisonous
substance. It relates clearly and directly to the ghost's description
of his poisoning.

However, an archetypal reading of the play can imply that this image
carries other implications. In Chapter Four I outlined my own archetypal
reading of Hamlet, together with a detailed study of the images with which
I worked. I will therefore only offer here a very brief account of the
archetypal implications of this particular image.

King Hamlet is the image of the 'heroic ego' which has separated itself
from the instinctual natural world. It is a masculine aspect of
consciousness which has repressed and denied its instinctual shadow side,
together with losing its awareness of the whole instinctual feminine psyche.
The 'serpent' which kills King Hamlet is his shadow brother Claudius. If
man's instinctual self is repressed it may eventually express itself in
a manner destructive to the ego consciousness which has denied it. This
is the archetypal situation imaged in the poisoning of King Hamlet.
However, although destructive to the ego consciousness, this action ot
the instinctual self can result in man's greater conscious awareness.
Just as the action of the serpent in the Garden of Eden brought the
knowledge of good and evil, so the action of the serpent in Elsinore
brings greater conscious awareness to Prince Hamlet. The resultant

. -
remarriage of his mother forces him to become aware of her dark, instinc-
tual/sexual side. Furthennore, the revelations of the ghost make Prince



Hamlet aware of the real nature of his uncle. The Prince becomes aware
of the dark, instinctual aspect of life, and of himself, as many of his
speeches reveal. Thus, the death of King Hamlet, although it appears
negative, has a positive archetYIa1 significance. An ideal, heroic
consciousness is destroyed ~ its shadow, but that results in a greater
conscious awareness. There is the potential for the shadow to be
confronted, the instinctual self integrated into consciousness.

If the textual image is really an archetypal image, an imaginal perception
of that image can realise it as an archetypal experience. Thus, in
this case, the participant can experience the poisoning of the king not
merely as a negative, destructive act, but as having a transformative
quality. Imagina11y perceived, the image can be experienced as the
destruction of ego consciousness leading to a greater awareness of man's
whole self.

The transformative quality of this archetypal image becomes evident in
Frank-and Donovan's responses. Frank simply states. 'knowing myself to
be killed in this way will bring great spiritual reward.' Identifying
with the ghost, Frank is offering an amplification of the textual image
that relates to an archetypal rather than literal reading. For Donovan,
the response was 'satiSfaction and Fulfilment', again seemingly at
variance with a literal reading of the text. The Christian symbolism
of the cross, and the transformation of the cross into wings on which
the man flies free, gives a spiritual dimension to the king's poisoning.
It suggests the freedom from the confines of the world of the ego, of
which the poisoning of the king is an archetypal portent. In Jungian
terminology, the Self, the spiritual centre of man, can only be realised.
through the metaPhorical death of the ego as the centre of consciousness.
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Both these responses embrace this spiritual dimension contained in the
archetypal image.

Nomi's response does not appear to offer the spiritually transformative
quality of Frank and Donovan's images. However, her perception of the
king's poisoning as a Gothic cathedral disintegrating bears analysis.
The Gothic perspective was a spiritual yearning upwards, as is so
beautifully expressed in the soaring arches and columns of their cathe-
drals. The Gothic concern was for the heights, the vertical dimension,
always looking upwards towards heaven. Within a Gothic cathedral the
individual cannot help having his eyes, his whole attention, drawn upwards.
This can be seen as a symbolic expression of the heroic ideal, the
longing for perfection. But this orientation upwards can only be made
at the cost of the horizontal dimension. Looking always at the heavens
the earth is rejected. From an archetypal perspective, this means
that the feminine principle, which since time immemorial has stood for

19'nature and matter - Mater Natura' - is rejected. The Gothic cathe-
dral, with its vertical soaring, thus symbolises the heroic ego, its
striving upwards away from the earth and its instinctual demands.

If this symbolic association between the Gothic cathedral and the heroic
ego is accepted, Nomi's image of the Gothic cathedral disintegrating
captures the archetypal significance of the death of the king. Further-
more, in her image blood is released from the cathedral's crumbling
statues. Blood can be read. as a symbOl for life. There comes the

point when the separation of the ego from its instinctual roots becomes
life denying. It is the natural, instinctual self that carries the life
energy of man. In Hamlet the Prince's father is asleep in his orchard.



and if we are to understand the Player King as a reflection of King
Hamlet, even before his poisoning the king is sick and dyingl

Faith, I must leave thee love, and shortly tOOl20
My operant powers their functions leave to dOl

The death of the heroic ego can thus allow instinctual life to flow
again. In Nomi's response, the 'images', that which has become crysta-
llised and rigid, 'crumble', and thus the blood of life can flow.

What we are looking at is an imaginal responses potential to experience
and indeed to amplify an archetypal image. But what is here significant
is that the images which these individuals perceived suggest a quality of
response beyond their conscious understanding. They had no prior know-
ledge of an archetypal reading of the text. Also, it was only when the
response work was complete and their responses were discussed, that the
archetypal significance of their images was appreciated. This points
to a level of understanding which does not belong to the conscious mind.
The images derive not from logical analysis, but imaginal association.

This quality of archetypal association is evident in other responses.
An example is Ruth and Andrew's responses to Claudius' speech I

o wretched state: 0 bosom black as death:
o limed soul that struggling to be free
Art more engaged:

111 iii 67-9

Ruth-
1. Desperation
2. strong
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J. A wretched man encased in a square block of lime
with just his shoulders arm and head free, pleading
for help.

Andrew

1. Pity, hopelessness
2. strong
J. A black figure in a cage, with a series of
larger cages surrounding each.
Like a chinese-box effect they stretch to infinity.

Ruth was an individual with whom I worked for only three sessions. so her
responses are not collated with those who completed the course. Andrew
was a polytechnic reader-response student. Both their responses suggest
the image of a figure trapped in a cube. For Ruth it is 'a wretched
man encased in a square block of lime'. For Andrew the~is 'a black
figure in a cage', and the 'chinese-box effect' evokes the form of a
cube, or cuboid structure. The textual image, describing the soul as
a bird, trapped, unable to fly, has already been explored from a Jungian
perspective (see pp.2t1·-'"i).The soul, caught in the quicklime of the
shadow, is trapped on earth, unable to realise its heavenly nature.

The archetypal symbol for the earth is the square or cube, in contrast to
the circle or sphere of heaven. Jung notes that.

In Plato the quaternity takes the fom of a cube, which
he correlates with earth. Lu Pu-wei saysa 'Heaven's way

21is round, earth's way is square'.

In imaging a figure trapped in a cube or cuboid, both Ruth and Andrew are
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perceiving the archetypal essence of the textual image. It is a symbolic
expression of the action of the shadow, which traps man within the confines
of the temporal earth. In Jung 's Red Book, the illustrated folio
describing his own inner experiences, there is an illustration titled
'Meeting with the Shadow' (fig. 1). This is a picture of an animal-faced,
hatted and caped figure cornered in a cube-like construction composed of
many smaller squares. What I find significant here is the suggested
relationship between the shadow and the cube or square. Assuming the
collective unconscious is a world of images, is what we psychologically
define as the shadow and its actions, a figure trapped in a cube?

Fig. 1
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5.2.6.4. Archetypal Association and the Imaginal Understanding which
comes'>from the Unconscious

Whether or not an imaginal shadow is trapped in a cube, we see here' how
an imaginal response can amplify an archetypal image. In fact, these
examples show how imaginal associations can deepen our perception of an
image's archetypal significance, allowing a textual image to be appreciated

in an imaginal, rather than analytic mode. And as Mary Watkins writes.

Image requires image. Image evokes image. 2 2

The image of a figure trapped in a cubeechibits an imaginal understanding
of the archetypal nature of Shakespeare's image. It is also a symbolic
statement about the nature of the shadow. Moreover, this is a mode of
understanding that is not dependent upon a 'conscious' study of the text
or a profound knowledge of Jungian psychology. This was not the case
in any of these instances. Our attitude towards thinking has become so
dominated by a verbal, analytic approach that we have forgotten that there
is another mode of thinking, one that belongs to the unconscious. This
is imaginal thought, thinking in images.

Another example of the value of an imaginal mode of perce-ption is Donovan '9

response to Gertrude's speech.

This is mere madness,
And thus awhile the fit will work on him.
Anon, as patient ~s the female dove
When that her golden couplets are disclos'd,
His silence will sit drooping.
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Donovan

1. Satisfaction in the strength of gentleness
2. Very- strong
J. A huge hen in a hammock which is swung by a maiden
gently, the hen sits up, flies ••• now a large seabird,
dissapears into a red and orange sunset over the sea.
Maiden unhooks hammock from tree, folds it tenderly, takes
it into the house, lays it in a linen cupboard, closes
cupboard door, kneels, prays to it in gratitude.

'Ibis speech by Gertrude has already been explored in some detail (see pp.l ~
7 ), and its central archetypal image, the 'female dove', interpreted
as a symbol for the Feminine Spirit of God, the highest form of the
feminine, of the mother image. In Donovan's response, the images
are feminine. 'A huge hen', 'a maiden'. There is also a spiritual
quality in his response: the maiden 'kneels', 'prays'. Furthermore,
if the sun is read symbolically, 'our father the sun', the image of the
seabird disappearing into a sunset over the sea suggests a spiritual
integration, the individual returning to the source. But what is the
significance of the hammock? It is from the hammock that the bird flies,
and it is to the hammock that the maiden prays. When discussing this
image some understanding began to evolve. The tactile, sensation quality
of the image reveals its archetypal significance. Soft and yielding,
yet all-embracing, it expresses the essence of the Eternal Feminine.
Its shape, whether seen in the image of a valley or of a womb, is that of

the feminine. swung in a hammock, one is like a baby rocked by the
mother. Rendered impersonal, it is the archetypal feminine principle.
the feminine without the limitation of a personal form. It is neither
an abstract symbol, nor purely iconographic, a.s the holy dove has becane.



Rather it is as ordinary as the Eternal Feminine, which people know and
experience in their depths. The image of a hammock conveys as a
tangible experience the essential qualities of the Feminine Spirit of
God. The depth of perception that this association reveals is very
profound. I believe it could only arise from an experience of Shake-.
speare's image as an archetypal reality. Only Donovan's experience .
of the Eternal Feminine within himself could account for the quality of
his imaginal perception.

This gives further evidence that an imaginal response can evoke a depth
of perception that does not originate in the conscious mind. As in
the two previous sets of responses, Donovan was not consciously aware
of the psychological significance of either the textual image or of his
own reponse. Yet the imagery of these responses does show a symbolic
understanding of the archetypal essence of the textual image. Nomi's
Gothic cathedral disintegrating, Andrew's black figure in a cage and
Donovan's hammock, if read symbolically, amplify an archetypal reading
of the text. This all points to a mode of understanding which is very
different from that of rational thought.

Symbolic or imaginal thinking is what Jung describes as 'mythical think-
ing' as opposed to 'directed thinking'. This corresponds to Freud's
'primary' as opposed to 'secondary process' •. Earlier (see pp. ~'-1)
I outlined the significance Jung attributes to 'mythical thinking', and
suggested its imPortance in the process of imaginal response. I believe
that these examples testify to the potential of 'mythical thinking'.
Andrew neither had any knowledge of Jungian psychology. nor any conscious
understanding of the symbolism of the cube a yet his image of a black
figure in a cage con~eys a deep imaginal perception of Shakespeare's



archetypal image.

Just as it is not dependent upon a conscious ,study of the text, mythical
thinking does not demand a learnt vocabulary of theoretical framework.
It relies rather upon the symbolic dimension, the collective
unconscious, which presents us wi th a language of symbols and inBges.
This language offers a mode of communication between the archetypal
world and individual consciousness. 'Imaginal response', in providing a
framework for mythical thought, allows the archetypal world to
communicate with the individual in its own language.

Earlier the idea of 'interpretive communities' was discussed in relation

to 'imaginal response' and whether the two groups of participants should
. .

be considered as different ·communities'. However,if 'imaginal response'

offers a modeof communication~sing the symbolic language of the collective

unconscious, then it presents us with a universal 'community' of 'readers'.

This is a communitythat is determined neither by 'reading strategies'

(Fish), nor shared 'interests in knowledge' (Bleich). it is the community

of all humanity. 'Imaginal response' necessarily requires an adequate

knowledgeof the language of the text, and also a recepti vi ty to the

symbolsand images of the unconscious. And, whilst it will be argued in

the following section that a knowledgeof Jungian Psychologymayallow

an imaginal experience to be more consciously understood, an imaginal

appreciation of a text does not require that the 'reader' belong to a

specialised community. '!berefore, although Fish and Bleich's concept of

reading being determined by a particular 'communityof readers' maybe

correct at a certain 'level of reading', for examplean interpretive,



analytic reading, this enquiry suggest that such limitation is not
present in the imaginal appreciation of a text. But whilst this
imaginal process is not limited to a specialized 'community', it is
limited to the 'reading' of archetypal textual images. For only an
archetypal image can present a 'reader' with the universal language of
the collective unconscious. It is the presence of archetypal images in
a text that enables this type, or 'level' of 'reading' to take place.

5.2.6.5. Archetypal Associations and the Experience of the Archetypal
World

An archetypal textual image is dynamic manifestation of a living psychic
force. 'Imaginal response' allows an archetypal textual image to be
perceived and experienced (in the imaginal these are synonomous) as a
dynamic force within the collective unconscious. But is there any
evidence in the response-work that such an experience actually takes
place?

In discussing Karen's responses, the archetypal theme of the Rape of
Persephone was shown to underlie a series of response images, which also
had a strong subjective element. Following this, it could be argued
that the subjective dimension of an archetypal theme evident in her work
points to a fully-felt experience of the world of the imaginal. Jung
stresses that archetypal images

gain life and meaning when you try to take into account
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their numinosity i.e. their relationship to the living
individua1.2 J

For Karen, the archetypal theme of the Rape of Persephone was experienced
as personally meaningful. She was able to see the role it had played
in her own life.

A similar combination of archetypal and personal associations can be seen
in Donovan's response just quoted. Discussing with Donovan his image
of a 'hammock' revealed personal associations. It was his personal
experience of lying in a hammock that suggested its tactile significance,
its all-embracing quality. A subjective element is also apparent in
Frank's response to the Ghost's description of his poisoning. Frank's
'serenity of fatalism' echoes a subjective fatalistic stance that runs
throughout his response-work.

It is the subjective element of these archetypal associations that indicates
an experience of an- archetypal Lnage , But there are other responses
with a discernable archetypal dimension which lack so obvious a subjective
element, for example Nomi's 'Gothic cathedral', Ruth and Andrew's cuboid
images. The archetypal nature of these associations, and the fact
that they express an imaginal understanding of the archetypal essence of
the text, suggest an experience ofan arche·typa1 im~e. But fort:'l& archetypal

world
to came to life these participants need to acknowledge that the response

has a subjective meaning. In this context, an existential approach to

meaning, as outlined earlier, has further significance. Rather than any

collective interpretation, it is what makes the image meaningful for the

individual 'reader' that is all important. If Nomi, Ruth and Andrew
'discover why and in what fashion,24 their images are meaningful, then

the archetypal world can 'come to life'.
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However, does the acknowledgement of the subjective meaning of a response
necessarily require rational understanding? In order to experience an

archety]a1 imPge, does Frank need to be consciously aware of his
fatalistic stance, Nomi to fully consciously appreciate what the crumb-
ling cathedral images mean to her? Or can the meaningfulness of an
image be recognised subliminally?

Jung stresses that an awareness of the 'feeling tone' (the feel~ng,
emotion, intensity etc.) of an archetypal image is paramount, as it is
this which indicates the 'degree to which the subject is affected by the
[PSYChi~ process and how much it means to him. ,25 It is this recognition
of the affect of the experience (which I have suggested also includes any
body response) that integrates the archetypal image as a living. reality and not'
just a mythological concept. This would indicate that in being aware
of a felt response, the 'reader' is aware of what it means to him/her,
and thus acknowledges the subjective element of the response. Essentially,

the 'feeling-tone' or body response may be considered as the primary,
subjective element in a response. It would then follow that an archetyp3-l im~:
can be experienced without necessarily fully consciously appreciating the
'existential meaning' of a response, as long as it was 'fully felt'.
But if the participant does not recognise any 'feeling-tone' or body
response, as for example in the majority of Frank's responses, it is
unlikely that there is any real experience of an archetYPal image.

Thus, if a response includes both an archetypal association and a 'feeling-
tone' or body response, one may posit the possibility of an experience
of en archetyyal image. However, as the archetypal world itself ls
resistant to any precise definition, this whole 'answer' cannot be offered
as conclusive. Yet, what is more ,definite is that although an archetypal imag



may be experienced via the 'primary process', a 'secondary', analytic
approach can allow an archetypal experience to be more fully integrated,
the archetypal world itself to be better appreciated.

5.2.7. Imaginal Communication and the Value of an Analytic Approach

The collective unconscious and its arChetypal contents cannot be

understood solely from the perspective of ego consciousness. More
ancient than historical man, .the collective unconscious is like the
prirordial ocean out of which individual life arose. No more can the
logical concepts of the ego contain the collective unconscious, than the
first man contain the ocean. In order to understand the archetypal
world as far as we are able, we must remember that it is a living
reality and allow it to corrmunicate in its own language. We just need
to be receptive to the images and symbols that arise fram the
unconscious. And although there can be no empirical proof, I offer that
'imaginal response' allows such communication to take place, a form of
imaginal dialogue between the 'reader' and the arChetypal world. Thus
archetypal textual images can bring us into a conscious relationship
with the psychic factors that determine the very pattern of our
existence.
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However, our conscious, rational minds should not be excluded from this
relationship. Here is the function of a psychological language. It is
able to form a conceptual framework to help the conscious mind
understand, as far as it is able, the archetypal world. In the context
of an imaginal response an analytic 'interpretation' can help the
individual understand the meaning of a specific archetypal experience.

Translated into a psychological language, either single images or whole
imaginal responses can be given a conceptual meaning. For example: the
'cube' understood as a symbol' of the earth, the material world;
Donovan's 'hammock', like the mother dove, an expression of the feminine
spirit; Nomi's Gothic cathedral with its crumbling statues and flowing
blood, the death of the 'heroic ego' that allows the instinctual life to
flow again; and in the case of Karen's responses, a whole series of
images were related to her experience of her instinctual self. In this
way the images are intellectually conceptualized. Placed within a
psychological framework, the 'rational mind' can appreciate them, not as
isolated images, but as a part of man's psychic structure.
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If the 'rational mind' accepts these images, understands them as belong-
ing to a conceptual framework, it will be in sympathy with the process
of imaginal perception. Rather than rejecting the images as meaningless,
and thus without value, it can interpret them and in this way increase
its understanding of the psyche. The tendency of the 'rational mind'
to devalue and even reject a process because it uses a symbolic language
which it does not understand has been only too evident in the western
attitude to the science of alchemy. From the 'century of enlightenment'
up to our present times, alchemy has been regarded as,'at best, 'a

26primitive precursor of modern chemistry', and at worst a sham, professing
to make gold from lead. Even Jung's first comment on an alchemical

, text was 'Good Lord, what nonsense'. Later Jung rescued the significance
of alchemy after perceiving a psychological meaning in alchemy's imaginal
language.

If, as has been suggested, the left hemislilere of the brain can actually
repress the workings of the right side, the place of imaginal thought, it
is vital for the 'rational mind' to value its 'mythical' partner. Only
by working with the co-operation, even if not full understanding, of
'directed thought', can the potential of our imaginal perception be
realised. A Jungian psychological language can allow the 'rational mind'
to work creatively with the images of the collective unconscious, and in
connecting the 'rational' with th~ 'imaginal mind', the primordial wisdom
of the archetypes can be integrated into conscious life. The individual
can begin to live in creative relationship with the symbolic world of
the psyche, and as Jung commentsl
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It is only possible to live the fullest life when we
are in harmony with these symbols, wisdom is a return
to them.21

It is this complementary relationship between the conscious and the
unconscious that makes possible individual transformation. As a result
of this union the spectrum of consciousness may be gradually enlarged, as
hitherto unconscious material is assimilated. Karen's response-work and
dream offer evidence of this trans formative potential in 'imaginal response',
an unconscious dynamic was made conscious - a beast eaten and thus controlled.

5.2.8. Ingarden, Iser and the Imaginal Interaction between Text and rteader

This discussion has so far explored a primarily psychological perspective
on the imaginal interaction between text and 'reader'. ~tam~e
literary orientation is now offered through reference to the work of
Ingarden and Iser.

Roman Ingarden, distinguishing between the 'intentional formation' of
the text and its 'concretization' by the individual reader, sees the
latter as dependent upon the consciousness of the reader. The experiential
realization, or 'concretization' of a 'literary work of art' takes place
through the reader 'filling in'the 'places of inderminacy' which exist in
the structure of the text.28 Ingarden's 'indeterminacy' refers to the fact
that a text does not fully describe its intentional object, whose concreti-
zation takes place as the reader adds the necessary details.. Thus the
'filling in' can be of descriptive details, of a scene or a character, or
an ideational attitude, a Philosophical stance, a moral judgement etc. •



Iser, developing Ingarden's ideas, sees the reading process as an inter-
action between the two poles of text and reader. The author's text
is full of 'gaps', 'blanks' and 'indeterminacies' which must be filled
by the reader; however, Iser sees the process by which these 'gaps' etc.
are filled as determined not solely by the subjective stance of the reader,.
but also by patterns within the text. But, although Iser's 'gaps' and
'blanks' are described as referring to the 'fundamental asymmetry between
text and reader,;9 what actually constitutes such 'gaps' and 'blanks'
remains undifferentiated, a satis,factory definition is given neither
in The Implied Reader nor The Act of Reading. This lack of definition,
apparently intentional~O together with the fact that he never clearly
defines the process by which the structure of the text controls the
participation of the reader, makes it difficult to describe Iser's concept
of the imaginative interaction between text and reader in any detail.
I can therefore only attempt to outline how Iser's ideas relate to the
imaginative dynamic of the reading process.

Iser recognises the importance of the imagination in~the reading process,
arguing the meaning of the text comes to life as a dynamic effect in the
imagination of the reader. The text is a pattern or structure which
the ideational process of the reader transforms into an experiential
event. As the ideational process will reflect the subjective stance
of the reader, the conscious and unconscious material evoked by the author's
text, so will each reading be individual.

two people gazing at the night sky may both be looking
at the same collection of stars, but one will see the
image of a plough, and the other will make out a dipper.
The "stars" in a literary text are fixed, the lines

, 31that join them are variable.



Thus Iser's reader can fill the 'gaps' in a text with fantasies or
conceptual perspectives developed in the course of reading.

Iser illustrates this process with examples drawn mainly from eighteenth
century novels, in'particular the works of Henry Fielding. In these
examples Iser explores how the reader perceives the characters and their
implications through a 'process of image-building' and so produces

a sequence of images that eventually results in his
[the reade~ constituting the meaning of the text.J2

However, Iser's focus on novels and their characters, together with his
concern for an ideational process of image-building that is directed
towards realising a conceptual meaning of a text overlooks an area of
imaginative interaction that is of central importance to 'imaginal
response' •

As already argued, 'imaginal response' is primarily concerned with an
'existential' rather than an 'interpretive' or conceptual approach to
meaning. Furthemore, the images developed by the 'reader' are predomil)o
antly visually descriptive rather than ideational. Finally,
the imaginal response process has a different temporal character to the
reading of novels, and the imaginal response 'image building' is more
instantaneous. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, Iser's approach
to the imaginative interaction between text and reader offers a suitable
theoretical perspective from which to explore the creativity of the imaginal

response participant.

In •imaginal response' Iarticipants were asked to record, as faithfully
as possible, their imaginative experiences of specific textual images.
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Thus, although their recorded responses are necessarily but a descriptive
paraphrase of their actual imaginal experiences, they may be offered as
evidence of the way these individual 'readers' 'fill the gaps'.

To this purpose, the participants' res ponse-vork was analysed to explore,

1. How a specific textual wOrd(s) may evoke differing
images, or indeed no obvious imaginal association.
2. How 'readers" 'backgrounds' for common response
images may differ.

This analysis, given in Chapter Four, shows individual 'readers' adding
their own sensory, and in some cases, ideational details to the textual
word(s). For example, in 'The Ghost, Image J' the textual 'serpent' was
experienced in different ways.

Nomi and Yael. 'the snake', Donovan. 'giant sized cobra
with teeth', Suzanne, 'adder', Sarah, 'serpent
insignificant ••• became a large plastic blow-up snake',
~1ike, 'sleeping serpent';

Wendy and Frank did not record any serpent or snake, an'omission that can
be read as creating a gap by 'blanking out' a part of the text.

Another example in which readers can be seen to be creatively developing,
or omitting, a particular textual word,. is 'harlot' in 'Claudius, Image 2'.

Nomi. 'Fe11ini-type woman', Frank, lA fat old woman,
kind of Mae West type', Yael, 'An aging woman',
Suzanne, 'Tired looking prostitute', Sarah, 'a woman'
Mikel la woman ••• grinning in an obviously sexually
invi ting way I •
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Two participants, Donovan and Wendy, saw no individual figure, again
suggesting a 'blanking out'. Whether Frank and Wendy in the former
example and Donovan and Wendy in the latter actually repressed that
particular textual word cannot be known, only admitted as a possible
'reaction'. However, such omissions do suggest an area of 'indeterminacy'
left unexplored by Iser: here the 'blank' is in the dynamic of response
rather than the structure of the text.

These two examples illustrate how a particular textual word may be 'filled
in' or 'blanked out' by the 'reader'. But the response-work also shows
how 'readers'can 'fill in' their own 'background' to a text. For
example the 'harlot' was given a descriptive setting by a number of
participants,

FranK, 'sitting at a dressing table with three mirrors in
centre of large dusty backstage space in theatre',
Yael. 'in small dressing room in a theatre, sitting in
front of the mirror, looking at her face',
'Victorian back streets, not much colour'.

suzanne,

The other participants did not record any such definite setting, but
these descriptive images show the reader creatively elaborating on the
textual 'harlot'.

The non-conceptual orientation of the imaginal response process makes it
more likely that 'gaps' are 'filled' by descriptive images than ideational
contents. nevertheless, there are some examples of the latter. In
response to 'Gertrude, Image S' Donovan comments. 'This is far below
any usual possibility of terrible behaviour', and Frank records, ('Prince
Hamlet lV, Image S') 'D1e baby knows everything but can communicate



nothing. He knows that there is an inverse relalonship between
communication and knowledge'. Perhaps in the 'normal' reading process,
there is a greater ideational emphasis. But to what degree may the
ideational 'gap filling' take place at a subliminal as well as conscious
level? Arguably the analytic nature of ideational thought requires a
more conscious orientation than imagistic 'filling'.

For Iser, communication in literature takes place as the reader is 'drawn
into' the events by supplying what is not explicit. In 'filling' the
intentional text into an experiential event, an interaction takes place
which Iser regards as the essential process of communication. This
process is controlled by both the reader and the text, as unlike Fish,
Iser does not see 'filling the blanks' as being solely determined by the
reader, but also structured by the 'blanks ••• arising out of the text.'))

However, the imaginal response-work offers more evidence of the controlling
role of the 'reader' than of a controlling text. Participants' differing
elaborations of specific textual images, how wOrd(s) are 'filled in',
'left blank', given or not given a 'background' illustrates the control
of the 'reader'. Indeed the very fact that some 'readers' 'blank out'
the same textual words that other 'readers' 'fill in' is firm evidence
of such 'control'. How far the text may control the 'reader' is more
difficult to distinguish.

Nevertheless, the very fact that a high proportion of 'readers' chose to
elaborate a particular textual word, for example 'harlot' ('Claudius, Image
2'), whilst ignoring other words as central to the cognitive meaning of
the image, for example 'deed', points to a determining text. In this
case it could be argued that the 'narlot' comes earlier in the 'reading'



of the image, and thus attracts the attention of the participant. But
in res ponse to

There's something in his soul
O'er which his melancholy sits on brood. ,

111 i 16.5-7

the word most elaborated is 'brood'. Does 'brood' have a greater
imaginal impact than either 'soul' or 'melancholy', because it is more
easily visualized, or because it relates to archetypal mother imagery,
just as 'harlot' may have an evocative influence because it portrays a
feminine archetype?

This evidence of particular textual wOrd(s) having a greater impact on
the 'reader', or being 'foregrounded', can be seen in the context of
Michael Riffaterre's study of stylistic devices.J4 niffaterre argues
that it is the stylistic devices within the text that arrest the attention
of the reader. Therefore, in order to explore these devices he focusses
on those stylistic phenomena that have evoked responses from various types
of readers. Furthermore, he concerns himself not with the content of
these responses, but rather with the notion that

they [the responses) pinpoint in the verbal sequence the
location of the devices that trigger them.J5

Thus, the repeatedly aroused attention of various readers becomes

an objective criterion for the existence of its [the
response's] stylistic stimulus_)6

Riffaterre's various types of readers, who include French poets, critics,
translators, and students, are encompassed by his concept of a theoretical
'superreader'. He sees the 'superreader' as a means of escaping the:I'



sUbjectivist limitations of an individual reading, and he works upon
the premise that

Each point of the text that holds up the superreader is
tentatively considered a component of the poetic structure.)?

Supported by a detailed analysis of a 'superreader's' reactions to
Baudelaire's 'Les Chats', he examines what linguistic features most
arrest the attention. He sees the primary stylistic device as one of
surprise and contrast.

The stylistic oontent is a linguistic pa.ttern suddenly
broken by an element which was unpredictable, and the
contrast resulting from this influence is the 'stylistic
stimulus,.38

The objectivist assumptions of Riffaterre's concept of a 'superreader'
are essentially flawed in that he overlooks the subjectivity of any
selection of readers and their responses.)9 Furthermore, his work
reflects a notion of textual objectivity that is firmly rejected by this
enquiry. Although Riffaterre does show how certain features in a text
attract greater attention, are 'foregrounded', he argues that this is
because of stylistic devices, particularly those causing surprise and
contrast, whereas participants' response-work indicates the possibility
of an imaginal, archetypal dimension to 'foregrounding!.

Participants' imaginal 'foregrounding' suggests that an archetypal dimen-
sion in the text may be one way that the text affects the interaction of
the 'reader': but how may the text then control this imaginal interaction,
influence the actual process of imaginal association by which the 'gaps'
are 'filled'?



In a number of responses the imaginal associations, although necessarily
subjective, also have an objective dimension, in that they may be appre-
ciated by others. For example, the different elaborations of 'harlot'
and her 'backgrounds' do not carry meaning only for their creator; in
the response sessions all the participants enjoyed the other participants'
different elaborations. I would suggest that these associations, usually
subliminal in the 'normal' reading process, take place at or near the
threshold of consciousness. Furthermore, evoked by the text, they are
also to some degree contr.ol1-edby it, in that they do not digress too far
from a shared cognitive reading of the texts the description of the
'harlot' remain centred on the shared meaning of 'harlot' as a prostitute.

However, there are other associations which bear little apparent relation-
ship to the text. These associations which vary from a single image,
~rank's raven, to a whole response, Karen's memory of 'most 'instinctual'
sexual moment', have been considered as an unconscious 'reaction' to the
text. They would seem to take place in the personal unconscious, and
although triggered by the text are determined mainly by subjective patterns.

But this enquiry noted archetypal as well as personal associations.
associations carry a collective significance, and can be regarded as
taking place within the collective rather than personal unconscious; .
they are therefore determined by archetypal rather than subjective patterns.

These

Nomi's 'Gothic cathedral' and Ruth and Andrew's cuboid images were
offered as evidence of this, while acoustic associations present an area

for further study.

Kugler describes one aspect of an archetypal image as a cluster of
acoustically associated words. It would follow that if a 'reader'



experiences the archetypal nature of a textual image, the associations
evoked may be influenced by this 'cluster'. In this sense the phonetic
textual image may have a determining influence on the choice of associations,
reflecting an archetypal structure of acoustic associations. Whilst the
response-work offers examples of acoustic associations, there is, as yet,
no firm evidence of their being archetypal. Nevertheless, this study
of archetypal patterns of response is in its infancy and Kugler's work
indicates one area in which the textual wOrd(s) can influence the choice
of associations.

Determined by differing degrees of interaction between text and 'reader',
'imaginal response' associations appear to take place in different
psychological 'spaces': at or near the threshold of consciousness, in
the personal unconscious, and in the collective unconscious. But as the
unconscious is not a spatial reality, this metaphor is in some ways
misleading. Furthermore, the psyche is amorphous and undifferentiated.
There is not even a distinct line dividing our conscious and unconscious
minds. Our perception of the external world is coloured by unconscious
feelings and associations. still less is there any definite division
between the personal and collective unconscious. Indeed, for an arche-
type to be experienced it must be related to our personal, subjective
world. The personal mother is the carrier of the collective mother, and
our relationship to the one influences our relationship to the other.
Therefore, to say that an association takes place either at the threshold
of consciousness, or in the personal or collective unconscious is not
empirically accurate, but rather offered to indicate different possible
'depths' of res~nse, differing modes of imaginal interaction.

If the dynamics of response evident in 'imaginal response' are echoed,
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although subliminally, in the 'normal' reading process, then the inter-
actions that realise Iser's 'intentional text' take place not only in
the conscious mind, but also at different 'depths' within the psyche
of the reader; reflecting different forms of imaginal and rational, or
'primary' and 'secondary' participation.

40Ingarden, differentiating between 'Passive and Active Reading', examines
the process of 'Secondary' participation. In 'passive reading' the
reader is purely receptive, understanding the text 'sentence by sentence'
without actively thinking about the ideas developed in the text. In
'active reading' the reader intellectually interacts with the text,
relating not just to the meaning of each sentence, but to the ideas I

that are being developed.

If we think a sentence actively, we attend, not to the
meaning, but to what is determinAd or thought through
it or in it.4l

It is through this 'secondary' interaction that Ingarden's reader beco~es
42the 'cocreator of the literary work of art'. But this enquiry has

revealed a primary process of interaction, in which the reader is a
'cocreator' through his}her imaginal associations.

Ingarden's 'passive' and 'active' reading is limited by focussing on
'secondary' interaction. Nevertheless, his 'active' 'passive' distinction
can be adapted to differentiate between readers who engage in a fully-felt
interaction with the text, and those whose reading is more distanced.
This enquiry argues that an experience of the archetypal dimension of a text
requires the 'reader' to actively participate in the imaginal process.
If the 'reader' remains passive as an observer, there can be no archetypal,
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experience, 'nothing happens'. The participation of the 'reader'
in .'imaginal response' will be explored in detail in the following
section, but the 'active imaginal reader' has important implications for
the 'normal' reading process. For only if the reader engages in a
fully-felt interaction with the text, is there the possibility for the.
reading experience to be archetypal.

5.3. Actor or Observer?' Involvement in Imaginal Response-Work

Introduction

In his description of 'active imagination', Jung stresses the importance
of involvement in the interior drama (see p. 65). Only through
entering, as one's real self, into the drama, is there any rapprochement
with the unconscious; only then do the archetypes become living rea1itie~
But how does this relate to the practical application of 'imaginal response'?
Are individuals always able to wilfully involve themselves in their imaginal
drama; and is one able to determine whether this involvement takes place?
Furthermore, is imaginal involvement a skill that can be learnt and
moreover taught?

5.3.2. Indications of Imaginal Involvement

'Imaginal response' differs from 'active imagination' in that the starting
point is a textual image rather than a dream or fantasy image of one's
own. Moreover, unlike 'active imagination', there is no chain of fantasy
ideas that develops into a dramatic action. The initial imaginal associa-
tion is often a dramatic image in itself, it is unusual for it to develop
into a sequence' of any great length. This has been the evidence so far,
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as a cursory study of the collation of response images will reveal.
Furthermore, the individual participant4J is not often visible as an
actor on the imaginal stage. Yet, to say that no involvement takes
place would be incorrect. This enquiry indicates that the individual
may indeed be deeply affected by the imaginal experience. ~~atever the
difficulties in describing the nature or degree of this 'affect', it
nevertheless indicates that the individual is involved in the inner dram~

In the process of 'filling the gaps' the reader, according to Iser, is
'drawn into' an interaction with the text. In the previous section it
was suggested that this 'interaction' can be 'primary,' or 'secondary',
and furthermore 'passive' or 'active'. In 'passive reading', the
involvement of the reader remains subliminal, whilst in 'active reading'
the reader consciously interacts with the text.

In order to enter as one's 'real self' into the inner drama, 'imaginal
response' requires an 'active reader', one who is consciously aware of his/
her involvement. One indication of this involvement is the feeling-tone
or 'sensation' quality of a response. In acknowledging the feeling,
emotion or body response, the 'reader' acknowledges his/her imaginal
interaction; it becomes consciously manifest. In 'imaginal response'
participants were asked to record (1) Feelings. emotions and sensations.
and (2) Intensity of affect, i.e. whether the affect was perceived as
'weak', 'medium' or 'strong' etc. in comparison with the participant's

other responses. As already argued (see p. ;9). the more intense the
affect, the more meaningful the imaginal experience, the greater the

involvement.

If these categories are accepted as valid indications of involvement,
then many of the response examples would point to some degree of involve-
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mente However. there are responses in which neither feelings, emotions
sensations, nor intensity of response was recorded. Does this imply
that there was no real involvement. that the individual remained an
observer of the imaginal drama?

Alan was an individual who appeared to remain an observer throughout the

two sessions he attended. The images he perceived were visual, but

without feeling tone or intensity. He described the imaginal experience
as being 'like watching a play or film' which he found interesting without

being personally meaningful. This would support Jung's understanding
that if the individual merely observes the process it does not move him
and so nothing actually happens to him,

So long as he simply looks at the pictures he is
like the foolish Parsifal, who forgot to ask the
vital question because he was not aware of his
own IBrticipa.tion in the action. Then, if the
flow of images ceases, next to nothing has
happened even though the process is repeated

. 44-a thousand times.

For Alan, a lack of fee1ing or intensity reflected an acknowledged lack
of involvement, and yet there were other responses in which a feeling
response and the role of observer were combined.
response to the textual image

Consider Nomi's

'Tis now the very witching time of night,
When churchyards yawn and hell itself breathes out
Contagion to this world. Now could I drink hot blood
And do such bitter business as the day
Would quake to look on.

111 iii 379-382
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Response.

Nomi

1. Nausea

2. strong but observer (slight resistance to image)
J. Stanley Spencer type image of gravestones with their
lids opening and then characters and images of the film
I saw last night, Absolute Beginners, barrage of sound
and violence, razors, knives, broken bottles, nauseating.

In this response Nomi noted a feeling of 'nausea' and a 'strong' intensitYI
yet she also noted that she was an observer. Her role of observer is
associated with her 'slight resistance to image'. Such resistance,
very possibly triggered by her unpleasant memory of a film, could easily
restrict her imaginal movement.

However, Nomi's response indicates that although it may be valid to
surmise that the greater the feeling-tone etc. and intensity, the more
involved the participant is likely to be, neither can be offered as an
exact indication.

5.3.3. Is Imaginal Involvement Influenced br the 'Reader' or the Text?

What is it that influences whethe+ an individual is involved in the
imaginal drama? The two dominant variants are the individual and the
textual image. Alan remained an observer throughout sixteen different
imaginal responses. This points to the individual as the influencing

factor. However, Frank's involvement appeared to vary. He rarely
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recorded any intensity of affect, and often noted neither feeling,
emotion nor sensation. Throughout the session on 'Ophelia's Drowning'
he was aware of remaining an observer of the interior images. Yet, at
other times there was a high level of involvement, as for example, in
the following response,

Textual image,

There's something in his soul
O'er which his melancholy sits on brood.

111 i 165-6

Responses

Frank
1. Pleasant
2. Very strong
J. I aa a hen on top of a mountain of eggs.
As I breathe in a new egg forms in my heart
and as I breathe out it moves down the alimen-
tary canal, and out of my bottom to join
the others.

This response suggests that Frank is not an observer, but rather is
involved in the psychic drama; 'something has happened',

It has been suggested that Frank's lack of 'feeling' and 'intensity'
could reflect either a defensive strategy or his role as a 'thinking type',
Is Frank 'strongly affected' because his experience of this image is
'pleasant' and thus does not require a defensive strategy? But in
response to 'Claudius, Image J' Frank is 'quite strongly affected' while
the feeling is 'First anger then sadness'. Only one other image evoked



a 'strong' affect, "To be, or not to be', Image 5' where the feeling
was 'Cold becoming warm'. Why these particular textual images had a
'strong' affect on Frank is difficult to determine.

However, can one deduce that imaginal involvement is influenced by the
textual image? In this enquiry there has not been one specific textual
image in response to which all the participants appeared uninvolved.
Yet there are indications that particular images may evoke an involvement
or a resistance in the 'reader'. The textual image that evoked the
strongest affect in Karen was

Get thee to a nunnery. Why, wou1dst thou be a breeder
Of sinners?

111 i 121-2

The 'very strong' intensity of Karen's response has been related to a
conflict between purity and sexual instinct here mirrored br the text.
This textual image evoked a painful but intense affect through its
personal and archetypal associations. Karen did not defend herself
against the pain evoked by the text, but rather allowed herself to fully
experience it as 'Deep sadness and pain'. In contrast, Mike's painful
association about dogs being killed in the street evoked a resistance,
though to the following textual image; whilst Nomi's unpleasant memories
of a film can be linked with her 'resistance to image'. Therefore, if a
textual image relates to the personal history of the 'reader', or indeed
a dominant archetypal pattern, it can evoke painful associations. And,
depending on whether the 'reader' allows or defends against the pain, the
image can evoke involvement or resistance. Furthermore, it need not be

only painful associations that influence the 'reader's' involvement.
Frank's 'Very strong:affect' may reflect the 'Pleasant' feeling, and it is
not unknown for pleasurable feelings to evoke a resistance, possible because
of a deeper pain.



5.3.4. Text and Reader May Not Be Considered as Independent

Just as Iser sees the poles of text and reader as controlling the way
the 'gaps' are filled, so these two poles appear to influence the 'reader's'
imaginal involvement. However, is it not invalid to consider 'text' and
'reader' independently? The perceived text reflects the conscious and
unconscious stance of the 'reader'. ~1lrthermore, 'imaginal response'
particularly allows unconscious associations to colour the perception
of the textual image. With such 'conditioned perception' the influencing
factor is not the 'reader' or 'text' but their inter-relationship.

It was suggested that Alan's role as observer throughout sixteen different
responses pointed to the individual here influencing imaginal involvemen~
But if the inter-relationship of 'text' and 'reader' is accepted as a
basic premise, this suggestion must then be considered as invalid.

Another example of the individual playing the role of observer is Frank
in his responses to the image-series of 'OPhelia's Drowning'. At the
beginning of this session he stated that he was in an unreceptive mood.
This 'mood' appears to have been reflected in his lack of imaginal involve-
ment throughout the s~ssion. In his response to each of the five textual
images he noted down that he was an 'observer'. Yet again, is it valid
to imply that his 'mood' rather than specific textual images was the main
influencing factor? Frank's role as observer for each of these five
responses may have been influenced by his 'conditioned perception' of
the individual images. But might not Frank have been in an unreceptive
'mood' because he knew that the images for that session were concerned

with 'Ophelia's Drowning'? Was his 'mood' thus an unconscious resistance
to working with a certain archetypal situation, in this case the drowning
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or 'dissolution' of an anima figure?45 Such predetermined moods are
not unknown to the therapist (and although they can never be proved or
disproved, they may present a further variant on that which may influence
the imaginal role of the individual).

These different influencing factors cannot easily be empirically examined,
for they are predominantly unconscious and therefore exhibit the ambiguous,
fluid and amorphous characteristics of the psyche. Furthermore t experi-
mental repetition, the foundation of an empirical enquiry, is not suited
to the realm of the psyche. Experimental repetition is based upon the
tacit assumption that 'actual and possible repetitions of an experiment
do not essentially modify the resulting data'. This hypothesis might be
valid for the reaL~ of physics but not for the psyche

since it is well known that repetition very quickly
reduces the 'charge' of psychic energy - in other
words, affective participation is reduced. The
application of probability theory to psychological
phenomena is therefore ••• inappropriate both logically
and empirically.46

However, despite the inability to examine these 'influencing factors' in
any empirical mode, they are causal in that they are ,the effect of certain
conscious or unconscious conditions.

There is another possible inter-relationship between 'text' and 'reader'
and the role of the 'reader' which is not causal. This is the 'phenomen-

on of synchronicity'.
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'Synchronicity' in Imaginal Response-Work

'Synchronicity' is a term coined by Jung to designate a meaningful but
acausal connection between events. It particularly refers to the
connection between inner and outer events when the connection

appears not to be a causal one, that of cause and
effect, but rather of relative simultaneity and
the same meaning for the individual who has the

. 47exper1ence.

Giving examples of synchronicity, Jung often refers to a dream motif or
fantasy image appearing in the material environment. He writes of a
young woman telling him a dream in which she was given a golden scarab;
at the same time he heard a tapping on the window, a scarabaeid beetle

48was trying to get into the room. Jung understood such synchronistic
phenomena to appear

with special frequency in certain situations in which
an archetype is activated in the unconscious of the
individual concerned.49

In these instances of synchronicity, the duality of inner and outer,
psyche and matter appear to be eliminated. Synchronicity's particular
significance in L~aginal response-work is that it presents an even deeper
unity of 'reader' and 'text' than already suggested. Not only are
'reader' and 'text' related through the 'conditioned perception' of the
reader, but also the textual image itself may be synchronistically connec-
ted with the specific psychic state of the individual at that mo~ent.
The 'meaning' of the textual image and the 'mood' of the individual may



have an acausal connection.

Furthermore, if Jung's association of a synchronistic phenomenon with
the activation of an archetype is accepted, such connections may then
well occur in imaginal response-work. When working with archetypal
images 'imaginal response' may often involve the activation of an
archetype. Inieed, the experience of the archetypes is a central facet

of this work. A synchronistic relationship between psyche and matter
may, of course, be expressed in a number of ways. a connection between
'reader"and 'text' is just one possibility.
taking account of this possibility.

However, it is worth

As a conclusion to this passage on synchronicity, I would describe an
incident tha~ occured the morning after it was written. During a
casual conversation (in a sauna:) I mentioned to an actor acquaintance
that I was writing a thesis on Jungian PSychology and Shakespeare. His
response was 'Ah, you mean synchronicity. That is what they have in
common isn't it?' He was referring to the many 'meaningful coincidences'
that are a dramatic part of Shakespeare's plays. However, it needs
only to be said that of all the people with whom I have ever discussed
this work, he is the only one to have mentioned synchronicity:

5.3.6 Can Imaginal Involvement be Learnt?

This research suggests that the individual is able to become more involved in
hie/her imaginal drama, and further that this specific 'skill' can be

learnt. However, there are immediate problems in proving this, since
no empirical standards exist by which to determine the 'level' of involve-
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ment. and thus to appreciate whether involvement increases. Rather
than attempting to offer any conclusive 'proof', assessments of
individuals' response-work remain the only available evidence.

Of the individuals who have participated in this imaginal response-wor~,
Donovan was the most experienced in working with the imagination. He
had ten years Jungian analysis, which involved painting dream-imagery,
and also had experience of various shamanistic fantasy journeys. Specific
responses of his have already been examined, in particular his archetypal
response to the image of the 'female dove'. What is unusual here and
elsewhere in his responses is an ability to develop the initially
perceived image into an imaginal sequence that often exhibits a profoundly
archetypal quality. More than the other particiIRnts, his responses
consistently exhibit an 'archetypal depth of response' pointing to a
high degree of imaginal involvement. For a full appreciation of Donovan's
response imagery, and how it relates to that of other individuals the
separate collection of imaginal responses should be studied. Here there
is only space for two examples which are offered without any individual

comment.

Textual image I

And isn't to be damn ed

To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil?

V ii 68-70

Responses

Donovan

1. Curiosity leads to action and fulfilment

2. Very strong
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J. Cancerous flower becomes a sea anemone
(flower). I put my index finger in, explor-
ing. Anemone muscle starts to close.· I'm
afraid, but I finally let my body be drawn
in, taken. All of me goes far underground.
Lovely! I swim most happily in a nice under-
ground river, and it can be forever so.

Textual images

There is special providence in the fall of a
sparrow. If it be now, 'tis not to come; if it
be not to come, it will be now; if it be not now,
yet it will come. The readiness is all.

V ii 215-9

nesponsel

Donovan

1. satisfaction, completion
2. Very strong
J. A sparrow falls from a tree, hits ground and
becomes a just born wren. I go to it, make a circle
round it with my arms loving it. I pop it into my
mouth, swallow it, digest it. It emerges from
my penis (or womb?) as a big snake which tows me
off into the sea.

It may be argued that the quality of Donovan's responses originates in
an imaginative aptitude, as well as reflecting a certain psychological
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disposition, and to some extent this is undeniable. He admits to being
highly imaginative as a child, but he also describes his imaginative
ability as having developed through practice. As with other faculties,
might not 'creative imagination' and the specific involvement it requires,
be developed through practice, just as it may suffer through neglect?

Donovan's ability for imaginal involvement developed over many years,
but Mike professed no such previous practice. Initially he did not
find the imaginal process easy. This was particularly evident towards
the end of the second session, when in response to a textual image he
simply stateds

I found the imaginal process confusing and difficult
and therefore no image was perceived.

Mike attended a series of five imaginal response sessions, and over this
period the quality of his response-wor~ changed. Although many of his
early responses involved a feeling-tone content, and often registered a
'strong' intensity, the perceived images do suggest a degree of detachment.
They have an.impersonal quality, relating directly to the text rather than
including personal associations. However, in the later sessions unconscious
associations were more apparent, pointing to a higher degree of involve-
mente

To illustrate Mike's deepening imaginal involvement, four examples are
given, two from his first and two from his final sessions -

First Session

Textual images

Now Hamlet, hear.



~esponse,

Textual image,

.-lesponsel

'Tis given out that sleeping in my orchard
A serpent stung me.

1 iv )4-6

1. Danger, unease
2. Very slight
J. A sleeping serpent on the grass beneath a tree
wakes and moves to sting the king who lies nearby.

Sleeping within my orchard
My custom always of the afternoon,
Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole
~ith juice of cursed hebenon in a vial,

1 iv 59-62

f>1ike

1. Danger/threatening
2. Moderate
J. The king sleeping on a low bed in an orchard
on a hot afternoon. His brother creeps towards
him with a bottle of poison. The image follows
the play's plot and the poison is poured into the
king's ear.

- .
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Fifth Session

Textual images

Responses

Textual images

o God: God!
How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world:
Fie on't, ah fie, 'tis an unweeded garden
That grows to seeds things rank and gross in nature
Possess it merely.

1 ii 132-7

Mike

1. Despair turning to fear
2. ~li1d

J. A heavy undergrowth dank green in colour,
impenetrable. A sense of something dangerous
behind it.

I have of late, but wherefore I know not, lost all
my mirth, foregone all my custom of exercises; and
indeed it goes so heavily with my disposition that
this goodly frame the earth seems to me a sterile
promontory, this most excellent canopy the air,
loo~ you, this brave o'er hanging firmament, this
majestical roof fretted with golden fire, why it
appeareth nothing to me but a foul and pestilent
congregation of vapours.

11 ii 29.5-)0)
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Response,

Hil<e

1. Despair, leading to fear
2. Medium

J. A barren empty landscape - rocky with distant
mountains - threatening white clouds roll into view and
seem to encompass all. wbat follows this? Danger
again: I don't understand why the clouds are white.

The response images from the first session closely follow the textual
image, indeed Mike noted as much in the second example. But in the later
examples the response images do not so closely mirror the text. Yet
more significant is the repeated idea of 'danger' which does not appear to
originate in the textual image. Earlier it was suggested that such
'unrelatedness' between response and text indicates the participation of
the unconscious. Furthermore, in the analysis of the characteristics
of individual 'readers' Mike's most dominant pattern was the repetition
of 'danger', possibly reflecting a defensive strategy against unconscious
contents triggered during the response process. Throughout his five
response sessions Mike recorded 'danger' seven times, of which three
were in the final session. Thus these later responses indicate the
surfacing of Mike's most immediate psychological pattern, which is in
itself a possible defense against deeper unconscious contents. It could
be argued that the particular images of the final session triggered
unconscious contents and defensive patterns. Nevertheless, Hike's
later responses point to a greater degree of involvement than is evident
in his earlier response-work.



Finally, I offer two responses by Camilla, one from her first and one
from her second response session. Camilla was a Polytechnic student
who attended only two sessions and her responses are not given in the
APpendix.

First Session

Textual images

I am thy father's spirit,
Doomed for a certain term to walk the night,
And for the day confin'd to fast in fires,
Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature
Are burn't and purged away.

1 v 9-1J

Responses

Camilla

1. Awe; but des-perately trying to suppress my thought
process from working out and trying to remember the plot
of Hamlet
2. Medium
J. A castle turret with a white figure - influenced by
a production of the play I have seen.

Second Session

Textual images

And is't not to be damned
To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil? V it -66-70



Responses

Camilla

1. Disgust at canker
2. strong
J. I think of a maggot ridden apple - which takes me
back to when I was a little girl and my cousin and I
would raid her apple tree, frequently, I suppose finding
maggoty apples.

The first example shows Camilla's 'thought process' disturbing her
imaginal perception. This is an example of a conditioned 'secondary'
response, here a concern to 'wor~ out the plot', limiting the 'reader's'
imaginal involvement. However, in the second session there is no such
disturbance. Furthermore, the personal associations, the memory of
herself as a little girl etc., suggest a degree of subjective involvement
that is not present in the first response. In these two sessions Camilla
appears to have developed her imaginal involvement both through freeing
herself of a conditioned 'secondary' response, and allowing subjective
associations to surface. This suggests that the 'reader' may need to
develop an initial skill of focussing on 'primary' rather than 'secondary'
processes.

Camilla over a period of two sessions, and Mike over a period of five
sessions appear to have developed their ability to involve themselves
in'their imaginal drama. For Donovan, this was an ability developed
over many years. Through practice each individual learnt to deepen
his/her imaginal involvement, offering evidence of a skill that may indeed

be acquired.
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Can Imaginal Involvement be Taught?

Imaginal involvement is central to imaginal response-work.
a skill that can be learnt, may it not then be taught?

If it is

There is no indication that Donovan, Mike or Camilla deepened their
imaginal involvement through being 'taught' in any specific sense.
At the beginning of the response sessions the importance of this involve-
ment was discussed, together with the need to focus on an imaginal rather
than analytic mode of response, but no actual technique to facilitate this
whole process was offered. This would suggest that we are looking at a
skill that was developed through practice rather than taught.

But what are the psychological dynamics of this developing involvement?
Without phenomenological evidence, the following ideas are offered as
a hypotheses.

An essential part of becoming more involved in one's imaginal drama is
to become familiar with the imaginal world. The imaginal then ceases
to be a totally foreign dimension from which the imaginer needs to distance
him/herself, but rather becomes a place of welcome discovery. The
imaginal must ever remain unexpected, an unIQlown destination, because
its world is the unconscious psyche. There can be no uniform ventures
into the imaginal, which is like the ever--changing sea with its moods
and unplumbable depths, rather than the recognizable land of consciou~ess.
But as the sailor learns to be at home with the sea, so the imaginer
learns the ways of the L~aginal. He/she becomes receptive to its moods
and demands; does not resist the possible pain or pleasure it may bring.
And because past pain often remains repressed into the unconscious, any



journey into the psyche may encounter 'it. Thus, through experience,
the attitude to the imaginal changes from defensiveness to acceptancel

One comes to a place where one is no longer out of one's
element when one is with an image. Though one is not
synonymous totally with the imaginal one has a horne there
as elsewhere. One does not continue as an Englishman
in Africa. but rather is changed by the imaginal. Going
into the imaginal becomes not a matter of preserving
oneself in a foreign land but rather of returning home.50

surely such an attitude is the secret of imaginal involvement, for only
then is the individual able to enter and experience this inner world,
to transform and be transformed by it.5l Imaginal involvement cannot be
taught. but it can be learnt.

5.4. The Guided Fantasy JourneYI a Brief Discussion

The Appendix records the 'results' of the five participants' 'guided
fantasy-journey', and no individual analysis of these 'results' will be
offered since they best 'speak for themselves'. However. these results
are evidence of the involvement of the individual in this imaginal process,
as they did not merely 'look at the pictures' but entered into a dialogue
with the imaginal figures. FUrthermore, each individual found his/her
'message' from the 'beings' very meaningful. again suggesting a deep
imaginal involvement.

These 'fantasy journeys' differ from Jung's 'Active Imagination' in that
they are 'guided' rather than being an individual and spontaneous encounter
with unconscious images. As a 'guided fantasy-journey' this process is
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closer to the guided visualizations outlined by Roberto Assagioli52 and
practised by his school ~ Psychosynthesis, and it also has similarities
to the fantasy journeys used within the Shamanic tradition. Working
within this tradition the shaman can guide the individual on an imaginal
journey to meet his/her 'sacred animal', and form a creative and last~ng
relationship with this primal power.5)

If, as Assagioli and the shaman, Arnold KeYSerling,54 would suggest,
such fantasy-journeys offer a real experience of the imaginal, then my
participants' 'results' indicate that each individual was able to receive

world
a meaningful communication from the archety~l~, and thus to have formed
a meaningful relationship with its primordial inhabitants •• Therefore, these
'journeys' may be read as an imaginal verification of the potential of
imaginal response-work to allow 'readers' to form a real bridge of
communication and establish a real relationship with the archetypa~
world. Moreover, this relationship need not end with the final
response sessions a clearing has been made in the forest, the beings
have come out from among the trees and have communicated with the
individual, and finally the ladder remains, linking each participant with
the realm of the archetypes. It is, of course, for each individual
participant to determine how to make best use of this relationship, how
best to use this ladder.

'Imaginal Response', Its Contribution to 'Reader Response' and
Archetypal PsycholoSI

This enquiry has explored 'imaginal response' from the twin perspectives
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of z:eader-response theory and a.rchetypa.1 studies ,and it has been
suggested that 'L~aginal response' can contribute to these two fields of
study.

Contribution to 'Reader-Response'

If 'imaginal response' is accepted as an amplification of the imaginal
dynamic of the 'normal' reading process, then this enquiry offers a
phenomenological perspective on a number of reader-response theories.

Individual 'readers" patterns of response-work support Holland's theory
of the reader replicating him/herse1f in the process of reading. However,
whilst Holland focusses on ideational responses, there is evidence of
the 'reader's' individuality expressing itself in 'styles' of response.
That some of these 'styles' may be re1a.ted to Jung's 'Four Types' is
suggested as an area for future research. Some responses also support
Holland's theory of defensive reading strategies, and many indicate an
unconscious 'reaction' to the text. However, the response-work looks
beyond Holland's Freudian orientation, giving evidence of responses which
do not defend against unconscious contents, but rather suggest their
often painful surfacing. The analysis of Karen's imaginal associations
offers specific confirmation of this.

This enquiry also offers phenomenological support of Ingarden and lser's
theories of the reader 'filling the gaps', showing how imaginal associa-
tions, imagistic, acoustic and ideational, amplify textual wOrd(s).
!ser's response process is given a further dimension by the suggestion
that the interaction between reader and text that evokes these associa-
tions rr.aytake place in different psychological 'spaces', at or near the
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threshold of consciousness, in the personal unconscious or in the collective
unconscious. Moreover, whilst Iser sees the interaction of 'filling
the gaps' as controlled by both reader and text, it is suggested that the
'depth' of the interaction may to some degree determine how reader and
text influence the choice of imaginal association.

rlelating Fish and Bleich's ideas of 'Interpretive Communities' to imaginal
response 'readers' indicates that the subliminal reading process may be
determined as much by the reader's openness to subjective associations
as his/her belonging to any semiotic {Fish) or pedagogic (3Ieich) community.
Furthermore, the phenomena of archetypal associations presents a universal
imaginal language, which depends on the reader's receptivity, rather than
any specialized community.

Finally, the wor~ of Jung ani Kugler on 'acoustic images' is given a
literary context, pointing to the probable subliminal occurence of acoustic
associations in the 'normal' reaiing pTocess. However, Kugler's ar~~ent
for an archetypal dimension to acoustic associations, although not
rejected, is not supported by the response material.

As Lmportant as its contri~~tion to the present reader-response debate,
is this enquiry's presentation of a primarily non-analytic, imaginal mode

of textual response. Not only does this enable students to become aware
of a normally subliminal response process, but it also provides an oppor-
tunity for an experiential rather than theoretical focus in their stuiie~
D~ring the Polytechnic response sessions, these third year students voiced
their appreciation of this experiential dimension, which valued their
individual feeling, sensation and imagistic response above any theoretical
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analysis. Furthermore, the imaginal response-work encouraged them to
work with and develop their 'mythological' mode of thinking, a 'right-
brain' function often neglected and repressed by the dominance of the
more analytic and verbal 'left-brain' emphasis of an academic education.

Contribution to Archetypal Psychology

The foremost contribution that 'imaginal response' has to make in the
field of archetypal psychology is in integrating the work of Jung, Hillman
and others with a study of the imaginal affect of archetypal textual

images. aecent work in archetypal psychology has discussed the imaginal
55

importance of literature, but as yet there has been no detailed or exper-

iential study in this area.

Chapter One offers a theoretical analysis of the dynamics of archetypal
textual images and their relationship to the archety~l. ·lf~rld. The
evidence of the 'results' suggests that a receptive 'reader' may
experience the archetypal dimension of these textualimages~
:!hilst this may happen subliminally in the normal
reading process, through adapting Jung's 'active imagination' into a
mode of textual response, the 'reader' is able to 'actively' participate
in an archetypal experience~ and, according to Jung, such 'active'

participation is of great psychological importance. The feeling-tone

and body responses recorded by 'readers' can be seen as evidence of this

fully-felt participation.

This enquiry also offers evidence of an imaginal level of communication
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between the archetypal image and the participant" .
in which, through the universal language of the collective unconscious,
the participant is able to gain a degree of imaginal understanding of
the nature of a specific archetypal dynamic. Examples of this are
Nomi's experience of the Gothic cathedral with its crumbling statues,
auth and Andrew's cuboid images. Moreover, this imaginal understanding
is not dependent upon any conscious psychological knowledge.

However, there is evidence that Jungian psychology does offer a means
of consciously understanding an imaginal experience. The work with
Karen indicates the importance of an imaginal experience of a psychological
dynamic; it allowed her, in her own words, to 'get it', but a psycholo-
gical discussion enabled her to more fully understand this particular
dynamic.

Karen's work is evidence of 'imaginal response' having the potential to
effect psychological transformation. An imaginal response to textual
images can evoke personal and archetypal unconscious contents, which
the participant may then be able to assimilate. In Karen's case her
instinctual 'beast' was 'eaten and thus controlled'. However, this is
an area that further study needs to elaborate and confirm.

Finally, is there any evidence that imaginal response participants were
able to form a relationship with the archety~.al world? If this ~idea
fantasy-journeys can be taken as imaginal evidence, then 'imaginal respnnse'
offers ' . psychology a bridge uniting the archetyp al worln

world of individual consciousness.
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2.6• The Limitations of this Enquirx

This enquiry has explored an imaginal mode of reader-response from a
literary and psychological perspective in order to gain some understanding
of the imaginal dynamics of the 'normal' reading process, and in particu-
lar the dynamics of archetypal textual images. However, just as this
enquiry has firmly dismissed the idea of the 'objective reader', so too
can it in no way be regarded as an objective assessment of an imaginal
reading process.

The core of"this enquiry is the methodology for the application of
'imaginal response', which has been amplified both theoretically and
experientially. Such amplification is necessarily subjective. !-1y
personal inclinations and prejudices influenced my choice of reading
and the assimilation of what I read. Following this, my stance of
consciousness influenced the theoretical perspective which was developed
from this literature.

The practical a~lication of 'imaginal response' was subjective not only
in the textual images chosen and arranged, but also in the individuals
attracted to participate. If someone else were to offer imaginal
response sessions it is most-likely that they would attract different
participants from the same two sources. And, just as the analysand's
dreams reflect the analyst - for the Freudian analyst one has Freudian
dream, for theJungian, Jungian dreams - so too the participants' imaginal
response-work will necessarily to some degree reflect the 'leader'.
Furthermore, just as the analysis of Hamlet has been offered as the
inevitable projection of a personal myth, so too will any analysis of
the 'results' reflect a personal vielipoint. Hy stance (conscious and



unconscious), will be reflected in how I looK, what I see, and how I
interpret what I see.

For example. I have been aware of how a particular personal limitation
has itself limited the scope of this enquiry. As already discussed, .
Jung differentiated four 'functions' of consciousness I thinking, feeling,
sensation and intuition; and whilst individuals have one or two of these
functions easily accessible, at least one remains 'inferior', predominantly
unconscious. In my case the 'inferior function' is sensation, and thus
I have not been able to deeply explore 'imaginal response' from this
perspective. Whilst I have suggested that participants be receptive
to any sensations, kinaesthetic images etc. evoked by a textual image,
r have not examined this element of their response-work in any more
detail. It would require someone more consciously in touch with their
sensation f~~ction to pursue this further, and thus allow 'sensation
types' of 'readers' to appreciate their responses more fully.

ene cannot escape the subjective nature of any enquiry, but it is
important that this 'limitation' is acknowledged. Moreover, just as

reader and text are interdependent. so too will any 'reading' of this

enquiry reflect you, the reader.

5.7. suggestions for 7Urther Research

This enquiry initiates 'imaginal response', and any further application
of this mode of response may well add to our understanding of its dynamics
of both 'reader-response' ani Jungian psychology. In bridging these two



disciplines, 'imaginal response' opens a whole area for future study.

Here are a number of questions that might be explored, the first three
have already been briefly discussed.

1. How do participants' responses reflect Ja~g's "?our Types'?
2. ~hat is the relationship between archetypal images and acoustic
associations (cf. Kugler's work)?
J. How could it be shown whether 'imaginal response' has the potential
to effect psychological transfonnation? ~iould further in-depth analyses,
as conducted with Karen reveal similar indications of transformation?
4. What is the effect of using other textual images in 'imaginal response'?
Are some texts more suitable for imaginal response-work. and indeed should
there be any differentiation of some texts as being more suitable?
5. ~'lhatis the difference between practising 'imaginal respl'mse' within
a grcup or an individual situation? How might the group unconscious
affect participants' response-work?
6. Is it possible to explore the cumulative affect of the textual images
'read' in anyone session, or indeed in a series of sessions?
7. HoW might participants' response-work develop over a greater number
of sessions? And how might their relationship to the archetypes develop
over a longer period of response-work?

Finally, as 'imaginal response' is primarily an experiential method of
responding to archetypal textual images. any further research is best
made through participants'imaginal response-work. whether 'guided' by

myself or another. Moreover, as others will be able to offer their own
individual perspective on understanding and appreciating 'imaginal response',



it is hoped that they will be attracted to this work. One of the
aims of this enquiry is to have presented 'imaginal response' in a
way that both enables and encourages others to practise it. Moreover,
it is only through individual experience that 'imaginal response' may
be fully appreciated and understood, for, 'as is well known, one
understands nothing psychological unless one has experienced it oneself,.56



NOTES TO CHAPI'Ea FIVE

1. 3. Fish Is There a Text in this Class? p. 27
2. N. Ho1la~d 'Unity Identity Text Self' Reader-Response Criticism

p. 121

3. ibid. 1'.125
4. The word 'projection' is not used here in its psychological sense
of a projection of unconscious contents, but rather in the sense of a
projection of a certain ego-identlfication with the text. This is best
illustrated by the examples given.
5. N. Holland 'Unlty Identity Text Self' Reader-aesuonse Criticism

p. 123
6. C.G. Jung Psychological Reflections p. 10
7. r·:ary\o1atkins ~a~ing Dreams p. 102

8. See above p. 92
9. For a definition of an 'intermediate' association, see above p. 151
10. S. Freud The Internretation of Dreams pp. 172-3
11. C.G. Jung Qg

12. ibid. para. 450
13. ibid. para. 4.51

14. ibid. para. 451
15. P. Kugler The Alchemy of Discourse p. 25

16. C.G. Jung C'1l3- para. 402
17. P. Xug1er OPe cit. p. 95
19. J. Lacan The Language of the ~e1f ..trans. A •• ·ii1den,p. 32
19. C.G. Jung;lord and Image p, 211

Hamlet 111 i1 168-920.
21. C.G. Jung £:!!! para. 247a



22. 11ary ~~atkins Ope cit. p. 99
23. C.G. Jung Han and His Symbols p. 98
24. ibid. p. 96
25. See Chapter Two, note 72
26. T. Burkhardt Alchemy p, 7 .
27. c.G. Jung Psychological. Reflections p.47·
28. R. Ingarden The Cognition of the Literary ;·lorkof Art pp. 13-14
29. W. Iser The Act of Reading p. 167
30. See R. Holub aeception Theory p. 93, quoting Iser, from

Rainer ~larning (ed.) Rezeptionsasthetik: Theorie und Praxis
(Hunich: Fink, 1975) p. 335

I share the opinion that indeterminacy is an extremely
undifferentiated category and is therefore at best a
universal communication theory. To define it, however,
would eliminate it as a universal that determines
communication.

Holub comments:
The same evidently holds true for the communicate unit
that governs indeterminacy, the gap or blank.

31. W. Iser The Implied Reader p. 282
32. W. Iser The Act of Reading p. 141

33. ibid. p. 170
34. ~1Rlffatcrre, 'Criteria for style Analysis', \-tord vol. 15

1959, pp. 154-174, & 'Describing Poetic structures: Two Approaches
to Baudelaire's "Les Chats"', Yale French studies, 36 & 37, 1966

pp. 200-242.

35. r·t. Riffaterre
1966 p. 215.

'Describing Poetic structures', Yale French Studies
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36. f-l. Riffaterre, 'Criteria for Style Analysis' 110rd 1959 p. 163

'Describing Poetic structures' Yale French Studies37. M. Riffaterre,
1966 p. 215

}g. l-i. Riffaterre, 'Criteria for Style Analysis' Word 1959 p.171

39. In fact Riffaterre's 'superreader' does not feature in his later .
work The Semiotics of Poetry (1978)

40. n. Ingarden OPe cit. pp. 3741

41. ibid. p. 40
p. 4142. ibid.

43. Throughout this enquiry the word 'participant' has been used to refer
to an i!llaginalresponse 'reader'. The very process of 'imaginal
response' necessitates so~e degree of participation. However,
'participant' is not used here to imply that the individual is a
particip3.n.trather than an observer of t!1eir imaginal drama. In
order to avoid such confusion 'involve' and 'involvement' have been
used to describe this specific form'of imaginal participation.

44. C.C. Jung C·.n4- para. 753

45. 70r a full analysis of these images see pp. 223-7
46. Narie-Louise von Franz Nu:nber and Time p, 223
47. !>:arie-Louisevon Franz C.G. Jung, His Myth in Our Time p. 237

48. C.G. Jung C'.48 para. 843

49. Harie-Louise von Franz OPe cit. p. 237

50. Hary 'Natkins Wakin~ Dreams p. 118
51. Not only can the imaginal 'reader' transform the personal psyche,

but also the collective can be transformed. For, just as the
experience of an archetype by the conscious self means a transforma-
tion of the individual, so too the archetype itself is transformed
through contact with consciousness. ~or~ing with archetypal images
is always a two-way process.
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52. R. Assagioli Psychosynthesis pp. 145-151
53. From an unpublished lecture by Arnold Keyserling, given at the

~o/rekinTrust, ~lystics and Scientists 7th Conference. 6-8 April 19~.

See note 53 above::;;,.

55. :n ,,3.rticular the work of Patricia Berry. J. Hillman and R. Lockhart
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56. C.G. Jung CW? para. 343
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